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ABSTRACT 

Through the historical analysis of a public housing project built in Greenbelt, 

Maryland in 1937, this dissertation investigates how federal housing policies 

attempted to impose middle-class gender roles and relations on members of the 

working-class as a central means to alleviate class tensions heightened during the 

Great Depression. Informed by recent developments in Women's History and 

the Social History of Architecture, this project examines how attempts to 

rehabilitate working-class families and communities necessitated removing them 

from cities and imposing paradigmatic gender norms. A new form of housing 

and town-planning became a critical means to achieve these ends. 

This federal housing project in Greenbelt has long been celebrated as the 

first successful example of federal support for progressive urban planning. The 

planners of Greenbelt drew from existing progressive ideologies that understood 

decentralized communities, or suburbs, as the answer to the decay and squalor of 

urban centers. Viewing Greenbelt solely in terms of its progressive legacy is 

limiting, however, unless that legacy is investigated using class, race, and gender 

analysis. With the planning, design, and administration of the new community 

in Greenbelt, New Deal planners envisioned a new form of architecture, town-

planning and administration that would provide a social and physical 

environment conducive to the formation of viable, stable, working-class families. 

These planners assvuned that if working-class residents adopted the gender 

relations that were normative in the middle-class, long term problems of poverty 

and social disorder would disappear. 
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The built environment of Greenbelt, contemporary photographs, and 

federal administrative records provide significant evidence to study the 

relationship between "class rehabilitation" and gender norms. This project offers 

a new approach to understanding the New Deal housing policies and the 

construction of a domestic ideal. 
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Introduction: Greenbelt Towns as the Solution to America's Class Tensions 

"A social economic system which in ordinary practice and on its own terms cannot 
provide a decent living environment is not a great civilization no matter what other 
things it can do." Catherine Bauer, author of Modem Housing (1934) 

In the fall of 1937, a public housing project was completed in Greenbelt, 

Maryland and low-income families carefully selected by a tenant review 

committee began to move in to their new dwellings. Much excitement 

surroimded the process, for this housing project was simultaneously hailed and 

criticized by those who saw this as a departure in government activity as well as 

a new form of housing and town-planning. This federal housing project in 

Greenbelt has long been celebrated as the first successful example of federal 

support for progressive urban planning. The planners of Greenbelt drew from 

existing progressive ideologies that understood decentralized communities, or 

suburbs, as the answer to the decay and squalor of urban centers. Viewing 

Greenbelt solely in terms of its progressive legacy is limiting, however, unless 

that legacy is investigated using class, race, and gender analysis. The goals 

behind this new form of town-planning were to provide not only adequate and 

affordable housing for its working-class residents, but to alleviate class tensions 

evident in urban centers during the Depression through the reorganization of 

gender relations, and specifically through attempts to impose middle-class 

gender roles. 

Informed by recent developments in women's history and the social 

history of architecture, this dissertation will examine how the federal 

government's attempts to rehabilitate working-class families and communities 

necessitated removing them from what they perceived as the uiu*edeemable. 
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chaotic dty and imposing paradigmatic gender norms. To achieve the goals of 

dass rehabilitation and American sodal stability. President Frai\klin Roosevelt, 

his New Deal administrators, and housing reformers envisioned a new form of 

architecture, town-planning, and general administration that would provide a 

sodal environment condudve to the formation of viable, stable, working-dass 

families. Furthermore, these planners assumed that if working-dass residents 

adopted the gender relations that were normative to the middle-dass, long-term 

problems of poverty and urban sodal disorder would disappear. In analyzing 

the built environment of Greenbelt, contemporary photographs, federal 

administrative records, and traditional sodal historical sources, this dissertation 

will study the relationship between reformers' and government offidals' concern 

with "dass rehabilitation" and paradigmatic gender norms. This project offers a 

new approach to understanding the relationship between New Deal housing 

polides, sodal reform, and the construction of a domestic "ideal." 

In conceptualizing and building the projert at Greenbelt, the federal 

govenunent was working not just to fill a need for adequate and affordable 

housing, an extant need before the 1930s that was exacerbated with the collapse 

of the nation's economy, including that of the housing industry. Rather, 

Roosevelt's admirustration was attempting to remedy the many sodal problems 

assodated with the dties—an issue that had been a focus of reform for decades. 

As historians such as Roy Lubove, Kathy Peiss, and Christine Stansell have 

argued, by the mid-nineteenth-century, members of the white middle-dass 

viewed the conditions behaviors evident in poor urban centers as ill suited to the 

creation of an ideal family life and stable sodal relations. In contrast to the values 
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and behaviors promoted by the bourgeoisie, the dty, as seen by the middle-

class, had a visible saloon culture, was a gathering place for labor unions and 

other radical activities, had a high percentage of mothers working for wages, 

was not conducive to the creation of proper citizenship values, promoted 

juvenile delinquency, and perhaps most importantly, tmdermined the home in 

the dty as the central place of family sodability. Reformers believed that if only 

the home could be a central focus of the family and a retreat for working men, 

the working-dass "problem" and thus dass conflict would disappear. These 

particular Progressive-era assumptions carried through into the New Deal 

administration's housing polides in Greenbelt. What has been less often noted is 

that architects and planners involved in the project identified such problems in 

particularly class and gender contingent ways and addressed them through the 

construction of this ideal, decentralized dty with "proper" housing.' 

In addition to long-held concerns about the net effect of urban centers and 

dass-stability, reformers and offidals of the Roosevelt administration feared the 

relationship between high levels of male unemployment and the destabilization 

of paradigmatic gender relations. With the onset of the Depression in 1929, 

many American intellectuals, reformers, and politidans began to express fear 

about how the massive unemployment of men would affect their families; 

contemporaries commonly believed that if a husband or father could not reliably 

provide for his family, he risked losing his familial authority and, in the worse 

' Roy Lubove, The Progressives and the Slums: Tenement House Reform in New York 
City. 1890-1917 (Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh University Press, 1962); Kathy Peiss, Cheap 
Amusements: Working Women and Leisure in Tum-of-the-Century New York (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 1986); Christine Stansell, City of Women: Sex and Qass in New 
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case scenario, could desert his family as many did. The stability of the family and 

the role of the father were concerns of public policy makers as well as 

sociologists. The creation of a paradigmatic domestic setting in Greenbelt was a 

means to cotmter this pending sodal disintegration. 

Early studies of the New Deal examined how Roosevelt's administration 

successfully implemented progressive programs and aided the working-class's 

search for economic stability. Overall, many of these historians conclude that the 

New Deal served as an effective counterbalance to unchecked capitalism.^ In 

contrast to these approaches, women's historians of the New Deal, such as Linda 

Gordon, Gwendolyn Mink, and Barbara Melosh, have pointed to the many 

federal policies which specifically attempted to shore up the status of the wage 

earning father and husband.^ By shoring up working-class manliness, 

Roosevelt's administration was also attempting to stave off a potentially 

widespread class conflict. These historians have examined the Social Security Act, 

the Works Progress Administration, the Civilian Conservation Corps and other 

programs whose primary beneficiaries were male. These programs operated to 

maintain and sustain the notion that men were the primary wage earners and 

York. 1789-1860 (New York: Knopf, 1986). 
- For examples of the "progressive interpretation" of the New Deal, see Arthur M. 

Schlesigner, The New Deal in Action. 1933-1939 (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1940); 
Richard Hofstadter, The Age of Reform: from Bryan to FDR (New York: Vintage Books, 1955); 
James MacGregor Bums, Roosevelt: the Lion and the Fox (New York: Harcourt Press, 1956); 
William E. Leuchtenberg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal. 1932-1945 (New York; 
Harper & Row, 1963); Otis L. Graham, An Encore for Reform: the Old Progressives and the New 
Deal (New York: Oxford University Press, 1967); Robert McElvaine, The Great Depression: 
America. 1929-1941 (New York: Times Books, 1984). 

^ Linda Gordon, Pitied But Not Entitled: Single Mothers and the History of Welfare. 
1890-1935 (New York: Free Press, 1994); Barbara Melosh, Engendering Culture: Manhood and 
Womanhood in New Deal Public Art and Theater (Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institute, 
1991); Gwendolyn Mink, The Wages of Motherhood: Inequality in the Welfare State. 1917-1942 
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held the rights and claims to the benefits of citizenship. Many of the New Deal 

programs worked to reestablish (or introduce), normative male and female roles 

in order to stabilize working-class families. For instance, Melosh reveals that 

much of the symbolism present in public art during the New Deal worked to 

reinforce the notion that "manliness" or masculinity was associated vdth the 

status of male-as-breadwinner. As the male role of breadwinner was challenged 

in the face of unemplo5nTient, this role "took on a charged symbolism."^ In a 

similar vein, Gordon and Mink argue that when women benefited from New 

Deal programs, such as Aid for Dependent Children (ADC), they benefited based 

on their dependence on men and their role in childrearing. Roosevelt's public 

housing policies in Greenbelt can be seen in the same light; they, too, (re)asserted 

the notion that femininity was associated with dependence on men. 

These Progressive-era and New Deal perceptions of the dty, proper 

housing, and appropriate family life had a direct influence on the planning, 

construction, and administration of Greenbelt. The project in Maryland, along 

with two others in Ohio and Wisconsin, were built as "garden dties," an 

articulation of a social and architectural movement that was originally conceived 

and promoted in the late riineteenth-century by the Englishman Ebenezer 

Howard. Howard and his followers admitted the significance of industry in 

society, but believed its centralization led to poverty, disease, enhanced class 

inequalities, and moral degeneration. Howard also argued that the paucity of 

(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995). 
Barbara Melosh, Engendering Culture. 86. 
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nature in cities affected the character of its residents.' Howard's ideas for a 

decentralized dty, which integrated both industrial and agricultural economies, 

were influential with a group of American architects, dty planners, economists, 

intellectuals, and housing reformers. In 1924 they formed the Regional Planning 

Assodation of America (RPAA), the U.S. equivalent of the movement in England. 

The RPAA's ideas ultimately found their way into the programs of 

Undersecretary of Agriculture and Director of the Resettlement Administration, 

Rexford Tugwell and President Roosevelt at a time when the President's 

administration dedded for the first time in its history to provide permanent 

public housing for lower-income Americans. Ideas and individuals from the 

RPAA remained influential in the conception, planning, and construction of the 

Greentown projects, the flagship of Roosevelt's ventures into public housing.^ 

Members of the RPAA, most notably urban critic Lewis Mumford and 

architect Qarence Stein, had long argued that the large industrial dty of the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries—or as Clarence Stein referred to it, the 

' For more on Ebenezer Howard and the Garden City Movement, see Stanley Buder, 
Visionaries and Planners: The Garden City Movement and the Modem Community (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1999); Standish Meacham, Regaining Paradise: Englishness and the 
Early Garden City Movement (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999); Tony Schuman and 
Elliott Sclar, "The Impact of Ideology on American Town Planning: From the Garden City to 
Battery Park City" in Mary Corbin Sies and Christopher Silver, Planning the Twentieth-
Century American City (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996); Stephen V. Ward, 
ed.. The Garden City: Past. Present, and Future (London: E & FN Spon, 1992). 

As will be discussed later, Tugwell did not credit the RPAA with the idea for the 
project in Greenbelt. It is obvious, however, that its ideas provided the template for this new 
commuruty. For more on the RPAA, see Roy Lubove, Community Planning in the 1920s: The 
Contribution of the Regional Planning Association of America (Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh 
University Press, 1963); Daniel Schaffer, Garden Cities for America: The Radbum Experience. 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1982); Edward Spann, Designing Modem America: 
the Regional Planning Association and its Members (Cincinnati: Ohio State University Press, 
1996); Francesco Dal Co, "From Parks to the Region: Progressive Ideology and the Reform of 
the American City" in Giorgio Ciucci, et al. The American City: From the Civil War to the 
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"Dinosaur City"--bred disease and poverty, broke down community ties, was 

inefficient in terms of space and resources, created a form of alienation between 

people and their environment, and created the very systemic inequalities in the 

United States which allowed for the scarcity of adequate and healthy housing for 

many Americans/ In fact, they believed that it was no longer possible to rescue 

the dty from its continued deterioration and the only solution to American 

housing problems was found in the creation of small towris through the 

decentralization or suburbanization process. The RPAA and other reformers 

believed that if industrial and/or low-level white-collar workers could return to 

nature, or "America's roots," if only for part of the day, many of the small town 

values associated wdth pre-industrial life would return. This return to a modified 

replication of small town, rural life would in turn alleviate some of the more 

troublesome aspects associated with working-classes people, namely, their 

tendency to assemble and unionize.® 

When the program to develop and build Greenbelt was officially 

proposed in 1935 by Undersecretary of Agriculture and Roosevelt braintrust 

member Rexford Tugwell, reformers and intellectuals from the United States, 

Britain, and the European continent had discussed at length and searched for 

decades for the "ideal," if not perfect, solution to the situation of urban 

congestion and poverty. Reformers such as Ebenezer Howard of England and 

New Deal (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1973). 
' Qarence Stein, "Dinosaur Cities" (1925), reprinted in Carl Sussman, ed.. Planning the 

Fourth Migration: The Neglected Vision of the Regional Planning Association of America 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1976), 28-36. For Stein and his colleagues Lewis Mumford and Benton 
MacKaye and their debt to Ebenezer Howard, see Edward K. Spann, Designing Modem 
America. 
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Americans Catherine Bauer, Edith Elmer Wood, and Lewis Mumford argued that 

current urban and housing patterns were in and of themselves perpetuators of 

poverty, illness, social unrest, and deteriorating family and dvic structures. 

Dozens, if not hundreds of economists, architects, reformers, and social scientists 

wrote, discussed, and lobbied for federal intervention into these conditions. 

Through the influence of these activists, their work, and the convictions of 

Tugwell, in May of 1935 President Roosevelt issued an executive order 

establishing the Resettlement Administration (RA). This executive order also 

specified that the RA would administer "suburban" resettlement projects. After 

over two years of plarming, designing, and construction, in September 1937 the 

first suburban federal public housing project was completed in Greenbelt, 

Maryland, approximately thirty minutes from downtown Washington D.C.' 

The Greenbelt program was one of the many programs of the New Deal which 

President Roosevelt and members of his "Brain Trust" agreed would alleviate 

not only the economic problems associated with the Great Depression, but 

would demonstrate to other governmental officials and the real estate industry 

the benefits of this new form of housing and community plaiuiing. Informed by 

a "scientific" understanding of urban problems, these town-planners hoped to 

** Roy Lubove, The Progressives and the Slums. 59. 
" Before the establishment of the Greenbelt program, the federal government had 

initiated several other public housing programs. President Herbert Hoover's Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation of 1932 authorized loans to limited-dividend corporations to provide 
housing for low-income families. In 1933, at the begiiming of President Franklin Roosevelf s 
administration and under the authority of his first major policy initiative, the National 
Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA), the Public Works Administration established a housing 
division, centrally operated by the federal government. This housing division constructed some 
very important projects, including Hillside Homes in the Bronx, New York. Many agree, 
however, that it was the Greenbelt program which was the preeminent articulation of what 
housing reformers had hoped to create for members of the working-class. 
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create an ideal dty, the model of which they argued should be replicated 

throughout the country as the solution to poverty and urban degeneration. 

The plan for these three projects was to recreate a small town 

environment in a rural setting near an urban dty for industrial and lower level 

white-collar workers. The design of the greenbelts induded literally a green belt 

of trees and greenery around the dty, which limited the possibilities for further 

growth and development. Greenbelt, Maryland was meant to be simultaneously 

rural and urban, where its dtizens could benefit from both settings. 

The housing for residents of Greenbelt was available to those with 

inadequate housing living in the Washington D.C. metropolitan area. 

Individuals earning between $1,100 and $2,000 per year were eligible and were 

required to go through a thorough screening, inspection and interview 

process.'" Interviewers selected those families which exhibited qualities 

interviewers noted as important for the project to be successful. They became 

the first residents in Greenbelt and moved into their new homes in the fall of 

1937. 

In creating this ideal dty of Greenbelt, plarmers did not limit themselves to 

simple architecture and town-planning. Like paternalistic progressive era 

reformers, they believed that the social relations of the community also mattered 

and required similar plaiming. They based their visions of what constituted 

As will be discussed in the following chapters, Greenbelt authorities conducted 
thorough screening techniques in order to secure residents who they felt demonstrated the 
greatest potential to benefit from this "social experiment." Residents were evaluated on 
objective matters such as their need for housing. They were also evaluated on subjective matters 
such as housekeeping skills, degree of family integration, and financial responsibility. These 
latter factors operated to produce a body of residents best dubbed as the "worthy poor." Most 
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good sodal relations on a white, nuddle-dass model. This model was predicated 

on the belief that work and domestic life should be spatially segregated. This 

mythical distinction of "public" and "private" spheres assumed a gendered 

world where men were responsible for the public world and women for the 

private or domestic." With these assumptions, town-planners intended to create 

a better way of living for their working class residents. This would be their way 

to battle what they saw as a systemic cause of urban poverty. 

To underline the emphasis planners placed on a middle-class version of 

domesticity, I have borrowed from the tools introduced by such feminist 

architectural historians as Gwendolyn Wright, Dolores Hay den, Abigail Van 

Slyck and Dolores Lefkowitz Horowitz.'* These scholars examine the 

architectural designs of domestic spaces in the nineteenth- and twentieth-

centuries to uncover the ways in which creators of the built envirorunent 

incorporated assumptions about proper gender relations into their plans and 

products. To the extent that social ideals regarding gender norms were so 

deeply embedded in the culture that they often went unarticulated in written 

texts, the built envirorunent offers insights into that past that are inaccessible 

through other kinds of historical evidence. Scholarship on issues of public policy 

has sometimes been limited in terms of its analysis of gender, because the 

urban residents in greatest need were not accepted for residence at Greenbelt. 
" For a substantive critique of the viability of the concept of "separate spheres," see 

Linda Kerber, "Separate Spheres, Female Worlds, Woman's Place: The Rhetoric of Women's 
History" loumal of American History 75 (June 1988), 9-39. 

Dolores Hayden, The Grand Domestic Revolution: a History of Feminist Designs for 
American Homes. Neighborhoods, and Cities (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981); 
Gwrendolyn Wright, Building the Dream: A Social History of Housing in America (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1981); Abigail Van Slyck, "The Lady and the Library Loafer; Gender and 
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authors have narrowed their analysis to the discursive practices of politicians and 

policy makers. By looking at the built environment with an eye to gender 

relations, we can begin to understand the ways in which gender norms were 

naturalized, made invisible, and often rendered closed to further analysis. The 

social history of architecture is a valuable interdisciplinary tool where scholars 

can view the significance of gender in the construction of public policy.'^ 

Wright, Hayden, and other feminist architectural historians have 

encouraged traditional historians of women to integrate interdisciplinary tools 

into their research and conclusions. Their analyses of space and architectural 

designs have greatly added to our understanding of the lives of women from the 

past. Their excellent studies have focused principally on the built environment of 

middle and upper-class women and families. This project will integrate their 

artful skills of analysis into an understanding of how creators of the built 

environment translated their gendered vision into a federally financed public 

housing project for lower-income Americans. Wright and Hayden's tools will 

help explicate the significance of this community for women. It will also aid in 

our understanding of the historical construction and understanding of class 

specific gender relations and how this relates to the construction of "ideal" 

Public Space in Victorian America" Winterthur Portfolio 31 (Winter 1996), 221-242. 
For further examples of scholarship which engage the built environment as a means 

to uncover historical paradigmatic notions of gender, race, and class see Helen Lefkowitz 
Horowitz, Alma Mater Design and Experience in the Women's Colleges (New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1984); Joanne Meyerowitz, Women Adrift: Independent Wage Earners in Chicago. 1880-
1930 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994). Other important social histories of the built 
environment include Elizabeth Collins Cromley, Alone Together A History of New York's 
Early Apartments (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990); Paul Groth, Living Pov^mtown: The 
History of Residential Hotels in the United States (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1994); Abigail Van Slyck, Free to All: Carnegie Libraries and American Culture (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1995). 
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domestic spaces. 

This examination of the built environment of Greenbelt and the federal 

policies governing the residents of Greenbelt will draw on other historical 

disciplines. In particular, this dissertation draws inspiration from the ii\fluential 

work of Joan W. Scott, Gender and the Politics of History." In her work, Scott 

argues that it is important to examine the ways in which sexual difference is 

constructed and used to signify power and hierarchy through an attention to 

language and all forms of "symbolic representation." Scott entreats scholars 

against a limited read of "women's history," whereby previous women's social 

history scholars have (re)created a female "ghetto" by studying women in 

isolation from men: "Its stories seem to be uniquely about women and can be 

read in too separatist a manner."'^ Scott works to understand how gender 

operates historically and is produced within, through, and against language, 

symbols, and social relations. Scott claims, "Feminist history then becomes not 

the recounting of great deeds performed by women but the exposure of the 

often silent and hidden operations of gender that are nonetheless present and 

defining forces in the organization of most societies."'^ Gender as a category of 

analysis is important, for using these tools reveals the significance of gender, as 

Ava Baron argues, regardless of women's presence or absence, and exposes the 

ways in which gender is and was an important facet in historical events where 

Joan Wallach Scott, Gender and the Politics of History (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1988). 

ibid., 29. 
ibid., 27. 
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previously we thought the question of "women" was not evident.'^ 

Scott's work is invaluable when considering an examination of the built 

environment. By replacing "the notion that sodal power is unified, coherent, 

and centralized," historians can examine other symbolic forms that exert power. 

These sites of power can be located within discursive fields or, as Michel Foucault 

argued, within the built envirorunent.'® Scott restates Foucault's understanding 

of power as "dispersed constellations of unequal relationships, discursively 

constituted in social 'fields of force.'"" These social "fields of force" are inclusive 

of this architecture, town-planning, and administrative practices of the project in 

Greenbelt, Maryland. This project will draw from Scott and Foucault's theories 

about gender and power to uncover the gendering of the built environment or an 

understanding of how gender became a part of the plaiming and orgaruzation of 

Greenbelt. 

For example, the tovm of Greenbelt was organized around a superblock 

plan, a plan that promoters hoped would provide a different form of living than 

that which the typical urban grid pattern supposedly provided. As was the 

design of the housing structures, the superblock design was a European import 

of the International Style. The design reduced the percentage of property that 

the buildings covered to twenty to thirty percent of the total and opened the rest 

Ava Baron, ed.. Work Engendered: Toward a New History of American Labor 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991). 

" Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punishment: The Birth of the Prison, trans. Alan 
Sheridan (New York: Vintage Books, 1979). While dominant paradigms are spatially 
inscribed, this does not preclude the individual user of this space from decoding the meaning of 
the space for him or herself. Foucault notes that architecture holds no inherent meaning, 
despite architects and social planners' attempts to impose a particular order and discipline to 
particular forms of space. Foucault's post-structuralist interpretation of the relational aspects 
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of the site for shared community space. To reduce site coverage and increase 

community space—most of which served as play spaces for children— buildings 

were pushed to the exterior, creating central park areas and a network of 

interior pathways and pedestrian underpasses. Using the relatively new design 

concept of the cul-de-sac, the superblock design reduced or virtually eliminated 

public streets within the project's space, relegating them to tovm's periphery. 

Planners thus created a town that was literally "inside out;" the orientation of the 

town privileged iimer parks, play areas, and protected pedestrian circulation. By 

focusing attention inwards, the designers hoped to create a safe haven from the 

dangers associated with motor traffic and also the outside world. This plan was 

seen as "friendly" to children and therefore an ideal place to raise a family; 

children were safe from traffic and mothers could easily view their children at 

play.^° 

In considering the design of the superblock, planners assumed that 

women would be available at all times to supervise the play activities of children. 

Maintaining these particular assumptions, architects and town-planners hoped to 

create a situation that contrasted with that of children in urban centers, who in 

the understandings of middle-class reformers were supposedly allowed to play 

unsupervised in dangerous streets and vacant lots. Implicit and integral to the 

formulation of the problem of urban decay and its solution was the continual 

presence of mothers, creating and monitoring a home life for their families. This 

of architecture is usehil in understanding Greenbelt residents' connection to the project. 
" Joan W. Scott, Gender and the Politics of History. 42. 

"Greenbelt; A Planned Community" RG 196, Records of the FPHA, Subject Files of 
Greenbelt Community Manager, Box Two, National Archives at College Park, Maryland, 
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project will consider the ways in which the super-block design can elucidate 

historical vinderstandings of ideal gender roles and relations. 

Another important avenue for consideration when studying Greenbelt is 

how the federal government incorporated gendered assumptions about 

citizenship into their policies. Housing in Greenbelt was a benefit of citizenship; 

Greenbelt planners also intended that the recipients of this housing would 

demonstrate middle-class values of citizenship as a means to forestall class-

conflict and to promote social stability. With these assiunptions, it is critical to 

investigate how this definition and benefit of dtizer^hip was gendered. 

Furthermore, it is necessary to uncover the ways in which the imposition of 

paradigmatic gender norms benefited the state's economic and political interests. 

To achieve this historical imderstanding, this dissertation borrows from the 

recent scholarship of feminist theorists who have expanded our imderstanding 

of "the state" or the apparatus of government, and how federal and state 

governments incorporated radalized and gendered assumptions into their 

policies."' 

For example, Linda Kerber argues that before the 1920s, American 

women's obligation to the state as citizens was subordinated to their roles for 

and obligations to their husbands and children, revealing that the state's interests 

(hereafter, NACP). 
Some of the many feminist theorists who discuss the "gendering" of the state are, 

Chantal Mouffe, "Feminism, Citizenship, and Radical Democratic Politics" in Judith Butler 
and Joan W. Scott, ed.. Feminists Theorize the Political (New York: Routledge, 1992); Carroll 
Smith-Rosenberg, "Dis-Covering the Subject of the 'Great Constitutional Discussion'" Toumal of 
American History (Dec. 1992), 841-873; Linda Kerber, No Constitutional Right to be Ladies: 
Women and the Obligations of Citizenship (New York: Hill and Wang, 1998); Vicky Randall, 
Women and Politics (New York: MacMillan Press, 1982); Suzanne Mettler, Dividing Citizens: 
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were based largely on women's reproductive functions and maintaining male 

authority. Women's relationship to the state was identified only through her 

husband and through her domestic labor, albeit indirectly.^* With the 

understanding that the policies of the New Deal primarily benefited and 

acknowledged white-male citizenship, Kerber's argimient remains relevant for a 

study of the post-1920s period. Adding additional insight into the question of 

gender and state policies, Vicky Randall argues that in order to promote the 

nation's economy and to encourage political and social stability, the government 

depends on population growth and family stability. In turn, goverrunent policies 

that promote white, "stable" families informed their larger goal for economic 

and social prosperityFederal policies such as the Sheppard-Towner Act and 

Aid for Dependent Children provided aid and benefits to women in order to 

protect their children and the primacy of their roles as mothers, subsequently 

underlining the significance of the domestic role to the nation's economic, 

political, and social stabilityOf no less sigiuficance, African-American women 

were denied access to these maternal claims to the state, a fact that further 

institutionalized African-American families' poverty and marginalization. 

The federal program in Greenbelt rested firmly on these racialized and 

gendered assumptioris. During a time when the nation's economy was ravaged, 

the legitimacy of the political state was under contest, and society was 

experiencing tumult, the Roosevelt administration sought effective and 

Gender and Federalism in New Deal Public Policy (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998). 
- Linda Kerber, No Constitutional Right to be Ladies. 11. 
^ Vicky Randall, Women and Politics. 129. I am gratehil to Megan Taylor-Shockley for 

directing me to this citation. 
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permanent solutions to achieve the desired stability. Greenbelt's town-plan, built 

environment, and administrative policies were critical components of the 

government's search for order, one that rested on a gendered, middle-class 

version of the family. The creation of an ideal and productive family, one that 

required the domestic labor of the wife/mother, served the nation's larger 

economic and political interests. 

ieic* 

Other historians have examined the evolution of a federally funded public 

housing movement in the United States. Harry C. Bredemeier and J. Paul 

Mitchell engage the history of public housing by examining how the activities of 

progressive-era housing reformers ultimately called for permanent, federally 

funded public housing.'"' Another key focus of these historians' work examines 

how the establishment of permanent public housing for the working-class 

challenged American laissez-faire assumptions and fears about governmental 

competition v^th private industry. Among certain groups in the American 

public. Congress, and press, Greenbelt provoked similar controversies 

concerning the notion that it represented a "socialistic" aspect of Roosevelt's 

administration 

Bredemeir, Lubove, Mitchell, Meacham have illuminated the ideological 

roots of the public movement. They did so, however, without accounting for the 

ways in which gender influenced paternalistic reform and attempts to eliminate 

Suzanne Mettler, Dividing Citizens. 
^ Harry C Breden\eir, The Federal Public Housing Movement: A Case Study of Social 

Change (New York; Amo Press, 1980); J. Paul Mitchell, "Origins of Federally Aided Public 
Housing" in J. Paul Mitchell ed.. Federal Housing Policy and Programs: Past and Present (New 
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poverty in America. Historians including Linda Gordon, Kathy Peiss, Kathryn 

Kish Sklar, Gwendolyn Mink and Paula Baker argue that it is critical to analyze 

the specific ways gender, race, and class influenced the formation of Progressive-

era practices and their influence on New Deal social policy?^ Middle-class 

assumptions regarding appropriate male and female roles and family 

organization informed the programs and practices of policy Progressive-era 

reformers and later, the federal policies of New Deal administrators. When we 

examine the public housing policies of Roosevelf s administration, particularly 

when considering that these policies created a domestic environment for lower-

income Americans, it is important to include the conclusions regarding the 

importance of gender that these historians have offered. 

More specifically, it is the garden city movement that has captured the 

imaginations of many American and European historians of urbanism, the 

progressive-era, and utopiamsm. Perhaps the idealism behind the notion that 

there might be a solution to urban decay and endemic poverty is the reason for 

the many pages written on garden cities. For instance, many historians consider 

England's city of Letchworth as the most infamous and important of these 

garden cities; Letchworth was a giant, yet unfulfilled step towards progressive 

Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1985). 
^ Paula Baker, "The Domestication of Politics: Women and American Political 

Society, 1780-1920" in Linda Gordon ed.. Women, the State, and Welfare (Madison: University 
of Wisconsin Press, 1990); Linda Gordon, "Black and White Visions of Welfare: Women's 
Welfare Activism 1890-1945" loumal of American History (Sept. 1991), 559-590; Linda Gordon, 
Heroes of Their Own Lives: the Politics and History of Family Violence. Boston. 1880-1960 
(New York: Viking 1988); Seth Koven and Sonya Michel eds.. Gender and the Origins of 
Welfare States in Western Europe and North America (Boston: Routledge, 1992); Gwendolyn 
Mink, The Wages of Motherhood: Kathy Peiss, Cheap Amusements: Working Women and 
Leisure in Tum-of-the-Century New York (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1986); 
Kathryn Kish Sklar, Florence Kelley and the Nation's Work : the Rise of Women's Political 
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urban plarming. For historians of the American urban landscape, the community 

of Greenbelt, Maryland has held a long fascination."'^ Historians of Greenbelt 

overwhelmingly conclude that Greenbelt served and serves as an excellent 

example to the nation of what a well-planned, integrated community could do 

towards elevating American standards of living. These authors agree that 

Greenbelt was the first example of the federal govemmenf s support of 

progressive urban plarming, noting that this commimity was the flagship of 

President Franklin Roosevelt's policies and programs in public housing. 

For instance, Paul Conkin's study of the Greenbelt and the New Deal's 

"community program," enumerates the central components of the "official 

story" of the Greenbelt program. He celebrates the Greenbelt commimities for 

their solution to urban slums and rural poverty. Conkin argues that the 

Greenbelt program remains one of the most successful programs from the New 

Deal: 

In world-wide influence, they rank high among New Deal 
accomplishments; in the field of public works they were hardly 
excelled, even by the Tennessee Valley Authority, in imagination, in 
breaking with precedents, and in broad social objectives. They 
represented, and still do represent, the most daring, original, and 
ambitious experiments in public housing in the history of the United 
States.*® 

Conkin also extols the relationship between the Greenbelt communities and the 

strengtherung of society: "They were planned as the type of community 

housing best designed to place land, houses, and people together in a way to 

Culture. 1830-1900 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995). 
^ For information on the first Garden City, see Mervyn Miller, Letchworth : the First 

Garden City (Chichester; Phillimore, 1989). 
^ Paul K. Corikin, Tomorrow a New World: The New Deal Community Program 

(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1959), 305. 
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strengthen the foundations of the whole economic and social structure of 

society."*^ Conkin concluded that the architectural and social components of the 

Greenbelt commtmity made and make it a successful demonstration of 

government supported tovm-planning and public housing. 

Joseph Arnold's detailed account of the planning and institutionalization 

of the three federally financed garden cities echoed Conkin's perspectives. 

Arnold lamented the fact that these new forms of town-planning were not 

continued across the U.S. Arnold cites the real estate industry, conservative 

politicians, and wealthy land owners as critical road-blocks to a fulfillment of 

Tugwell's solution to the plight of urban and rural America. His detailed 

narrative of the Greentovm program provides helpful institutional background 

for students interested in the commimity. He does not, however, examine how 

this program incorporated gender specific policies. In a similar vein, Cathy 

Knepper's analysis of the "gospel according to Greenbelt" focuses on how the 

small-town environment of Greenbelt enabled more effective and positive 

community relations. Knepper further concludes that this community spirit is 

alive today.^" Largely uncritical analyses, Knepper and Arnold do not examine 

the ways in which this "commimity-oriented" progressive-community created 

special costs and burdens for the women of the community. They do not 

critique the gendered assimiptions behind what qualifies as an "ideal" 

community for families. Because of the great influence of progressive housing 

reformers on the planning and construction of Greenbelt, analyses of their 

^ ibid., 307. 
^ Cathy Dee Knepper, Greenbelt. Maryland: A Living Legacy of the New Deal 
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assumptions are necessary to understand fully the significance of this important 

New Deal program.^' 

In contrast to the goals behind this dissertation, author David Myhra 

argues that when establishing the Greentown program, Tugwell did not borrow 

from the practices or ideologies of the RPAA or Howard's garden dty 

movement.^' Myhra states that it was Tugwell's innovation in understanding 

the economic problems associated with and the relationship between America's 

rural and urban areas that constituted the background for the suburban 

resettlement policies. Myhra's study is also an explanation of how Tugwell was 

not simply an idealistic "back to the land" proponent, as was President 

Roosevelt. According to Myhra's read of Tugwell's career, writings, and 

background as a professor of economics, one must consider Tugwell's complex 

economic and agrarian theories behind the foundation of Greenbelt towns. 

Myhra's study clarifies the importance of Tugwell's participation in founding the 

program, but does not uncover sufficiently the nuanced ideological background 

of the garden city movement. 

Others historians of Greenbelt have examined the special architectural and 

planning elements of this community Sally Rogers's dissertation on 

(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001). 
I do not disagree with Knepper and Arnold that Greenbelt was a significant step 

away from laissez-faire capitalism and provided an opportunity for the evolution of 
progressive federal housing policies. I believe that the analysis of Greenbelt's many 
ideological complexities and paradoxes do not preclude an understanding that the provision of 
quality public housing is a "good" policy for federal officials to advance. 

^ David Myhra, "Rexford Guy Tugwell: Initiator of America's Greenbelt New Towns, 
1935-1936" in Donald A. Kruekenberg, ed.. The American Planner: Biographies and 
Recollections (New York: Methuen, 1983). 

^ For instance, the community was one of the first in the nation to institute the cul-de-
sac, and has elicited extensive analysis by architectural historians, and other academics. 
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"residential satisfaction" in Greenbelt questions the relationship between the 

physical environment or physical planning and the satisfaction and "potential 

integration" of the Greenbelt residents. Her sociological analysis attempts to 

imderstand how the new form of town-planning in Greenbelt operated to 

encourage greater individual and community relationships within the town.^ 

Rogers's work rests primarily on evidence engaging the question of whether 

Greenbelt did indeed achieve the theories of Howard and Perry; was Greenbelt a 

commimity oriented town? Rogers's work and others like it are important for 

observers interested in implementing or advocating for the extension of this 

particular form of town-planning. This does not, however, uncover how 

paradigmatic ideals of class and gender informed planners understanding of an 

ideal community and an ideal built environment. 

Ultimately, all of these scholars argue that Greenbelt provides an excellent 

model for the sort of project federal and state govenunents should have 

implemented throughout the country.^" They conclude that federal housing 

policies initiated by Roosevelt did not go far enough toward providing adequate 

and affordable housing for Americans excluded by a speculative housing market. 

Arnold and Conkin see an expanded federal housing policy as beneficial to the 

working-class family as a whole. What these authors do not engage, however, 

are the ways in which gender influenced the creation of what they consider to be 

" Sally Scott Rogers, "Community Planning and Residential Satisfaction: A Case 
Analysis of Greenbelt, Maryland" (Ph.D. Diss., University of Maryland, 1975). 

For further examples of work which celebrate the legacy of Greenbelt and other 
garden cities, see K.C. Parsons, "Qarence Stein and the Greenbelt Towns, Settling for Less" 
American Planner's Association Toumal 56 (Spring 1990), 161-183; George A. Warner, Greenbelt: 
the Cooperative Community, an Experience in Democratic Living (New York: Exposition Press, 
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a forward step in town-planning. For example, Conkin and Arnold argue that 

this form of town-plaiming operated to strengthen the "sodal foundations" of a 

commimity. Conkin in particular believes that the model of a small, inward 

focusing community would help encourage demonstrations of good citizenship 

values. This dissertation will not disagree with their statements, nor does this 

project argue that the community of Greenbelt serves as a negative example of 

town-planning. My interest is not to uncover whether or not Greenbelt was 

good; my interest is to explore the ways in which specific gender ideologies 

informed its history. 

A more insightful and critical analysis of this architectural and planning 

movement is that of Standish Meacham. His study of the nineteenth-century 

English Garden City movement connects the paternalistic goals of middle-class 

reformers for social stability among the working-class with the construction of 

rural-oriented Greenbelt communities. Meacham's study found that Ebenezer 

Howard hoped to create garden cities that would provide its citizens a "chance to 

live and work in social harmony in a healthy, aesthetically pleasing environment 

free from overcrowding and poUution."^^ A more rural and "aesthetically 

pleasing" environment would work to reintroduce the values and norms 

associated with a pre-industrial, rural, and hierarchical English society. Such 

values, according to Meacham's understanding of Howard's ideas, would 

combat the growing urban tensions~and class conflict—associated with an urban 

industrial context. This dissertation will draw from Meacham's analysis of the 

1954). 
^ Standish Meacham, Regaining Paradise. 11. 
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paternalistic class-biases behind garden cities; it is important to understand, 

however, how gender and class operated together to plan, build, and ultimately 

shape the significance of Greenbelt. 

In order to investigate how paradigmatic race, class, and gender norms 

informed the plarming and administration of Greenbelt, the first chapter of this 

dissertation, "Creating and Conducting the Social Experiment in Greenbelt," will 

provide the ideological and institutional background of the Greenbelt program. 

It will examine the key ideological roots of the garden dty movement and clarify 

how the ideas of Tugwell, the RPAA, and other housing reformers influenced the 

formation of a critique of the dty, and a federally financed solution to the 

problem. This chapter will also examine how the ideologies and activities of 

tiun-of-the-century Progressive reformers influenced these individuals and their 

concern with the plight of urban dwellers. Reformers and federal offidals 

believed that through sdentifically applied prindples of town-planning, the entire 

character and quality of life of urban residents would change for the better, 

ultimately quelling the dass conflict assodated with dties and the Depression. 

Through the creation of an entirely new form of town-plarming and community 

administration, these reformers and federal offidals believed that the systemic 

problems for working-dass families and for national sodal stability at large could 

be eliminated. This answer could be fovmd through a federally financed 

program—one that would build Greenbelt dties across America. 

A critical component of creating ideal families and community was 

the focus on the youth of Greenbelt, those children who would grow up 
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to be upstanding citizens for the nation. In numerous accounts and 

depictions of Greenbelt's history, both from documents of the 1930s and 

more recent discussions, authors and those who celebrate Greenbelt 

center children as the most important part of the story. Because of the 

copious discussions regarding the children of Greenbelt, the second 

chapter, "The Children of Greenbelt: a Focus of Reform" investigates why 

it was that children seemed to be the center of the story. This chapter will 

explicate the class and gender specific assimiptions held by middle-class 

reformers involved in the planning, administration, and representations 

of Greenbelt and how these assvunptions related to constructing what was 

deemed an appropriate childhood. A greater understanding of this "child 

focus" wiU uncover the larger cultural, economic, and political implications 

of the project as they relate to the class dynamics evident during the crisis 

of the Great Depression. 

For example, when progressive-era housing reformers named 

what they deemed the most troubling aspects of life in urban centers and 

tenement dwelling, they stressed that these localities were absolutely 

horrific for children. These reformers noted that children raised in cities 

were prone to juvenile delinquency, were sexually vulnerable, had high 

rates of deadly diseases, and were not educated in the manner that would 

help them to become productive citizens of American society. Generally, 

reformers argued that children of the dty were exposed to "immoral" 

influences like those of the saloon, gambling, and dance halls. Finally, 

these children did not have ready access to the natural environment of the 
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rural countryside. Children in the cities were forced to play in the streets. 

The town-planning, housing, and open space environment of Greenbelt 

was created in direct response to these offenses, specifically so that these 

children wovdd not mimic the behavior and morality of urban dwellers. 

Furthermore, reformers and administrators believed children served as 

"redeemable" subjects, a group on which they could more easily imprint 

their middle-class gender values and behaviors. In order to imderstand 

more fully the significance of the attention reformers placed on children, 

this chapter will include an examination of the built environment of 

Greenbelt, the spatial organization of play spaces, administrative policies, 

educational and recreational facilities and programs, and 1930s Farm 

Security Administration photography. 

A discussion of women's roles and the gendering of the built environment 

of Greenbelt will extend and elucidate the conclusions of Chapter Two. Chapter 

Three, "(Re)Constructing Motherhood in Greenbelt" discusses the attempts of 

planners and administrators to encourage a particular version of motherhood 

and / or womanhood which, they believed, would nourish the kind of stability 

critical to a country strained by the Great Depression and class conflict. Middle-

class biases which assume that women are responsible for the domestic sphere 

and are dependent on men translated into the built environment of Greenbelt. 

Furthermore, this analysis will include a discussion of how the built environment 

and admiiustrative policies denoted a distrust of working-class women's ability 

to be good mothers and wives. For example, the design of the individual 

dwelling units relayed a particular version of domesticity for its residents. As a 
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case in point, the design worked to make the reproductive labor of women 

invisible, and more amenable to middle-class visions of appropriate household 

space. Other components of the organization of the community repeated these 

efforts. Adult recreational programs, parenting classes, policies regarding 

women working for wages, and other critical administrative policies were some 

of the many ways reformers and officials attempted to (re)introduce 

paradigmatic gender relations to Greenbelt residents. 

While reading goverrmient docimients from the planning stages of 

Greenbelt, the question of "commtmity" appeared over and over in the 

discourse. Other sources, such as articles in contemporary architectural journals, 

discussed the significance of "community" to class rehabilitation. Moreover, an 

analysis of the way the town was organized repeatedly pointed to the fact that 

the plarmers of Greenbelt were insistent on encouraging a healthy commuruty in 

Greenbelt, one based in good citizenship values. Planners hoped that the small, 

inward focusing town of Greenbelt would encourage the residents to mimic the 

morals and models of a New England community, a community that was 

integrated and where residents were responsible for one another's well being. 

Chapter Four, "Promoting Citizenship and Community Integration in 

Greenbelt" will engage the specific ways designers and administrators of 

Greenbelt worked to encourage the kinds of conduct, community integration, 

and citizenship values that they believed were lacking in urban centers. 

Understanding the promotion of good citizenship and community values in 

Greenbelt will help expand this dissertation's overall attempt to imderstand how 
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a particular version of class stability informed the architecture, town-planning, 

and administration of the community. 

The ideological commitment to reforming working-class residents of 

Greenbelt through class-stabilization and gender reform did not persist through 

the tenure of federal ownership and administration of the project. Chapter Four, 

"Greenbelt during World War II and beyond," works to explain the ideological 

shifts that occurred during the war years and the immediate post-war period. 

During the years surrounding World War II, the purpose federal administrators 

held for Greenbelt and its residents differed dramatically from what it had been 

in the town's early years. By 1941, the federal government's relationship to 

Greenbelt was no longer one of a reformative nature. The "social experiment" 

in Greenbelt was virtually abandoned. In particular, the emphasis on reforming 

the gender relations for members of the lower-classes waned, and strengthening 

the nation's war effort became the new priority. This chapter will explain how in 

this specific context, the national war effort affected dramatic policy and 

relational changes. It will also clarify how the residents themselves interpreted 

these changes. In many ways, many of the residents had grown accustomed to 

their access to adequate and affordable housing, as well as the many social 

programs the administrators originally provided. Conflict between residents 

and administrators about the future of Greenbelt would come to define this 

patemalistic relationship. 

Because of the war effort and a general shift away from the idealistic 

intentions of Roosevelt's administration, in 1954 Greenbelt was sold into private 

hands. A home ownership cooperative organized by the veterans of the 
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Greenbelt community purchased the community and ceased its paternalistic 

relationship with the federal government. The final section of this dissertation 

will discuss how Cold-War politics and consensus informed the selling of the 

project. It will also discuss how by this period in Greenbelt's history, many of 

the residents had begim to make claims on the project in ways that differed from 

what administrators expected or required. Many residents enjoyed the low rent 

and the "ideal" living of Greenbelt and some resisted its sale. Reserving their 

right to determine the final word on the direction of Greenbelt, however, the 

federal government did sell the project. 

•k** 

In the 1930s, at a time when married women's presence in the work force 

was rising, and would continue to rise, the construction of this public housing 

project denotes a reaffirmation of the mythic ideal of separate spheres. In a state 

of gender flux, an ideal of gender stability was presented. When considering 

historical understandings of gender, one should not assume stasis; gender is 

continually negotiated and reasserted. The project in Greenbelt, Maryland is but 

one place to begin to clarify these historical processes. 

Furthermore, because the dty and housing are central components of our 

everyday lives, historical analyses of the ideology and evolution behind historical 

movements in housing are important to understanding dominant ideas about 

family life and what constitutes "good living." Attempting to understand why 

houses are designed and built in a particular way reveals much about normative 

societal values regarding poverty, class, gender, and citizenship. Finally, public 

housing continues to be a debated subject, particularly as we see the lack of 
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success in high rise projects in terms of crime, formation of community ties, and 

general social and economic mobility.^" Elucidating the gendered, as well as class 

and race assumptior\s behind early public housing will help to uncover some of 

the layers of understanding of these controversial subjects. 

Kate Bristol, "Beyond the Pruitt Igoe Myth: The Development of American High 
Rise Public Housing" (Ph.D. Diss., University of California, 1991). 
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Chapter 1: Creating and Conducting the Social Experiment in Greenbelt 

These towns are not a panacea, they will not solve the problem of housing for the masses, 
but they will be a demonstration of what nezv civic patterns can do toward making a 
better and more pleasant way of living. We have inherited smoke and stones and dirt, 
chaos and confusion: these experiments may help lead us back to air and grass and 
sunlight, order and harmony. Henry Churchill, 1936. 

That is the great virtue of Greenbelt, that it makes possible not merely an experiment in 
housing, but also an experiment in a new kind of social grouping. That is what makes it 
an experiment in national planning.' 

Figure 1.1 

Theorizing the Ideal Community 

In March of 1935, Dr. Rexford Tugwell, Undersecretary of Agriculture and 

member of President Franklin Roosevelt's "brain trust," wrote in his personal 

diary. The subject of the entry was a recent lunch meeting he had with Secretary 

of Agriculture Henry Wallace and the President. Tugwell recorded that he spoke 

' Henry Churchill, "America's Town Planning Begins" RG 96, Records of the FHA, 
Planning Records, Box 1, File "Projects Transferred to FPHA from FSA" National Archives at 
College Park (hereafter, NACP). 

- "History of the Greentown Projects" 1949, RG 196, Records of the FPHA, Records of the 
Statistics Division, Box 2, Vol. 2, NACP. 

^Unknown author, "Greenbelt, Plan, Greenbelt, MD" No Date. In Collection American 
Landscape and Architectural Design, Harvard University Graduate School of Design, 
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with Roosevelt at length about his ideas for projects for a future arm of the New 

Deal, the Resettlement Adnninistration (RA). In their conversation, Tugwell 

explained for Roosevelt his idea of integrating the creation of "satellite cities" 

into their Resettlement projects. "My idea is to go just outside centers of 

population, pick up cheap land, build a whole commimity and entice people into 

it. Then go back into cities and tear down slums and make parks of them. I 

could do this with good heart and he now wants me to."^ These ideas of 

Tugwell, his conversation with Roosevelt, and the diary entry marked a 

significant formal step towards the creation of the Resettlement Administration's 

Greenbelt commuiuties. 

Ultimately, Tugwell planned to build over fifty publicly financed satellite 

cities across the country. Tugwell intended these public communities to serve as 

instruments to combat widespread poverty in America and popular uiu-est in 

urban centers. Tugwell, Frariklin and Eleanor Roosevelt, and other reformers 

concerned with the plight of urban dwellers believed that through scientifically-

applied principles of town-planning, the entire character and quality of life of 

these urban residents would change for the better. The systemic problems for 

working-class families and for national social stability at large could be 

eliminated, so thought these reformers, if only properly designed towns were 

available for habitation. For Tugwell, the answer could be found through a 

federally financed program—one that would build Greenbelt cities across 

America. Ultimately, Tugwell's plan was institutionalized through the 

Cambridge, MHSDALAD, 060056. 
* Rexford Tugwell, Diary Entry, 3 Mardi 1935, Tugwell Papers, Diary 1, 1935-1941, Box 
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establishment of the Suburban Resettlement Administration, which would plan, 

develop, and administer the Greenbelt communities. The project in Greenbelt 

would come to serve as the flagship of Roosevelt's approach to federally 

financed public housing. 

The town-planning idea that Tugwell outlined in his diary was not 

original. Tugwell's idea for a suburban dty close to nature for members of the 

working-class was a concept that housing reformers and architects had discussed 

and promoted for decades. Since the mid to late nineteenth-century, many 

architects, town-planners, and housing reformers had worked to promote the 

plan of decentralizing overcrowded American cities. According to these 

reformers, this process was the best means to engage and alleviate urban 

poverty and congestion and, ultimately, eliminate the social problems associated 

vyath this urban disorder. The Regional Planning Association of America (RPAA) 

was the best knovm promoter of the plan for the Uruted States. As a result of 

the activities of some of these housing reformers, a few privately financed 

"satellite cities," otherv^se knovm as "New Towns," "Green Towns," 

"Greenbelts," or "Garden Cities," had already been built in the United States, 

England and other parts of Europe." However false Tugwell's claim to the 

32, Folder 1, Franklin and Roosevelt Research Institute (hereafter, FERI), Hyde Park. 
^ Despite the history of this town-planning movement, Tugwell's journal entry assumes 

authorship of the idea of the decentralized garden city. Note his language: "My idea is..." 
Historian of the garden city movement Stanley Buder writes that Tugwell denied that the 
Regional Planning Association of America had influenced his ideas for the Greenbelt program. 
Tugwell stated that this idea came from a personal conviction that creating suburbs for the 
working class was "highly desirable." Historians such as Buder, however, have proven that it 
was nearly impossible to assume that Tugwell originated the idea of the Greenbelt town. The 
high visibility of the members and the activities of the RPAA alone discount the verity of 
Tugwell's statements. Stanley Buder, Visionaries and Planners: The Garden City Movement and 
the Modem Community (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 178. 
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authorship of the Greenbelt program, his perspectives on sodal reform and 

public policy remain critical to understanding the significance of the project in 

Greenbelt. 

Some of the first American suburbs were designed and created for 

members of the middle class who were attempting to flee the chaos and conflict 

they associated with the dty; by the late nineteenth-century, however, housing 

reformers applied the principles of the curative effects of nature to white 

members of the working-class.^ This process would also alleviate class tensions 

present in the dty. Architects and reformers such as Ebenezer Howard, 

members of the RPAA, and many other housing reformers agreed that 

American urban centers were a discordant mass with scant representation of 

nature. This lack of nature, according to them, served as a destructive void in 

working-dass lives, a void that could foment dass conflict and sodal instability. 

According to their reformist ideology, the garden dty or a decentralized 

suburban environment offered, as Boyer explains, "an ideal envirorunent for the 

working man" due to the "careful juxtaposition of the limits of population 

growth, a concept of self-suffidency in industrial and agricultural development, 

the necessity of regulating land uses, and the spiritual fulfillment of contact with 

nature."' Reformers agreed that suburban developments offered for the urban 

working-dass, "the first escape from tenements and cramped apartment lives." 

Progressive reformer Frederick C. Howe articulated his understanding of the 

" As early as 1869 Frederick Law Olmstead and Calvet Vaux designed a garden suburb 
outside Chicago located on sixteen hundred acres, completely separate from the urban center, 
and only liriked to the city center by commuter trains. M. Christine Boyer, Dreaming the 
Rational City (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1986), 40-41. 
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benefits of a well-planned suburb to members of the working-class: "Once man 

is reunited with the land...from which he had forcibly been divorced for a 

generation by inadequate trai\sit and prohibitive land values, American cities 

would no more tolerate the slum and the tenement than they would the plagues 

that were prevalent a generation ago."® In other words, reformers found in the 

garden suburb a self-perpetuating cure to the social ills of the dty, ills that bred 

discord among the poor. 

To educate, uplift, and reform the laboring classes in cities, reformers 

believed it was necessary to eliminate congestion and squalor by offering the 

alternative of the garden dty. For housing reformers, garden dties would "offer 

recreation, augment land values, and offer an escape to the Utopian suburban 

life." These anti-urban sentiments adhered to a nostalgic ideal of the "curative 

rural milieu."' While reformers framed their plans as a return to traditional 

forms of living, their ideas were in fact being used to construct something new 

and quite outside a normative understanding of the rural landscape; Greenbelt 

was a suburb, a relatively new concept for most Americans in the 1930s. 

Although a new construction, this Utopian and idealistic discourse about the 

ideal, rural inspired environment for working-class families provided the 

template for the federal government's attempts to eliminate poverty, urban 

congestion and hence dass conflict in American dties.'" 

- ibid., 40-42. 
" Frederick C. Howe, "The Garden Cities of England" Scriber's Magazine 52 (July 1912), 

1-19 as quoted in M. Christine Boyer, Dreaming the Rational City. 41-42. 
ibid. 
Boyer and other historians have established the significance of the "cinti-urban" 

sentiment in American political culture, as well as within Roosevelf s New Deal policies. As 
Charles Eagle demonstrates, historians have pointed to the tensions between urban and rural 
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Tugwell and Roosevelt turned to these well-established reformative 

ideologies to offer substantive and long-lasting resolution to the rising class 

tensions of the Depression. Specifically, while Tugwell did not admit their 

ideological influence on his ideas, the RA turned to the ideas and history of the 

RPAA. The ideas for how Greenbelt would evolve can be seen in the minutes of 

RPAA meetings. For example, at their 1923 meeting, members of this newly 

founded organization agreed upon a set of principles that would define the 

group's larger purpose. The preamble to the RPAA principles included a 

denunciation of contemporary American cities: "The present method of 

developing American cities has congested living places and has placed a heavy 

burden on the conununity both in the carrying on of work and recreation."" 

The RPAA's solution to this problem of congestion and lack of recreation was to 

promote a regional plan with new population centers, "where natural resources 

will be preserved for the commurxity.... and where an adequate equipment of 

houses, gardens and recreation grovmds will ensure a healthy and stimulating 

environment."'* In these statements, RPAA members such as Clarence Stein, 

urban critic Levds Mumford, landscape architect Heruy Wright, Robert Kohn 

(later Director of the Public Works Administration's Housing Division), and 

values as a defining factor of 1920s and early 1930s political, social and economic culture. 
Charles W. Eagle, "Urban-Rural Conflict in the 1920s: A Historiographical Assessment" 
Historian 5 (November 1986), 26-48. For additional works that speak to this question, see 
Giorgio, Ciucd, Grancesco Dal Co, Mario Manieri-Elia and Manfredo Tafuri, The American 
City: From the Civil War to the New Deal (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1979); Arthur M. 
Schlesinger, "The City in American History" Mississippi Valley Historical Review 27 (June 
1940), 43-66; William E. Leuchtenberg, Perils of Prosperity. 1914-1932 (Chicago: Chicago 
University Press, 1958). 

" RPAA Minutes for 8 June 1923, Lewis Mumford Papers, Box 8033, University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 

'nbid. 
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Benton MacKaye (designer and promoter of the Appalachian Trail) lirJced what 

they saw as the decay and congestion of urban cities with the troubling 

sociological aspects of urban populations. 

The RPAA would eventually promote scientific and environmental 

remedies to the social problems in urban centers, something that the Greenbelt 

program would fulfill fifteen years later. Better planning would promote "better 

living, better housing, better working.... health, efficiency, and happiness." This 

group agreed that the solution to poverty, inequality, disease, and what they 

saw as the degradation of working-class families was scientifically iiiformed 

regional plarming with direct influences from the English garden dty movement. 

The RPAA resolved to work out a "comprehensive plan for developing and re

developing the natural, physical and industrial possibilities of a certain territory 

for achieving a greater welfare through better community living."'^ 

Clearly, many prominent housing reformers and architects had written 

volumes about and advocated for the establishment of a network of garden 

cities across the United States. Furthermore, the RPAA's presence and influence 

within the New Deal administration makes clear the connections between their 

specific town-planning ideologies and the construction of the Greenbelt project in 

Maryland.Yet, it is also important to understand Tugwell's perspective on 

RPAA Minutes for 12 June 1923, Papers of Lewis Mumford, University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Emphasis mine. 

" Other evidence that the RPAA's ideas influenced Tugwell's programs is the fact that 
architect Clarence Stein, member and sometimes President of the RPAA, was hired as a 
corisultant to the Suburban Resettlement Administration. He did not design any of the 
Greenbelt communities, but his ideas and perspective definitively made their way into the 
built environment of these communities. He was hired as chief architect of a proposed 
Greenbelt community in Highstown, NJ. Local pressure from real-estate interests, however, was 
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regulating and reforming society and how his ideas influenced the planning and 

construction of Greenbelt. As Stanley Buder notes, Tugwell's career as an 

academic and government official was "devoted to advancing the administrative 

state and its involvement in social engineering." Buder notes that Tugwell was 

influenced by economist Simon Patten, who "believed that a new era of 

voluntary cooperation leading to the democratic and peaceful acceptance of 

socialism was dawning." For Tugwell, however, this cooperative and peaceful 

state did require direct federal intervention, if not coercive regulation and 

regimentation.'" While Tugwell was at times an advocate for the poor, however 

limited, he believed that the ultimate change in the status of the poor would 

derive from the reformative and regulatory actions of the government and 

"experts." Greenbelt would not simply provide improved housing for those in 

need. The project in Greenbelt would allow Tugwell to execute his ideas of social 

engineering, providing a long-term solution to what he believed were systemic 

problems associated with urban life. 

successful in defeating its construction. Furthermore, in the 1920s Stein and his colleagues built 
a garden dtj' in Radbum, NJ, a community very similar to what was ultimately built in 
Greenbelt, Maryland. 

Stanely Buder, Visionaries and Planners. 176. 
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Tugwell at the Construction Site, 1936."' 
Figure 1.2 

To further enhance our understanding of the complexities of Roosevelt's 

New Deal programs in public housing and the history of American urban and 

town- planning, it is important to investigate how ideas for an "ideal" living 

environment for white members of the working-class found their way into the 

federal government as public policy. Reformers and federal officials believed that 

it was critical to improve the housing conditions and environment of members 

of the white laboring class, who, they believed, if left within degenerative urban 

neighborhoods, might be forever be marked by what reformers saw as the 

negative influences of the city. Reformers believed the urban influence would 

have long-term consequences for a nation that had been combating industrial 

class tensions for decades. Influenced by these perspectives about the city. 

This photograph depicts Tugwell wearing a white, double-breasted suit; this suit 
was obviously not appropriate for a muddy construction site. It does reveal, however, his status 
in society. One could also interpret his demeanor and clothing as one practicing noblesse oblige. 
Charlotte Brookes, "Resettlement Administrator R.G. Tugwell Examines Foundations of Houses 
Under Construction at Greenbelt, MD" July 1936, Farm Security Administration-Office of War 
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housing officials in Roosevelt's administration believed that the planning and 

administration of the Suburban Resettlement Admirustration's Greenbelt towiis 

was a positive solution to these problems. More specifically, Tugwell's influential 

position within the Roosevelt Administration and as director of the Resettlement 

Administration enabled these ideas about the dty and proper housing to become 

a part of the U.S. federal government's programs for public housing. 

Understanding the Problem 

When Tugwell officially approached Roosevelt on the topic of planning 

and funding Greenbelt cities, the nation was still reeling from the social, physical, 

and economic problems of the Great Depression. One of the victims of the 

nation's economic turmoil was the housing industry. Even before the stock 

market crash of October 1929, the construction industry had been showing signs 

of deterioration. The industry reached its peak year in the construction of new, 

non-farm houses in 1925. For many years thereafter, the number of housing 

starts would drop precipitously. Because of these and other problems associated 

with the housing and real estate industries, most historians agree that even 

before the Great Depression, the American population experienced significant 

shortages in adequate housing.'" As the ripples of the nation's economic 

downturn spread, the status of housing in America went from bad to worse. 

The nation's banks were collapsing, leaving builders and other housing 

customers with relatively few options to secure loans or to find other financing 

for the building or purchasing of housing. As historian Gail Radford notes, the 

Information Photograph Collection (Library of Congress) LC-USF34-015009-C. 
•" Gail Radford, Modem Housing for America: Policy Struggles in the New Deal Era 
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housing industr}' was particularly dependent on lenders for capital. This 

industry's built-in weakness was further exacerbated by the Depression. 

Without available credit, the housing industry all but collapsed.'® Furthermore, 

those thirty three percent of Americans across the coimtry who were 

unemployed had difficulty maintaining a dwelling, including those with 

mortgages. The combination of these factors—an already inadequate supply of 

housing, the collapse of the housing industry, and the precipitous drop in income 

among the nation's population—exacerbated the decline of housing in the United 

States. Housing shortages were most severe for residents of urban centers. 

Individuals and families chose different strategies to deal with lack of money and 

lack of housing. Many families chose to double up wdth other families, including 

friends or relatives. This strategy saved in expenses, but of course created even 

more cramped living situations for individuals and families. For observers and 

housing reformers, the housing situation was dramatic and far-reaching. 

The consequences of these and many other factors associated with the 

state of housing in the United States encouraged many government officials to 

seek solutions outside those that capitalism offered. In response to the lack of 

available and adequate housing, as well as the social problems associated with 

these hardships. President Herbert Hoover initiated small-scale, publicly-aided 

housing projects. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC) provided loans 

for low-rent housing developments.In fact, some of the projects which 

(University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1996), 86. 
ibid. 

" Emergency Relief and Construction Act 47 Stat. 709 (1932). Gilbert A. Cam, "United 
States Government Activities in Low-Cost Housing, 1932-1938" Toumal of Political Economy 47 
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contemporaries viewed as most successful, such as the Hillside Homes Project in 

the Broruc, New York, were initially financed via the RFC.~° Hoover's remedies, 

however, did not provide a sufficient solution to the continuing downturn in the 

American economy. When Roosevelt was elected President, he inherited this 

unremitting housing problem. Roosevelt also brought with him an ideology 

that asserted the importance of federal intervention in the nation's economic and 

social life. He and his close advisors envisioned a grand-scale solution to the 

current housing problem, as well as to the incessant problems associated with 

inadequate housing in urban centers. 

Roosevelt, Tugwell, and other contemporary reformers further believed 

that the question of inadequate housing for the American laboring class was not 

limited to the current economic depression. Even before the Progressive era, 

many members of the middle and elite classes pointed to the city as the root of 

the recurrent problems of the working-class. Slum-clearance and the creation of 

physical alternatives to the "undemocratic" dty, which orJy enhanced poverty, 

were the only solutions. As early as 1912, Frederick C. Howe argued that one of 

the reasons that England had initiated the Garden City movement was in 

reaction to the generations of urban living which had produced "physical and 

moral decay in the fiber of the nation."*' Reformers were concerned about the 

relationship between the conditions of urban living and the development of 

"good" citizens for the nation. A stable nation also required class harmony. 

Qune 1939), 358. 
^ Ultimately, Hillside Homes would fall under the jurisdiction of the Public Works 

Administration. 
•' Frederic C. Howe, "The Garden Cities of England" Scribner's Magazine 52 Quly 1912), 
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Tugwell and other reformers believed garden dties would provide a solution to 

the disorder assodated with urban centers. 

The housing reform movement also induded the idea advanced by its 

plarmers and administrators that garden dties would work to reorganize gender 

relations among families of the laboring dasses. In the minds of housing 

reformers and Greenbelt planners, the question of "moral decay" and 

"appropriate" family life (and gender relations) were intertwined. They believed 

that a stable nation, indusive of "model" or good dtizens, required stable 

families with appropriate gender relations. Although historiaiis of the garden 

dty movement do emphasize the relationship between progressive ideologies 

and concerns about dass conflict, they have ignored the importance of gender 

when examining this movement. For instance, when Boyer provides an analysis 

of New York architect Grosvenor Atterbury's comments on the relationship 

between garden dties and class conflict, she does not note that promoting 

appropriate gender relations was also a part of his understanding of the curative 

effects of this new model of town-plarming. In fact, in his promotion of the 

garden suburb, Atterbury incorporates notions about good married life: "These 

kinds of model towns would produce model dtizens.... only the suburbs offered 

the pure environment needed.... to enforce the economy of young married 

life.""^ When considering the Roosevelt New Deal and its progressive attempts 

to reform the dty and its irdiabitants, it is important to consider how 

administrators and planners cormected dass stabilization and the reform of 

1-19, as guoted in Boyer, Dreaming the Rational City. 42. 
~ Grosvenor Atterbury, "Model Towns in America" Scribners Magazine 52 (July 1912), 
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working-class gender relations. These connections informed the final built 

environment in Greenbelt, as well as the administration of the community. 

Because this program in Greenbelt was reserved for white members of 

the lower classes, it is also important to investigate how this suburb displayed 

the federal government's and reformers' values about race. If federal officials 

were concerned with the negative effects of the urban centers on families, they 

made unspoken statements about their concern with the co-existence of a 

growing urban African-American population and white members of the 

working-class.*^ As many other historians have noted, many New Deal 

programs contained racist assumptions and were discriminatory.''' For a study 

of Greenbelt, underlining the fact that federal officials and reformers were 

removing white families from urban cities, and not African-Americans, is 

necessary to enhance further our understanding of the complex racial issues of 

this time. Most observers point to the suburban "white flight" of the 1960s and 

1970s to mark a turning point in the relationship between whites, African-

Americans, and the city. Greenbelt in the 1930s could be an early example of 

20-34, as quoted in M. Christine Boyer, Dreaming the Rational City. 42. 
^ For information on African-Americans and urbanization, as well as discrimination in 

housing before World War H, see James R. Grossman, Land of Hope: Chicago. Black 
Southerners, and the Great Migration (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989); Carole 
Marks, Farewell—We're Good and Gone: The Great Black Migration (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1989); Andrew Hirsch, Making the Second Ghetto: Race and Housing in 
Chicago. 1940-1960 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983). 

'* For a few of the many works that discuss racism with the New Deal and racism in 
urban planning, see Gwendolyn Mink, The Wages of Motherhood: Inequality in the Welfare 
State. 1917-1942 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995); Suzanne Mettler, Dividing Citizens: 
Gender and Federalism in New Deal Public Policy (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998); 
David Sugrue, The Origins of the Urban Crisis: Race and Inequality in Postwar Detroit 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996); Christopher Silver and John Moeser, The 
Separate Cities: Black Communities in the Urban North (Lexington: University of Kentucky 
Press, 1995); Paul Mertz, New deal Policy and Southern Rural Poverty (Baton Rouge: Louisiana 
State University Press, 1978). 
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how leaving the dty, and leaving an urban Black population was linked to 

"saving" and protecting white lower-income faniilies.*'' 

Addressing the Problem through Federal Intervention 

Because of these pressing economic and social concerns, on May 1,1935, 

the President issued Executive Order 7027, establishing the Resettlement 

Admiiustration. Using the authority vested in the 1935 Emergency Relief 

Appropriations Act, the RA was designed to "administer approved projects 

involving resettlement of destitute or low-income families from rural or urban 

areas, including the establishment, maintenance, and operation, in such 

connection, of commumties in rural and suburban areas."^^ In this executive 

order, Roosevelt explained that the establishment of the RA, which would plan 

and administer suburban as well as rural resettlement projects, was based on the 

"realization that suburban land use presented problems very similar to those of 

purely rural areas, requiring the development of better methods of land use in 

areas where tovm and country are joined." Roosevelt clarified that the suburban 

resettlement projects would be complete communities, rather than "mere rows of 

houses in the suburbs." Finally, Roosevelt declared his belief that the federal 

government's construction of these garden suburbs would be a positive step in 

eliminating permanently the social problems of the dty: 

But the RA is pointing the way and is arriving at solutions. If its work is 
continued for a long enough period, future generations will reap the full 
profit of intelligent handling of some of the most difficult problems 

^ I am very thankful to Megan Taylor-Shockley for pointing out the relationship 
between this early suburban movement and the racial aspect of post-WWII "white flight." 

^ President, Executive Order, "The Resettlement Administration, Executive Order 7027, 
Authority Vested in the Emergency Relief Appropriations Act" (May 1, 1935) in Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, The Public Papers and Addresses of Franklin Delano Roosevelt Vol. 4 (Random 
House: New York, 1938). 
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confronting our country.'' 

Initially, the RA made allotments for six Greenbelt communities. The first 

sites were located in the vicinity of Berwyn, Maryland (the community of 

discussion in this study); Boundbrook, New Jersey; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; St. 

Louis, Missouri; Cincinnati, Ohio; and Highstown, New Jersey. According to RA 

records, as of December 1935 over one thousand men were working on projects 

financed from moneys provided through Roosevelt's executive order 

establishing the Suburban Resettlement program. The records also reported that 

for five of the projects, a total of 40,248 acres had been optioned.^® Because of 

resistance from the real estate industries, concerned conservative members of 

Congress, and residents of the above cities, however, only three of these projects 

were completed. The three projects in Maryland, Wisconsin, and Ohio survived 

the controversy: Greenbelt, Greendale, and Greenhills. 

This executive order for federally financed public housing communities 

succeeded earlier efforts of the Public Works Administration's Housing Division. 

By 1935, the PWA had built seven limited-dividend public housing projects.^' 

During the second phase of the PWA's housing efforts, the agency constructed 

fifty-one direct-built projects, ultimately providing over 24,000 units to low-

income families.^" The creation of the Suburban Resettlement Administration, 

however, marked a significant step towards the realization of housing 

^ ibid. 
^ Summary of Resettlement Administration Funds, 15 December 1935, Official Files of 

the President, 1568, Farm Security Administration, Box 2, FERI, Hyde Park. 
^ For these limited-dividend public housing projects, the federal government provided 

the initial loans to builders. In turn, the builders were charged with constructing public-
housing with the expectation that they would only earn a limited return on their investment. 

^ Gail Radford, Modem Housing for America. 101. 
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reformers', and most specifically the RPAA's decades-old advocacy for a 

complete reconstruction of existing patterns in American dty planning. 

A close examination of this executive order, Roosevelt's Presidential 

papers, as well as other housing policies during his time as President reveals that 

these approaches were part of a plan for a transformation in social relations. 

Roosevelt's decision to support Tugwell's program stemmed from long-held 

ideological commitments regarding the necessity to intervene and reform the 

status of the white poor in America. At least on the surface, however, Roosevelt 

emphasized how these t)rpes of projects would serve to relieve immediately the 

hardships of the unemployed. As Stanley Buder argues, it was the "economic 

imperatives of the 1930s...which established the main thrust of the New Deal."^' 

In a later provision to his executive order establishing the Suburban 

Resettlement Division, Roosevelt stipulated that project coordinators should 

work with the Works Progress Administration (WPA) and obtain "written 

certification" that the neighboring commvmities contained sufficient numbers of 

relief labor in order to warrant building the project.^^ Roosevelf s stipulation 

makes clear that the construction of the project would first and foremost provide 

employment for out of work laborers. 

Despite the official emphasis on providing employment, an examination 

of both Eleanor and Franklin Roosevelt's papers reveals that their goals for 

Greenbelt were not simply to render work for the vmemployed. The scientific 

and ideological components of the Greenbelt projects were appealing to these 

Stanley Buder, Visionaries and Planners. 175. 
^ "Summary of Resettlement Administration Funds" 15 December 1935, Official Files of 
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individuals who had sought out solutions to persistent poverty in urban and 

rural settings. Boyer has argued that President Roosevelt maintained a strong 

"anti-urban opinion, claiming in a campaign speech in 1932 that people were 

moving away from the cities and back to the land, where, during the depression, 

they could be sure of food and shelter. The Roosevelts' sentiments reflected 

those of housing reformer Carol Aronovid, who wanted to "let the cities 

perish." Aronovid believed in the "suburbanizing of the wage-earner as a great 

sodal and economic opportunity." With a Utopian, if not imrealistic perspective, 

Aronovid reflected other housing reformers' sentiments when he stated that 

rural life and / or suburban life would counter "the bleak horrors of our 

urbanized existence and give men, women and children a new lease on life and 

industry and a chance to serve men rather than to enslave them...Utopia can be 

realized in the suburbs."^"* In Executive Order 7027, Roosevelt emphasized how 

the Greenbelt communities and "better methods of land use" would bring 

together "town and coimtry." 

One does not have to look far to find examples of the Roosevelts' disdain 

for the dty and for their belief in the redemptive powers of the countryside. 

Before the development of the Greenbelt projects, for example, Eleanor 

Roosevelt had been very involved in the "Arthurdale" Subsistence Homestead 

program in Reedsville, West Virginia.^' This community, which articulated the 

the President, 1568, Farm Security Administration, Box 2, FERI, Hyde Park. 
^ Franklin Roosevelt, "Back to the Land" Review of Reviews 84 (October 1931), 63-64 

as quoted in M. Christine Boyer, Dreaming the Rational City. 213. 
^ Carol Aronovid, "Let the Cities Perish" Survey (October 1932), 437-440 as quoted in 

Boyer, Dreaming the Rational City. 42. 
^ For more on the Subsistence Homestead project in Arthurdale, see Jeanne S. Rymer, 

"Arthudale, A Social Experiment in the 1930s: Foundations, Fantasies, Furniture and Failures" 
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"back to the land" movement and community-oriented living, epitomized the 

Roosevelts' beliefs in well-organized rural living. Arthurdale community 

members worked on small, commimity-oriented farms. Members also worked 

in small industries like furniture making. This revival of "traditional" arts and 

crafts was a key component to the program at Arthurdale. By encouraging the 

Subsistence Homestead dwellers of Arthurdale to organize cooperatively and to 

revive the traditional skills of furniture making, reformers were attempting to 

encourage a self-supportive rural life for the residents. Both the President and 

Eleanor Roosevelt drew from nostalgia-inspired visions, as well as the 

nineteenth-century "democratic" Jeffersonian and Whitmanesque visions of life 

based in the land. 

Correspondence between Tugwell and Eleanor Roosevelt reveals that the 

two had been discussing how to utilize the land outside the Washington D.C. 

area as early as November 1933. In a letter to the first lady, Tugwell wrote that 

he heard that Mrs. Roosevelt was interested in building a Subsistence Homestead 

project in Beltsville for purposes of uplift. (Beltsville, Berwyn, and finally 

Greenbelt are interchangeable names for the same area.) Tugwell noted that he 

had taken a "good deal of interest in this project from its beginning and nothing 

would give me greater pleasure than to have you interest yourself in its 

development." Tugwell invited Mrs. Roosevelt to visit the area, and they made 

West Virginia History 46 (1985-1986), 89-102; Stephen Edward Haid, "Arthurdale: An 
Experiment in Community Planning, 1933-1947" (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of West 
Virginia, 1975); Lee A. Gladwin, "Arthurdale: Adventure into Utopia" West Virginia History 
28 (1967), 305-317. 
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plans to do so on December 6 of that same year.^^ Eleanor Roosevelt's interest 

in Tugwell's projects is clear. Ultimately, of course, Berwyn or Beltsville did not 

become a Subsistence Homestead project. Within this brief correspondence, 

however, both Tugwell and Mrs. Roosevelt revealed their regard of the area as 

an appropriate site for reform for residents, or victims, of Washington D.C.'s 

urban environment. 

The Planning 

The ensuing planning and construction of Greenbelt garnered much 

attention from the President and later, much public controversy because of its 

high costs and seemingly radical approach to housing and federal intervention. 

Tugwell recorded in his diary that during an April 1935 meeting with Roosevelt, 

the President expressed great concern that these projects "should be a success." 

Tugwell wrote that the President had "committed himself to the thing, that it 

meant a great deal to all of us politically, and that it meant a great deal to the 

American people as well. The success of the thing.... would depend on execution 

and he expected to be extremely hard-boiled about that."^' The President and 

other members of his cabinet, particularly Treasury Secretary Henry 

Morgenthau, were aware that these projects conflicted with the dominant values 

of laissez-faire capitalism. Tugwell himself was aware of the contentious status of 

his work and tenure, but he also demonstrated a degree of hubris in terms of his 

position with Roosevelt and his larger goals to "remake America." 

^ Rexford Tugwell to Eleanor Roosevelt, 7 November 1933, Eleanor Roosevelt Papers, 
1933-1945, Reel 18, FERI, Hyde Park. 

^ Rexford Tugv^^ell, Diary Entry, 27 April 1935, Tugwell Papers, Diary 1, 1935-1941, Box 
32, Folder 1, FERI, Hyde Park. 
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Nevertheless, as a means to prepare for possible future controversy, Tugwell 

and others involved in the project approached the planning of Greenbelt in a 

comprehensive manner. 

Tugwell was also aware that the projects in Greenbelt might elicit 

controversy because the recipients of the programs, although white, were poor. 

Furthermore, he himself maintained a typically paradoxical perception of the 

poor Americans to whom his projects were directed. For instance, in May of 

1935, Tugwell pondered the political viability of the Rural and Suburban 

Resettlement projects: 

As a matter of fact, it seems to me that the work we are supposed to do is 
almost bound to be unpopular in the long run. What we shall have to do 
is to help out the poorest class of citizens and to do this we shall always be 
helping the shiftless and unfortunate in all local commimities. It has been 
my experience that for these people, especially in small rural areas, there 
is very little public sympathy. They are regarded as lazy and shiftless; 
their children are not well dressed and are rather looked down on by the 
community. I am afraid that what might be called a good citizen will 
always be against these efforts we are making. It must be one of our first 
considerations to always conciliate public opinion so that we may go 
ahead in the effort to lift the level of living of these people.^® 

This entry reveals Tugwell's own disdain of the poor; his use of the term 

"shiftless" describes those who would benefit from the RA programs as well as 

his perception of the poor. He also expressed concern that the RA project might 

not be possible politically because, in fact, the general public did not have great 

sympathy for the poor. Tugwell's paradoxical position and perceptions are 

reflective of progressive era reformers who wanted to aid the poor they 

disdained. These perspectives of the poor informed the planning and 

administration of Greenbelt. 
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In part to prepare for possible political controversy and because of his 

connection to progressive-era assumptions, Tugwell's sought out the expert 

knowledge of other reformers to provide their input for the administration, 

planning, and management of the resettlement commimities. Tugwell hoped 

that the experience and skills of experts in the fields of social work, labor-

organizing, town-planning, home economics, park reform, parent education, 

and other areas of progressive reform would help the resettlement communities 

be viable politically and effective sites of social reform. To facilitate this process, 

Tugwell orgariized a conference in Buck Hills, Pennsylvarua for July of 1935 

where the participants engaged the larger issue of how most effectively to plan 

and manage these communities. Among the invitees was Eleanor Roosevelt. In 

a letter of invitation, Tugwell wrote to Mrs. Roosevelt and the other reformers 

about the goals of the conference: 

I am eager that from the beginning this housing should be thought of 
not only in terms of its physical aspects, but as a contribution to a better 
way of living. It seems to me that in the last analysis the attaimnent of 
the social objectives toward which this administration is working 
depends, as far as community is concerned, upon wise management.^' 

To meet this objective, Tugwell was asking "some of you to come together for 

the purpose of discussing social objectives for housing and resettlement...." He 

wanted to insure that the "social point of view is given due consideration in 

plarming communities...."^" The inclusion of such prominent social reformers at 

^ ibid. 
^ Rexford Tugwell to Eleanor Roosevelt, 3 June 1935, Eleanor Roosevelt Papers, White 

House Correspondence, 1933-1945, Series 70, Government Departments, Box 291, Folder 
"Tugwell, Rexford, Jan.-Aug. 1935" FERI, Hyde Park. 

^ ibid. The list of persons invited to the conference was quite lengthy and included 
some of the more prominent individuals involved in progressive era reform. Included in the list 
of invitees were Catherine Bauer of the National Resources Board, Clarence Stein, Katherine 
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the 1935 conference at Buck Hills substantiates the fact that Tugwell and other 

officials and planners involved with the resettlenient projects were intending to 

remake the social relations of the residents. 

Ideas from the conference at Buck Hills and Tugwell's larger aim to 

integrate "social objectives" into the planning and administration of Greenbelt 

were a strong influence on its engineers and plaimers. The ideal physical spaces 

of the Greenbelt tovms would work simultaneously as an ideal social space to 

reform and uplift members of the urban working-class. Tugwell and Greenbelt 

planners utilized the opportunities provided by both President Roosevelt's own 

existing ideologies, as well as the dramatic shifts in federal policies with the New 

Deal programs, in order to enact the many changes reformers had attempted to 

introduce for the nation's poor for decades. 

Included within the reformative aspects of the resettlement program in 

Greenbelt was the reorganization of gender relations, specifically through 

attempts to impose middle-class gender roles on the residents. In the decades 

before the New Deal, settlement house workers, members of the Women's 

Trade Union League, officials within the Women's Bureau of the Department of 

Labor and many other reformers were concerned with the status of working-

class Americans. These reformers often believed that the ways in which 

working-class individuals and families shared inadequate space and conducted 

themselves as families required improvement. They believed that tenement and 

Lenroot of the Labor Department's Children's Bureau, Rose Schneiderman of the NRA's Labor 
Advisory Board, Ralph Bridgman of the National Council of Parent Education, Frederic 
Delano, John Edelman of Full Fashioned Hosiery Workers Union, Abram Kazan of the 
Amalgamated Housing Corporations, Mary Rokahar, a Home Management Specialists—this 
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urban living often produced gender and fannily relations antithetical to middle-

class standards. For instance, reformers noted that working-class living 

situations were in stark contrast with proper health, safety, and moral standards. 

Furthermore, as Linda Gordon argues, reformers identified the living spaces of 

poor families as contributing to domestic violence, wage-earning motherhood 

and childhood, and in general, produced an "unnatural" motherhood.^' 

Additionally, in her work on the background and significance of the 

institutionalization of Aid to Dependent Children (ADC, 1935), Gordon 

emphasized that the female reformers involved in the writing of ADC were 

adamant in their commitment to the ideal of a family wage economyPlanners 

and reformers involved in the project in Greenbelt also asserted that the middle-

class ideal of the male earning a family-wage and other paradigmatic gender 

norms become a significant part of the overall plan. As this study will discuss at 

greater length, the public housing project in Greenbelt was just one way 

Roosevelt extended these social reformers' considerations, ideologies, and 

practices into his larger federal public policy programs. 

is to name but a few. Most of these individuals did attend the conference. 
Linda Gordon, Heroes of their Own Lives: the Politics and History of Domestic 

Violence (New York: Viking Press, 1988). 
*- Linda Gordon, Pitied But Not Entitled: Single Mothers and the History of Welfare. 

1890-1935 (New York: Free Press, 1994). 



Arthur Rothstein. "The President, Dr. Tugwell, and Dr. Alexander at Greenbelt, Maryland.""*^ 

Figure 1.3 

The Controversial Aspects of Greenbelt 

Despite the idealistic intentions of Tugwell and his expert advisors, his 

activities and those of the RA elicited immediate controversy from the public and 

government officials. Specifically, in January of 1936, the acting director of the 

Bureau of the Budget sent a confidential memo to the President stating that he 

had received an anonymous memo from a staff member within the RA alleging 

"waste and extravagance in the operations of the RA." Acting director D.W. Bell 

urged the President to make inquiries into the matter in order to be prepared for 

"any unfavorable publicity that may come about if the writer of the memo takes 

the action mentioned."^"' This correspondence was one of many regarding the 

budget excesses of Tugwell's administration. The issue of the administrative 

budget was not the only matter under fire. In November of 1935, for instance, 

^Arthur Rothstein, "The President, Dr. Tugwell, and Dr. Alexander at Greenbelt, 
Maryland" November 1936, Farm Security Administration - Office of War Information 
Photograph Collection (Library of Congress) LC-USF34- 005627-E. 

D.W. Bell to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, 8 January 1936, Official Files of the 
President, Farm Security Administration, 1568, Box 2, FERJ, Hyde Park. 
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the New York Times reported that "Tugwell has staff of 12,089 to create 5,012 

relief jobs." The article contrasted the number of relief clients the WPA and the 

Department of Interior were serving with that of the RA. The article parodied 

the fact that for these "few" relief jobs available for the unemployed, twelve RA 

administrative staff were in place/" According to correspondence from Tugwell 

to Roosevelt, this story had been covered by newspapers across the country; 

Tugwell noted that 115 newspapers had discussed the issue of his administrative 

expenses/^ 

Two days before this budget controversy, Tugwell received a warning 

that criticism of the ideological and experimental nature of the RA programs 

were growing. The warning came from Stephen Early, who relayed to Tugwell 

anonymous correspondence about the RA. Summarizing the letter. Early 

warned Tugwell of "serious charges" against the administration, particularly 

regarding the concern that John Lansill, director of the Suburban Resettlement 

Administration, was "turning over control of the program to a group of 

theorists, social workers, and town plarmers, who have no record of 

achievement and are without the experience and qualifications required to 

produce the necessary quick results."'*' Tugwell's response to Early's warning is 

not in the record. The warning itself, however, is of interest. The memo 

targeted "theorists" and "social workers" who were influencing the policies and 

^ "Tugwell has Staff of 12,089 to Create 5,012 Relief Jobs," New York Times 17 
November 1935. 

^ Rexford Tugwell to President Roosevelt, 26 November 1935, President's Secretary's 
Files, Departmental File Agriculture, Tugwell, Box 53, FERI, Hyde Park. 

*' Stephen Early to Rexford Tugwell, 15 November 1935, Official Files of the President, 
1568, Farm Security Administration, Jan-Aug. 1935, Box 1, Folder "Sept.-Nov. 1935" FERI, 
Hyde Park. 
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programs under Lansill's direction. By linking Lansill's organization with 

"theorists," the author of the memo was attempting to de-legitimize the 

organization's more progressive activities. Furthermore, the memo expressed 

suspicion of the fact that Roosevelt's administration was comprised of many 

social workers, some of whom held several important positions. These and 

other progressives in Roosevelt's administration were advocating radical social 

change, not simply a stopgap to extant economic crises. 

Tugwell was often a political and public target because of his 

intellectualism and more "radical" approach to politics. Tugwell had a Ph.D. in 

economics and joined Roosevelt's administration after teaching at Columbia 

University. In March 1937, the author of a New York Times Magazine article 

entitled "Brain Trusters Make Way for Executives: Academic Advisers Now Out 

of Politics," noted the resignation of many brain-trusters from Roosevelt's 

administration. The author noted that at the beginning of the economic crisis, 

"venturesome planrung" from "the young men from the universities, trained in 

economic theory but indifferent to politics" was appropriate. By 1937, however, 

the government needed "admirustrators, and very few of the original brain trust 

group displayed marked ability in this field." The drawing accompanying this 

article depicted a university professor with his mortarboard speaking with a 

laboring man at work.^® The article articulated a general fatigue with the 

intellectualism of Roosevelt's close advisors. It also suggests the belief that 

academics did not respect political concerns and were not sufficiently practical to 

^ "Brain Trusters Make Way for Executives: Academic Advisers Now Out of Politics" 
New York Times Magazine. 7 March 1937. 
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handle administrative positions and were a threat to entrenched economic 

interests. 

In the latter months of 1936, Tugwell continued to defend his actions and 

administration. In September of 1936, Tugwell wrote an article in Current 

History in order to "meet his critics." In a very detailed narrative, Tugwell 

argued that the RA had been "greatly misunderstood and misinterpreted." He 

went on to conclude that the RA projects have been "carefully planned, and all 

factors checked.... each family is investigated to determine its abilities, and its 

evidences of being able to make a success out of its new opportunity..."^' Despite 

strong defenses, the controversy regarding his tenure and activities did not 

disappear. The three Suburban Resettlement projects continued; Tugwell, 

however, resigned his position as Director of the RA on November 17, 1936."° 

Dr. Will Alexander served as his replacement. The repeated strife surrounding 

Tugwell served as a precursor to future problems for Greenbelt administrators 

and its residents. 

Rexford Tugwell, "Changing Acres" Current History (September 1936), 57-63, in 
Tugwell Papers, Speech and Writing Files, 1935-1937, Box 57, FERI, Hyde Park. 

^ Rexford Tugwell to President Roosevelt, 17 November 1936, President's Personal 
Files, File 564, Tugwell, FERI, Hyde Park. 
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The Construction of Greenbelt as Employment for Relief Labor 

Carl Mydans. "Men leaving work at Greenbelt, Maryland" July 1936.'' 
Figure 1.4 

The controversies surrounding Tugwell's administration did not wane 

with his resignation. Heated correspondence between Wallace, Alexander and 

the Directors of the Budget and Treasury Department continued. With Tugwell's 

resignation and the absence of his charged persona, however, Alexander and 

Wallace could "logically" defend the Greenbelt project in terms of the continuing 

need to provide employment for those out of work. In some ways, the priority 

to engage extant economic and social realities superseded Roosevelt's vision for 

the creation of an ideal community. Because the severity of the depression 

persisted through 1936 and 1937, administrators of the Greenbelt projects made 

the provision of employment for relief labor a priority; the costs associated with 

such priorities, however, created friction with other government officials. The 

Carl Mydans, "Men leaving work at Greenbelt, Maryland" July 1936, Farm Security 
Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of Congress) LC-
USF33- 000642-Ml. The photograph is evocative as it shows men employed at the Greenbelt 
project leaving their shift by way of the local train tracks. Train tracks in the 1930s 
symbolized transiency, homelessness, and troubled times for many American workers. This 
particular photograph is thus in many ways ironic; the use of the train tracks in the image 
evokes unemployment, however these men are gainfully employed, thanks to the efforts of 
Roosevelt's New Deal policies. 
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employment of the relief labor also threatened Roosevelt's attempts to meet the 

needs of Greenbelt's future families. 

In many ways, the tension between the two seemingly incongruous goals 

for the project—providing employment and providing better housing—reveals 

the ideological background of Greenbelt. Federal officials were concerned about 

the unemployed male population; this population had posed a threat to social 

order. Because of the historical legacy of the "wandering (male) poor" and the 

renewed tensions associated with the depression. New Deal officials were poised 

to eliminate several of the key social and economic causes behind their threat. 

One immediate means was to provide employment. According to the 

perspectives of the many social reformers involved in the planning of Greenbelt, 

a permanent means to quell this threat was by encouraging a "better" and more 

"wholesome" family life among this population through better housing and 

community life. This attention on home life, or a feminized space, was a 

gendered approach to stabilizing class relations. 

The reformative aspect of Greenbelt was in peril, however, because the 

Works Progress Administration (WPA) hired so much relief labor to construct 

the project that it exacerbated the RA's budget woes. The immediate need to 

create work for unemployed men was threatened by the costs of planning, 

building and administrating the commimity. Additionally, the employment of 

relief labor was threatened by the overall radical nature of the project. Tension 

existed between the two priorities of keeping the social aspects of the project 

alive and making the project politically viable through the employment of 

unemployed, potentially dangerous men. Further underlining the seemingly 
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disparate goals inherent in the project is the fact that the work relief aspect of the 

Greenbelt program targeted single, seemingly unattached man on relief who 

posed a current danger to society. On the other hand, the long-term social goals 

of the project were targeting families through the housing. Furthermore, 

creating and providing an ideal home seems to be a more implicitly feminized 

relief than the way the New Deal constructed work relief. These two issues of 

providing better housing for lower-income families and emplo5dng out of work 

men seem to conflict. 

In March of 1937, Agriculture Secretary Henry Wallace wrote to the 

President regarding a Department of Treasury investigation into the escalating 

costs of the resettlement projects. Wallace noted that because of the 

requirements that all the RA projects employ relief labor, the Treasury 

investigation concluded that all of the administration's projects were 33% to 50% 

over budget. Wallace stated that the cost of employing relief labor was the 

primary cause of these budget overruns. Director of the WPA Harry Hopkins 

required that ninety percent of the labor for the Greenbelt projects come from 

the relief rolls. Because of these restrictions, Wallace contended that it was more 

costly for the RA to employ relief labor than it would be under "open market 

conditions." These high costs were therefore garnering unnecessary criticism 

and controversyWallace requested that the President exempt the RA from 

the WPA regulations regarding the employment of relief labor. 

In order to convince the President to help him quell the growing 

Henry Wallace to Franklin D. Roosevelt, 19 March 1937, RG 16, Records of the 
Secretary of Agriculture, Resettlement Division, General Correspondence, Box 2630, Folder 1, 
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dissension associated with the RA's projects. Secretary Wallace outlined for the 

President the fact that the initial reason for the RA projects was in fact the 

projects themselves, not the employment of relief labor. Furthermore, the 

controversy associated with Tugwell's tenure and the general radical nature 

associated with the RA's activities might be quelled, according to Wallace, if the 

projects were completed more quickly and the beneficial results of the projects 

could be demonstrated for government officials and the general public. Once 

they were built and the results were visible, the RA would no longer accrue such 

negative public attention. Rather, the inevitable success of RA projects like 

Greenbelt would allay any further consternation by observers: 

It is my opinion that if these projects are completed promptly and 
families are established in them, this criticism now expressed would be, 
in large measure, answered. The primary purpose in establishing these 
homes and farms is to offer better opportiinities for very low-income 
families. This being true, it would seem quite appropriate to exempt 
these particular activities from the necessary reg^ations that govern 
other types of work relief projects.... I feel tnat the general welfare can 
best be served by the elimination of such regulations as may handicap 
their success."^ 

While both Roosevelt and Wallace recognized that existing unemplojonent levels 

were a pressing national matter, they also believed that demonstrating 

Greenbelt's benefits was a better answer to the larger problems associated with 

the economy. 

A month after this communication to the President, Wallace wrote to the 

director of the Bureau of the Budget in order to defend further the escalating 

costs of the construction of Greenbelt; the correspondence also reveals his 

NACP. 
" ibid. 
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political negotiations regarding what group the project benefited. In this letter, 

Wallace agreed with the Budget Director that in late 1936, Tugwell had advised 

them both that the construction of the project would only require an additional 

one niillion dollars. Wallace stated that during the early phases of construction, 

the RA believed that the allocated funds would be sufficient to complete the 

project. Wallace was careful (or diplomatic) to remind the budget director that 

the project's primary purpose was to hire relief labor, some of which "were not 

absolutely essential to the completion of the work." Because the RA wanted to 

provide these workers with a "sufficient subsistence income," the cost of the 

project was greatly higher. Wallace clarified that the special circumstances and 

restrictions surrounding the construction of Greenbelt required administrators to 

differentiate its process and budget from that of private contractors: 

"Undoubtedly the cost of the project would have been made at the expense of 

thousands of destitute families. Largely because of this situation, the costs have 

exceeded estimates by a rather wide margin...""^ Wallace may have been 

attempting to persuade the director to be sympathetic to his department's 

projects. His choice, however, in emphasizing the help this project was 

providing to "destitute" families underlined for the budget director the 

significance of the project for not the future residents, but those who 

immediately required the work from government projects. Ultimately, 

Wallace's correspondence reveals his two, sometimes conflicting, priorities: 

providing employment for victims of the Depression and completing the 

^ Henry A. Wallace to D.W. Bell, Acting Director, Bureau of the Budget, 20 April 
1937, RG 16, Records of the Secretary of Agriculture, Resettlement Division, General 
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projects in order to demonstrate their long-term solutions to poverty. 

Carl Mydans, "Men Receiving their Paychecks" July 1936® 

Figure 1.5 

In his 1937 annual report, RA director Alexander substantiated Wallace's 

earlier assertions about the significance of Greenbelt's construction for the 

alleviation of unemployment in the surroimding areas. Two months before the 

residents moved into Greenbelt, Alexander wrote that "[t]he creation of 

employment was one of the leading practical reasons for the carrying out of 

these...the average semimonthly payroll for the three Greenbelt projects shows a 

total employment of 7,037 men, of whom sixty-seven percent were relief 

workers."'^ Over and over again, administrators involved with the project in 

Greenbelt emphasized that the high costs of its construction were justified 

because of the solutions they were providing to the national problem of mass 

unemployment. In a way, the focus on the question of employment served to 

publicize Greenbelt's significance for the nation at large. Greenbelt would not 

Correspondence, Box 2630, Folder 1, FERI, Hyde Park. 
® Carl Mydans, "Men Receiving Paycheck" July 1936, Farm Security Administration -

Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of Congress) LC-USF33- 000637-M4. 
Will W. Alexander, Report of the Administrator of the Resettlement Administration 
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serve just the future residents; the construction of Greenbelt aided many 

Americar\s and the nation's economy. Furthermore, employing Washington 

D.C.'s out of work men was a part of the admiiustration's goal to avoid urban 

class-based eruptions. 

As many others historians have discussed, with this emphasis on relief-

labor, New Deal projects were successful in instituting numerous goals that labor 

activists had worked to achieve for decades and Greenbelt was no different. 

Specifically, Hopkins required that the project follow certain safety, hour, and 

wage regulations. Furthermore, in the case of Greenbelt, many racial barriers 

associated with the South were eliminated, and many African-Americans found 

employment at the project.'^ Of course, African-American men hired to work at 

Greenbelt would not be able to live there. The "benefit" of this employment, 

therefore, was Limited. 

(GPO: 1937), 17. 
^ On the question of wages, Hopkins revealed his commitment to workers' rights when 

he required that state WPA offices should secure data on the prevailing wages of a particular 
region and correlate these figures with pay rates for employees of federal projects, including 
Greenbelt. Specifically, federal employees were to consult local trade unions and labor groups 
so as to determine the "fair" wage for relief labor appropriately. Of further import to the 
question of employment was that Hopkins required that the maximum hours of work for 
workers employed in relief projects should be eight hours per day, forty hours per week, and one 
hundred and forty hours per month. Hopkins also required that no relief labor should be under 
eighteen years of age and the health and safety conditions of work site should be monitored. 
Hopkins also ordered that at least 90% of the workers on the project should have the official 
status of relief worker, presumably those most stricken by the economic depression. Finally, the 
WPA rules required that there should be no racial discrimination by project coordinators. Harry 
Hopkins, "Determining Hourly Wage Rates" RG 196, Subject Files of Community Manager, Box 
2, File 17, NACP; Monoroe Oppenheimer to Administrator, Asst. Administrators, Division 
Directors, All Attorneys, 29 June 1936, RG 196, Subject Files of Community Manager, Box 2, File 
17, NACP. 
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Untitled Photograph o f  an African-American Laborer carrying a "hod" on his shoulders. This 
man has a curious awareness of his being a subject for a photographer.'® 

Figure 1.6 

Another important aspect of Greenbelf s laborers was how the 

conspicuousness of relief laborers in the area prompted anxiety among residents 

of Prince George's County and the Berwyn area (Greenbelt's locality) who 

worried that such a government project would introduce "unseemly" elements 

into the region. For this reason, as well as the fact that the project was a 

significant distance from Washington D.C., the project's managers transported 

most workers to the site. This photograph depicts some of the numerous men 

^ What is not available in the record is whether supervisory roles or highly skilled 
jobs were open to African-American laborers. The pictorial record of the construction of 
Greenbelt does not show black supervisors. This photograph, however, is one of many taken of 
African-American laborers at the Greenbelt construction site. The worker is carrying mortar, 
presumably serving as the transporter of the mortar and not as the actual mason. He was 
probably assigned as an unskilled laborer. [Untitled], [between 1935 and 1942] In Farm Security 
Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of Congress). LC-
USF33- 000648-M2. This photograph does not have an official title, author or date. I was able, 
however, to identify anomer photograph by Carl Mydans of a "hod-carrier" (a wooden trough 
to transport mortar). Both photographs were similar in nature. Mydans has several 
photographs on record of white and African-American laborers at Greenbelt. Furthermore, this 
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employed at the project arriving to the work site. In fact, according to Joseph 

Arnold's account of the use of relief labor, the chief administrator of the WPA's 

Washington D.C. division was concerned about the over one thousand five 

hundred transients in Washington D.C. This administrator was pleased that by 

the fall of 1935, the Greenbelt program and the WPA had created work for the 

"unskilled, diseased, and hopeless" transients in Washington D.C. This initial 

figure for D.C. transients did not include the "several hundred Negroes" who 

were living in a warehouse on the comer of 12th and N St."' Because of the 

visibility of this homeless population and continuing fears about possible social 

confKcts like that of the Bonus Army March, the WPA did not provide any on-

site barracks for these workers.®" The jobs did, however, serve to prevent a 

demonstration like the Bonus Army March. 

Wolcott, Marion Post. "Men Arriving to Work." September 3,1936. 
Figure 1.7 

particular photograph was archived near other photographs of laborers at Greenbelt. 
^ Joseph Arnold, The New Deal in the Suburbs: a History of the Greenbelt Town 

Program. 1935-1954 (Columbus: Ohio University Press, 1971), 111. 
Joseph Arnold argues that many of these transient men were "leftovers" from the 

Bonus Army March. 
Marion Post Wolcott, "Men Arriving to Work" September 3,1936. In Farm Security 

Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection, Library of Congress, LC-
USF33- 030049-M5. 
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Greenbelt is for Families 

Despite the repeated public emphasis on how Greenbelt was providing 

solutions to transiency and unemployment in the nation's dties, officials from the 

RA did underline the necessity for the project in relation to American urban 

family life. For example, after making statements regarding relief labor, RA 

director Alexander asserted that these projects would serve as "models for 

future American cities," models which would aid in strengthening the status of 

the American family. In 1937, Alexander clarified in the annual report for the RA 

that this community successfully integrated an ideal physical envirorunent for 

families; 

The greatest significance of the Greenbelt projects lies in the 
demonstration they make of new methods of town planning. Because 
they have been planned from the very beginning...it has been possible 
to design these towns with the fullest cor\sideration of all the physical 
elements that contribute to a satisfactory family and community.'* 

The goals both to create an "ideal family life" and to demonstrate the benefits of 

this new form of town-planning did remain central for the project's planners. 

Employing men in need of work was an important facet of the project. That 

goal, however, would meet temporary needs of the economy. Creating an ideal 

space for families of the lower classes was the overarching goal among the 

admirustrators. Alexander and the many other individuals involved in the 

project held a persistent belief that these Greenbelt towns would provide a 

permanent solution to poverty. 

Will W. Alexander, Report of the Administrator of the Resettlement Administration 
(GPO; 1937), 17. 
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The Town Welcomes Residents 

After over two years of planning, in September of 1937 the USDA was 

prepared to announce Greenbelt's impending opening. In the first paragraphs of 

their press release, the USDA stated that rentals for the "modem, carefully 

designed dwelling units in the new community" would range between $18 and 

$41 per month. After detailing the specifics of rental requirements, the press 

release extolled the fact that the dwellings, despite their "simple design," 

contained "electric stoves for cooking, electric refrigerators, and modem kitchen 

cabinets."®^ Even details such as the kitchen appliances were relevant to extolling 

the merits of the new community; attention to such details also reveals that 

administrators saw the Greenbelt homes as gendered spaces. 

Families of six persons or less and with an income ranging between $1,100 

and $2,200 were eligible to apply. According to Joseph Arnold's interviews with 

John Lansill, over 5,700 families applied for the 885 available houses.^"* A five-

man family selection committee screened potential tenants. Considering the 

ratio between applicants and available housing, RA officials had the ability to 

choose whomever they deemed appropriate for the new community. This staff 

conducted home visits of potential residents and, according to Amold, the 

applicants underwent a physical examination.^' A 1936 article in the Washington 

Star stated that residents in Prince George's County were worried that 

"ibid. 
" Unfortunately for historians of Greenbelt, examples of application letters are not 

available at the National Archives and specifics relating to the tenant selection process will 
be drawn from Arnold's interviews with Lansill and other RA officials. 
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"vmdesirables" would move into their vicinity. In part because of these 

screening processes, project coordinator Wallace Richards was confident in 

reporting that "Prince George's County need not worry about a disreputable 

community. The RA will take no chance on the experiment failing because of 

being peopled by shiftless people." Families were excluded if they posed any 

"exceptional social problems."^^ How administrators defined "social problems" 

is unclear. From the legacy of the New Deal, we can hypothesize admiiustrators 

believed that families of color, families with adults who draiUc alcohol, divorced 

mothers with children or others who expressed "deviant characteristics" were 

those who exhibited "exception social problems." As it will be clarified in the 

following chapters, it was only those families whom administrators deemed 

"redeemable"—and white—who were able to gain access to Greenbelt. The first 

of those families who passed the screening process moved into their new homes 

in late September 1937. 

When Wallace Richards worked to appease the residents of Prince George 

County regarding their concern about the "quality" of future Greenbelt 

residents, he drew from conversations about this topic held at the at Buck Hill 

RA planning conference. The many experts who contributed to creating an 

agenda for the Greentown program spoke at length on the question of desirable 

"characteristics" of future residents and whether or not they should set in place a 

detailed evaluation of possible residents in order to screen out the undesirables. 

Many conference participants asserted that it was politically and practically 

Joseph Arnold, The New Deal in the Suburbs. 141. 
** Wallace Richards, Washington Star. March 18,1936 as quoted in Joseph Arnold, The 
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important to create an ideal situation from the beginning; once the social 

conditions were firmly established, residents who were in greater need for 

reform would come to the commimity. More specifically, conference 

participants noted that the RA should exclude individual families with social 

problems. As one conference participant noted: "people infected with venereal 

disease, for example, might well be excluded."^" 

Some participants did not agree with this evaluative practice, arguing that 

such careful selection "does not demonstrate success in resettling people who 

need help regardless of whether they will make a 'wonderful showing' in the 

new community." Those taking this position further remarked that the 

communities must not be loaded with "A-plus people; if findings are to be 

applied ultimately in typical commtmities over the country, a scientific approach 

would indicate including average people...The greatest benefits are possible to 

those who have created the most problems."^® The former argument won out, 

however, and those who were identified as able to contribute to the project's 

success were to become the beneficiaries of this New Deal public housing 

project. 

These and other policies of the RA contributed to the fact that this "social 

New Deal in the Suburbs. 119. 
"Summary of Proceeding of a Conference on; The Social Responsibilities of 

Management in Government-Aided Rehousing and Resettlement Projects" Buck Hill Falls, PA, 
June 30, July 1,2,3,1935, ER Papers, Series 70, Box 291, Folder "Tugwell, Sept.-Dec. 1935" FERI, 
Hyde Park, p. 12. The reference to venereal disease is also revealing. According to his 
interview with John Lansill, Joseph Arnold found that future Greenbelt residents did have a 
physical examination before being accepted for residence. The records do not indicate, however, 
that potential tenants were actually tested for venereal diseases. Nevertheless, for housing 
reformers the issue of proper sexuality was intertwined with prevalent middle-class 
assumptions regarding morality, gender relations, and acceptability. 

" ibid., 13. 
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experiment" in town-planning was in fact a controlled experiment. Only those 

potential tenants who demonstrated appropriate qualities to the family selection 

committee, or perhaps demonstrated that they would exhibit middle-class 

gender relations, could obtain a house in Greenbelt. As will be discussed further, 

those residents whom this selection committee deemed able to contribute 

positively to the success of Greenbelt became dtizens of the new community. In 

1985, former resident Bemice Bruatigam revealed her confusion about the 

thorough tenant selection process: "You wondered why all these questions were 

being asked at the time, it seemed that they were invading our privacy, 

practically everything about you that you'd ever had to put on paper."'" Her 

confusion is understandable, yet RA officials believed that this process was 

necessary for the commuruty to succeed. The iroruc and often contradicting 

aspects of the planning and administration of Greenbelt are clear. The individual 

reformers behind the Greenbelt movement planned for a context to improve the 

living conditions and behaviors of the nation's lower classes. Ultimately, 

however, the corrununity would serve a thoroughly screened population that 

already exhibited the qualities these reformers considered favorable. The 

inherent ironies of the project, however, make essential an investigation into 

what federal officials deemed an appropriate or ideal family life, in what ways 

dominant understandings of "woman," "mother," and "wife" became a part of 

this public housing project, and how officials connected these paradigms to their 

Joseph Arnold, The New Deal in the Suburbs. 141. 
Bemice Brautigam, interview with Mary Poscover, Dec. 4, 1985, transcript, 

University of Maryland Oral History Project, University of Maryland College Park Library, 
Special Collections, p. 13. 
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overall goal to quell class-conflict. 

In constructing and administering Greenbelt, federal officials were 

working to eradicate the perceived radicalism, unrest, disorder, and deviant 

social organizations middle-class reformers targeted in urban centers and in tum, 

eliminate the social, political, and economic problems "the dty" created for the 

nation. Planners worked to create a self-contained commuiuty in a suburban 

setting, removed from the disorder and radical tendencies of the dty with a 

town-plan condudve to community-oriented living. The town-plan, domestic 

architecture, and administrative polides in Greenbelt would, they hoped, 

encourage residents to emulate middle-dass paradigms of gender relations and 

family life. They also believed that if implemented correctly, federal programs, 

polides and the built envirorunent would encourage these lower-income 

residents to improve their conduct as dtizens, conduct which reformers' asserted 

was under peril in urban centers. If these goals were met, Greenbelt could 

demonstrate for a national audience the ways in which this new form of town-

planning could offer a solution to the sodal ills that had plagued the nation, or 

rather, ills that had plagued members of a dominant class invested in the current 

sodoeconomic system. 

Despite the paternalistic factors involved within the plaiming and 

admirustration of Greenbelt, it was a fairly "radical" federal housing program. 

Greenbelt remains an important study of what were the paradigmatic 

understandings of an "ideal" environment, an "ideal" community, and an "ideal" 

family life. These dominant vmderstandings of appropriate fanuly life were not 
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limited to the 1930s, nor did they end in the 1930s. They require further analysis 

in order to explicate fully the ways in which paradigmatic understandings of 

gender and class played a role in the creation of twentieth-century public policy, 

town plaiming, and the domestic built environment. The following chapters will 

investigate further the gendered components of this public housing project and 

the ways in which middle-class understandings of family life became manifest in 

the built environment and the administrative policies of Greenbelt, Maryland. 

The following discussion will first examine how these efforts were 

targeted at the children of Greenbelt. According to federal officials, Greenbelt's 

innovative institutions and town-plan would provide an ideal envirorunent for 

children who previously had been subject to the unsafe, crowded, and definitely 

amoral contexts the of urban center. Providing a beneficial environment for the 

children of Greenbelt was a means to ii\fluence directly future generations, as 

well as indirectly ir\fluence the behavior patterns of their parents. Reformers 

believed this would counterbalance future disorderly behavior among these 

children, guaranteeing, theoretically, social stability for the nation. 
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Chapter 2: The Children of Greenbelt: a Focus of Reform 

" I t  i s  a  l e g i t i m a t e  p a r t  o f  t h e  w o r k  o f  t h e  R e s e t t l e m e n t  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  t o  b r i i i g  
people who have been victims of our type o f civilization a chance to get back to 

what we teach our children the whole of American civilization was built to 
achieve. 

"You are aware of the fact that since the inception of the idea of Greenbelt, one 
feature zve stressed was that Greenbelt zooidd be an ideal place to rear children." 

Roy Braden, Greenbelt Community Manager, February 1938.* 

For the 1939 World's Fair in New York City, proponents of the 

garden city plan produced a film entitled "The City." The film served to 

demonstrate for a national audience the benefits associated with the kind 

of comprehensive town-planning found in Greenbelt, Maryland. In 

order to convince their audience that the nation should change the 

direction of existing city planning by adopting the methods of community 

organization that Greenbelt offered, the film's producers chose to center 

their story on the sacred icon of the nation's children. According to the 

images and the stories in the film, the environment of a place such as 

Greenbelt could improve dramatically the lives of children who, in urban 

settings, were doomed to lives of danger, ill-health, immoral leisure, and 

generally a marred childhood. Greenbelt promoters intended that the 

dramatic story of contrasts within the film would alarm and shock 

middle-class sensibilities and convince their audience that this new kind of 

' "Summary of Proceedings of a Conference On: The Social Responsibilities of 
Management in Government-Aided Re-Housing and Resettlement projects held at Buck Hill 
Fall, PA, June 30, July 1,2,3, 1935" Eleanor Roosevelt Papers, Series 70, Box 291, Folder 
"Tugwell, Sept.-Dec. 1935" FERI, Hyde Park, p. 12. 

- Roy Braden, "Report on Greenbelt After 6 Months Occupancy" Feb. 25, 1938, Folder 
"Greenbelt Maryland" Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 
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community was urgently necessary for the nation's suffering children. 

At its beginning, this film told the story of the multiple tragedies 

associated with modem urban life. The film focused on working-class 

Americans who were forced to live in smoky, dirty, unhealthy tenement 

and alley districts. The lighting is dim, the music is somber, and the film's 

depiction is of an urban life that no one would want to experience. The 

film's narrator laments the fact that "even prisons would be a better place 

to live in than we can give our children." The children in this film appear 

unhealthy and unwashed. They play unsupervised near streets busy with 

automobile traffic and part of their daily play is to run across train tracks 

just before or after a loud and menacing steam engine goes by. The 

children play cards and dice on the streets; they play stick ball in areas 

with signs marked "Danger, Congested Area." They kneel beside the 

dirty waters rurming down the street, for this appears to be the only form 

of a river available to them. Other forms of fun for these children include 

riding on the sides of street cars or on the backs of commercial trucks. 

We find them scavenging in garbage dumps or lighting fires in vacant 

lots. The film also depicts juvenile delinquents encountering trouble with 

the police. Indeed, as the narrator states, "They have no business here, 

this is no man's land." 

Cut to countr\'side. Cut to Greenbelt. The music picks up, the 

lighting brightens, and the narrator's voice becomes upbeat. The film 

begins to tell a story of an alternative life to that of the hectic and 
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dangerous world of the city. After a brief discussion of the organization 

of garden cities, the director decides to let the images speak for 

themselves. The camera focuses on the protagonist of this segment of 

the film: a young boy around the age of ten, who has a flat tire on his 

bicycle. The young boy is frustrated, because his playmates are off to 

enjoy a beautiful day in Greenbelt, and he is stuck at home with a flat tire. 

Meanwhile his friends ride past a community game of baseball, where the 

male role models of the community are having a great time. We are also 

privy to other young children of the community who appear clean and 

healthy, enjoying themselves at the pleasant playgrounds. The boys 

continue their ride on toward the lake, jump into the waters, and then 

retire to have a picnic lunch. Soon thereafter, we find that the young boy 

has been resourceful in fixing his flat tire and has joined his friends by the 

lake. 

The story is clear. For America's children, life in a well-planned 

community such as Greenbelt was far superior to life in urban squalor. In 

urban centers, "we've left our children to take their chances with rickets, 

TB, or worse." In Greenbelt, there are none of the evils associated with 

the urban center. Apparently the worst thing that could happen to a child 

in Greenbelt is that he finds his bicycle tire flat and is not able to join with 

his friends at play. Children are not exposed to pollution; they never 

encounter vehicular traffic; and they of course would never come upon a 

drunk sleeping in a doorway, as they did in the film's section on urban 



life. According to this film's representation, the children of Greenbelt 

would grow up to be healthy, happy, well-balanced individuals who 

contribute to society as productive and moral citizens.^ 

This film was one of voluminous representations of Greenbelt and 

the garden city movement from government agencies, the contemporary 

press, and Greenbelt's residents that centered children throughout the 

period under study. For instance, in the work and discussions of Clarence 

Stein, perhaps the greatest proponent of the garden city plan, children 

appear at almost every turn. In his discussion of Radbum, New Jersey, 

the first American garden city. Stein emphatically remarked that it was 

"above all planned for children...the opportunities for young 

people...have contributed in a large measure to the popularity of Radbum 

as a place for growing families."^ Stein's understanding of the 

relationship between good town-planning and improved lives for 

children directly applied to the design of Greenbelt and was also a means 

of promoting the plan to the general public. Representations of Greenbelt 

found in film, photographs, and contemporary public discussions, 

observers drive home that life in Greenbelt was better suited to working-

class children than life in urban centers. Clearly, tenement districts during 

the 1930s were, at times, horrific places to live and Greenbelt was a 

' Resettlement Administration, "The City" 1939, Greenbelt Museum, 
Greenbelt, Mar\'land, Videorecording. 

* Clarence Stein, Toward New Towns for America (Cambridge; MIT Press, 1957), 6. In 
the pages of this book, photographs of children are ubiquitous. Furthermore, after his death 
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pleasant community, and advocates of Greenbelt did not have to look far 

to demonstrate that an alternative was necessary. 

The purpose of this discussion, however, is not to question 

whether or not Greenbelt rectified many of the ills associated with cities 

or whether the planners of Greenbelt were able to create a community 

that was an ideal place for children to grow up.' The purpose of this 

chapter, rather, is to investigate why it was that children seemed to be the 

center of the stor}'. In order to answer this question, it is necessary to 

situate historically the process by which many reformers focused so 

fervently on children. Establishing the historical context allows us to 

expand and clarify our understanding of larger cultural and economic 

values of the past. Assuming that children have always been the center of 

the story blinds us to the particular assumptions and processes that 

informed government reform projects. Clarifying the emphasis placed 

on Greenbelt children's lives will add to our understanding of the 

paradigmatic family and gender relations middle-class housing reformers 

were hoping to impose on Greenbelt residents' lives and how these 

1975, an issue of the loumal of the American Institute of Architects (December 1976) dedicated 
to Stein's work had for its cover a picture of happy young children their Radbum neighborhood. 

" Cathy Dee Knepper's work, Greenbelt. Maryland: A Living Legacy of the New Deal 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), focuses on this question of whether or not 
the community was "successful" in reaching the goals initiated by Greenbelt planners and 
administrators. Knepper argues that it was a success. In many ways, Knepper's work, as well 
as Joseph Arnold's A N'ew Deal in the Suburbs: a History of the Greenbelt Town Program. 1935-
1954 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1971), operate to prove that Greenbelt was in fact 
an ideal community for families. This dissertation does not disagree necessarily with their 
conclusions; this project asks different questions that do not speak to these kinds of qualitative 
conclusions. 
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assumptions related to constructions of an "appropriate" childhood. 

Explicating the emphasis on children will provide insight into class 

relations. When they focused their reformative efforts on children. New 

Deal administrators hoped to create a new generation of working-class 

citizens with values akin to those of the middle-class, thus forestalling 

class conflict in the future. For Greenbelt planners, meeting their 

objective for children was a means as well as an end; policies designed for 

children supported the larger project of stabilizing class relations and 

reconstructing gender relations within working-class families. To achieve 

this end, reformers and Greenbelt planners agreed that an entire 

restructuring of housing, neighborhoods, communities, regions, and most 

importantly, social relations within these houses and communities was 

necessary. Providing "proper" environments for children like that found 

in Greenbelt created a base for their future relationship to society at large. 

Ideally, if exposed to better living conditions, these children would 

eventually conduct themselves as lawful and proper citizens of the nation. 

In many ways, planners and administrators of Greenbelt based the 

success of the entire project on children. 

The scholarship of Viviana Zelizer illuminates the historical 

processes by which the social valuation of children's lives changed during 

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In her work Pricing the 

Priceless Child: The Changing Social Value of Children. Zelizer writes 

that the surge of public concern for children's lives "...was part of a 
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cultural process of sacralization of children's lives." Her work shows how 

"the sanctity and emotional value of a child" grew as America 

industrialized." Zelizer states that the rise in concern for children's safety, 

education, and moral well-being was part of a culturally as well as 

economically determined process. Other historians have also examined 

the process by which children retreated from the "cash nexus" and 

moved from being in Zelizer's words, "economically worthless" to 

"emotionally priceless."' The concern of reformers for urban children 

and the subsequent building of Greenbelt was a clear manifestation of this 

process of "sacralization." 

Naming the Problem 

Housing reformers of the Progressive and New Deal eras were 

troubled by their perception that urban centers held restricted 

opportunities for children to experience a "proper" childhood. When 

devising solutions to the "problem of housing" for children, reformers 

considered the multiple facets of urban children's lives, centering many of 

their activities on creating living spaces and environments that were 

adequate for children both in terms of the physical and moral. Reformers 

did not see these values exhibited in urban working-class homes; they 

" Viviana A. Zelizer, Pricing the Priceless Child: The Changing Social Value of 
Children (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994), 11. 

Philip J. Greven Jr., Four Generations: Population. Land, and Family in Colonial 
Andover. Massachusetts (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1970); Mary P. Ryan, Cradle of the 
Middle-Class: the Family in Oneida County. New York. 1790-1865 (New York: Cambridge 
University' Press, 1981); Lawrence Stone, The Family. Sex, and Marriage in England. 1500-1800 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1977). 
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hoped to "introduce" these and other middle-class values to these 

families. In so doing, they intended literally to re-create the conditions 

that affected the development of children. By reaching children at a 

young age, before the city had unduly influenced them, reformers hoped 

they would ultimately produce a moral citizenry. 

Using the language and methods of social science. New Deal 

housing reformers and researchers expressed their concern specifically 

with the relationship between inadequate housing and the problem of 

juvenile delinquency. In a 1936 report, the Public Works Administration's 

(PWA) Housing Division detailed their findings of the relationship 

between inadequate housing and juvenile delinquency, calling Interior 

Secretary Harold Ickes and President Roosevelt's attention to what they 

considered a crisis: 

For many years there has been a well-grounded opinion that 
substandard housing has had much to do with the propagation of 
juvenile delinquency, the kindergarten for the higher school of 
crime, and that improvement in the home and family conditions 
would have a most beneficial effect in decreasing both delinquency 
and crime." 

This statement prefaced a comprehensive sociological analysis that 

worked to prove scientifically that the physical and moral environments 

of urban children had a direct effect on delinquency statistics and a 

definitive remedy for housing conditions was necessary in order create 

" Housing Division of the Public Works Administration, "Housing and Delinquency: 
Housing in Relation to Delinquency and Crime" (.May 1936) Personal Files of the President, 
1820, Speech Material, Box 11, FERI, Hyde Park. 
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social stability 

The PWA study and those of other housing reformers asserted that 

one of the reasons urban children became delinquents was that 

inadequate housing forced them to spend an excessive amount of time on 

the streets, rather than within the confines of the moral envirorunent of 

the home. According to reformers, upwards of two thirds of the nation's 

families were ill-housed, living in overcrowded dilapidated buildings with 

inadequate sunlight, cross-ventilation, and lacking running water or 

private bathrooms. These kinds of conditions made the urban home 

uncomfortable and unwelcoming and in turn discouraged children from 

spending their time at home. They also conflicted with middle-class 

understandings of the role of the home as a sanctuary, one which needed 

to be comfortable in order to uplift its residents spiritually."^ In the minds 

of reformers, the family home must be a respite, a place where children 

" For examples of other sociological studies, see "A Study of the Problem of Girl 
Delinquency in New Haven" Ihlder Pamphlet Collection, Box 36, Folder 4, FERI, Hyde Park. 
Ihlder's detailed analyses of the patterns of "girl delinquency" noted that upwards of 98% of 
delinquents came from neighborhoods well known for their housing problems. In Ihlder's 
studies, crime statistics of juveniles were mapped—the obvious conclusions being that juvenile 
delinquency was concentrated in urban neighborhoods, and both these authors concluded that 
both parenting and inadequate housing were to blame. In these "social geographies" neither 
author questions, for instance, the habits of police officers in terms of who/how/why they 
target particular children. Also—the term delinquency is gendered. Through the period of this 
study, girls who had "immoral" tendencies (i.e. sex) were defined as delinquents. 

As historians have demonstrated, the American white middle-class celebrated 
domestic privacy as early as the 1790s. The creation of a home which served as a "haven" 
against the outside world was a means for the middle-class to reconcile the harsh values of an 
industrial world with those of the religious, sentimental and private world. See Mary P. Ryan, 
Cradle of the Middle-Class. Furthermore, Eileen Boris's discussion of housing reformers and 
industrial homework engages the understanding and meaning of the "home" to these reformers. 
Eileen Boris, Home to Work: Motherhood and the Politics of Industrial Homework in the U.S. 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994). 
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would be protected within the bosom of a loving family, in particular, a 

mother. Lansill's Suburban Resettlement Administration was alarmed at 

the numbers of children who, "have never had a chance because of 

conditions of their home life and the lack of normal cleanliness..."" These 

reformers clearly believed in the connections between a home's physical 

environment, the amount of time children spent on the streets, and a 

child's ability to "have a chance." 

In addition to their alarm over the physical environments of urban 

children, housing reformers viewed the moral conditions of delinquent 

children's spaces as lacking and in need of restructuring. John Ihlder of 

the Washington D.C. Alley Dwelling Authority revealed his concems 

about the housing conditions of a typical girl delinquent: 

The parents drink...the homes are not attractive and the girls are 
not permitted to have company. The parents give the girls no 
moral training...hence the girls are driven from an unpleasant 
and often immoral home to find their pleasures secretly 
outside...the only place to find her good time is the moving 
picture house, the cafe, the dance hall, and the street.'-

Ihlder denoted several factors of a "typical" girl delinquent's life that 

served to create a situation ripe for her turning towards delinquency. The 

factors were interrelated and informed one another: lack of morality 

within the home, unattractive surroundings, and the availability of 

unseemly pleasures outside of the family shelter and parental supervision. 

As will be demonstrated in the following chapter, planners believed that 

" "Greenbelt, Maryland" 1935, Lansill Papers, Folder 1, UKL. 
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Greenbelt was a venue to change the patterns of parenting, which in turn 

would improve children's home life and their ultimate development as 

citizens. 

Directed to a sympathetic audience in the 1930s, the photograph 

below indicates that urban children were inclined to stay away from the 

house as much as possible—especially when it was not attractive. The two 

young girls appear hesitant to go inside what might be an alley-dwelling. 

The reality may simply have been that the young girl was startled by a 

photographer with a camera. Nevertheless, the girl in the foreground has 

one foot in and one foot out of the house, reflecting reluctance on her part 

to enter this unattractive and unkempt house. The girl's young friend is 

waiting outside, signifying that urban children are more likely to leave the 

house than to stay within.'^ Housing reformers would conclude that 

these girls were ripe to become juvenile delinquents because they were 

not receiving the kinds of benefits associated with a comfortable home 

life. 

"A Study of the Problem of Girl Delinquency in N'ew Haven" Ihlder Pamphlet 
Collection, Box 36, Folder 4, FERI, Hyde Park. 

Farm Securit}' Administration, "Threshold to Home" no date. Photograph No. 1376-
A, Library of Congress. 
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Threshold to Home' 
Figure 2.1 

What stands out in the reports of housing reformers is the 

expanded definition the authors gave to the term housing. Reformers 

defined housing not simply as the physical structures of the family shelter 

itself; the term also referred to "...the immediate neighborhood in which 

the home is located....the amount of open space immediately surrounding 

the home, and the physical aspects of the neighborhood in which the 

home is located."'^ This statement echoed those of housing reformer 

John Ihlder, who wrote in 1936, "[t]he neighborhood is a part of the 

home."'' These reformers, as well as proponents of the Greenbelt plan, 

believed that it was important to consider an entire community, not just 

individual houses. Drawing from many sources, such as the ideas of 

Clarence Perry and his "Neighborhood Unit" plan, RPAA members Lewis 

Housing Division of the Public Works Administration, "Housing and Delinquency: 
Housing in Relation to Delinquency and Crime." 
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Mumford and Clarence Stein asserted that when considering the problem 

of urban housing, it was critical to provide integrated solutions that would 

consider the whole. 

Greenbelt planners were influenced by these theories; when 

desigrung Greenbelt, they incorporated into their framework 

considerations for the quality of the houses, and also what children would 

be exposed to when they left their house. Planners and administrators 

believed a complete restructuring of the entire community was necessary 

in order create a generation of children who would grow up to become 

citizens who would reflect the specific middle-class values of the 

reformers. A planner and future resident of Greenbelt, O. Kline Fulmer 

substantiated this point. Greenbelt planners envisioned a self-contained 

commuriity replete with culturally and morally advantageous 

opportunities: 

It was necessary in the planning to consider not only the living 
accommodations but also a pattern of community life that 
encourages people to become better citizens, to give them an 
interest in things outside their immediate backyard and to 
provide the means for cultural, recreational and educational 
opportunities for adults as well as youngsters.'" 

New Deal administrators were specific and paternalistic when they 

asserted that by planning the entire Greenbelt community, they would 

facilitate the transformation of working-class communities and patterns, 

John Ihlder, "Bad Housing; One Reason Why Boys and Girls Leave Home" Ihlder 
Papers, General Correspondence, Speech and Articles, 1935-1938, Box 74, Folder 2, FERI, Hvde 
Park. 
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including those for children. 

These assumptions that working-class communities as a whole 

needed restructuring reflected the legacy of Progressive-era middle-class 

reformers' general disdain for the social relations and leisure patterns of 

lower-income Americans and in particular, how they affected children's 

lives. For instance, authors of the 1936 PWA report quoted an 1876 study 

of New York prisoners and their background; "The younger criminals 

seem to come almost exclusively from the worst tenement house districts, 

a great part of the low-class lodging houses, and the drinking dens which 

are supported by the denizens of these places."'" According to these 

reports and the gender and class specific assumptions of other reformers, 

the moral conduct of the neighborhoods in which a child grew up played 

a significant role in determining whether or not a child would grow up to 

become a moral citizen or a delinquent. According to housing reformers, 

proper citizens with appropriate moral values could not develop in 

neighborhoods containing "street gangs, railroad yards or rights of way, 

cheap movie halls, dance halls, beer parlors, poolrooms, and disorderly 

houses."'^ Both Progressive-era and New Deal reformers marked the 

presence and influences of such public and commercialized leisure 

O. Kline Fulmer, "Greenbelt, A Realit}'" Folder, "Greenbelt, Maryland" Tugwell 
Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 

' Public Works Administration, Housing and Delinquency. 
" ibid., 26. Kathy Peiss has argued that these public arenas often served as a terrain of 

contestation between middle-class and working-class understandings of what constituted proper 
leisure. Kathy Peiss. Cheap Amusements: Working Women and Lei.sure in Tum-of-the-Century 
N'ew York (Philadelphia; Temple University Press, 1986). 
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institutions as inappropriate for children. The town-plan and 

adnunistration of Greenbelt created, in the planners' minds, a direct 

contrast to these environments. 

A Town-Plan for Children 

As an alternative to these urban contexts, middle-class reformers 

associated with Greenbelt proposed creating an almost mythical 

community' for children, a nostalgic community rooted in America's rural 

past. As discussed in Chapter One, President Roosevelt maintained a 

strong anti-urban stance and at times argued that the solution to the 

economic depression was for the population to move back to the 

countryside. Roosevelt himself often hailed his childhood spent in the 

countryside of the Hudson River Valley and at times referred to himself a 

farmer. Linked to Jeffersonian republicanism, naturalism, 

Transcendentalism, and romanticism, these nostalgic ideas about 

America's rural past were shared by proponents of the greenbelt plan, 

who maintained that much of the country's ills stemmed from the lack of 

connection to rural life. Cities, which lacked the benefits of life in the 

countr\' and were tainted with adult pleasures, were not conducive to the 

creation of the idyllic and innocent childhood privileged by the middle-

class. The creation of a moral dtizenr}' was dependent on access to the 

"innocent" rural lifestyle. 

While Greenbelt was a suburban community, the discourse 

surrounding the planning emphasized its rural components and 
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contributed to planners' overall understanding of Greenbelt as a solution 

to the city. Planners did not expect Greenbelt residents (or their children) 

to be farmers, yet plarmers understood the rural environment to provide 

redemptive and rehabilitative qualities. The following two photographs 

depict and reinforce the romantic and idyllic imagery reformers 

associated with rural life. The photographs appeared in the RA 

publication about the Greentown projects and were positioned in direct 

opposition to photographs of children in cities. The subjects are enjoying 

the kind of rural life propounded by Roosevelt. In the first photograph, 

two boys are leisurely sitting on a fence, presumably enjoying the relaxed 

atmosphere of country living. In the second photograph, a young couple 

are able to encourage their love for one another through a quiet walk 

down a country lane that has no end. The photographs imply that proper 

and normative heterosexual relationships could bloom only within the 

right environment. These promotional photographs exhibited the 

essence of what planners intended to provide for the residents of 

Greenbelt. 

A critical component of these photographs, as well as of the many 

other photographs depicting the benefits of the Greenbelt program, is 

that the subjects of these photographs are white. During the 1930s, it may 

not have been politically possible to depict young black individuals 

enjoying the merits of the countryside. This is ironic, given the rural base 

of African-Americans. The rural South, however, was a kind of anti-
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image of the classic rural virtues. It is clear that these projects and 

representations of the projects worked to solidify a radalized image of 

who deserved the rights and privileges of state sponsored projects— 

especially those as nice as Greenbelt.'" 

Resettlement Administration, Greenbelt Towns (GPO: Washington D.C., 1935), RG 
196, Records of the FPHA, Greenbelt Planning Records, Box 1, Folder 4, NACP. 
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This commitment to the ideology that a rural environment was 

more conducive to an ideal childhood informed the overall design of 

Greenbelt. Through architectural analysis of the residences, community 

structures, and the overall town-plan, it is clear that many of the structural 

components of Greenbelt directly related to the planners' specific vision of 

what constituted an ideal environment for children. Historians have 

noted the innovative planning of Greenbelt and how it was intended to 

benefit children. They have not, however, critically questioned the 

assumptions about class and gender behind such innovations. 

Two key design elements of Greenbelt's town plan signify the 

importance architects placed on constructing their vision of an ideal 

childhood for the town's children; the superblock design and pedestrian 

underpasses. These design elements were intended to remedy critical 

absences in urban children's lives noted by middle-class reformers: safety 

and supervised recreation. Greenbelt's superblock plan created large 

central green-spaces for children's play, as well as central pedestrian 

pathways that separated vehicular traffic from pedestrian traffic, 

cementing the safety of children. Contemporary observers hailed both 

design elements and noted that they served as critical features of the 

overall town plan. 

While Greenbelt was not a traditional rural environment, planners 

and reformers believed that the superblock design and the green-spaces 

surrounding and within the community provided opporturuties and 
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spaces for the children similar to those found in the countryside.*" The 

town's design created solutions to reformers' problems with the urban 

environment's lack of nature and adequate play-space for children. For 

instance, the superblock design was organized so that as children left the 

"front" door of their houses, they were directed immediately to the 

center of the superblocks, which served as a play space. Within these 

central areas were grass, trees, and plenty of room for children to roam. 

As defined in the Suburban Resettlement reports, the superblock plan was 

developed, "with its inner park, play areas and drculation—the dwelling 

units are arranged in groups consisting of rows [and] one side of the row 

is designed to face the park area and the other side, the service area."-' In 

their description of the superblocks, planners almost always noted that 

the interiors served as play areas for children: 

Large play areas for children, free from traffic dangers, are located 
within the superblock and the park side of the house looks out 
over these areas. A small section of these large play areas have 
been planned for the use of smaller children who would require 
supervision. These sections are to be equipped with a sandbox and 
see-saws, and wood benches to be used by mothers and others 
while watching the children playing.-

As Galen Cranz has shown in her work on the history of park 

design, in the early twentieth-century reformers attempted to rectify the 

problems associated with children's lack of access to recreation space by 

building more parks in working-class neighborhoods. In their advocacy 

"" Greenbelt also had a lake, further signifying its rural elements. 
"Greenbelt, Maryland, 1935" Lansill Papers, Folder 1, UKL. 
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for the creation of more parks in urban centers, Cranz notes that park 

reformers of the early 1900s intended to supplant the place of the street in 

children's lives. Streets often served as a site of contest between working-

class adults and children and middle-class reformers. Cranz records a 

revealing quote by Theodore Roosevelt that makes clear middle-class 

opposition to the presence of streets in children's every day lives: "City 

streets are unsatisfactory playgrounds for children, because of the danger, 

because most good games are against the law, because they are too hot in 

the summer, and because in crowded sections of the city, they are apt to 

be schools of crime.According to park reformers, the solution to such 

a negative environment was for municipal governments to build parks in 

heavily congested urban centers to serve, as Cranz writes, as a "moral 

defense against the potential chaos" of life in these areas."^ Building parks 

that were clearly defined as parks or playgrounds was but one of the 

many ways middle-class reformers attempted to reorganize urban 

children's lives. Greenbelt's town-planners clearly integrated this 

ideology about parks and streets into their plans when they established 

many green spaces for children. 

Of further import to understanding the significance of these green-

spaces is that these planners and administrators had specific expectations 

~ "Histories of the Greentown Projects" Vol. 1, RG 196, Records of the FPHA, Records of 
the Statistics Division, Box 2, NACP. 

^ Galen Cranz, The Politics of Park Design: A History of Urban Parks in America 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1982), 80. 

•^ibid., 62. 
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of how these central areas were to be used by the residents. Children 

were to play in the central areas, where they could be supervised by their 

mothers either through the window of the "park side of the house" or 

when they sat on the wooden benches provided for them. The design 

reflected planners' hopes that they could restructure the working-class 

modes of play and supervision completely. Children would be safe—they 

did not have to walk by cars to far away parks. Town-plarmers 

incorporated into their ideal image the assumption that the super-block 

would assist the women of the commuruty in supervising the safety of 

children. 

Plarmers involved in the project believed that because the central 

green spaces were so successful in creating ideal play conditions for 

children, the RA did not need to build the kinds of playgrounds found in 

urban centers. In a 1937 discussion on this topic, John Lansill's division 

recommended that other than the playground near the elementary 

school, the community did not require "typical" playgrounds: 

There has been no large playground area with equipment 
developed according to typical city practice, because in each 
superblock there are a number of open spaces for play which 
may be equipped with seesaws, sand boxes and other simple play 
apparatus. Here the personal supervision of the mothers in the 
neighborhood can relied upon. 

Within the same report, Lansill's officials noted that "it is believed that the 

fact that each superblock is capable of taking care of the neighborhood 

children, may make it less necessary to develop there special provisions 
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for small children." This would also save money. They did, however, 

leave room for playgrounds to be built in the future, should the need 

arise.-

By reading both the superblock design and the records of the 

planners, explicit and implicit meanings reformers gave to these central 

areas emerge. Clearly, planners chose the superblock design with 

children in mind. It was hoped-or they assumed—that this plan would 

provide new spatial opportunities and encourage particular ways of living 

that working-class children from urban contexts presumably did not 

experience. Furthermore, reformers believed that urban children who 

played on the streets lacked sufficient parental supervision. In 

considering these two problems, reformers concluded that such lacks 

would inhibit appropriate childhood development—and ultimately this 

would affect what kind of adults they would become. By creating 

centralized play areas, reformers would enable Greenbelt children to 

exercise their "playful instincts" while within direct viewing of their 

parents (read mothers) and neighbors. 

Greenbelt residents themselves argued that their community's 

plenitude of recreation space provided children with an excellent 

alternative to that of urban centers. A 1938 Washington Post article 

quoted a resident's perspective on the significance of the central play 

spaces: "I don't believe children have so much freedom nor so much fun 

- "Histories of the Greentown Projects" Vol. 1, RG 196, Records of the FPHA, Records of 
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anywhere else."-" In the third issue of the Greenbelt Cooperator. the 

author of a small article wrote that "...we watched many small children 

gaily laughing as they played in blessed sunlight on green lawns. 

Children growing into happy, healthful, useful citizens."- Such an 

observation indicates that in fact the residents themselves did not oppose 

the spatial and recreational offerings of the tovm. Residents did not 

necessarily, however, share the meaning planners' gave to these areas, 

particularly as they related to class stability. 

Photographs of the project during the 1930s and 1940s also provide 

insight in to how government officials perceived children's recreation. 

Several photographs of Greenbelt children depict them as happily 

playing—both in the playgrounds and within the superblocks. An 

important issue is that the children in these photographs were 

participating only in the kinds of activities reformers deemed appropriate; 

the children were at school, with their parents, at play, and were not 

working for wages, scavenging, playing in the streets, or other activities 

typical of urban children. For example, the following photograph is but a 

sampling of many that depict children at play. In this case, several 

children under the age of five or six are happily climbing on playground 

the Statistics Division, Box 2, NACP. 
"Greenbelt, One Year Old, Pays Social Dividends as Test-Tube City" Washington 

Post October 9,1938 in Tugwell Papers, General Correspondence, Box 9, Folder 15, FERI, Hyde 
Park. 

• Mar}' E. Van Cleve, "The Birth of Greenbelt" Greenbelt Cooperator Vol. 1 (Dec. 8, 
1938) in Morgenthau Papers, Box 112, Folder, Greenbelt Housing Project 1937 and 1938, FERI, 
Hyde Park. 
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apparatus. 

Marion Post Wolcott. "Children at Greenbelt" Sept. 1938. ^ 
Figure 2.3 

The safet\' of Greenbelt's children coexisted with planners' 

understanding of the significance of children's access to sufficient play 

spaces. Planners and promoters of Greenbelt deployed Greenbelt's 

excellent safety record to indicate the superiority of the town's plan, 

which they argued rectified the numerous safety problems associated 

with children's lives in urban centers. As discussed, observers and 

promoters noted as an important feature the fact that the town plan 

limited children's encounters with vehicles. Through the superblock 

design, pedestrian traffic was directed inward and away from the 

vehicular traffic, which was limited to the perimeter of the superblock. In 

describing the intended use of the roads, a Public Housing Authority 

(PHA) official wrote that "[t]he general concept of roads and walks was 
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based on as complete a separation as possible of vehicular and pedestrian 

traffic. The roads were, therefore...treated as service roads only."^ 

Within the same document, the authors noted with almost romantic 

language how the separate pedestrian pathways served to maintain the 

safet}' of the residents; 

The safety of the inhabitants was one of the prime 
considerations in developing the walk system. The main 
pedestrian walks lead from block to block, away from the main 
streets, following the pleasant, quiet interior parkway with 
houses facing from either side, and smaller lateral walks lead 
into the houses.'" 

In some cases, federal officials refer simply to generic "pedestrians" who 

were safe from vehicular traffic. In photographic representations of these 

particular design elements, however, it was always children who were 

pictured as distanced from vehicular traffic. Apparently it was primarily 

children who required an entirely restructured town plan to 

accommodate the new and growing "motor age." The urban plan, with 

all its attendant social problems, was also not structurally suited to meet 

children's needs. 

To further enhance pedestrian safety, planners created underpasses 

where vehicular traffic converged with several central pedestrian 

pathways at the interiors of the town. The underpasses put the final 

Marion Post Wolcott, "Children at Greenbelt" Sept. 1938. In Farm Security 
Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of Congress), LC-
USF33- 030000-M3 

"Histories of the Greentovvn Projects" vol. 1, RG 196, Records of the FPHA, Records of 
the Statistics Division, Box 2, NACP. 

" ibid. 
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touches on eliminating the encounters of pedestrians, in particular 

children, and vehicular traffic. Planners designed pedestrian underpasses 

at the town center, which opened to the Center School. A 1937 

description of the project underlined the significance of these underpasses 

to children's safety: "The underpasses are particularly important in view 

of the fact that all school children must pass this road to and from 

school."-"' Another observer of the new community' wrote in 1937 that 

"children can step from the front doorstep into the interior park and 

mothers need not worry about traffic hazards. Where footpaths cross a 

busy street, underpasses are used."3- The town plan served as its own 

supervisory force and accordingly, it was intended to eliminate danger. 

At least in the early years, this system did reduce children's deaths. 

In fact, it was worthy of mention at Greenbelt's Town Council meeting of 

August 28,1939 that a young boy had been fatally injured by an 

automobile. The council commented that "it would be unreasonable to 

suppose the town could go on from year to year without an accident, but 

called attention to the speed limits."^^ The mention of this death in 

Council business signifies how large a part children's safety played in the 

organization and administration of Greenbelt. 

Just in case these structural elements were insufficient to protect 

" ibid. 
^•Major John O. Walker, "Life in a Greenbelt Community" Folder "Greenbelt-Housing" 

Tugw'ell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 
" Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for August 28, 1939, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 

Greenbelt Maryland. 
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children's safety, the residential lease included a provision that directed 

parents to prevent children's wanderings. "Convenient play areas have 

been provided for children. The occupant shall not permit his children to 

play in, on, or around public buildings, or any of the driveways, garage 

areas, streets and roads.Planners did intend that their plan would 

serve to organize and direct children's play sufficiently. Architecture is 

limited in its ability to determine use of space, however, and planners 

must have been aware of the possibility that children would deviate from 

the plan. Federal administrators therefore ordered parents to be a further 

guarantee of children's safety. 

The following photographs are two of many that centered the 

underpasses as a significant architectural as well as social aspect of the 

community. It is not inconsequential that it is always children who are 

depicted utilizing these underpasses and avoiding any contact with 

vehicular roads. The photographs transmit the notion that these children 

are at ease to walk, run, or ride their bicycles throughout the town 

without any risk to their safety. As always, the children in the pictures 

appear to be quite happy. 

^ "Terms and Conditions of Occupancy" RG 196, Records of the FPHA, General 
Correspondence, Box 3, Folder 2, NACP. 
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Marion Post Wolcott. "Underpass. Greenbelt, Maryland" Sept. 
Figure 2.4 

Marion Post Wolcott. "Underpass at Greenbelt, Maryland" Sept. 1938^ 
Figure 2.5 

In her work about the sacralization of children, Zelizer clarifies the 

historical context surrounding the increased attention paid to children's 

safety, particularly as automobile accidents became quite commonplace in 

Marion Post Wolcott, "Underpass. Greenbelt, Maryland" Sept. 1938. In Farm 
Security Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of 
Congress), LC-USF33- 030027-M4. 

* Marion Post Wolcott, "Underpasses at Greenbelt, Maryland" Sept. 1938. In Farm 
Security Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of 
Congress) LC-USF33- 030021-M3. 
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the early twentieth-century. According to her statistics, by 1910 accidents 

had become the leading cause of death for children ages five to fourteen, 

concluding that "railroads, streetcars, and automobiles emerged as more 

fiercer killers of children than communicable diseases."" With such 

statistics, mothers were reminded not to "shirk the fact that the most 

pitiful havoc among their children by accidents is from vehicles, and if 

these little ones are to be saved, it is the mothers...that must save them."^ 

She notes that the press in particular condemned "tenement children who 

'congregate in swarms about the trolley car tracks...[or] the women who 

so often neglect or refuse their obvious duty until a limp crushed body 

has been put in their arms.'"'" 

Greenbelt planners were influenced by such alarming rates of 

deaths and in response organized a town that would be virtually free of 

pedestrian-automobile interaction. These planners believed that 

traditional grid plan of urban cities was responsible for these death rates 

and the Greenbelt plan was the solution. As always, however, mothers 

were ultimately to blame, for those living in urban centers were 

responsible for keeping children away from these dangers. In Greenbelt, 

women received some assistance from the town's design. In effect, the 

town design served a maternal purpose. 

Vi%'iana Zelizer, Pricing the Priceless Child. 32. 
^ibid., 42. 

ibid., 47. 
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Creating Privacy and Protecting Innocence 

Housing reformers and Greenbelt planners did not limit their 

attention to how the surrounding environment would affect children's 

lives; they also argued that children's environments within the home 

needed restructuring. For instance, the 1936 PWA report on juvenile 

delinquency made connections between deviance, crowded conditions, 

the presence of boarders and "undesirable sleeping arrangements" in 

urban tenement apartments. The report concluded that boarders and the 

mixing of sexes in sleeping arrangements was a problem experienced by a 

high percentage of juvenile delinquents. Creating and protecting the 

privacy of children became an important facet of the Greenbelt plan. 

Authors of the PWA report understood that because of difficult 

economic circumstances, working-class families often chose to better their 

situation by obtaining boarders. These authors believed, however, that if 

parents considered their children's ultimate moral development, they 

would not expose their children to adult boarders: 

It is to be expected that when economic pressure is as great as it 
has been during the past few years, many families will feel 
required to take in less fortunate relatives or to supplement the 
family income by taking lodgers...this is apt to be undesirable, 
especially where there are children in the household, since it so 
often involves a sacrifice of family privacy.^" 

These reformers heralded family privacy as a primar}' means to organize 

a proper household, and to eliminate such familial privacy was to sacrifice 

the child's moral development. These statements of housing reformers 
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indicate their class-informed understanding that the presence of boarders 

sacrificed a nuclear family's ability to control the moral, physical, cultural, 

and social influences on the children. 

The PWA report also marked the crowded sleeping conditions in 

urban districts as undesirable and a threat to children's sexual innocence. 

The PWA report stated that "undesirable sleeping arrangements are 

apparently very common in the homes of the delinquent groups: children 

sleeping in the same room with adults, adolescents of different sexes 

sleeping in the same room and three or more individuals sleeping in one 

room."^' Such concerns were similar to the reformers' concerns about 

boarders. "Undesirable sleeping arrangements" exposed children to adult 

sexuality and might also promote premature sexual activity among the 

children themselves. 

By demonstrating their concern for working-class children's 

privacy, housing reformers exhibited their race and class biases. Rather 

than critiquing the poverty that created urban conditions, middle-class 

reformers critiqued working-class social structures. They believed that if 

working-class families would emulate the middle-class norm of familial 

privacy, they could possibly achieve stability and provide a better 

environment for their children. By ensuring privacy, families would be 

able to control the moral influences on their lives, promote sexual privacy, 

minimize exposure to improper adult behaviors, and adequately 

Public Works Administration, Housing and Delinquency. 26. Emphasis mine. 
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supervise their children. By advocating a household composed soley of 

the nuclear family, reformers encouraged the protection of children's lives 

within a controlled environment. 

The administrative methods in Greenbelt were developed with the 

influence of housing reformers' privileging of privacy and literally 

containing and restructuring adult influences on children. For instance, 

the Greenbelt lease strictly defined who could and could not live in 

resident dwellings. A provision in the lease expressly prohibited families 

from taking in boarders. In stipulations under the heading "use of 

dwelling," tenants agreed to use the house as a home for his family only 

and that they would not sublet part of the house for boarders or 

lodgers.^- As will be discussed in the following chapter, this restriction 

limited women's economic options. In developing specific restrictions on 

who were acceptable family insiders and who were deemed outsiders, 

reformers intended that children's exposure to potentially suspect values 

would be minimized if not eliminated in Greenbelt. 

Greenbelt rules and definitions of who was or was not to sleep in 

children's bedrooms further reflected reformers' long-standing concems 

and fears regarding children's sexuality. These prospects were eliminated 

in the rules governing Greenbelt as well as the architecture of the houses. 

Segregating sleeping areas according to sex and age and ensuring 

" Public Works Administration, Housing and Delinquency. 40. 
"Terms and Conditions of Occupancy for Original Greenbelt and Greenbelt War 

Project" RG 196, Records of the FPHA, General Correspondence, Box 3, Folder 2, NACP. 
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bathroom privacy were deliberate choices made by Greenbelt planners. 

These material and organizational details provide revealing evidence 

indicative of class and gender specific assumptions about "normal" modes 

of living. It was common for Greenbelt families to move within the town 

to avoid creating undesirable sleeping arrangements. Notes of transfers 

for families needing to move from one or two bedroom dwellings to two 

or three bedrooms often expressed that the reason for such transfers 

were that there was "an addition" to the family and/or children of 

opposite sexes were over the age of two and therefore needed their own 

rooms. More bedrooms insured parents' sexual privacy and insulated 

children from that sexualityFurthermore, administrative rules 

instructed the granting of transfers when families with children of 

different sexes reached the age of four. Finally, the maximum size of 

families allowed to live in Greenbelt was six, because the maximum 

number of bedrooms in Greenbelt's houses was three. If a family had 

more than four children, children of different sexes might have to share a 

room, something that conflicted with planners' concerns about children's 

sexual innocence. The fact that these were priorities for planners exhibits 

their desire to impose "appropriate" middle-class sexuality on Greenbelt 

residents-even children.^^ 

" Bemice Brautigam, interview by .Mary Poscover, Dec. 4, 1985, University of 
.Maryland Oral Historv Project, University of Maryland College Park, Special Collections, p. 2, 
30. ' 

^ It is important to note the contrasting ideologies of twentieth-century reformers and 
Colonial American Puritans. The latter believed an adult presence in a child's physical 
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Photographs depicting the everyday lives of Greenbelt residents 

and their children substantiate the planners' and administrators' 

privileging of privacy. Children were the favorite subject for FSA 

photographers employed to represent a particular image of life in 

Greenbelt. These photographs were carefully manufactured to convey a 

particular vision that matched that of the planners and administrators. In 

the photograph below, "Mrs. Atkins putting Arm to bed in her room," 

photographer Marjory Collins relates to the viewer the significance of the 

fact that "Ann" has her own room. Certainly, this photograph tells 

many stories—in portraying a warm and intimate moment between 

mother and child at bedtime, the photographer chose to celebrate the 

maternal role. These photographs, however, also conveyed more specific 

information to their viewers. Because Ann has her own room, she is not 

exposed to adult sexuality, boarders, or the sexual impropriety of sharing 

a room with her brothers. It is also important that the gender of the 

subject is female. The protection of a young girl's innocence is of greater 

import than that of a young boy's. Young girls in Greenbelt were not to 

suffer the indecencies of urban living. These girls had their own room 

environment was critical to prevent the child from deviating from proscribed order. For 
example, Puritan Americans lived, worked, ate, and often slept in the same room or "hall." By 
the late nineteenth-century, white middle-class reformers advocated separating work and 
leisure activities, as well as child and adult sleep. For more on Puritan families, see John 
Demos, A Little Commonwealth: Family Life in Plymouth County (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1970). 

Marjory Collins, "Mrs. Atkins Putting Ann to Bed in her Room" May-June 1942. In 
Farm Security Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of 
Congress). 
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and thus the privacy necessary to protect the middle-class ideal of a 

young girl's innocence. 

Marjory Collins, "Mrs. Atkins Putting Ann to Bed in her Room" 
Figure 2.6 

The working-class residents certainly did not object to having more 

room and more privacy. Recalling her childhood in Greenbelt, Louise 

Steinle stated that she remembered the excitement she had about the fact 

that in moving to Greenbelt, she "would have my own room, and my 

brothers would have a large room to share. And best of all we would no 

longer have to share a bathroom with three or four other families."^ 

Having a private family bathroom was notable enough for her to 

remember fifty years later. Steinle's reasons for enjoying the privacy, 

however, probably had more to do with simple matters of convenience 

^ Inter%'ievv with Louise Steinle, Commemorative Program Greenbelt Fiftieth 
Anniversary. October 1987, University of Maryland College Park Library, Special Collections, 
p. 72. 
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and less with the moral point of view of reformers/' 

Beneficiaries 

An ironic element of the Greenbelt plan was that the types of 

families and children discussed and represented in the studies of urban 

neighborhoods ultimately did not live in Greenbelt. Those children 

marked by reformers as requiring the most change in their living 

conditions in order to stem the tide of delinquency were not members of 

families picked for residency in Greenbelt. For instance, those children 

who spent a lot of their time playing in the streets and were exposed to 

"adult" influences or whose parents drank alcohol and/or allowed 

immoral influences to taint their childhood purity were not deemed to be 

appropriate residents for the project. Buck Hill conference participants 

agreed that the success of the experiment depended upon excluding 

"certain" types of families. Only carefully screened and hand picked 

tenants eventually lived in Greenbelt, and those who passed the screening 

process were the "cream of the crop." ̂  However much hailed as a city 

for children, it was only the "right" children who would profit from 

Greenbelt's promises. In fact, the degree to which families were so 

carefully selected suggests that the project was never intended for the 

Resident Eunice Burton recalled that she was surprised that she had a separate 
bedroom. "... and then my sister and I had a bedroom. And that's another thing. We never 
thought of having separate rooms. We were totally content with sharing a room." Eunice 
Burton, inter\'iew by Beth Gimpel, Dec. 12, 1985, transcript. University of Maryland College 
Park Library, Special Collections. 

^ "Summary of Proceedings of a Conference On: The Social Responsibilities of 
Management in Government-Aided Re-Housing and Resettlement projects" p. 12. 
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most needy. Only those young children—or unborn children—whose 

parents exhibited specific qualities to Greenbelt administrators were able 

to gain from and make claims on the state for adequate housing. And 

consequently, as was the case for many of the Roosevelt administration's 

economic and social programs, those who most needed help were left 

wanting. 

Reformers' beliefs in the rehabilitative possibilities of new 

communities, therefore, had significant limitations. When he discussed 

how Greenbelt was a success for residents' children, planner and future 

resident O. Kline Fulmer clarified the ironies of the community as a site of 

reform. Fulmer noted that it was only the very young children in 

Greenbelt who benefited from the country setting and the overall 

influence of the garden city. In the minds of the officials who selected 

tenants, older children who already had lengthy exposure to the urban 

center had clearly already been "marked" with its dirt and would not 

benefit from the redemptive powers of the clean and natural 

environment in Greenbelt. Fulmer insisted: "A process of education in 

the local school is helping to improve the action and attitudes of the 

younger children, but the older ones who had their earlier training in the 

city streets present more difficult problems.This evidence indicates 

that reformers saw Greenbelt as preventative, rather than redemptive. 

Fulmer's perspective coincides with the growing influence of the 
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theory that individuals learned their characteristics rather than inherited 

them. In the 1930s, scientific radsm did persist in popular understandings 

of character development. Many sociologists, however, believed that with 

the proper environment and irifluences, young children especially could 

develop into moral, contributing citizens. Their theories on the 

redeeming qualities of an attractive environment, however, could be 

substantiated more effectively if they aided children who had little 

experience in the city. Greenbelt administrators hoped to assure the 

success of their project—and to gain political capital along the way—by 

conducting their "social experiment" with a new generation of younger 

children. They did so by carefully selecting as new tenants young couples 

of childbearing age. As Clarence Stein wrote, "Greenbelt started as a 

young community in every way. Fathers and mothers were practically all 

under thirty, children still under school age.""" Greenbelt residents also 

seemed to believe in the project's approach to reaching out to young 

families. In response to a question as to why there were so mainy young 

families living in Greenbelt, former resident Wayne Roberts responded: 

"Well, I think that was one of the ideas of giving people a start in a fresh 

environment; give young families a chance to grow in a more or less ideal 

O. Kline Fulmer, "Greenbelt, A Reality" Folder, "Greenbelt, Maryland" Tugwell 
Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 

Clarence Stein, Toward N'ew TOUTIS for America. 128. 
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environment."-' Such a focus on young families, with young or not yet 

bom children was not a coincidence. 

Census statistics confirm that young and "redeemable" families 

made up a majority of the residents of Greenbelt. Greenbelt had a higher 

percentage of children under the age of ten than did Washington D.C. or 

the state of Maryland. In fact, just three years after the construction of 

Greenbelt was complete and families began to move in, children under 

the age of five made up nineteen percent of the overall population 

compared to six percent in Washington D.C., the nearest urban center, 

and 6 8% in the state of Maryland. Children between the ages of five and 

nine made up 11.1% of the total population of Greenbelt compared to 

6.9% for the state of Maryland. Numbers decline, however, when they 

refer to the age groups of 15 to 24. Similarly the percentage of individuals 

of childbearing age, 25 to 34, are higher than those of Washington D.C. 

and Maryland. Greenbelt's adult population between the age group of 25 

and 34 were 30.5% of the total. For Washington D.C., the number was 

21 %. Finally, the numbers drop off in Greenbelt for individuals who had 

probably completed their childbearing cycles, ages 35 and up. In fact, 

beginiung with the age of 45, the percent of total population was never 

over 2.6% and the total percentage of population over the age of 45 was 

5.75%. Drawing from these statistics, a picture of the "typical" Greenbelt 

Wayne Roberts, inter\'iew by J. Todd Ellison, December 4, 1985, transcript. University 
of Mar\'land Oral History Project, University of Maryland College Park Library Special 
Collections, p. 19. 
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family was one of a couple in their late twenties or early thirties with 

either very young children at the beginning of their residence or having 

children soon thereafter.'^ 

In oral histories of their experiences in Greenbelt, many residents 

made references to the community's "baby boom" of 1938. Mary Clare 

Bonhan, for example, noted that her widowed mother lived in Greenbelt, 

but "...the rest were all young couples who had recently married or were 

just starting off their families. So many babies were bom; I'd love to see 

that statistic, but it must be unbelievable—the number of babies that were 

bom. Women were pregnant all the time in the center."" Sherrod East 

reflected a similar point: "If anything, Greenbelt needed baby doctors 

because at one point there in '37 or '38 we had the highest average birth 

rate of any town in the county. We were young people starting 

families.'"^ East's wife Dorothy related a comparable memory: 

We were almost all young...well we were in our twenties. This 
seemed ridiculous. I remember writing to my sister, the 
enthusiasm of everything. I said it seemed like a college campus 
and she said it certainly must with all those little kids running 
around, and there were lots and lots of children."" 

''Sixteenth Census of the United States. Second Series for Washington D.C. and 
Maryland 1940. 

Inter\-iew with .Mary Clare Bonham, Commemorative Program, Greenbelt Fiftieth 
Anniversary, October 1987, University of Maryland College Park Library, Special Collections, 
p. 19. ' 

^ Sherrod East, interview with Thomas M. Saunders, December 6, 1985, transcript, 
Universit}' of Maryland Oral History Project, University of Maryland College Park Library, 
Special Collections, p. 13. 

Dorothy East, inter\'iew by Catherine Crawford, December 5, 1985, transcript. 
University of Mar\'land Oral History Project, University of Maryland College Park Library, 
Special Collections, p. 3. 
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These residents remarked almost with awe that the numbers of babies 

bom in the first years of Greenbelt were extraordinary, particularly in the 

context of the persistent economic depression. 

At a time when the national birthrate had plummeted, the birthrate 

at Greenbelt produced a great deal of attention from outside observers. 

Contemporary observations of Greenbelt were replete with remarks 

about the numbers of young children and pregnant women during the 

late 1930s and early 1940s. The authors of a Social Forces article, for 

instance, drew from eugenic language to celebrate the fact that the social 

life and physical aspects of Greenbelt were conducive for the making of 

healthy babies: 

Visitors...frequently comment on the apparently large number 
of children both bom and unbom; and the community has 
sometimes publicly boasted of its birth rate twice as high as that 
of the nation at large...The wholesome surroundings, the high 
quality and low cost of obstetrical and other medical care, and 
the general atmosphere of social and economic security have 
often been cited. 

The pronatalist article's title, "Fertility in a Greenbelt Community," does 

state that the authors were telling a story about children. The fact that 

this was their topic of choice is the point—Greenbelt's redemptive powers 

for young children gained a lot of attention across the nation. This 

Social Forces article reveals a widely shared assumption that Greenbelt 

could provide a space for adults to produce a greater quantity of "good" 

children. Their words are evocative of a eugenicist's agenda and are 

"Fertility' in a Greenbelt Community" Social Forces vol. 20 (May 1942). 
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worth quoting at length: 

Public attention has been focused on the growth of 
population in general and particularly on the rearing of more 
children in environments conducive to their best development. 
The fact that a disproportionate share of each generation is 
recruited from some of the poorest environments in the nation 
has been a subject of widespread concern. One frequently 
proposed remedy for this situation has been the development of 
planned communities, in which child rearing by intelligent and 
desirable parents will be freed from the economic and other 
obstacles which prevail in the usual 'better residential area.' 

The greenbelt towns...are designed to provide an 
environment which, while it is more rural...naturally attracts 
the attention of those who are interested in the future growth 
and well being of the nation's population. Here would seem to 
be the answer to the eugenicist's quest. If the best potential 
parents in the nation could be induced to live in such a community 
their descendants would presently outnumber the presumably 
inferior children of less fortunate origins.^ 

The eugeruc component of this article is relevant to understanding how 

reformers intended that Greenbelt be an emirorunent for children of 

"good" families. Historian of housing reform Roy Lubove argues that 

during the nineteenth- and twentieth-centuries, many reformers and 

intellectuals were concerned with how tenement neighborhoods 

conflicted with the goal to produce a strong nation and healthy body 

politic. It was in the country's best interest to select those most capable 

from the cities and place them in an environment suitable to encouraging 

proper citizenship values. From these reformers' perspective, it was also 

an imperative for the nation to help produce more of these types of 

children, for if they were abandoned to the urban centers, the 

^ ibid. Emphasis mine. 
Roy Lubove, The Progressives and the Slums. 4, 131. 
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consequences for the nation at large were daunting. 

By hand-picking young faniilies through a thorough screening 

process, project planners selected families and young children whom they 

believed deserved to live in Greenbelt. The fact that Greenbelt 

administrators centered their efforts for success vis a vis the mutability of 

younger families was not only a question of "nature versus nurture." As 

noted, the nation's housing shortage, which was particularly acute in large 

cities such as Washington D.C., affected families who, it was thought, did 

not deserve to live in deficient communities. As Linda Gordon asserts in 

her analysis of the Social Security Act, New Deal policies reflected an 

ideology of rights —these policies embodied assumptions about who 

could make claims on the state.^ There is similar evidence, particularly in 

the tenant selection process, to confirm that Gordon's thesis stands in the 

case of Greenbelt project. 

After the USDA announced the project to the public in 1935, a great 

many young families from the Washington D.C. metropolitan area 

applied to live in the new project at Greenbelt. According to Joseph 

Arnold, Greenbelt administrators received over five thousand applicants. 

Unfortunately for historians, most of the letters requesting residence 

from this time have been destroyed, so we do not have evidence that 

indicates what types of families or individuals requested residence in 

Linda Gordon, Pitied But Not Entitled: Single Mothers and the History of Welfare, 
1890-1935 (New York: Free Press, 1994). 
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Greenbelt."" Though it is certainly feasible that families who deviated 

from the planners vision wanted to move into the community, the few 

letters remaining in the historical record are those of families with young 

children. A typical example of a plea for residence is found in a letter 

written to Eleanor Roosevelt by one of her staff members. In September 

of 1937 he wrote: 

I am interested in renting a house in the Greenbelt project so 
that my young son may have sufficient space and fresh air. Due 
to the many applications received before I registered, I fear that 
we may be unable to get in. If you can write a note asking that 
my application be given consideration, I feel that it will insure 
our getting a place and we will be most grateful."' 

In the first sentence of this letter, MacDonald emphasized that his family's 

need for better housing was for his young son. It is unclear whether or 

not MacDonald was consciously aware that his needs coincided with the 

goals of Greenbelt planners. The specific wording of his plea, however, 

struck a cord with Mrs. Roosevelt, who responded favorably by calling 

this letter to the attention of the new director of the RA, Will Alexander. 

Roosevelt's secretary informed Alexander that Mrs. Roosevelt agreed 

that "a home in Greenbelt would be very much appreciated by a family 

Uke this.""- The fact that Roosevelt encouraged Alexander to accept 

Joseph Arnold, A N'ew Deal in the Suburbs. 137. It is unclear from Arnold's footnotes 
exactly where he located this information. Arnold makes reference to a 1939 master's thesis, 
the author of which may have inter\'iewed federal officials on the question of the application 
process. 

Mr. MacDonald to Eleanor Roosevelt, 13 September 1937, Eleanor Roosevelt Papers, 
White House Correspondence, 1933-1945, Series 70, Box 308, FERI, Hyde Park. 

Eleanor Roosevelt to Will Alexander, 25 October 1937, Eleanor Roosevelt Papers, 
White House Correspondence, 1933-1945, Series 70, Box 308, FERI. 
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MacDonald's application for residency was perhaps not simply because 

she was acting on the behalf of one of her staff members. Because the 

goals articulated by MacDonald and the composition of his household 

clearly resembled the ideal vision of plarmers and administrators, they 

supported Roosevelt's inclination to see that MacDonald found residence 

in Greenbelt. 

MacDonald's aspirations to raise his yoimg son in a place such as 

Greenbelt corresponds well with the experiences former residents 

emphasized in their oral histories. In stories of their lives in Greenbelt, 

former residents spoke of the community as a "great place to raise 

children." Greenbelt administrators were not shy about celebrating this 

fact publicly or within departmental commimications. In a report on 

Greenbelt after six months of occupancy, Greenbelt's town manager 

noted that "99% of the people who live here give us the first and greatest 

reason for living here that is it is a wonderful place to rear children.""' 

Roy Braden was not alone in focusing on children as a key reason to 

celebrate the success of Greenbelt. 

In the mid 1980s, the University of Maryland conducted several 

oral histories with former Greenbelt residents. The stories of former 

residents reveal that these moderate income families did want a better life 

for their children. For instance, Lucille Vaughn stated explicitly that the 

focus of Greenbelt was children. "There used to be a sign that told how 
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many children lived in Greenbelt. There used to be a feeling that this was 

really a community for children."*^ Others hailed Greenbelt as an 

excellent community for children. "And certainly it provided our children 

with a uruque kind in childhood experience...the safety for one thing."" 

Margo Kranz noted that in particular, Greenbelt was an excellent 

alternative to life in urban centers and that it mimicked life in New 

England's small towns: 

It did offer community living rather than urban central city type 
living like I had in Washington. I felt, my family would enjoy 
living out here quite a bit more than they would in town. 
Community living paralleled more the type of living we'd had 
in New Hampshire. It was ideally suited for family living...the 
physical layout of the town...was a good feature for children...it's 
an ideal family community I'd say. 

Residents often celebrated the fact that Greenbelt was a small town that 

provided an opportunity for children to benefit in ways presumably 

unavailable to them in large cities. Ben Rosenzweig noted that he 

explicitly sought out a small community for his children. "We were 

looking for a place to live, to raise our kids...I liked the small community. 

It's an intimate community.""" 

Roy Braden, "Report on Greenbelt After Six .Months Occupancy" February 25,1938, 
Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Librar\'. 

Interx'iew with Lucille Vaughn, Commemorative Program, Greenbelt Fiftieth 
Anniversarv, October 1987, University of Marvland College Park Library, Special Collections, 
p. 90. ' 

" Interview with Dorothy East, 28. 
Margo Kranz, interview by Joseph Camproni, Dec. 3, 1980, transcript, University of 

Maryland Oral History Project, University of Maryland College Park Library, Special 
Collections. 

" Ben Rosenzweig, interview by Steve Schleig, .Nov. 21, 1980, transcript. 
University of Maryland Oral History Project, University of Maryland College Park 
Library, Special Collections, p. 55. 
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In all of these cases, the primary reason these former residents 

believed Greenbelt was a successful project was that the community 

provided an excellent emdronment in which to raise young children. The 

construction of Greenbelt seemed to draw from something that American 

society at large valued—and small communities for children held a degree 

of resonance among certain segments of society. The focus on children in 

the residents' stories serves as an historical example of how pervasive the 

attention on children's lives was; this focus may also have informed their 

acceptance into the community. 

The Education of Greenbelt Children 

The formal education of Greenbelt's elementary school-aged 

children was another task taken on by New Deal administrators, a task 

that provided another venue for planners to institute their reform 

agenda. The elementary school, which also served as a community 

center in the evenings, followed a curriculum that they called 

"progressive" or "functional." This "experimental education" was based 

on the models of John Dewey, an educator best known for his pedagogy 

of "learning by doing.""'* Dewey was a participant at the Buck Hill 

conference and it is highly likely that his pedagogy had a direct influence 

For examples of his pedagogical theories, see John Dewey, The School and the 
Child: Being Selections from the Educational Essays of lohn Dewey (London: Blackie & Son 
limited [1906?]). 
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on that of Greenbelt."'' Furthermore, Dewey was associated with 

Columbia Uriiversity's Teaching College, a college known for its 

innovation in teaching methods, and a professor from this institution 

served as a curriculum consultant to the school's administrators and 

teachers.^ The following statement from the elementary school's 

principal clarifies this progressive pedagogy: 

Children are learning what they need to know. We have four 
big periods a day rather than the usual several class periods. If 
the class comes to a place where a knowledge of long division is 
necessary, we stop and leam long division. Of course it must be 
borne in mind that when the families were selected as carefully 
as they were, we secure children with high intelligence ratings."' 

Such "progressive" approaches to education related well to the overall 

project at Greenbelt; planners and administrators were attempting to 

remake a society. Education was therefore another site where New Deal 

planners could make change and improve the working-class child's life. 

The principal's defense of the school's pedagogy also included eugenic 

elements. Her remarks operate within the paradigm that assumed that 

"good" children of "good" families would have better means to benefit 

from the town's innovations and social planning. There are no records 

indicating that students took IQ tests, but the principal's belief in her 

students' superior skills indicates that the initial tenant selection process 

"" Rexford Tugwell to Eleanor Roosevelt, June 3, 1935, Eleanor Roosevelt Papers, White 
House Correspondence, 1933-1945, Series 70, Government Departments, Box 291, Folder 
"Tugwell, Rexford, Jan. -Aug. 1935" FERI, Hyde Park. 

™ Cathy Dee Knepper, Greenbelt. Maryland: A Living Legacy of the New Deal. 38. 
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further undermined the planners' environmental hypothesis. 

Looking back on his education in Greenbelt, Qayton S. McCarl in 

1986 criticized this mode of education: 

Greenbeh center school was where I went to school, and they were 
experimenting with new types—it was modem education then... 
We would do a lot of reading, and we had plays and music. And 
we would go out every afternoon and work on a nature trail—build 
a little trail down through the woods down from the school—which 
I loved. But, even at that age, I knew it was a cop-out. But isn't it 
wonderful, letting the children express themselves, clear this out 
and make little seats and make this nature trial, but then we'd get 
out for the summer and it would all grow up again, have to do it 
over again... 1 swear it was fifth grade before we got around to 
long division...and perhaps you are a better, less inhibited person 
for that....but...something is wrong. ̂  

In this quote, McCarl critiqued the fact that children's labor was used to 

maintain the ideals of the community, which in his opinion slowed their 

educational process. 

Sherrod East, an adult at the time McCarl was in elementary 

school, also remembered how different the school was. In his 1985 

interview. East stated that he favored its approach, for the school reflected 

the overall "cooperative spirit" of the town: 

The principal selected for our elementary school had an 
appreciation of the kind of community we were, and the kind of 
community we wanted to build there. So the school from the 
beginning cooperated in developing the cooperative idea. For 
example, the school had a children's co-op and they sold things 
that lads buy at school, all the way from pencils to candy. As a 

' "Greenbelt, One Year Old, Pays Social Dividends as Test-Tube City" Washington 
Post (October 9,1938) in Tugwell Papers, General Correspondence, Box 9, Folder 15, FERI, Hyde 
Park. 

^ Clayton S. McCarl, Sr., D.D.S., interview by Patricia Burk Paulkovich, Dec. 1, 1985 
and Jan. 13, 1986, transcript, Universit\' of Maryland Oral History Project, University of 
Maryland College Park Library, Special Collections. 
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little cooperative parallel to the business cooperative that we 
were establishing in the town itself.^ 

Remembering the situation almost fifty years later, there is room for East 

to interpret the pedagogy differently. East emphasized that such 

cooperative approaches to education were valuable lessons he and other 

town residents—and town planners and administrators as well—hoped to 

pass on to their children. The charter edition of the Greenbelt 

Cooperator agreed that the strength of the children's cooperative as well 

as the elementary school in general was its ability to teach children 

community values. 

To enable children to have a greater insight into co-op 
enterprise...a cooperative store organized around children's needs 
was set up...the school is evolving its own philosophy, 
cooperatively, day by day. Its procedures are developed through 
democratic control, mutually agreed upon. While the school 
respects the uniqueness of personality, it, in no way, permits 
sovereignty of person to obscure one's social obligations to the 
group. 

The existence of such a program and the way it was understood by both 

planners and residents communicates how important they believed 

community and civic values were for children to leam. 

However contrarily interpreted, what remains similar between 

McCarl and East's observations of the Greenbelt elementary school is that 

with the town's young children, planners and administrators hoped to 

relate values and tools for living that were different from those they 

" Interview with Sherrod East, 6. 
'* Greenbelt. Charter Day Edition. Supplement of the Cooperator. June 1,1938, RG 196, 

Records of the FPHA, Misc. Records, Box 1, File 1, NACP. 
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might experience in urban centers. The fact that the pedagogical 

approaches were progressive for the time reveals that planners 

understood children's lives and education as a critical component of their 

overall plan to instill particular values regarding citizenship and 

community mindedness. Planners were also drawing from extant 

progressive theories, maintaining this community as a site for social 

experimentation, especially in relation to the socialization of children. 

Even small children and their participation with the nursery school 

provided reformers with a terrain for transmiting certain social values. In 

October of 1940, a female resident who spoke at Town Council meeting 

justified the use of public funds for nursery schools in Greenbelt as a 

means to inculcate community values in small children: 

Education and social training of all children is of common concern 
and justifies the use of public money. The nursery school is 
advocated because of the educational value and social training it 
affords the preschool child...to instill cooperative attitude and good 
behavior in group play. ~ 

Nursery schools were another of the many programs in Greenbelt that 

reformers and residents alike hoped would serve to elevate their children. 

Children who were not yet school-aged were subject to reform ideology. 

Civic and Recreation Activities as Alternative to Juvenile Delinquency 

Efforts to promote the values of citizenship among Greenbelt's 

children began at the onset of the town's history and were directed at 

both the younger children and teenagers. Such efforts took on many 
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faces, including civic programs and recreational programs. Planners as 

well as residents iriitiated these programs as a means to instill awareness 

of the rights and obligations of citizenship in the children who would 

carry them through a lifetime. 

Children's groups reflected the high level of association building 

among Greenbelt residents, praised by planners and contemporary 

observers alike. For instance, the "Junior Citizens' Association" for 

residents between the ages of seven and twenty-one served as a youthful 

counterpart to the adult residents' Citizens' Association, whose object was 

to "promote...education in citizenship." A 1939 article by a University of 

Maryland political science professor noted that the junior association was 

formed to give the youth of the community "an opportunity to voice 

opinions and obtain experience in parliamentary procedure.""" Children 

learned such methods as part of a larger process of becoming good 

citizens. 

Greenbelt planners' vision of an idyllic childhood included 

components where children played at will in the many central green-

spaces of the superblock; planners' vision also assumed that children's 

play should be directed and organized. Because of reformers' 

commitment to directing members of the working-class towards 

"Greenbelt Town Council Meeting of Oct. 21, 1940, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
Greenbelt, .Maryland. 

"Hugh A. Bone, "Greenbelt Faces 1939: Civic and Governmental Activities of this 
Garden Cit\''s First Year—An Evaluation for the Future" American City (Feb. 1939) in RG 196, 
Misc. Records, Box 1, File 1, NACP. 
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constructive and uplifting activities, however, Greenbelt's administration 

organized an active recreational program for children, which included not 

only sports and games, but also classes in music, dramatics, art, folk and 

social dancing, the industrial arts and so forth. According to Galen 

Cranz's evidence on the park movement, reformers believed that "play," 

if not directed toward uplifting activities, would find an outlet in deviant 

behavior." 

Drawing from the legacy of the park movement of the late 

nineteenth- and early twentieth-centuries, organized recreational activities 

were offered in part to divert children's attention away from less 

productive distractions which, if left entirely unchecked, might lead to 

delinquency. Furthermore, only organizations "approved" by federal 

officials were able to use officially designated recreation areas. In one of 

Lansill's reports, his staff wrote that "[i]t is recommended that the 

lands...designated on the accompanying plan as 'recreational areas', be set 

aside for the present for recreation use by the following orgaruzations: 

CCC, Boy Scouts, NY A, Girl Scouts, the Four H Club, and any other 

reputable organizations approved by the management." These 

organizations listed were well established, "reputable," highly organized 

and fit well within the ideological bounds of what planners intended for 

the children.^ This belief that play should be organized by experts was 

" Galen Cranz, The Politics of Park Design. 61. 
^ "Histories of the Greentown Projects" RG 196, Records of the FPHA, Records of the 

Statistics Division, Box 2, Vol. 1, NACP. 
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evocative of the progressive-era park movement. Cranz quotes a park 

reformer from that period who articulated well how such sanctioned 

activities would benefit working-class children: "More ethics and good 

citizenship can be instilled into our embryo by a play master in a single 

week than can be inculcated by Sunday School teachers and Fourth of July 

orators in a decade."^ This perspective placed the merits of recreation 

above nationalism and religion. Cranz argues that such optimism about 

the powers of directed play waned by 1930. The evidence for Greenbelt, 

however, indicates that the "reform park" or recreation as a site of 

reform was alive and well in the minds of Greenbelt planners and 

administrators. 

The architects of Greenbelt also relayed their understanding of the 

ways in which the provision of efficient recreation spaces could play a role 

in working-class reform by incorporating these ideas into their overall 

plans for the community. For instance, keeping proximity and efficiency 

in mind, planners designed a football field, baseball field, track and 

playgrounds near the school/community center. Lansill noted that the 

area set aside for the athletic field was "comprised of forty five acres and 

can be used for organized play for the grade school as well as adult 

recreation." More importantly, Lansill also argued that it was important 

to have these fields "near to and accessible from all the present super 

blocks of the town, and also in a central location for the ultimate town...[it 

^ Theodore Smergalski as quoted in Galen Cranz, The Politics of Park Design. 67. 
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is] important that dwellings be built-in the right relationship to... 

recreation.'"*" This argument that residents be dose to recreational 

opportunities worked within a framework that stressed community 

cohesion, integration, and participation. Children as well as adults would 

have recreational opportunities readily and easily available to them, and 

planners hoped, stay out of trouble. 

In large part because of concerns about juvenile delinquency, 

Greenbelt planners and the residents expressed the desire to direct and 

organize the time and behavior of the teenage population as well. In his 

"Report After Six Months of Occupancy," federally appointed town 

manager Roy Braden discussed at length the success Greenbelt was 

experiencing with its recreation and athletic programs, but reported that 

the programs did not offer enough time for "boys and girls of high school 

age." Because planners had focused so much attention on young children, 

Braden noted that the community was prompted to come up with 

activities for the "forgotten" age group quickly.®^' Braden reported that 

the Town Council made the public garage available six evenings a week 

for recreation for children between the ages of thirteen and twenty: 

It also serves to keep the boys and girls of that age off the streets, 
and after the room closes they go to their homes. The program 
is supervised and the building is never open unless it is in 
charge of by one of the staff members.'^ 

^ "Histories of the Greentown Projects" RG 196, Records of the FPHA, Records of the 
Statistics Division, Box 2, Vol. 1, NACP. 

Roy Braden, "Report on Greenbelt After Six Months Occupancy" February 25,1938, 
Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 

« ibid. 
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Here Braden celebrated the efforts of Greenbelt staff and Town Coundl to 

"keep children off the streets." Braden's stress on community supervision 

in the recreation room reflected a general anxiety regarding adolescent 

behavior. Braden assured his audience, however, that even though there 

were children of high school age in Greenbelt, they would not mimic the 

behaviors of their contemporaries in urban centers. 

The question of high school children and their (mis)use of the 

streets persisted in Greenbelt's discourse, reflecting the contested 

relationship of streets and children; of further import is that these 

discussions evolved from federal administrators and the residents 

themselves. For example, eight months after Braden's report, the Town 

Council discussed the lack of bus service between Greenbelt and the 

nearby high school. In an October 1938 meeting, Braden stated that if 

there was bus transportation to and from the high school, "it would be an 

incentive to have children come right home rather than linger by the 

wayside.""' Within the same discussion, coundl members also expressed 

anxiety about the prospect of the high school students hitchhiking. 

Members of the coundl discussed the fiscal pros and cons of providing 

busses or privately owned cars."^ Furthermore, if the high school 

students were quickly escorted home after school, they would be safe 

within the borders of the carefully constructed and planned community 

" Greenbelt Town Coundl Minutes for October 24, 1938, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
Greenbelt Maryland. 
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and under the watchful eye of their mothers and neighbors. 

Concerned about actual delinquency, residents and federal officials 

also wanted to avoid having their community's children appear to be 

mimicking the behavior of urban delinquents. From their perspective, 

having their teenagers "lingering by the wayside" would appear too 

similar to the behavior of their urban counterparts. In selecting and 

invoking the imagery of lingering youth, council members juxtaposed 

images of unsupervised urban children misbehaving on the ever 

contested site of conflict—the street—with that of law-abiding and 

properly behaved young citizens, contained and supervised in vehicles. 

Especially in 1938 when planners' omission of teenagers in their overall 

plan became apparent, these sorts of remedies provided a buffer against 

the perceived tendencies of all young persons to misbehave. 

Residents of the community also worked to battle juvenile 

delinquency and promote citizenship among Greenbelt youth when, after 

World War II, the community raised funds to build a war memorial park 

and a youth center. The war memorial park was intended to honor 

Greenbelt citizens who had fought in the war. In addition to raising funds 

for the war memorial, residents intended that the moneys also go toward 

the construction of a youth center for Greenbelt's teenage population. 

The two projects were intertwined, not only in a financial sense, but in an 

ideological sense as well. In the summer of 1946 the town manager wrote 

^ Town Council minutes do not specify whether or not they provided these services. 
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to the PHA community manager that the residents of Greenbelt had 

contributed and pledged over five thousand dollars for a war memorial 

park and youth center that would "help fight juvenile delinquency and 

promote better citizenship among our youth." In this letter, the town 

manager made clear links between the honoring of World War II 

veteraris, the promotion of good citizenship values, the creation of a 

youth center, and the elimination of juvenile delinquency: 

The people of the town feel that they can best show our respect 
and do honor to our citizens who gave their lives for the 
preservation of our nation by building a memorial park and by 
promoting a program for our remaining youngsters which will 
give them an understanding and appreciation of good 
dtizenship."" 

The residents' actions clearly reflect that they valued citizenship as a 

priority. 

While requesting additional funds from the PHA for both the 

youth center and war memorial, the council wrote emphatically that the 

"prevention of juvenile delinquenc}' and the welfare of the youth of 

Greenbelt are included in the responsibilities of the Town Coimcil."'^ 

They suggested repeatedly to the PHA that they would be able to battle 

delinquency successfully by reminding their children on an almost daily 

basis how their community members had served their nation and in turn, 

demonstrate for their youth what exactly were the obligations of 

citizenship. Of course, with the center, the Town Council intended 

Letter from James Gobbel to Charles Cormack, August 13,1946, RG 196, Records of the 
FPHA, Community Manager Files, Box 3, NACP. 
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simultaneously to keep their youth busy and off the streets—the 

presumed site of delinquency. What is ironic about this situation, 

however, is that the PHA was unwilling to release municipal funds for the 

youth center. Letters between the town manager (who was a federal 

appointee, but lived in the community) and the PHA indicate conflicting 

priorities for the community. By the post-war period, federal authorities 

appeared no longer concerned about the "social goals" promoted and 

observed so vehemently in the late 1930s. PHA administrators adhered 

rigidly to bureaucratic processes and denied the use of municipal funds 

for the youth center and memorial park. 

In order to persuade PHA officials to release funds for the youth 

center, town manager James Gobbel invoked reform-oriented language 

of the 1930s. Responding to the denials by the PHA, which continued to 

cite a clause restricting the use municipal funds for the project, Gobbel 

argued that the clause should be eliminated because the Town Council 

could not enter "into any form of agreement with any individual, group, 

or agenq^ that [would] forgo any of their responsibilities to the welfare of 

Greenbelt's youth.While unsuccessful in his attempts, Gobbel 

understood the commitment to improving the lives of Greenbelt's 

children to be a critical facet of the social experiment. As will be discussed 

in Chapter Five, by the post war period, the federal government had all 

but dismissed its reform efforts in the community, and "uplifting" 

ibid., August 26,1946. 
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programs such as the youth center were not a priority. Nevertheless, the 

residents themselves believed such responses from the PHA to be 

incongruous with the meaning of Greenbelt and what they believed 

children required. 

Get to the Children, and You Will Reach the Parents 

Through the child-centered community activities and the fact that 

the town was organized as one "friendly for children," planners hoped to 

realize a success for the entire project-adults included. In some of the 

early planning sessions for Greenbelt, discussions centered around how 

child-centered activities would encourage patterns of community 

cohesion and civic involvement for the adult residents as well. The way 

Greenbelt's town plan was organized signified the importance of children 

to the overall goals of planners. This was, however, not simply for 

children's safety or their moral and civic development. It was also in 

order to affect adult's relation to the entire community. In his 

"neighborhood unit" plan, from which plarmers borrowed to design the 

community, Clarence Perry advised architects and town planners to 

locate the towm's elementary school centrally. The contiguity of residents 

to one another and to a physical center of social life, which in this case was 

the elementary school, was theoretically characteristic of the life and 

values of the historical "village." Such spatial and social organizations 

were to foster a more commimity oriented way of living; such an 

ibid. 
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organization would work to also encourage stability within the families 

(adults included), the community, and the nation at large.®"^ 

By centralizing the elementary school. Perry believed that the 

school would serve effectively as a unifying element for the entire town, 

not just the young children. His conjunction of social planning and 

physical planning was clarified when, in 1950, Stein explained Greenbelt's 

understanding of the neighborhood unit: "A neighborhood community 

is a group of people with common interests in which they actively 

participate. Greenbelt from the beginning was such a community. The 

children all went to the same school.""'' Stein, Perry, and Greenbelt 

planners postulated that because the entire childhood community went to 

the same centrally located school, their parents would be forced to 

interact and ultimately enact community oriented behavior.'" 

Participants of the 1935 Buck Hill planning concurred with Perry 

when they asserted that an effective means to improve the lives of adults 

of a community was to reach them through services and activities 

In the 1920s and 1930s, reformers asserted the ideal of communitv' oriented town-
planning and architecture. As I will argue in Chapter Four, community oriented life was to 
foster better citizenship values among the residents in Greenbelt. Elaine Tyler May argues, 
however, that by the 1950s, the suburban architecture of the "ranch style home" emphasized 
family privacy and contained domesticity as a means for security and stability for the family. 
With the 1950s and the 1930s, we can similar ideas about the importance of domestic 
architecture to the stability of the nation. The 1950s domestic architecture differed 
dramatically, however, in the way it moved away from community life and toward the 
private house. See Elaine Tyler May, Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War 
Era (New York; Basic Books, 1988). 

Clarence Stein, Toward New Towns for America. 153. 
Clarence Perry, "The Neighborhood Unit: A Scheme of Arrangement for the Family 

Life Community" in Neighborhood and Community Planning vol. VII of The Regional Survey of 
New York and Its Environs (New York, 1929), Columbia University, Avery Library, New York. 
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intended for the residents' children. Planners understood that activities 

and services for children promoted familiarity and socialization among 

the adults and promoted the potential for greater community 

integration." In a discussion of how to stimulate integration and greater 

commimity involvement, one participant described a nursery school in 

Chicago that developed community participation among the adults: 

It was found that the most appropriate and direct means by which 
tenants' interest could be centered was through their children. 
The group is a heterogeneous group from the standpoint of 
employment...it was difficult to integrate the community, to create 
a communit}' association in which a majority of the tenants 
participate. At the nursery school meeting evenings...parents from 
all strata within the building came to listen...they became friends 
and began to plan different activities in which they all might 
participate. Integration of the community and the disseminating of 
social services from the nursery school to the various families and 
members of the community has made its greatest contribution. 

Another speaker concurred that it was through services rendered to 

children that community participation would evolve: "The nursery school 

program may serve as the nucleus for family and community 

life...sometimes the nurser}' school units have become the center of a 

community program."" In general, conference delegates agreed that 

such programs would enhance the community life and in turn meet their 

goal of reforming and directing the adult residents toward what they 

deemed constructive behaviors. 

Delegates argued that through the construction and facilitation of 

"Summary of Proceedings of a Conference On: The Social Responsibilities of 
Management in Government-Aided Re-Housing and Resettlement Projects" 51. 

ibid., 52. 
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child-oriented activities, the administration would encourage greater rates 

of activity and community integration by project residents; they saw this 

as a desirable goal, one that would be an effective means to reach their 

goal of creating community and class stability. What will be clarified in 

later chapters, however, is that administrators worked to determine for 

the residents a specific and predetermined version of what constituted 

higher rates of community integration. Planners encouraged residents to 

be loyal and responsible to their local group as parents of school-aged 

children, not as members of a union, working-class social organization or 

other institutions that challenged the nation's economic and political 

hierarchies. 

Success: Representations of Planners' Achievements 

Those involved in the making of Greenbelt were pleased with their 

product and how it benefited children. One of the first articles printed by 

the Greenbelt Cooperator was a tongue in cheek piece that lamented the 

fact that their children had "furniture problems." 

Several little tots were playing with their dolls, in a motherly 
fashion when one little girl decided that it was time to put them 
to bed. She looked around for some imaginary place or a 
bedroom. All of a sudden she realized that the 'furniture man' 
hadn't delivered the crib. 

As was the case with the representation of the boy featured in the film "The 

City," whose bicycle tire was flat, this article transmitted a subtle message. The 

ibid. 
Greenbelt Cooperator Vol. 1 (Decembers, 1937) in Morgenthau Papers, Box 112, 

Folder, "Greenbelt Housing Project 1937 and 1938" FERI, Hyde Park. 
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little girls of Greenbelt had very few worries. Growing up in Greenbelt afforded 

them plenty of time to play—and of course to leam how to be proper future 

mothers—and enjoy the life of a child without the difficulties and influences of the 

urban center. Life was so ideal, so goes the message of this article, that the 

largest problem that faced a little girl in Greenbelt was her trying to find a crib in 

which to put her little doll. Similarly, a photograph in a publication about the 

Greentowns showed a young girl outside on the grass with her doll, stuffed dog, 

and dollhouse, surrounded by trees and illuminated by the sunlight.'^ These 

articles were written by Greenbelt residents. This fact, however, does not 

coriflict with the fact that on many levels, federal administrators were able to 

promote their version of an ideal life for Greenbelt's lower-income children, 

children who if left in the city might not be able to experience such an "idyllic" 

life. 

Resident Clayton S. McCarl did agree that the community was a nice place 

for him to grow up, yet he did not believe necessarily that it was because of the 

unique surroundings. "We had a nice time playing and living in Greenbelt, but 

children have a nice time everywhere. Parents look out and see children playing 

in the street or doing something which is dangerous and parents are so upset; 

doesn't matter to the children; they have a good time everywhere."'^ Clearly 

McCarl's statement contrasts with progressive reformers who believed a 

complete restructuring of housing and town-planning was necessary for children 

"^Resettlement Administration, Greenbelt Towns (GPO: Washington D.C, 1935), RG 
196, Records of the FPHA, Greenbelt Planning Records, Box 1, Folder 4, NACP. 
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to become successful and productive adults. Considering the cost of and 

controversy surrounding Greenbelt, the statement is also clearly ironic. 

When studying the construction and administration of this project, it is 

important to consider that planners were operating to direct the children's 

activities and experiences, as well as those of their parents, in ways they 

themselves determined as suitable. Much of the evidence indicates that planners 

involved in the project did not intend that the community would define for 

themselves what directions they would take. The fact that children were the 

locus of many of their reform efforts reflects the notion that children represented 

to planners a Lockean tabula rasa. It is clear that planners hoped to write their 

own message on to the children's minds—and that of the parents as well. 

In the hopes of planners and federal administrators, Greenbelt would 

reorganize children's lives both within the family unit and without, thereby 

guaranteeing a successful future relationship with society. This aim could be 

accomplished both by building adequate, nice shelter and encouraging 

appropriate family and gender relations within the home. Furthermore, 

planners believed that if they could create an ideal neighborhood surrounding 

the family shelter for when children did leave the confines of the home, these 

factors would all work together to create a perfect solution to delinquency. As 

John Ihlder noted, changing the home and its surroundings, however, would not 

be enough to achieve this goal: "All along the way, the family as a family has a 

part to play in the raising of standards, for it will get from its house only what it 

Clayton McCarl, interview by Patricia Burk Paulkovich, Dec. 1, 1985, transcript. 
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puts into its house."" In other words, the families had to reorganize their own 

moral conduct in order for these types of solutions to be effective. The town-

plan and administration, however, were factors planners put in place to assist in 

this process. 

Finally, a WPA commissioned statue in Greenbelt's town-center 

encapsulates planners' and officials' goals for the residents. In Lenore Thomas's 

rendering of a mother and child, she placed the child in the bosom of her 

mother. The statue serves as an interesting metaphor; the ideal vision for the 

children of Greenbelt was that they were to be loved, secure, and happy in the 

protective arms of their mother—and those of the town itself. The following 

chapter will examine how planners and administrators worked to insure that the 

"bosom" of Greenbelt's female population would adhere to their paradigmatic 

standards of successful motherhood. 

University of Maryland College Park Librar\', Special Collections. 
John Ihlder, "Home Economics and a Housing Program" 1935, Ihlder Papers, General 

Correspondence, Speeches and Articles, 1935-38, Box 74, Folder 1. FERI, Hyde Park. 



Statue by Lenore Thomas 
Figure 2.7 

John Vachon, "Greenbelt, Maryland. Statue by Lenore Thomas" September, 1940, in 
Farm Securit\' Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of 
Congress) LC-USF34- 065869-D. 
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Chapter 3: (Re)ConstTucting Motherhood in Greenbelt 

"Housing is not just a question of improving an economic situation; not just a question 
of giving people better shelter for less money....the aim is to encourage certain habits and 
situations by making it easy to live according to certain staiidards set up in the home 
environment." Eleanor Roosevelt.^ 

"The transparent order of reason and nature could be restored and virtue recovered only 
by returning women to that sweet domesticity.... women and men are incommensurate 
in their natures and hence in their social and political roles. Women in politics equals 
disorder. It is also about women neglecting their duties. Jean Jacques Rousseau* 

In a 1985 oral history interview, former resident Dorothy East 

remembered an airplane trip she took that gave her an aerial view of Greenbelt. 

She described for her interviewer what she saw: "What 1 was going to say about 

the shape was that some people considered it the shape of an embryo. I saw it 

from the air and it does have a distinctive outline."^ While the town plan's 

outline may be simply a remarkable coincidence, the symbolic nature of what 

East saw and chose to tell her interviewer regarding the town's overall 

embryonic shape is significant. In 1985, this seemingly off- hand remark 

corresponded well with the visions of the community that had motivated 

Greenbelt planners and administrators fift\' years earlier. Greenbelt's plaiuiers 

were confident that the town would "encourage a kind of family and community 

life in which there would be opportunity for better development in all aspects of 

' Eleanor Roosevelt, as quoted in O. Kline Fulmer, "Greenbelt: A Reality" Folder, 
"Greenbelt, Maryland" Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Librar\'. 

• lean lacques Rousseau. Emile ou. De I'education (Paris: P. & F. Didot, 1808) originally 
published 1762. 

" Dorothy East, interview by Catherine Crawford, December 5, 1985, transcript. 
University of Maryland Oral History' Project, University of Maryland College Park Librarv', 
Special Collections, p. 33. 
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living/"' In order to meet these goals, planners intended that this fertile space of 

Greenbelt would create a safe, secure, and healthy environment. In so doing, the 

community would meet the social and physical needs that poor Americans were 

not finding in urban centers. 

The metaphor of the embryo has specific gender connotations as well. It 

is evocative of birth, pregnancy, childrearing and, thus, associated with 

motherhood. While the fact that the town was shaped like an embryo was most 

likely a coincidence, motherhood was a central focus in the community of 

Greenbelt. A critical component of the federal government's overall project was 

the link between working-class family stability and a woman's ability to care for 

members of her family. In Greenbelt, planners and administrators worked to 

encourage a particular version of motherhood and/or womanhood which, they 

believed, would nourish the kind of stability critical to a country strained by the 

Great Depression and class conflict. 

Integral to planners' definition of "success" was how Greenbelt's 

administrative policies and town-plan would operate to reestablish or introduce 

among lower-income Americans the male's claim to the status of breadwinner. 

As Linda Gordon and other historians have argued, many New Deal programs, 

such as the Works Progress Administration, were meant to stabilize men's status 

as breadwinner. Greenbelt was another program that worked to shore up the 

(threatened) status of the male breadwirmers. To achieve this goal, federal 

planners and admirustrators assumed that the working-class mothers needed to 

* "Histories of the Greentown Projects" RG 196, Records of the FPHA, Records of the 
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mimic the behavior of their middle-class counterparts. Generations of middle-

class reformers pointed to the working-class family and the "deviant" gender 

relations within such families, such as the presence of a female breadwinner, as a 

key contributor to systemic urban poverty. Reformers believed that white 

women's economic dependence on their husbands earning a family-wage was 

desirable." 

Furthermore, from these reformers' perspectives, women needed to 

reorganize their families' patterns and behavior, as well as their own. Women 

needed to execute their roles as mothers and wives in ways reformers and 

federal planners believed fit within their constructs of family and social stability. 

In general, this project in Greenbelt served as a means for reformers to institute 

or introduce to the residents "normative" gender relations that privileged 

middle-class gender hierarchies. 

New Deal officials assumed that the reorganization of gender relations 

would operate to sustain a carefully balanced social and economic order 

beneficial to capitalism and class stability. Planners intended for Greenbelt to 

offer novel solutions to the problems associated with the Great Depression and, 

in a larger framework, industrial capitalism. East's reference to Greenbelt as an 

Statistics Division, Box 2, Vol. 1, N'ACP, p. 3. 
" For excellent insight into how the insistence on white women's status of dependency 

continued in the 1950s, see Rickie Solinger, "Dependency and Choice: The Two Faces of Eve" 
Social Justice 25 (Spring, 1998), 1-27. Solinger argues that middle-class reformers, doctors, 
academics, and politicians privileged white women's dependence on their husbands; when 
white women made the "choice" to work for wages, these groups constructed that choice as 
evidence of their "pathological" tendencies. This discourse, however, excluded women of color, 
who were materially unable to claim the status of dependence. While her work is about the 
postwar era, her conclusions about the public discourse surrounding gender and race are similar 
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embryo, therefore, reflects a very real ideological position taken by federal 

planners. These New Deal planners idealized the transformative powers of this 

embryoruc planned community in terms of how it would affect the everyday life 

of the residents as well as larger social, political, and economic structures. 

Several of the governmental publications that discussed the Greentown 

projects began by claiming that the purpose of the projects was to "provide a 

family and community life that is better than the residents previously enjoyed."" 

By placing this idea at the forefront of their discussions, Greenbelt planners and 

administrators relayed to their contemporaries that they were targeting their 

reform efforts at the family life of working-class Americans. Planners also stated 

that the central goals of the project were providing adequate housing for those 

families excluded by a speculative market and demonstrating to other private or 

public groups the value of "carefully planned communities."" Material relief for 

poorer families was definitely a component of the project, but it was not the 

cornerstone. Evidence drawn from government records, contemporary 

writings, photography and other sources reveals that Greenbelt was primarily a 

"social experiment," and not just a material one, designed to change the ways in 

which working class families organized their lives. 

What is perhaps invisible in these statements about a "better family life" is 

that federal planners understood "better" in specific ways. Through a more 

to those of this dissertation. 
° Report of the Administrator of the Farm Security Administration 1938 (GPO: 1938), 

XACP. This is but one site where this phrase appears. It can also be found in Lansill's papers 
concerning the project's development and purpose. 

"Histories of the Greentown Projects" RG 196, Records of the FPHA, Records of the 
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careful examination of the evidence relating to Greenbelt, it is clear that plarmers 

did not understand the word "better" only in terms of improved housing 

conditions. "Better" implicitly meant middle-class not working class gender 

relations and familial orgaruzation. Although the phrase "family life" is 

seemingly a gender-neutral phrase, planners and reformers used it to make 

statements about women-as-mothers and men-as -breadwinners. 

Instituting gender specific rules and creating a town plan and housing 

with particular gendered assumptions did not necessarily insure the desired 

results. The discussion that follows will underline the ways in which planners 

hoped to inculcate and enforce particular paradigmatic middle-class gender 

values to Greenbelt residents. It will also detail how Greenbelt women resisted 

some of these attempts and embraced others. 

Tenant Selection: Finding the Future Mothers of Greenbelt 

Many federally sponsored rules governed the everyday lives of Greenbelt 

residents and operated to establish a specific white, middle-class version of 

motherhood; many of these rules created special costs and burdens for female 

residents. In Greenbelt, a federally appointed community manager served to 

enforce administrative policies initiated by the RA and later the PHA. Some of 

these rules originated from the early planning stages before Greenbelt was built; 

others evolved during the town's history. Upon arrival, Greenbelt residents 

were provided with a manual that outlined in specific ways the intended purpose 

of the community and what behaviors fit within these constructs. Greenbelt 

Statistics Division, Box 1, Vol. 1, NACP, p. 4. 
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officials initiated other restrictive regulations that were not detailed in the 

manual, but were referenced in other sources. Finally, federal administrators 

instituted programs and policies that created gender specific restrictions. Some 

of these policies are not found in the written records related to Greenbelt, but 

can be revealed through the analysis of the town-plan and commuiuty 

architecture. 

The foundation of white, middle-class gender paradigms during this 

period was that men were responsible for the public sphere, or the world of 

work and wages. Women in turn were responsible for the private, or domestic 

sphere. Within this ideological framework, married women who were accepted 

to live in Greenbelt were restricted from obtaining waged employment. 

Although a thorough search of federal records failed to turn up such a dictate in 

writing, many of the federal records, oral histories, and other sources referred to 

such as ban. 

According to Greenbelt planner and future resident O. Kline Fulmer, it 

was during the tenant selection process that Greenbelt administrators excluded 

the possibility of female residents working. Fulmer recalled that members of the 

family selection committee were instructed to look for "normal" families. 

Clarifying what a "normal family group" meant, Fulmer explained that "...a 

normal group was that there should be only one gainful worker in a family." 

According to Fulmer, officials conformed to this policy. Fulmer's statements 

suggest that federal administrators achieved their goal of restricting female 

employment by keeping those women who worked for wages out of the 
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community to begin with." Particularly during the first few years of the project's 

history, planners and administrators worked to create a situation where the men 

of Greenbelt families claimed the status of primary wage earner; planners 

expected women to assume responsibility for the domestic sphere.'^ 

Fulmer explained that this criterion conflicted with the situation of many 

Washington D.C. families and, thus, narrowed the pool of applicants eligible for 

greenbelt public housing "because it was discovered that for every ten 

Washington families having only one gainful worker, there were five families 

having two or more."'° In addition to excluding a certain percentage of native-

bom and foreign-bom white families, the rule operated specifically to exclude 

African-American families. According to the 1930 U.S. census for Washington 

D.C., for the fifteen and older age group, 39.4% of native-bom white women and 

57.6% of African-American women were in the labor force." The 1930 census 

statistics for the state of Maryland reveal that African-American women over the 

age of ten participated in the labor force at rates of 41.6%; for white women, the 

" An oral history with resident Frieda Perlzweig revealed that she quit her job before 
moving into Greenbelt. That she quit her job could be a result of the commute to her job in 
Washington D.C. or the existence of a rule banning women from working. Perlzweig does not 
mention that her husband also quit his job; it appears that it was only she who did. 
Commemorative Program: Greenbelt Fiftieth Anniversary Dinner Dance. October 10,1987, 
University of Maryland College Park Library, Special Collections, p. 66. 

" There are a few cases of widows with children who lived in Greenbelt and who also 
worked for wages. For example, Mary Clare Bonham's mother and her four children were able 
to live in the community; her mother also worked for the National Recovery Administration in 
Washington D.C. The great majority of residents, however, were nuclear families with male 
heads of households. Commemorative Program: Greenbelt Fiftieth Anniversary Dinner Dance 
October 10, 1987, University of Maryland College Park Library, Special Collections, p. 19. 

O. Kline Fulmer, "Greenbelt: A Reality" Folder, Greenbelt, Maryland, Tugwell 
Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 

" Fifteenth Census of the United States. Occupations by States. Vol. IV. 1930. 
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statistic is 20.6.'' 

The policy of excluding from the community women who worked for 

wages provides evidence of the fact that Greenbelt administrators borrowed 

from the historic practice of providing aid only to those individuals deemed 

members of the "worthy" or "redeemable" poor. As many historians have 

shown. New Deal programs were not gender or race blind.Those who 

perhaps most needed better living conditions, i.e. those families with multiple 

members working for wages as a strategy of survival, were not deemed worthy 

and / or good candidates for residence in Greenbelt. Reformers viewed women 

who worked for wages as a threat to their goal of creating a "model" 

community; federal administrators explicitly withheld the material benefits of 

Greenbelt from married working women. If the purpose of Greenbelt was 

simply to alleviate the housing shortage of Washington D.C., and in particular to 

respond to the entrenched middle-class disdain for urban squalor, the exclusion 

of families who did not rely solely on a male family-wage earner was 

inconsistent with this goal. This provision against women's wage-labor indicates 

that at the very outset of its history, the "experiment" in Greenbelt operated to 

insure the enactment of particular social relations. Only a select few families who 

had the means and will to enact a middle-class model in their families—and were 

Fifteen Census of the United States. Vol. III. Part I. 1930. In 1940, 42.4% of 
Washington D.C.'s African-American women and 38% of native-bom white women over the age 
of fourteen were in the labor force. For the state of Maryland, 24.6% of native-bom white and 
35% of African-American women were in the 1940 labor force. Sixteenth Census of the United 
States. Vol. II. Part Three. 1940. 

" Linda Gordon, Pitied But Not Entitled: Single .Mothers and the History of Welfare. 
1890-1935 (New York: Free Press, 1994); Suzanne Mettler, Dividing Citizens: Gender and 
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white—gained access to the experience of uplift. This exclusion provides further 

evidence that the purpose of Greenbelt was not simply to offer a material 

solution to housing problems; the exclusion of multiple wage-earning families 

reveals the importance of the Greenbelt experiment in providing a social solution 

or an alternative to the problems of the city. 

Because of Greenbelt's political visibility, as well as the fact that planners 

believed that this community would demonstrate for a national audience the face 

of an ideal, planned community, planners and administrators argued that the 

success of the program depended on the character and behavior of the residents. 

The tenant selection process worked to admit residents who would, according to 

planners, best be able to contribute to creating this ideal community. The 

exclusion of women who worked for wages indicates that planners viewed them 

as already on a slippery slope toward deviancy and less likely to benefit from the 

reformative program at Greenbelt. To meet a predetemnined criterion for 

success, this "model community" required women's domestic, not paid labor. 

Furthermore, this rule of exclusion emphasized that the project in Greenbelt was 

for white families, a group who had greater claims to the benefits of New Deal 

programs atzd who, in the reformers' minds, were better able to enact their 

paternalistic goals for family reorganization and uplift. 

Greenbelt administrators did not limit their definition of what 

characterized an ideal family to the question of women's wage-work; tenant 

selectors also conducted visits to the homes of the many Greenbelt applicants in 

Federalism in New Deal Public Policy (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998). 
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order to evaluate other aspects of a family's viability for candidacy. Questions 

that concerned the applicants' "need for project" required selectors to evaluate 

the condition of the applicant's housing structure. Many social factors, however, 

completed the tenant selection committee's list. A large percentage of these 

selectors' questions spoke directly to the issue of the women's domestic abilities. 

For instance, tenant selectors evaluated a potential family's "care of property." 

The family selection committee members were instructed to rank applicants on a 

one to five scale; an evaluative phrase accompanied each number. The lowest 

score of one was attached to the phrase: "total disregard of property, untidy." 

The highest score of five was attached to the phrase: "takes excellent care of 

property and possessions—is neat and clean." According to the ratings sheet, a 

home investigation "must reveal an urgent need for better housing as well as the 

indication that the family will take care of a better house if given one."'^ 

Assuming that those with the highest rating had better chances for residence in 

Greenbelt, those families with better housekeepers were more likely to earn a 

house in Greenbelt. The female applicants' domestic skills were critical to their 

families' gaining the material benefits of public housing in Greenbelt, indicating 

early in the planning process that women's worth in Greenbelt would largely 

depend on their domestic contributions. Resident Linda Love recalled her home 

inspection experience fifty years later: "After we answered all the questionnaires 

they sent us, an inspector came out to see what kind of housekeeper I was. She 

" "Rating Work Sheet" Tug\vell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 
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even looked for fingerprints on the doors."'" Furthermore, this home inspection 

process underlines the repeated ironies associated with the process of planning 

and administering Greenbelt. While espousing family privacy, Greenbelt 

administrators routinely invaded it in the selection process. 

Housing reformer John Ihlder maintained that this method of inspection 

was an important means to insure that future tenants, and most importantly 

future mothers, exhibited appropriate domestic qualities. In his notes for a 

speech he gave to the Resettlement Administration Family Selection staff, Ihlder 

emphasized his perspective by stating that in fact, women's domestic and 

motherhood skills should be a key consideration in the selection process: "We 

select our tenants, but the selection is on the basis of housekeeping, control of 

children. We want good tenants and good neighbors."'^ 

Federal administrators instituted other policies that worked in tandem 

with the tenant selection process to ensure that the women of Greenbelt would 

emulate their middle-class counterparts. A critical federal policy was an income 

cap that operated to discourage women from working for wages. In 1937, 

families of three who were allowed to live in Greenbelt had to earn a minimum 

of 51,000 per annum and a maximum of $2,000.'' If women added to their 

'' Interview with Linda Love in Greenbelt Fiftieth Anniversary Dinner Dance-
Commemorative Program (October 10, 1987), University of Maryland College Park Library, 
Special Collections, p. 10. Another resident, Elsie Steinle remembered that the inspection 
included opening her family's drawers and going "through everything." ibid., 70. 

John Ihlder, "Points in Talk to Resettlement Administration Family Selection Staff" 
1936, Ihlder Papers, General Correspondence, Speeches and Articles, 1935-1938, Box 74, Folder 
2, FERI, Hyde Park. 

'' "History of the Greentown Projects" RG 196, Records of the FPHA, Records of the 
Statistics Division, Box 2, Vol. 2, NACP. 
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husband's wages, the families risked exceeding the income cap and becoming 

ineligible for residence. If families exceeded the income cap, they were required 

to leave Greenbelt. Some residents complained that the policy of income caps 

discouraged the residents from seeking self-improvement—the complaints, 

however, were restricted to concerns about how the rule might prevent male 

breadwinners from seeking promotion or entrepreneurial activities.'" No 

mention was made of how this rule might restrict a woman's ability to work for 

wages. 

Not only were Greenbelt women forbidden to work outside the home, 

they could not earn wages within it either. Residents were absolutely barred 

from taking in boarders. Rules and restrictive definitions of who was allowed 

the use of Greenbelt residents' dwellings conflicted with the economic survival 

strategies common to the working-class. As historians Jacquelyn Dowd Hall and 

Christine Stansell have shown, taking in boarders was often a means for 

working-class women to contribute to the family income and ultimately to their 

survival without having to leave home to earn wages.'' Clearly planners and 

administrators were aware of this strategy and instituted more restrictions that 

operated to discourage patterns of the urban working-class and encouraged a 

model of gender relations and family life for its working-class residents that 

would mimic those of the middle-class. 

Interview with Delpha McCarl in Commemorative Program: Greenbelt Fiftieth 
Anniversary. October 10, 1987, University of Maryland College Park Library, Special 
Collections, p. 52. 

JacqueljTi Dowd Hall, Like a Family: The Making of a Southern Cotton Mill World 
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1987); Christine Stansell, City of Women: 
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The Greenbelt lease's legal specifics concerning boarders functioned to 

encourage the residents to enact a white, middle-class version of domesticity, 

one that privileged the privacy of the nuclear family. The lease held a provision 

that strictly defined who could and who could not live in resident dwellings; only 

members of the nuclear family could make up the household. In stipulations 

under the heading "use of dwelling," tenants agreed that "an occupant...shall use 

this dwelling as a home for his family only" and also that "the occupant shall not 

sublet the dwelling or any part thereof nor shall he provide accommodations to 

roomers, boarders or lodgers." Even the extended stays of residents' mothers at 

the time of a new birth had to be cleared through the main office. Visitors could 

stay for a limited amount of time, " but in no case can a person who pays any 

money for use of the premises be termed a visitor."*" Deviation from such rules 

would result in the termination of tenants' residence. 

This definition of who was deemed family also deviated from patterns of 

the working-class. Class and ethnically contingent notions of what constituted a 

family often differed from the native bom middle-class, especially among the 

more recent immigrants. Many immigrants to America housed their mothers, 

fathers, cousins, or friends from their village. For Greenbelt administrators and 

housing reformers, a careful definition of family referred simply to the nuclear 

family. Greenbelt administrators eliminated the option of sharing of resources 

as well as space among an extended family, for this did not fit within reformers' 

Sex and Class in New York. 1789-1860 (New York: Knopf, 1986). 
"Terms and Conditions of Occupancy for Original Greenbelt and Greenbelt War 

Project" RG 196, Records of the FPHA, General Correspondence, Box 3, Folder 2, NACP. 
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paradigms. Furthermore, during the Depression many families doubled up to 

save on expenses; this strategy was not available to Greenbelt residents. The 

degree to which the administrators of Greenbelt felt it was necessary to define 

with great specificity who were appropriate visitors, who were not, and under 

what terms they were allowed to stay at a resident's house is reflective of 

middle-class inspired concerns about boarders and the protection of nuclear 

family privacy. Greenbelt administrators were clearly cognizant of these 

working-class strategies and by barining them, revealed their biases regarding 

privacy. This rule against boarders also served to clarify the focus of the home 

as one of leisure and devoid of signs of female labor. 

The distance of Greenbelt from any viable employment opportunities was 

another critical issue that informed women's status as wage earner. Greenbelt 

was one of the nation's early suburban communities and it took approximately 

thirty minutes by car to reach Washington D.C., the nearest center of large scale 

employment opportunities."' Transportation was limited, particularly 

considering that most families during this era did not have automobiles. Buses 

and streetcars were available to residents, but the carfare was expensive. Early in 

Greenbelt's history there were two early morning trains to Washington and two 

evening trains returning to Berwyn, a station near Greenbelt; buses were 

infrequent during mid-day. Lansill noted in a memo that "the present schedule 

•' One might argue that the fact that Greenbelt was a suburb foreshadowed some of the 
issues Betty Friedan engages in her work The Feminine Mystique (New York: Dell Publishing, 
1963). Clearly the issues for 1950s middle-class women were not the same as those of the women 
of Greenbelt. The question of distance and isolation, however, did have a direct bearing on the 
question of employment options and gender relations. 
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would not be satisfactory for all the town's inhabitants, but some changes may 

be possible at a later date.""* Lansill theorized that men could park their cars all 

day at a streetcar station in Branchville or be "driven back to Greenbelt by wives 

of the passengers."-^ The train and bus schedules made women's part-time 

work impossible. Lansill assumed only men would be using the transportation, 

and Lansill and his contemporaries did not consider women's transportation 

needs as a priority. 

FSA photographers of Greenbelt recorded the link of travel to wage work 

as a male enterprise. This photograph centers a carpool shared by four men, 

who presumably required transportation into Washington D.C. for their work; 

women are not present in photographs with automobiles. 

.Marion Post Wolcott "Residents of Greenbelt" Sept. 1938."^ 
Figure 3.1 

Transportation in Greenbelt, or the lack thereof, also affected women's 

- John Lansill, "Greenbelt, Maryland" 1935, Folder 1, Lansill Papers, UKL. 
^ ibid. 

Marion Post Wolcott, "Residents of Greenbelt" Sept. 1938. In Farm Security 
Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of Congress), LC-
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access to others forms of wage work. A common economic strategy of married 

working-class women at this time was to pursue "home work" or piecework. If 

a woman in Greenbelt wanted, for ir\stance, to do piecework for a tailor, it would 

be quite difficult and cost prohibitive to reach the tailor to acquire and turn in the 

product. Even vegetable gardening, which federal officials encouraged women 

and families to pursue, was constructed as a spiritual exercise, not as a potential 

economic opportunity. The garden's products were intended only for the 

family's use."" While gardening for family's use does create economic value, 

understanding it as a spiritual exercise obscures this fact.''' 

In the minds of planners, to persuade the rest of the nation to follow their 

example, Greenbelt had to be a success. This of course begs the question of what 

determined success. Greenbelt's early policies answer this question clearly. 

Greenbelt began as a community with white families who demonstrated desired 

characteristics, including appropriate forms of domesticity and gender 

relations."' Women not working for wages constituted a critical element of this 

formula and worked to separate this community ideologically and behaviorally 

from what reformers understood to be the chaos of urban centers. 

By 1940, and particularly after World War II, the opportunities for 

employment changed for Greenbelt women. The focus of this discussion, 

however, is how in their beginning stages, federal housing programs operated 

USF33-030049-M5. 
John Lansill, "Greenbelt, Maryland" 1935, Folder 1, Lansill Papers, UKL. 

1 am thankful to Karen Anderson for offering this interpretation. 
As was explained in earlier chapters, the whiteness of this community was another 

critical factor in terms of Greenbelt's demonstrational value. While there was not an official 
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to sustain and maintain paradigmatic gender norms. According to the census 

data, Greenbelt did have a significantly lower percentage of women over 

fourteen working for wages. In 1940, for the entire state of Maryland, 28.3% of 

all women over fourteen worked for wages. In Washington D.C., 38.3% of all 

women over fourteen were in the labor force. In Greenbelt, the figure was only 

thirteen percent, a rate of less than half of the state figure and a third of District 

of Columbia's. All of the factors discussed above, such as the lack of 

opportunity and the income caps, contributed to the enforcement of low rates of 

labor force participation among Greenbelt women. Other historians have shown 

that married women did not enter the labor force in great numbers until the 

Second World War.'** The differences in percentages, however, between women 

working in Greenbelt and Maryland as a whole are large enough to be 

remarkable. It is revealing in terms of the degree to which Greenbelt planners 

were successful in instituting and enforcing their paradigmatic gender ideologies. 

This does not, however, imply that women did not want to work for wages. 

Architecture and Town Planning 

A detailed examination of the community's town-plan and built 

environment will further underline the domestic ideologies of Greenbelt 

segregation policy, African-Americans were not allowed residence. 
-"Sixteenth Census of the United States. Third Series for Maryland. 1940. 

For examples of women's labor force participation before and during World War II, 
see Karen Anderson, Wartime Women: Sex Roles. Family Relations, and the Status of Women 
during World War II (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1981); William Chafe, The Paradox of 
Change: American Women in the 20th Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991); 
Susan Hartmann, The Homefront and Beyond: American Women in the 194Qs (Boston: Twayne 
Publishers, 1982); Susan Ware, Holding their Own: American Women in the 1930s (Boston: 
Twayne Publishers, 1982). 
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planners. The superblock plan, detailed in the first chapter, relayed the planners' 

assumptions about women and their roles as mothers. Through the design of 

the superblock, with the residences and automobile roads pushed to the exterior 

of the community, the orientation of the town privileged inner parks, play areas, 

and protected pedestrian circulation. By focusing attention inwards, the 

designers hoped to create a safe haven from the dangers associated with motor 

traffic as well as the outside world. 

This superblock plan literally and metaphorically resonated well with 

nineteenth-century middle-class ideologies concerning the home. The 

superblock plan created a boundary between its residents and the outside world, 

creating a protected haven that kept the evils of the outside world at bay. In a 

1935 U.S.D.A. press release, future RA director Will Alexander articulated this 

idea well: "Each [Greentown] will be enclosed within a protective strip, or 

'greenbelt', which will protect it from the encroachment and blight that has 

destroyed so many American neighborhoods in the past."^° The greenbelt, 

which served as a literal protective barrier against the surrounding environs, 

operated in tandem with the superblock plan to create a space immune to the 

degeneration of the city and conducive to the creation of an ideal domestic 

sanctuary. This plan was seen as "friendly" to children and therefore an ideal 

place to raise a family and to be a mother because children were safe from traffic 

and mothers could easily view their children at play.^' 

^ "Resettlement Announces Plan for Four Low-Cost Housing Developments" October 11, 
1935, Official Files of the President, Series 1568, Box 1, PERI, Hyde Park. 

" "Greenbelt: A Planned Community" RG 196, Records of the FPHA, Subject Files of 
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Despite the significance of the superblock for children, the ban against 

women participating in waged employment, and the fact that federal 

administrators such as the director of Suburban Resettlement John Lansill 

assumed that women would be available to supervise their children, the 

superblock plan also relayed the planners' distrust of working-class mothers' 

ability to protect and control their children. When discussing the activities of 

children within the superblock, Lansill made statements indicating that he 

expected that all Greenbelt mothers would be available to supervise the 

community's children; "It is believed that ...each superblock is capable of taking 

care of the neighborhood children." He also stated that for the many open 

spaces in the superblocks, "the personal supervision of the mothers in the 

neighborhood can relied upon.""^' These statements reflect Lansill's belief that 

mothers of Greenbelt would be available to and responsible for supervising their 

own children, as well as those of other community members. The orientation of 

the houses to the central green-spaces facilitated the ability of women of the 

community to observe and supervise each other's children. While this fact 

deviates from the notions of privacy among middle-class parenthood, it does not 

conflict with the gender assumptions of the planners. Mothers in Greenbelt 

continued to serve as the primary supervisory force in their children's lives, but 

the other women of the neighborhood were also available to support this 

process. The superblock plan and the statements of Lansill sigrufies that perhaps 

Greenbelt Community Manager, Box Two, File 1, NACP. 
"Histories of the Greentown Projects" RG 196, Records of the FPHA, Records of the 

Statistics Division, Box 2, Vol. 1, NACP. 
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planners maintained caution regarding individual working-class mother's abUity 

to be solely responsible for their children's well-being. 

Greenbelt's superblock design held ramifications for women beyond their 

implied status as mothers. In addition to creating centrally located play spaces 

for children, the superblock plan had a direct bearing on the planning of the 

residential units and thus the gender relations within the houses. The superblock 

helped to bifurcate the house between its functions as a space for leisure and a 

space for reproductive labor. The housing plans had at least two distinct spaces, 

which served different functions, and more importantly had different 

relationships to the superblock. The living room, which presumably served as a 

gathering place for the entire family and served particularly as a place of rest for 

the laboring man, had a picture window that faced the park. A door was 

provided to lead residents to the shared leisure and community space within the 

superblock. This portion of the house had a specific and privileged orientation to 

the interiors of the superblock. These interiors contained a view and easy access 

to the "idyllic" and "redemptive" parkways. 

In contrast, the area of the house dedicated to reproductive labor, i.e. the 

kitchen, was located to communicate directly with the service courts. These 

service courts led in from the main, peripheral roads, where trash was picked up, 

milk delivered, and laundry hung. Only when residents were involved in 

domestic labor did they use the "back" or rather "front" of the house. This 

portion of the house was void of idyllic scenery and did not face the public 

spaces. Assuming that women would do much of this reproductive labor, the 

design of the house in many ways indicates that her labor was to be hidden. 
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Planners often indicated that the interiors of the superblocks were the 

highlights of the community. In describing the house plans, architect R.J. 

Wadsworth emphasized that "[t]he plans were developed in particular relation 

to the park play areas of the interiors of the super-blocks."^^ It was these spaces 

that were shared by the entire community and served primarily to provide 

adequate and accessible leisure space. The town and residential plan hid the 

activities of everyday life not associated with leisure. This again was reflective of 

the planners' reliance on a middle-class vision that distinctly separated work and 

leisure. The orientation of the kitchen to the superblock also indicates that when 

using this room, women would be unable to supervise their children's use of 

these green spaces. The separation of these spaces further emphasizes that 

mothers were not "working" when they were in the community's shared leisure 

spaces.^'* 

The photograph below provides a good example of the relationship of the 

living room side of the house to the central park areas. At both houses, there are 

pathways that begin at the front door and lead directly into the grassy centers, 

the places of leisure for the family. The front doors lead directly into the family's 

interior spaces of leisure—the living and dining rooms. 

^ R.J. Wadsworth, "Description of Houses" Feb. 7, 1938, RG 196, Records of the FPHA, 
Records of the Statistics Division, Vol. 2, NACP. 

^ This architectural detail contrasts with late-twentieth century domestic designs 
that often orient the kitchen to communicate directly with the family room; this design is 
commonly called the "great room." These modem designs do not separate domestic labor, child 
supervision, and leisure, reflecting an ideological shift in understandings of the home. 
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Marion Post Wolcott. "Greenbelt Maryland Home with Flowers" Sept. 1938^' 
Figure 3.2 

Evidence of the dual purpose of Greenbelt town and house plans can be 

seen in the image below and provides a study in contrasts. The photograph 

depicts the back of the house, with evidence of the residents' labor in the rear. 

The door in this photograph leads into the kitchen—the site of domestic labor. 

Marion Post Wolcott, "Greenbelt Maryland Homes With Flowers" Sept. 1938. In 
Farm Security Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of 
Congress), LCUSF34-005638-E. 
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John Vachon, "Clothesline in Greenbelt" Nov. 1937.^^ 
Figure 3.3 

An administrator's discussion of the two sides of the houses articulated an 

understanding of the bifurcated purposes of the house. These seemingly simple 

descriptions of the house's plan and function reveal that the architects intended 

to create a space with two purposes, one which served to maintain the families 

invisibly, the other that provided a domestic haven to be enjoyed—particularly 

by husbands and children. This following quote details the mundane elements 

associated with the house. 

All the exterior services attendant to everyday living were concentrated 
on one side of the house and this necessitated relating the buildings to 
service courts and service drives, keeping the service drives in 
comparatively short 'cul-de-sacs.' Near these drives are located the fuel 
oil fill boxes...each house is provided with a sunken garbage receptacle 
near the service entrance, and a trash can located in service porch 
closet....there are also provided on this side of the house three wood 
clothes poles...to which clothes lines may be attached. 

^ John Vachon, "Clothesline in Greenbelt" Nov. 1937. In Farm Security Administration 
- Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of Congress), LCUSF33-001031-M2. 
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The photograph below depicts the kitchen at the rear of the house, with the door 

leading to the "exterior services" attendant to everyday living.^" 

Arthur Rothstein. "Interior of Kitchen. Greenbelt, Maryland" Nov. 1936.^ 
Figure 3.4 

In marked contrast to the previous discussion, the following description of the 

side of the house facing the central green spaces denotes an idyllic image: 

This plan leaves the garden or park side of the house free from all 
deliveries, motor noises, etc., and provides a quiet, clean, and safe area 
for outdoor living activities and recreation. Large play areas for 
children, free from traffic dangers, are located within the superblock 
and the park side of the house looks out over these areas.^' 

These descriptions evoke very different images and reflect the architects' 

understanding that the functions of and space for leisure and labor should be 

separate. The architects' designs, which separated women's reproductive labor 

Arthur Rothstein, "Interior of Kitchen" Nov. 1936. In Farm Security Administration -
Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of Congress), LCUSF34-005643-E. 

^ Arthur Rothstein, "Interior of Kitchen. Greenbelt, Maryland" Nov. 1936. In Farm 
Security Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of 
Congress), LC-USF34- 005651-E. 

^ "Histories of the Greentown Projects" RG 196, Records of the FPHA, Records of the 
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from that of the leisure space, operated to insure that they were separate. As 

Eileen Boris has argued in her work on tenement cigar makers, middle-class 

reformers intended that work and the leisure of home should have distinctive 

spaces—Greenbelt's housing plan was a gender and class based response to the 

perceived problems of the urban house.^° 

Resident and former mayor George Warner also valued the leisure and 

quiet associated with the shared central spaces and the fact that the orientation of 

the service courts made the laundry lines invisible. He stated that the fact that 

the service courts were on the street side of the house was "strange to tenants at 

first, but ultimately most of them see its advantages.... As long as they can hang 

their laundry out to dry, they are not fussy about its location." He quoted one of 

the female residents who said that "one thing that is nice about it is that you can 

sit out in your garden and not have the cars whizzing by.""*' These discussions 

emphasize how each side of the house had distinctly differing purposes. The 

town and residential plan hid the activities of everyday life not associated with 

leisure. Furthermore, when executing their reproductive labor, something that 

women engage in frequently, they were the ones that had to hear and see the 

cars "whizzing by." Town-planners did not protect or privilege the (female) 

space for domestic labor, a fact that suggests they did not value that labor. 

In addition to the orientation of the service courts, it is important to 

Statistics Division, Box 2, Vol. 1, NACP. 
Eileen Boris, Home to Work: Motherhood and the Politics of Industrial Homework in 

the U.S. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994). 
George Warner, Greenbelt: The Cooperative Community, an Experience in Democraric 

Living (Expositive Press: New York, 1954), 148-149. 
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consider the significance of the architects' placement of the trash bins 

underground/" This design element may be a simple issue, but if the 

community of Greenbelt was organized in direct response to the conditions of 

urban centers, hiding and concealing garbage was important. Keeping the dirt 

and waste of a community invisible worked within the middle-class ideologies of 

housing reformers and Greenbelt planners. 

Of further importance is the fact that since the activity of supervising 

children was not hidden, the plans implicitly defined child supervision as leisure. 

The photograph below relates a family enjoying leisure time in the central park 

areas. In this depiction, the father/husband is at rest on the hammock, with 

the mother/wife by his side caring for the child. This is one of many 

photographs taken during the late 1930s by FSA photographers that sharply 

differentiated the activities of men and women in Greenbelt. 

Marion Post Wolcott. "Family in Greenbelt" Sept. 1938 
Figure 3.5 

*' ibid., 35. 
" Marion Post Wolcott, "Family in Greenbelt" Sept. 1938. In Farm Security 

Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of Congress) 
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Administering Domesticity 

In addition to their reliance on the town-plan, planners and administrators 

instituted administrative policies to create a domestic haven, free from any sign 

of labor. From the beginning of Greenbelt's history, administrators instituted a 

rule that no laundry could be left outside on lines after four p.m. and hanging 

laundry was absolutely barred on Sundays and holidays. There were many 

jokes about this laundry rule at the time, but adnunistrators seemed very 

unyielding on the issue. Fifty years after her residence in Greenbelt, Vivian 

Edwards remembered the rule well: 

When 1 had our second baby, my mother had to come to stay a while and 
help. I was still in the hospital when she called to say that the police had 
been over because our laundry was hanging out on the line after hours. 
She hadn't known about the laundry line regulation, and was very 
embarrassed.'"'^ 

Other oral histories relate that the police enforced this rule stringently. Pearl 

Ellerin recalled that "there was a town rule—no clothes on weekends or after 5:00 

p.m. One day officers Faulconer and Zoellner knocked on the apartment door, 

and I had to take down all the clothes. Wet."^" Discussions of the laundry rule 

are present in several of the oral histories—many of the female residents told 

their interviewers how because of their busy days, it was often difficult to 

comply with the rule. Eunice Burton told an interviewer that she remembered 

LCUSF33-030047-M2 
" Vivian Edwards in Commemorative Program: Greenbelt Fiftieth Anniversary Dinner 

Dance Oct. 10, 1987, University of Maryland College Park Library, Special Collections, p. 21. 
Pearl Ellerin in Commemorative Program: Greenbelt Fiftieth Anniversary Dinner 

Dance Oct. 10, 1987, University of Maryland College Park Library, Special Collections, p.21. 
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her mother always "racing around to get the clothes in."^^ Clearly this rule 

added an additional burden to women's ability to execute their reproductive 

labor successfully. Until the property was sold to private hands in 1954, 

however, federal administrators rigidly enforced this rule. 

This restrictive admirustrative policy regarding the hanging of laundry 

emphasized the planners' perception that the labor of women should be hidden— 

-at least for the time when men were home from work. The laundry was 

required to be down by four p.m.; assuming that men came home from work 

after five p.m., this gave women plenty of time to complete their tasks and 

eliminate all evidence of their day's labor from the eyes of all husbands in the 

community. In many ways, the rule protected men from the reality of 

household labor. This, in turn, enforced the notion that Greenbelt was to serve 

as a space of leisure, if only during the evenings and on Sundays, which were 

reserved as family days. The laundry rule also made it difficult for women to 

work outside the home; hours for wage work were the only hours available for 

this form of domestic labor. 

The laundry issue was not completely one sided and Greenbelt women 

attempted to resist these prohibitions. Dissatisfaction with the rule exists in the 

Town Council records of 1943, when clear opposition had emerged. The Town 

Coundl minutes for this year recorded that "citizens" had requested that they be 

given a hearing on the clothesline regulation. The Mayor diverted attention 

^ Eunice Burton, interview with Beth Gimpel, Dec. 12, 1985, transcript. University of 
Maryland Oral History Project, University of Maryland College Park Library, Special 
Collections, p. 18. 
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away from the rule and from the council's responsibility for the rule by stating 

that the regulation had been "laid down by the administration and was not a 

function of the Town Council.""*' The Mayor's response may have been 

bureaucratic, but his tactics also reveal the precarious nature of the relationship 

between the residents and administration. The mayor's response distanced him 

and local authorities from the federal administration's stringent housing policies. 

In doing so, he did not engage his or local authorities' culpability in the everyday 

enforcement of the issue. It is clear that it was easier to blame the federal 

authorities than to engage the issue themselves. Another silence speaks loudly— 

the mayor did not bring the female residents' grievances to the public housing 

authorities. The mayor's lack of response indicates that he did not believe that 

the women's difficulty with their domestic labors was significant enough to 

attempt to rectify. 

Dissatisfaction with the strict enforcement of laundry regulations persisted 

until the property sold to private hands. Writing collaboratively to the 

community manager in 1951, several women from the community's apartment 

building argued against the even more restrictive rule which stated that 

apartment dwellers could never hang laundry outside. (The apartment building 

had a basement in which women were told to hang their laundry.) To persuade 

their audience to comply with their request to eliminate this rule, the women 

framed their identity and problem with the rule against hanging laundry as 

mothers: "Instead of feeling that outdoor laundry is an eyesore, we think it adds 

Greenbelt Town Council Meeting of May 10, 1943, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
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a homey atmosphere to the community." They asserted that because many of 

them had young children, they had large daily washings and "it would greatly 

inconvenience us to be limited to the small laundry rooms." The female 

petitioners further emphasized that the burden of the rule concerned them as 

mothers when they stated that the apartments in Greenbelt were originally 

planned for childless couples, "so the old laundry rule was acceptable. Today 

most of us have young children." 

Despite the fact that these women clarified their problems with the rule by 

using conciliatory language and emphasizing its burden in relation to their 

domestic labor as mothers, the petitioners met a dead end. Responding to the 

request to eliminate the rule, the community manager succinctly replied to the 

petition: 

[T]he terms and conditions of occupancy prohibit the hanging of 
laundry outside the apartments at any time. Please be advised that we 
expect the residents to comply with this provision and shall consider 
failure to comply as a violation of the lease.^** 

When evaluating the effectiveness of the planners' and administration's 

efforts to relay to its female residents a particular notion of motherhood and 

domesticity, these conflicts are revealing. The women of the community 

reaffirmed their allegiance to domestic values while asserting their right to define 

the conditions of their family labor. For instance, the petitioners carefully 

Greenbelt Mar\'land. 
^ Letter to the Communit)' Manager, May 1951, RG 196, Records of the Federal Public 

Housing Authority, Community Manager Files, Box 3, Folder 2, NACP. 
Alec Johnson, Greenbelt Community Manager to Committee of Apartment House 

Dwellers, May 1951, RG 196, Records of the Federal Public Housing Authority, Community 
Manager Files, Box 3, Folder 2, NACP. 
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contrasted the situation of childless apartment dwellers with those with upwards 

of four children in an apartment. One can assume that they hoped that by 

emphasizing their efforts as mothers, they would persuade the administration to 

alter their regulations. Also, the reference to hanging laundry as "homey" 

reflects a contest over notions of appropriate domesticity and of the denigration 

of "women's sphere" labor in a site theoretically elevating it. 

It was not only clothes on lines that were regulated to enforce middle-

class gender paradigms; it was also clothes on bodies. In 1939, the Town Council 

passed on ordinance prohibiting the wearing of shorts, halters, and bathing suits 

in public areas, "except in the athletic areas and upon premises occupied by 

residents for their own residential purposes." The ordinance went on to state 

that any person who violated the ordinance would be required to pay a fine of at 

least two dollars.'" While the ordinance was under discussion by the Town 

Council, Greenbelt resident Mr. Cooper argued against the ordinance: "We 

cannot legislate morality.... the situation can be corrected by education only, and 

that bad taste in dress cannot by corrected by ordinances." Resident Mrs. Mary 

Lloyd disagreed: "Greenbelt is a respectable and self-respecting town, striving 

valiantly to succeed in this new epic of fair living and to win the approval of our 

country and other countries throughout the world who are watching our 

endeavor." Lloyd also did not agree with Cooper's argument against legislating 

morality. Lloyd argued that morality could be legislated: 

^ Greenbelt Town Council Meeting of May 22 and June 12,1939, Greenbelt City Clerk's 
Office, Greenbelt Maryland. 
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The display of poor taste, which, in some cases amounted to down right 
indecency which was witnessed last summer, should no longer be 
permitted in Greenbelt. There is an everlasting rightness about what is 
worn there, just the same as a man working in a ditch is well dressed in 
overalls, should be confined to recreational areas and not worn in the 
town center. 

Resident Mrs. Thomas Freeman asserted that in other neighboring communities, 

people "never think of going into the shopping area so scantily attired."After 

further discussion, the Town Council rephrased the ordinance so that it applied 

only to those fourteen years or older. This, of course, is around the age of 

puberty. 

Willis, Freeman, and other members of the community and the Town 

Council agreed that the women of Greenbelt should dress according to what 

they deemed respectable. Visible sexuality associated with bathing suits and 

halter tops were not in line with middle-class standards. Freeman's point about 

"other communities" and their standards indicates that she wanted Greenbelt to 

exhibit respectability, a respectability associated with more genteel 

neighborhoods. Because of the national visibility of the community, those in 

favor of the ordinance wanted the women of the community to conceal their 

sexuality. Such concealment was in contrast to the supposed licentiousness 

among women of urban centers. 

Not all residents agreed that Greenbelt should legislate on matters of 

morality or sexuality. Resident Larry Pinckney wrote to the Town Council, 

arguing that the "shorts ordinance...imposed upon the citizens of this modem 

and democratic community" was embarrassing because of the resulting national 
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publicity. Furthermore, Pinckney stated that the ordinance "takes us a step 

backwards to the Puritanical age of suppression of religious and personal 

freedom.'"" Clearly Greenbelt residents held different opinions on the matter. 

Pinckney argued that such an ordinance did not fit within Greenbelt's founding 

as a "modem" community. Women's clothing, bodies, and sexual propriety 

however, were subject to dispute in Greenbelt, largely because the concern for 

middle-class respectability among the women of Greenbelt. This in turn 

prompted administrators and some residents to regulate woman's attire. 

Teaching Motherhood and Domestic Skills 

The mother-child dyad has been celebrated in the United States and 

elsewhere, and observers of all types—in historically contingent ways—have 

made particular assumptions about the natural capacities of women to, with 

common sense, execute their role. These celebrations of motherhood have, 

however, historically excluded poor women; poor women have had greater 

difficulty than their middle-class counterparts in making claims as "mothers." 

This paternalistic model was no different in Greenbelt. Despite the fact that 

Greenbelt's town plan and administrative policies centered around the 

assumption that the women of the community' would naturally execute their 

roles as mothers and wives, federal administrators remained distrustful of their 

abilities and knowledge. Reformers and planners involved in the project 

believed that teaching Greenbelt women scientifically informed motherhood 

ibid. 
Larr\' Pinckney to Greenbelt Town Council, 19 July 1939, Greenbelt Town Council 

Minutes, Greenbelt City Clerks Office, Greenbelt, Maryland. 
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skills was an important facet of creating an ideal community. As historian 

Gwendolyn Mink argues, poor women had to earn their status as mothers only 

through cultural assimilation/^ This irony of reformers' perspectives is clarified 

by historian Julia Grant, who argues that the association of good mothering with 

scientific expertise, "contrasts with the notion that raising children is a matter of 

common sense."'^ 

Because reformers involved in Greenbelt and other New Deal projects 

understood women-as-mothers to be the lynchpin of society and general 

national stability, an important part of the project's success was the teaching of 

scientific or "good" motherhood and housekeeping skills to the female residents. 

Reformers from the late nineteenth-century through the New Deal defined 

motherhood as valuable work, requiring extensive knowledge and training."" 

Mink's study of matemalists' irtfluences within New Deal programs concludes 

that parenting classes and homemaking classes were the "fulcrum" of social 

reform efforts. According to Mink, reformers believed that these kinds of classes 

were "not only a means of social reform—of fighting poverty, disease, and 

malnutrition—but were 'nothing less than an effort to save our social fabric from 

what seems inevitable disintegration."""' Because of the weight of this point of 

For further discussions of poor mothers, see Christine Stansell, City of Women: 
Gwendolyn Mink, The Wages of Motherhood: Inequality in the Welfare State. 1917-1942 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995); Ellen Ross, Love and Toil: Motherhood in Outcast 
London. 1870-1918 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993). 

Julia Grant, Raising Baby by the Book: The Education of American Mothers (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), 2. 

" ibid., 10. 
^ Ellen Richards, "Social Significance of the Home Economics Movement" Toumal of 

Home Economics 3 (April 1911), 122, quoted in Gwendolyn Mink, The Wages of Motherhood. 87. 
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view, federal planners instituted programs in Greenbelt to teach women to be 

better mothers and housewives."' The combination of the better material 

circumstances in Greenbelt and the paternalistic guidance of federal 

administrators would, they hoped, encourage better motherhood skills in the 

female residents. 

Greenbelt's many adult-education programs provided for women reveal 

the degree to which administrators assumed that women should focus their time 

and energy on domesticity and childrearing and that they needed careful 

guidance in their efforts. Properly trained, women would serve as a bulwark 

against juvenile delinquency and create a better family life for all of the residents. 

In order to achieve these goals, in the early years of Greenbelt's history, the FSA 

financed a director of adult education. This position served many purposes, 

including organizing and leading classes on childrearing. Classes were available 

for mothers specifically—not fathers—and were oriented toward the "proper" or 

"scientific" care of children of all ages.""* The assumption that it was Greenbelt 

mothers who needed lessons in parent education reveals durability of the idea 

that women were to hold primary responsibility for childrearing. 

Parent-education classes were organized around the times that Greenbelt 

In the notes of housing reformer John Ihlder as well as in the PWA study on juvenile 
delinquency, crime statistics of juveniles were mapped—the obvious conclusions being that 
juvenile delinquency was concentrated in urban neighborhoods, and both these authors 
concluded that both parenting and inadequate housing were to blame. In these "social 
geographies" neither author questions, for instance, the habits of police officers in terms of 
who/how/why they target particular children. Also—the term delinquency is gendered. 
Through the period of this study, girls who had "immoral" tendencies (i.e. sex) were defined as 
delinquents. 

^ "Directory of Greenbelt OrganizaHons" October 1938, Folder, "Greenbelt, Maryland: 
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mothers would be free from their parenting responsibilities. The Greenbelt 

Town Council minutes noted that the director of adult education scheduled a 

class "to provide guidance of mothers of pre-school children" for the hours 

between eight and ten p.m. This time was chosen because children of that age 

had "retired for the night/' which allowed sufficient time for women to be at 

home with their family earlier in the evening and to put their children to bed. 

(Apparently the husbands were not qualified for this job.) Another class for 

mothers in "understanding the adolescent child" was scheduled at a time when 

this age group would be in school. When scheduling these classes, the federally 

financed director of adult education—while perhaps being simply considerate— 

assumed particular responsibilities and labor patterns for Greenbelt women."^ 

In the twentieth-century, it was not only working-class women who were 

trained in the new scientific methods of motherhood; middle class mothers were 

also inundated with information on childrearing informed by scientific experts. 

As Julia Grant so aptly argues, "the attempt to medicalize [the raising of children] 

reflected a pervasive faith in the ability of science to manage the social change 

that both parents and reformers sought.""*^ For these women of lower incomes, 

however, the plethora of advice and direction Greenbelt administrators provided 

to the female residents suggests that plans derived as much from a desire to 

foster order in working-class families as from their concern with enforcing 

proper gender roles in women. 

Organizations" Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 
•" Greenbelt Town Council Meeting of Oct. 21,1940, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 

Greenbelt Maryland. 
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Mothers of the communities themselves formed community 

organizations that focused on children; these kinds of activities were not always 

of federal origin. For instance. The Cooperator informed mothers "interested in 

the formation of children's classes in dancing, music and dramatics in Greenbelt" 

to get in touch with Mrs. Morgan, a resident of the commuruty. Another notice 

appeared on the same page, informing readers that approximately thirty women 

interested in the organization of a nursery school, a kindergarten, and a 

mother's study club had met in the home economics room. The meeting's 

leader, however, was director of adult education Mrs. Reed, who "urged 

mothers to form a mother's study dub for the purpose of discussing the various 

problems of child care. It is planning to use the parents magazine as a guide in 

discussions.""' Appearing in the first months of Greenbelt's history, such 

notices indicate that planners and administrators of Greenbelt were very quick to 

engage the women of Greenbelt in organized and directed clubs and activities 

related to childrearing. More advice and information for mothers and 

housewives were available in this and many other issues of the Cooperator. Not 

only was advice available to women for use in mothering their children in their 

private homes—structured and guided activities were available to them as well. 

In their request for this nursery school, organizers explicitly stated that it 

would not serve as day care for busy or working mothers. Members of the staff 

of the adult education programs were careful to delineate these structured 

"" Julia Grant, Raising Baby by the Book. 10. 
"Mothers Discuss Needs of Preschool Children" Greenbelt Cooperator Vol. 1 (Dec. 8, 

1937), Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 
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activities as educational and beneficial to child development. Childcare was 

available when it accommodated administrators' goals for women's use of time 

away from their children. For instance, in the meeting to discuss kindergartens 

and nursery schools, it was made clear that authorities "were not in favor of the 

development of a mere 'parkplace' for children while others were away." 

Organizers also stressed the need for trained personnel in these meetings."" In 

fact, the rhetoric surrounding the establishment of a nursery school in Greenbelt 

reveals that administrators believed it necessary to augment the mother role; the 

inherent distrust of working-class mothers informed the perceived need for 

supplementary and educationally based childcare. Furthermore, the option of 

women using community services to elude their domestic roles was explicitly 

denounced. 

Progressive-era reformers and later. New Deal administrators also 

pointed to working-class women's housekeeping skills as a critical area that 

required improvement. If Greenbelt women were to emulate patterns of their 

middle-class counterparts, for example, they required training in the modem 

technology of electric cookery and exposure to elegant recipes. In 1938, the 

federally appointed director of adult education invited the Potomac Electric 

Power Company's Home Service Bureau to teach the women of the community 

how to use their new electric stoves. This "school of electric cookery" related the 

basics of how to use these new modem machines and provided helpful electric 

oven dinner menus. Many women would have been totally unfamiliar with 

ibid. 
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electric stoves and therefore this training was not unusual. Coinciding with their 

electric-stove training, however, was the presence of "trained dietitians," who 

taught another class geared towards cooking with the new stoves; this class 

offered childcare, door prizes and free recipes.®^ In the case of both of these 

courses, the administrators took on the familiar paternalistic stance of 

Progressive era reformers with their assumption that women needed to be 

guided and trained in their domestic tasks. One menu available to female 

students of the course listed quite an elaborate menu, including such expensive 

and labor intensive items as "pork chops en casserole," "apricot and brazil nut 

bread," and "coconut orange meringue pie."'"' A handout also accompanied 

these menu listings—one which detailed the significance of vitamins in an 

individual's diet. The author of this handout urged its readers to concern 

themselves with vitamins of which "science has definite knowledge." The 

cooking school participants were encouraged to increase their cooking skills and 

leam facts about the merits of nutrition. Dieticians taught the female participants 

that "[a]n insufficient quantity of any specific vitamin in the diet....will bring 

about symptoms of one of the so called 'deficiency' diseases, scurvy, veri, veri, 

pellagra, and rickets." " In offering these cooking courses to the women of 

Greenbelt, plarmers and administrators assumed that they would perform 

domestic labor as wives and mothers. They also assumed that these working-

"Greenbelt: School of Electric Cookery, Feb. 9-10,1938"and "Greenbelt Consumer 
Ser\'ices Announces Free Cooking School, May 22 and May 23" File "Adult Education" Tugwell 
Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 

"Greenbelt Consumer Services Announces Free Cooking School, May 22 and May 23" 
File "Adult Education" Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 
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class women needed the help of experts, such as trained dietitians, to reach these 

goals more effectively. An implicit aspect to these classes was that the experts 

were attempting to elevate the diet of Greenbelt families to one which was more 

reflective of middle-class practices. As other historiaris of working-class and 

immigrant families have shown, food was often a site of struggle between 

settlement-workers or other reformers and their "clients." Reformers often had 

great disdain for the diets of the urban poor—considerations of culture or income 

received scant attention."*" These cooking schools that celebrated the modernity 

of the electric stove and exposure to complicated menus provided another layer 

of paternalism regarding food and other matters within the relationship between 

reformers and working-class women. 

Another significant component of the cooking classes was that 

administrators provided childcare at those classes which encouraged women's 

domesticity. As will be discussed further, childcare was a contested issue 

between residents and administrators when it was intended to help working 

mothers. In the above cases, women were taking time away from their tasks as 

mothers to improve their domestic skills. In this context, offering childcare was a 

means of encouraging women to attend the classes, not to avoid their domestic 

responsibilities. 

Finding it significant enough to detail, Fulmer described the home-

economics classes and services in his work on Greenbelt's history. He revealed 

ibid. 
George Sanchez, Becoming Mexican American: Ethnicity. Culture, and Identity in 

Chicano Los Angeles. 1900-1945 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), esp. 102-103. 
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that "there is a home making room equipped with sewing machines, tables and 

electric ranges where serious groups of young women take lessons in cooking, 

sewing, etc." Fulmer's use of the word "serious" to describe women taking 

home-economic classes relates the importance this planner placed on this 

offering in Greenbelt—and his understanding of the serious quality of 

housekeeping. 

Fulmer's approbation of the domestic resources for Greenbelt's 

housewives also concerned the modem appliances provided in the kitchens. 

Each house was supplied with a three-bumer electric stove and an electric 

refrigerator. This kind of equipment was relatively rare in the nation, as many 

households relied on gas or wood-buming stoves and iceboxes. Because of the 

modernity of these appliances, Fulmer cautioned his audience that when each 

family moved into their house, they were given a cookbook specifically oriented 

to electric stoves that also contained "detailed instructions" concerning the use of 

the new stoves.®" Fulmer and other Greenbelt administrators valued the 

placement of modem equipment in the houses and the attendant training of the 

women in the community towards greater fulfillment of their roles as 

housewives. 

Influential housing reformer John Ihlder wrote of the significance of 

experts and/or home economists in his discussion of their role in government 

housing. Ihlder stressed that home economists should be directly involved in 

public housing programs: 

O. Kline Fulmer, "Greenbelt; A Reality." 
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[H]ome economists should have an influential part. For certainly they 
should know the answers and those answers should be applied to the 
results of both governmental housing and private housing...the home 
economist has a distinctive contribution to make because of her 
preoccupation with the child in the family."® 

Ihlder went on to stress the significant role home economists would play in 

aiding President Roosevelt's efforts to "'try to increase the security and 

happiness of a larger number of people'...to strengthen his hands in the 

accomplishment of that purpose is the obligation and the opportunity of the 

home economics expert." In another speech, Ihlder stated that if the 

housekeeping standards of families can be raised, "it will make easier the path of 

those who seek housing betterment through governmental action. But even 

more important, it will improve the family life of the family itself, will raise the 

standards of the children of the house." Ihlder argued that the experience and 

knowledge of home economists were critical to the success of these reformative 

public housing programs. His privileging of home economists reveals Ihlder's 

understanding of the ways in which a woman with good housekeeping skills, 

with the aid of home economists, could aid in improving the well being of their 

families. These improve domestic skills and family happiness would, in turn, 

inform the larger social stability Roosevelt and other reformers were seeking to 

establish and enforce. 

Planners' and administrators' reliance on home economists also revealed 

John Ihlder, "Home Economists and Housing Program" Ihlder Papers, General 
Correspondence, Speeches and Articles, 1935-1938, Box 74, Folder 1, FERI, Hyde Park. 

"The Family's Part in Better Housing" Speech at the Conference on Better Housing 
Among Negroes, April 18, 1936, Ihlder Papers, General Correspondence, Speeches and Articles, 
1935-1928, Box 74, FERI, Hyde Park. 
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the irony of the domestic project in Greenbelt. These reformers assumed that 

women were "naturally" suited to their family roles and labor. They also 

assumed, however, that women in Greenbelt needed guidance at many levels to 

execute their tasks as mothers, wives and homemakers adequately. Project 

administrators relied on home economists to help facilitate the process whereby 

these women would follow and achieve middle-class standards as homemakers. 

The notes of New Deal officials, as well as studies done by other historians, 

reveal that this project, as well as other paternalistic projects executed by 

Roosevelt, centered around campaigns of uplift. According to the tenets of 

uplift, these women of Greenbelt may have had the proclivity to behave 

according to middle-class standards of womanhood; their background in urban 

centers, however, did not create an environment conducive to doing so. Home 

economists would help rectify their "unfortunate" beginnings. 

The issue of guiding mothers was also present among the residents 

themselves, reflecting the fact that women's domestic abilities and motherhood 

skills were open to contest from a variety of sources, not just paternalistic 

reformers. In 1940, the Town Council members discussed a petition served by 

Greenbelt resident Abraham Chasanow, which voiced concern for the "210 

children who will be three and four by Sept. 1940." Chasanow and the petition's 

signers noted that these "pre-school" children are "at present badly in need of a 

community plan for supervision and education. Reports of safety hazards, 

unrestricted use of the playgrounds, unusually lax parental supervision all show 
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that it is a community problem ripe for concerted action.""" These petitioners 

went on to argue that the "only efficient method" to solve this problem was to 

create a "year round program for recreation and education of the nursery school 

child." Such a program would reduce "the number of unsupervised and 

untrained children all over the community."'' 

Chasanow's petition claimed that even in this ideal community, with 

central play spaces and mothers who were not working for wages, children were 

not receiving adequate guidance and supervision. As referenced earlier, Lansill 

stated in 1935 that he expected the mothers in each superblock to supervise 

children who were playing outside while cooking elaborate meals for their 

families. Five years later, according to Chasanow, this was not the case. The 

issue of the petition and the request for nursery schools, however, was 

complicated. Chasanow initiated the petition and at the Town Council stated 

that one hundred and sixty parents of three- and four-year-old children were 

interested in a nursery school. It is not clear, though, whether these parents 

wanted a nursery school because they believed "children were unsupervised" or 

because they had more practical matters on their mind. Perhaps some women 

wanted to work for wages, have time away from children for domestic labor, or 

simply wanted an organized space for their children's free time. The records do 

not clarify the issue. Over the next several months in 1940, however, the issue of 

the nursery school prompted vigorous public debate. It is important to note the 

"" Greenbelt Town Council Meeting of June 10,1940, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt Maryland. 

ibid. 
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different meanings residents, the Town Council, and federal representatives 

gave to the nursery school. Depending upon the source, administrators and 

residents deployed and understood the tropes of motherhood and child welfare 

in different ways and for different purposes. 

In response to the petition for a nursery school, the federally appointed 

town manager reported that while the administration thought the idea of 

operating a nursery school "is an excellent one, and have thought the same for 

four years," it did not have facilities for the operation.^* The federal 

government's position against the nursery school and/or day care would 

reappear after World War II; only within the context of the war emergency and 

with the funding from the Lanham Act did the PHA help support a nursery 

school in Greenbelt. In this 1940 response, the federal official did not in a direct 

way voice opposition to the project. Their response that space was not available 

for the school, however, was consistent with their original goals concerning 

female domesticity and the fact that there were funding limitations for public 

housing projects. Even under the heading of improving the education of young 

children, it was not a priority for the FSA to relegate child care / education to 

those other than mothers. The fact that it was not the federal reformers, but a 

local resident who voiced concern about unsupervised children, and that this had 

resonance with the local Town Council, is interesting and difficult to interpret. 

Parent and teacher response to the concept of a nursery school focused 

less on the problem of women not doing their job as mothers and more on the 

Greenbelt Town Council Meeting of July 8, 1940, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
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benefits of nursery school would provide for the town's children. In September 

of 1940, the PTA resolved that a nursery school was "of great educational value 

in the teaching of cooperation, the formation of good habits and character," 

pledged their support for a nursery school, and requested financial support from 

the Town Council." In October of that year, resident Mrs. Taylor elaborated on 

the PTA's position. Taylor explicitly stated that the nursery school was definitely 

not "conceived for the sole benefit of gainfully employed mothers or parents 

who for any reason wish to be relieved of the responsibility." She went on the 

explain that the nursery school would only provide two and a half hours of 

instruction, something that would "not solve the problem of the gainfully 

employed mother." Taylor emphasized again that the nursery school would 

serve to instill cooperative attitudes and good behavior among young children, 

and be a necessary tool for social training. She also rejected officials' assertion 

that parents could achieve these goals alone: "To argue that the education of the 

pre-school child is entirely the parents' responsibility and no concern of the 

public in general, is, in my opinion...an evasion of reality."""' 

Taylor's argument in favor of a nursery school in Greenbelt stressed that 

the school would benefit children and not mothers who wanted to work. In fact, 

Taylor was able to deflect attention away from the issue of how a nursery school 

might aid or enable employed mothers. Taylor's words stressed a more 

Greenbelt Maryland. 
" Greenbelt Town Council Meeting of September 23,1940, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 

Greenbelt Maryland. 
* Greenbelt Town Council Meeting of October 21, 1940, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 

Greenbelt Maryland. 
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paternalistic position that centered on how the school might help mothers 

become better parents. Ln response to a skeptical resident present at the Town 

Council meeting who stated that "the trouble was...a deplorable state of 

parents," Taylor responded that Greenbelt had been plarmed "with the intention 

of mothers of young children being able to remain at home and that possibly 

adult education classes for the mothers might prove to be a better solution to the 

problem of what to do with four year old children.""' This example provides 

another case where the issue of women working for wages was denounced. The 

conflict over the nursery school also reveals conflicts within the town about how 

mothers were executing their tasks—and that women's roles as mothers are 

often open to challenge. 

While it is not clear why some women wanted nursery schools for their 

children, in the public discourse proponents of the nursery school specifically 

minimized it as an aid to employed mothers. They instead focused on how the 

school and other programs would serve to improve parenting skills and 

children's lives. This pattern fits in well with the stated and implied objectives for 

women's lives and patterns in Greenbelt. The issue of women working for 

wages and the need to care for their children came up again during the war 

emergency and were dealt with in a different manner. This is a subject for a 

following chapter. 

Greenbelt has a Baby Boom 

According to observers and residents alike, the community was so 

^ ibid. 
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successful in encouraging positive displays of motherhood, that residents from 

the early years of Greenbelt experienced a "baby boom." It is true that women 

in Greenbelt had more children than those of their counterparts across the 

nation. During the twelve months ending Sept. 30, 1939, there were ninety-four 

births to mothers residing in Greenbelt. During the following twelve months, 

there were ninety-eight births. Statistically, the crude birth rates per 1,000 were 

34.4 and 35.5 respectively; the national average at this time was seventeen per 

thousand in 1938 and eighteen per thousand in 1939.'^ This elevated birthrate 

could simply be an effect of the age structure among adults in Greenbelt, who 

were in their prime childbearing years. In the context of publicizing the 

Greenbelt community, however, planners used this statistic as proof that the 

community promoted family stability. For instance, O. Kline Fulmer linked the 

rising birthrate in Greenbelt as evidence of the good living conditions in place. 

Fulmer noted that the nation's economy had a direct effect on American families 

and their postponement of marriage and childbirth. According to Fulmer, 

however, the economic crisis and the declining birthrate did not mean the nation 

was in peril. He argued that if the living conditions are "conducive to a happy 

family life...[Greenbelt] may be an answer to the totalitarians who point to 

America's declining birth rate as evidence of the disintegration of democracies." 

A community such as Greenbelt, according to Fulmer, would provide a perfect 

solution to those Americans who were postponing marriage and childbirth 

because of the ravaged economy. Of course federal administrators did not make 

" "Fertility in a Greenbelt Community" Social Forces Vol. 20 (May 1942). 
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these women have babies; planners such as Fulmer did view this baby boom as 

an example of class stability in Greenbelt. Planners not only worked to 

reconstruct motherhood in Greenbelt by making the environment conducive to 

a middle-class family life; they understood the literal act of reproduction in a 

society strained by the depression as an important factor in proving the success 

of the community. The sum of these factors worked to meet the desired goal of 

planners: good families and national stability. 

All of the issues discussed in this chapter reveal that there were continuing 

disputes in the public discourse about the meaning of womanhood and 

motherhood in working-class families' lives. Government administrators were 

not the only contributors to this debate; members of the working-class also 

contributed to creating a definition of proper womanhood. What is significant 

for our purposes is the degree to which a middle-class version of womanhood 

informed the building and administration of Greenbelt during the Great 

Depression. From the tenant selection process to the creation of community' 

rules, housing reformers attempted to guarantee the success of their experiment 

by regulating women's lives and labor. The evidence above reveals that a 

paradigmatic vision of gender and family relations was integral to constructing 

the physical and administrative policies in this New Deal housing project. In 

order to reach the goal of creating a better family life for those poorer families 

affected by the economic chaos of the depression, Greenbelt planners and 

administrators worked to reconstruct motherhood and womanhood for 

Greenbelt residents according to the pre-approved standards of the middle-class. 
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Chapter 4: Promoting Citizenship and Community Integration in Greenbelt 

" I t  m a y  b e  t h a t  G r e e n b e l t  i s  m o r e  i m p o r t a n t  a s  a  s o r t  o f  g r a d u a t e  s c h o o l  i n  c i t i z e n s h i p ,  
offering a few years of good training in the democratic atmosphere of a model community 
and then sending its graduates out into the average suburb as missionaries to spread the 
gospel of good community planning and organization." O. Kline Fulmer' 

During the 1935 planning stages for the programs of the Resettlement 

Administration, dozens of experts in the fields of housing, education, and other 

sociological fields gathered in Buck Hill Falls, Pennsylvania to discuss how the 

programs should be developed and managed. While outlining the major goals 

for the project. Buck Hill conference participants agreed that these public 

programs should encourage a better community life for the residents: 

The communities will be planned in terms of human welfare. [The RA is 
an] opportimity to make a relatively fresh start in ways conducive to 
good living, to plan for social arrangements which will facilitate the 
maximum growth in life values for the individuals who participate. The 
ultimate objectives of public housing and resettlement are better 
community and family life, not simply improved physical facilities.' 

These planners and administrators assumed that urban centers did not foster 

community integration and proper citizenship values among working-class 

groups and individuals. With these assumptions, Greenbelt planners believed 

that included within the project of promoting social stability and moral uplift for 

the future residents was the necessity for instilling what they believed were 

normative values of citizenship; they believed this could be achieved most 

effectively by creating and encouraging an active community life among the 

' O. Kline Fulmer, "Greenbelt: A Reality" (American Council on Public Affairs, 1943), 
in File "Greenbelt, Maryland" Tug^vell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 

" "Summary of Proceeding of a Conference on: The Social Responsibilities of 
.Management in Government-Aided Rehousing and Resettlement Projects" Buck Hill Falls, PA, 
June 30, July 1,2,3, 1935, ER Papers, Series 70, Box 291, Folder "Tugwell, Sept.-Dec. 1935" FERI, 
Hyde Park. Emphasis mine. 
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residents. Based on the assumption that gender and class are concepts that are 

relational and inform one another, this chapter will explore how promoting 

commimity values as a means to insure class stability was a part of the Roosevelt 

administration's overall attempt to promote the values and norms of the middle-

class for lower-income families. 

When designing the town-plan and establishing administrative policies for 

the residents, planners and federal administrators incorporated their perspective 

that a white, middle-class version of community integration and dvic 

involvement was necessary for their "social experiment" to be successful. For 

example, before Greenbelt came into being, the director of the Suburban 

Resettlement Program John Lansill stated that his agency sought to "establish an 

administration which will help future tenants enjoy a better community life 

through self-organized cooperation."^ Greenbelt planners employed multiple 

means to develop appropriate levels of "social community arrangement" among 

the residents and to foster class rehabilitation for low-income people. This aspect 

of the reform project in Greenbelt demonstrates that Roosevelt's administration 

approached the construction and administration of the town not simply as a 

means to remedy the inadequate housing supply. Rather, plarmers viewed this 

town as an opportunity to facilitate values and behavior more amenable to a 

socially stable nation. 

The ideology of RA officials repeated that of the RPAA, who over ten 

years earlier spoke directly to the relationship between the garden city design, 

enhanced community-oriented values, and improved lives for (former) residents 
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of urban centers. In 1923, members of the RPAA met to define the parameters 

of their organization and what they intended to pursue both intellectually and 

physically. At this meeting, the members laid out their principles, which included 

"developing and re-developing the natural, physical and industrial possibilities 

for a certain territory for achieving a greater welfare through better community 

living."^ The RPAA asserted that the superblock and greenbelt design would 

cultivate the qualities of a small, centrally focused community. In contrast to 

what they saw as the "chaos" and alienation of urban centers, the garden town 

or suburbs could promote community integration and facilitate for the residents 

a lifestyle more in accordance with that found among middle-class Americans. 

Ideas derived from the RPAA were very influential to the development of the 

Greentown program. In particular, their specific architectural and town-planning 

objectives, particularly those which relied on Clarence Perry's "neighborhood 

unit plan," would remain critical to framing the design and administration of 

Greenbelt; the RA pointedly borrowed from these concepts as a means to create 

a better community life for the residents. 

A 1936 report by the Central Housing Committee articulated the federal 

government's assumptions about the relationship between better housing, good 

citizenship values, and the nation's social stability. This committee, whose 

members included Rexford Tugwell, John Lansill and Frederic Delano, noted in 

their report for Roosevelt that the nation's housing situation had a negative 

effect on the country's population, including the development of the qualities of 

^ "Greenbelt, Maryland, 1935" Lansill Papers, Folder 1, UKL 
* Letter to the Executive Committee of the RPAA from the Program Committee of the 
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citizenship. In no uncertain terms the authors stated at the outset of the report 

that the federal government, along with state and local agencies, "has a 

responsibility—in providing better housing because of the effect of bad housing 

on citizenship and on the health, economic and social welfare of the nation.'" 

These housing reformers believed that there was a clear relationship between 

bad or inadequate housing and the social climate of the nation; these officials 

articulated the need for better housing within a context of concern for possible 

social upheaval cind class conflict. For the first time in history, the federal 

government sought to transform the situation through the construction of 

permanent public housing. 

In many ways, these officials' concern about community values and 

appropriate displays of citizenship was linked to progressive-era housing 

reform. Those nineteenth- and early twentieth-century reformers who observed 

urban tenement districts often believed that a primary problem with these areas 

was that they were lacking cohesive community development, a condition which 

would ultimately lead to the deterioration of civic and citizenship values. When 

describing urban centers, reformers and government officials marked their 

public and private spaces as devoid of any positive values of citizenship and 

community integration; this lack of values, according to New Deal officials, 

threatened the larger body politic: "The public evils, social and economic of such 

conditions are unquestioned and unquestionable. Slum areas are the breeding 

RPAA, June 12, 1923, Papers of Lewis Mumford, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 
• Frederic Delano to President Roosevelt, "Report of the Committee on Coordination of 

the Housing Activities of the Government of May 27, 1935" 30 January, 1936, Official Files of 
the President 1568, Central Housing Committee, File 1972, FERI, Hyde Park. 
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places of disease which take toll, not only from denizens, but by spread, from the 

inhabitants of the entire city and state.'"" Decades earlier, housing activist and 

photographer Jacob Riis also believed that tenement life, with its "confusion of 

nationalities" had "discouraged the birth of any sense of community." Riis 

argued that tenement districts lacked the character and qualities of a small town 

communit}', which had "face to face" relationships. BUis and others like him 

wanted for urban dwellers organization that "would facilitate their acceptance of 

middle-class American values."" While recent historiography has shown that 

there were complex webs of neighborhood connections within the urban 

working-class, they did not exist in the way reformers considered orderly and 

appropriate.'* Another notable housing reformer, Lawrence Veiller, agreed with 

Riis. Veiller believed that the lack of a "nurturing" environment would threaten 

the production of "first class citizens." Veiller observed urban centers to be 

"demoralizing" in all facets of working-class family's lives.' By the 1930s, in 

Greenbelt, reformers found the "remedy" to such "disorder." 

This dismay from federal officials and reformers about the "bad effect of 

housing on citizenship" was a code that expressed their immediate, as well as 

long term concerns. In terms of the immediate, federal officials were concerned 

with the "conduct" of American citizens in precarious economic and material 

" Resettlement Administration, "Greenbelt Towns" Sept. 1936, RG 196, Records of the 
FPHA, Greenbelt Planning Records, Box 1, Folder 4, NACP. 

" Jacob Riis as quoted by Roy Lubove, The Progressives and the Slums: Tenement House 
Reform in New York City. 1890-1917 (University of Pittsburgh Press: Pittsburgh, 1962), 72. 

" Christine Stansell, City of Women: Sex and Class in New York. 1789-1860 (New York; 
Knopf, 1986). For examples of community cohesion in Great Britain, see Ellen Ross, Love and 
Toil: Motherhood in Outcast London. 1870-1918 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993). 

^ Roy Lubove, The Progressives and the Slums: Tenement House Reform in New York 
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circumstances. Would members of the lower classes livmg ir\ dilapidated 

housing and neighborhoods threaten the development and / or maintenance of a 

socially stable nation? Political leaders further cirgued that loyalty to democratic 

institutions was in peril under current circumstances. A 1935 speech Tugwell 

underlined these kinds of concerns: "We need a new spirit if we are to avoid... a 

destructive upheaval of social resentment at home.... we can avoid the...risks of 

revolution." Tugwell's program at Greenbelt reflected his desire to "reshape 

society." A means to counter "social resentment"—or class revolution and class 

tension—was to encourage the residents to leam and display the kinds of middle-

class citizenship and community values which stressed cooperation, 

responsibility, good conduct, and loyalty to town and nation. The town-plan, 

architecture, and administration of Greenbelt operated to encourage if not 

achieve these goals. 

Those involved in planning Greenbelt understood their definition of 

citizenship to be benign, neutral and self evident. Their theoretically innocuous 

definition, however, was inflected with the values and norms of the dominant 

class." Housing reformers' and federal administrators' definition of citizenship 

was based on their understanding of what was proper conduct and to whom an 

City. 1890-1917 (University of Pittsburgh Press: Pittsburgh, 1962), 131. 
Rexford Tugwell, "A Third Economy" 9 April 1935, Speech given at the Rochester 

Teachers Association, Tugwell Papers, Box 57, Speech and Writing File 1935-1937, FERI, Hyde 
Park. 

" The "rights and benefits" of citizenship have had at different times, differing 
meanings for African-Americar\s, women and members of the working-class. Many who were 
legal citizens were both disdained by the dominant class for their conduct and/or status as 
citizens, and were denied the rights and benefits of citizenship. See Linda Kerber, No 
Constitutional Right to be Ladies: Women and the Obligations of Citizenship (New York: 
Hill and Wang, 1998). 
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individual should be loyal. Planners promoted the idea that loyalty to their 

neighborhood, community and nation should drive a man's actions. Housing 

reformers did not understand worker loyalty to such class-specific institutions as 

the union or saloon as compatible with this goal. Nostalgia-inspired visions of a 

unified and stable nation precluded the kinds of activities and ideologies of 

working-class culture, particularly during the time of the Great Depression. 

Though these connections and loyalties of urban working-class communities 

were instituted as a strategy for economic, political and social survival, planners' 

and administrators' emphasis on "proper" citizenship conduct or the 

encouragement of specific versions of community and civic cooperation was 

offered as an alternative and in direct competition with these possibly 

threatening strategies. 

Town-planners and administrators intended to create a kind of 

environment in Greenbelt that would encourage the development of a citizenry 

invested in the local community, not class-specific institutions. As historian of 

housing reform Roy Lubove notes, progressive reformers were concerned that 

"most men were busy advancing their private selfish interests" and they hoped 

through better housing to "protect the interests of the community as a whole. 

Civic responsibility was the hugest expression of individual morality."'" 

Planners worked to redirect lower-income Americans' responsibility and loyalty 

toward fellow members of the community and away from the working-classes' 

"self interested" avenues that worked to alter existing economic and political 

patterns. 
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Of further importance to this examinatiori of community life and 

citizenship is understanding how gender informed the federal planners' 

defiiution of what constituted normative citizenship values. When the women of 

Greenbelt gained access to this housing community, an implied benefit of 

citizenship, it was through their status as mothers, wives, and domestic laborers. 

Furthermore, as defined in Chapter Three, Greenbelt planners believed a 

necessary component of class reform was the institution of paradigmatic gender 

relations among the working-class. These gendered processes coexisted with the 

administrators' attempts to improve the citizenship values of the entire 

population; these two components of class and gender reform are inseparable 

and defined the reform effort in Greenbelt. Finally, when the built environment 

and institutional services or programs promoted citizenship values for women, it 

was through their roles as mothers and housewives.'^ As will be discussed in 

this chapter, Greenbelt planners and administrators located several sites where 

they could implement their gendered and middle-class version of community 

and citizenship values among the residents. 

At the RA planning conference in Buck Hills, participants viewed the 

development of a communit}'-oriented citizenry as a central goal of their 

projects. In fact, the issue was of such great importance to the reformers that 

'•Roy Lubove, The Progressives and the Slums. 90. 
" For more on how the New Deal programs defined women as citizens only through 

their status as wives and mothers, see Gwendolyn Mink, The Wages of Motherhood: Inequality 
in the Welfare State. 1917- 1942 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995); Linda Gordon, 
Women, the State, and Welfare (Madison: Uni%'ersity of Wisconsin Press, 1990); Linda Gordon, 
Pitied but not Entitled: Single Mothers and the History of Welfare. 1890-1935 (New York: Free 
Press, 1994); Suzanne Mettler, Dividing Citizens: Gender and Federalism in New Deal Public 
Policy (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998). 
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conference members had a lengthy discussion as to whether these new 

communities should begin with a "social spirited" population, or to bring in those 

lacking this quality and attempt to improve their conduct through better 

housing. Reformers and planners at Buck Hills highlighted the necessity of 

creating a community with active community participation—or a "socially 

spirited" population—the question was how this would evolve. Some argued 

that it would be best to begin the experiment with those already inclined to social 

spiritedness. After the proper setting had been established, "management will 

be able to cope with the less favorable conditions, less social spiritedness." 

Buck Hill participants concurred, determining that potential residents' 

"demonstration of social spirit and cooperative spirit" would be a factor in their 

acceptance and would ultimately play a significant factor in contributing to the 

overall success of the project.'^ 

Administrators' concern for community spirit continued past 1935, 

demonstrating the importance of this aspect of their project of reform. Major 

John Walker, a later director of the RA, commented on the positive progress of 

Greenbelt residents' displays of middle-class, community-oriented values. 

According to Walker, it was through the tenant selection process when planners 

insured this aspect of Greenbelt's eventual success: "Criteria for the selection of 

families to live in Greenbelt were determined...evidence of community 

mindedness and of an intelligent and sincere desire to cooperate with other 

"Summary of Proceedings of a Conference On: The Social Responsibilities of 
Management in Government-Aided Re-Housing and Resettlement Projects." 

" ibid. 
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families were given important consideration."''' Walker valued these displays, as 

well as the fact that administrators originally involved in the project incorporated 

loyalty to community as an aspect of the evaluation of future tenants. 

What remains critical to this investigation is the paradox evident in the fact 

that Greenbelt planners wanted residents who exhibited these stable qualities 

before their acceptance into the settlement; the tenant-selection convmittee were 

directed to accept only those families who understood the values of 

"cooperation" and community-mindedness. As at other points of inquiry, it is 

clear that during Greenbelt's beginnings, reformers and administrators did not 

reach a consensus about the community's ability to reform and rehabilitate 

members of the working class according to their ideals. The evidence 

surrounding the early stages of Greenbelt does not indicate the reformers' 

understanding of how Greenbelt might improve the citizenship values of 

members of the American lower class. It is clear that reformers hoped that 

ultimately members of the urban working-class would receive better living 

conditions similar to Greenbelt and in the end, display appropriate civic 

behavior. At the point of selecting the initial Greenbelt residents, however, RA 

officials chose not to include families or individuals lacking community 

spirit/citizenship values. Buck Hill conference participants noted that ideally 

they could have a period of up to one year where they could educate future 

residents in "social adaptability."'' Logistically lacking that possibility, social 

Major John O. Walker, "Life in a Greenbelt Community" no date. Folder "Greenbelt— 
Housing" Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 

"Summary of Proceedings of a Conference On: The Social Responsibilities of 
.Management in Government-Aided Re-Housing and Resettlement Projects." 
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adaptability became a criterion for tenant selection. The reformative possibilities 

of Greenbelt were perhaps already questionable in the minds of planners and 

administrators. Was Greenbelt intended to encourage citizenship values for 

those already inclined, thus serving as a de facto "benefit" of citizenship for the 

new residents? The desire to reform working-class loyalty and community 

values was muted by exigent pohtical factors. 

The political controversies surrounding RA and the housing program are 

critical to understanding the political stakes involved in this social experiment. 

Members of the RPAA and others involved in advocating for the Greentown 

programs were aware that these early programs would serve as "model 

communities." If Greenbelt was to serve as the model community both for 

future projects funded by the federal government as well as private developers, 

it was politically important for Greentown proponents to put their best face 

forward. To "demonstrate" the superiority of this type of housing 

development, planners intended that the original Greenbelt residents themselves 

must confirm for the outside world that they benefited on a social as well as 

economic level from the project. As RA officials themselves stated, the Greenbelt 

program provoked tremendous interest by planners, architects and civic leaders, 

as well as lay people from around the country. Over one million visitors from 

across the coimtry as well as internationally, came to visit the three Greenbelt 

towns between 1936 and 1937.'** A majority of those came to the project in 

Will Alexander, Report to the Administrator of the Resettlement Administration. 
1937 (Washington D.C.: GPO, 1937), 17. Oral histories of former residents note that diplomats, 
as well as the Kings and Queen of England, visited the community in Maryland. Henry 
Brautigam, interview with Mark A. Vargas, Dec. 4, 1985, transcript. University of Maryland 
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Maryland itself. Because of its high public visibility, the presentation of the 

community was important politically. 

Another way to envision this "controlled" experiment in Greenbelt is by 

understanding the community as a benefit of citizenship. The "conduct" of a 

citizen (and whiteness) determined whether or not a family had access to the 

rights and benefits of public housing. Public housing in Greenbelt was a means to 

allow white working-class families access to affordable housing. New Deal 

administrators believed there was a concrete need for better housing in the 

nation; providing this type of benefit, however, had to go hand in hand with the 

expectation that future residents would exhibit white middle-class community 

values and not the class-specific values evident in urban centers. Planners 

believed that in return for access to affordable housing, the residents would 

conduct themselves in ways that would better their local community—this was a 

critical component of their understanding of the "duties" of citizenship. 

The Town Plan and Community Cohesion 

The historical and/or imagined values associated with a New England 

village were at the forefront in Greenbelt's town plan. By designing Greenbelt in 

the image of these communities, town-planners worked to recreate the values 

and practices of these centuries old communities—at least as they imagined them 

to be. In 1954, director of the Suburban Resettlement Administration John 

Lansill described Greenbelt as "a return to the first American way of life."'" 

RPAA member Henry Churchill also made these links by stating that the RA was 

Oral Histor}' Project, University of .Maryland College Park Library, Special Collections, p.12. 
John Lansill in George A. Warner, Greenbelt: The Cooperative Community, an 
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"trying to show what can be done on new land, to provide workers of moderate 

income with a way of living unheard of since colonial days.""" The nostalgic 

perception of New England as the epitome of the nation's origins of community 

responsibility, hard work, and religious piety, rang in the ears of Greenbelt's 

proponents. Reformers also valued the pattern of colonial New England living 

that was the essence of an ordered, small, close-knit community. Supporters 

hoped that Greenbelt's emulation of this mythic ideal of New England would 

also produce a body of citizens with equivalent values and modes of conduct. 

Henry Churchill was a strong promoter of the Greenbelt plan, believing 

that its enhanced community life could serve as a model counter to the nation's 

urban chaos: 

These towns are not a panacea, they will not solve the problem of 
housing for the masses, but they will be a demonstration of what new 
civic patterns can do toward making a better and more pleasant way of 
life. We have inherited smoke and stones and dirt, chaos and 
confusion: this experiment may help lead us back to air and grass and 
sunlight, order and harmony.' 

Churchill's thoughts, as well as those of architects and town-planners, were 

encapsulated with Greenbelt's unique design. 

Greenbelt's town-plan encouraged frequent individual and community 

interaction at different sites throughout the town, a circumstance that planners 

believed would promote good citizenship values among the residents. As 

discussed in previous chapters, Greenbelt was designed to be a community of 

Experience in Democratic Living. 20. 
Henry S. Churchill, "America's Town Planning Begins" Reprinted from The New 

Republic. June 12,1936, RG 96, Records of the FPHA, Planning Records, Box 1, File "Projects 
Transferred to the FPHA from FSA" NACP. 

•' ibid. 
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pedestrians. Automobile traffic was pushed to the periphery of the community, 

reserved primarily for when residents intended to leave the town itself. Instead 

of driving from destination to destination, residents were encouraged to use 

Greenbelt's many interlocking pedestrian pathways to reach their intended 

destination. To advance this activity, the "back" or "front" doorways (not the 

service court doors) of each single family dwelling led into these shared 

pathways, which in turn led them to the town center. On each shared pathway 

were multiple intersections, where an individual might have the opportimity to 

encounter a number of fellow residents. With these multiple and daily 

interactions, the residents would get to know one another, hear of local comings 

and goings, and therefore theoretically have a greater vested interest in the 

future of the community. 

One of the many examples of pathway intersections. ** 
Figure 4.1 

According to Clarence Perry's neighborhood unit plan, because of these 

centrally located pathways and the fact that most essentials for daily living were 

within walking distance, the town plan would "provide a suitable climate for face 

— Marion Post Wolcott, "Greenbelt Maryland, Model Community of the Resettlement 
Administration" Farm Security Administration - Office of War Information Photograph 
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to face contact and social interaction." Perry argued that small neighborhoods 

were "essential for eye-to-eye democracy and this is a basic not only for local 

contentment but for national freedom and world wide security.""^ With the 

superblock plan, residents were forced to be literally eye to eye. This contrasts 

with the reformers' perception that the urban world was alienating and lacking 

in community cohesion. Planners hoped that this pedestrian oriented small town 

with its interlocking pathways would facilitate a heightened sense of community 

oriented living that was good for the residents and the nation at large. 

Furthermore, heightened community interaction at the local and/or suburban 

level could, theoretically, supersede those institutions and opportunities available 

in urban centers that had fostered the development of a class-consciousness 

feared by national leaders. 

Another key feature in the plan of Greenbelt designed to create continual, 

civic minded contact between residents was the orientation of the houses to one 

another. Architect and RPAA president Clarence Stein reflected on the issue of a 

house's relevance to the development of community: 

The more I think of what has been happening in the field of housing in 
this country during the last decade, the more strongly I feel that the 
essential lack has been our inability to see that the house itself is of minor 
importance. Its relation to the community is the thing that really counts."^ 

Stein, a frequent commentator on the Greenbelt program, was concemed that 

architects and town planners consider the design of a house as it related to the 

Collection (Library of Congress) LC-USF33-030027-M4. 
^ Clarence Perry, "The Neighborhood Unit, a Scheme of Arrangement for the Family 

Life Community." 
Clarence Stein in Marc Weiss, The Rise of the Community Builders: The American 

Real Estate Industry and Urban Land Planning (New York: Columbia University Press, 1987), 
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development of a community minded neighborhood, not just as an entity unto 

itself. With the superblock town plan, Greenbelt's houses had front doors which 

faced not the street, but the shared central green-spaces. By literally turning the 

houses around, architects intended that residents would create a face to face 

community. A Greenbelt resident could open their "front" door and look 

directly at their neighbor's front door. Town-planners and architects intended 

that the built environment and town-plan of Greenbelt would focus inward; the 

organization of a centrally focused Greenbelt would hopefully breed closer 

cormnunity connections. Stein and Greenbelt planners believed that this 

atmosphere would be conducive to "neighborliness" and cooperative effort. 

Arthur Rothstein, "Construction at Greenbelt, Maryland" November 1936-'' 
Figure 4.2 

2. 

Arthur Rothstein, "Construction at Greenbelt" Nov. 1936. In Farm Security 
Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of Congress) LC-
USF34- 005632-E. 
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Arthur Rothstein. "Completed Houses. Greenbelt, Maryland" Nov. 1936'° 
Figure 4.3 

Not all residents enjoyed the arrangements of the houses of Greenbelt. A 

former resident made an ironic comment about relationship of the individual 

houses to one another: 

The architect who designed Greenbelt must have been a communist. 
He wanted people to do things in groups. The way he designed these 
houses, people are constantly thrown together. Neighbors and 
children are constantly in one another's house. This means we cannot 
have any privacy."" 

This comment is revealing for two reasons. This statement communicates that in 

many ways, Greenbelt's built environment and town plan did encourage people 

to be involved in each other's lives. The realization of this ideal of community 

oriented daily life is evident in this man's reflection. Furthermore, obviously not 

everyone enjoyed cooperative living. This resident was not satisfied in the 

orientation of the houses to one another and expressed desire for more familial 

privacy and less community oriented living. 

Such a community orientation might also enable residents to be subject to 

•" Arthur Rothstein, "Completed Houses. Greenbelt, .Maryland" Nov. 1936. In Farm 
Security Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of 
Congress) LC-USF34- 005638-E. 

Sally Scott Rogers, "Community Planning and Residential Satisfaction: A Case 
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the community. These were some of the many paradoxes of the community- In 

addition to encouraging community cohesion, this frequent interaction may 

have promoted surveillance, moral homogeneity, and appropriate behavior by 

residents. In other words, residents in Greenbelt were encouraged to participate 

in community life and be supervised the community.''' 

Despite garden city advocates' emphasis on community oriented living, 

reformers and administrators made room for an understanding that residents 

should also have a sense of privacy and ownership towards their dwellings. In 

order to encourage middle-class values of nuclear family privacy to coexist with 

a community oriented town-plan, architects, landscape architects and federal 

administrators worked to encourage the residents to maintain the homes as if 

they were their own, and not public projects. Each single family dwelling, 

though attached within clusters, had hedges which served to mark the individual 

house from the others. In 1957, Stein commented on the importance of these 

landscape features: 

In the Resettlement Development, individual gardens are separated 
from each other and from the public paths and open areas by hedges. 
These enclosures are low. They do not give that complete privacy that 
the English require and secure by walls or tall hedges. But the 
Greenbelt hedges are sufficient to mark the limits of each family's own 
terrain, its little kingdom. This bounding seems to engender 
proprietary pride in spite of the lack of actual ownership."' 

Most of the dwellings in Greenbelt were row-houses, which do encourage 

frequent interaction with neighbors; these reformers and planners also 

Analysis of Greenbelt, .Maryland" (Ph.D. diss.. University of Maryland, 1975), 75. 
•" For an expanded discussion on the way in which space and the built environment can 

produce power relations—or surveillance, see Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punishment: the 
Birth of a Prison, trans. By Alan Sheridan (New York: Pantheon, 1977). 
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understood demonstrating or emulating home ownership values, however, as a 

part of becoming middle-class, an inherent goal for the project. Despite their 

lack of literal home ownership, planners and administrators expected that 

Greenbelt renters would be able to act in ways that made them like their middle-

class counterparts, who actually did own their own homes. These values of 

privacy and "home ownership" also informed planners' overall understanding 

of the meaning of middle-class citizenship. 

When considering other means to encourage community cohesion, 

Greenbelt planners borrowed from Perry's Neighborhood Unit plan and his 

advocating for the placement of key institutional structures in the center of the 

town. Perry, Stein, and the architects of Greenbelt argued that a centrally located 

building for the community's use would foster frequent pedestrian traffic and 

encourage frequent interaction among residents; this kind of interaction would 

encourage a heightened sense of community development. More specifically, 

planners believed that the contiguity of residents to a central community 

building, which in this case was the elementary school, was characteristic of the 

life and values of the historical "village," qualities planners' advanced.^" 

Greenbelt's community building was located centrally and was within easy 

walking distance of each of the resident's houses —no more than half a mile in 

the original Greenbelt town. The pedestrian pathway and underpass networks 

led directly to this community center. Perry's theories on the relationship 

^ Clarence Stein, Toward New Towns for America. 149. 
^ According to Stanley Buder, Perry's emphasis on the relationship between a central 

community center and heightened civic life was based on his lengthy involvement with the 
American "community-center movement" a movement derived from the social settlement houses 
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between structural and spatial organization and the creation of community and 

family life served the larger goals for the project in Greenbelt. 

One of many images of children and residents easily accessing the community building/' 
Figure 4.4 

In Greenbelt, the community center served the residents as an elementary 

school during the day, as a site for community/recreational activities during the 

evenings and weekends, and as a non-denominational church on Sundays. The 

multiple uses of the building advanced the federal government's economic as 

well as social goals for the community. When Roosevelt visited Greenbelt 

during its construction phase, chief architect Douglas Ellington clarified these 

issues for the President. He stated that combining the community hall with the 

grade school achieved economies in construction; more importantly, the 

diversified use-value of the community center also provided "the possibility of 

greater social unity within the new community."^" In addition to saving money 

for the federal government, the building was designed to connect Greenbelt 

residents in a multiplicity of ways, whether as parents of children, church 

of the turn of the century. Stanley Buder, Visionaries and Planners. 174. 
Marion Post Wolcott, "Greenbelt, Maryland" Sept. 1938. Farm Security 

Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of Congress), LC-
USF33-030027. 

Untitled document, no date. File "Greenbelt MD Roosevelt Tour" Tugwell Room, 
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attendees, or as members of an adult education class. For instance, during the 

years under study, a Greenbelt resident might at any given day of the week find 

him or herself at an adult education class at the community center, or perhaps at 

a club meeting. Planners, administrators and reformers saw these physical, and 

ultimately social and civic connections as important to improving residents' 

conduct and investment in their surroundings. Major Walker emphasized that 

this community center would draw people together "in their common interest 

and where they function as a complete social body."^^ Understanding his use of 

the term "social body" is important, for it clarifies the planners' quest for unity 

among the body politic. It is clear that the goals of planners encompassed 

stabilizing social and political relations through better town planning. 

The fact that the community building was not literally the "town-hall" of 

colonial New England but rather an elementary school also reveals how planners 

intended residents to use the building; more importantly, the fact that it was a 

school reveals how planners intended for residents not to use the building. Chief 

architect Ellington noted for the President that having the building serve as an 

elementary' school and as a resource for adult recreational activities displayed 

their effort to "draw the community activities of the town into close contact with 

child education."^^ Stein agreed with Ellington, for he argued that the 

connections between school and community were integral in binding the 

community to one another: 

Greenbelt Public Library. Emphasis mine. 
" Major John O. Walker, "Life in a Greenbelt Community" No Date, File "Greenbelt-

Housing" Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. Emphasis mine. 
^ ibid. Emphasis mine. 
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The school and the activities of the community are closely bound 
together at Greenbelt. It is not merely that the same building in the 
main center is used by all ages, all day and evening, and for all kinds of 
activity from dance to religion, from studying science or art to 
exhibiting one's own farming products in a country fair. There is no 
hard line between the use of the community school as part of the 
regular County educational system and its service as town gathering 
place. The spirit of the town influences the school and the school plays 
an important part in forming that spirit.^' 

Within the discourse on the community building, neither Ellington nor Stein 

refers to the community space as a site of political debate. In fact, the 

community building was not to serve as a traditional, colonial New England 

town hall, where citizens gathered to debate local and national political issues. 

Rather, planners focused on how the building could facilitate common goals and 

experiences among the adult residents as white, heterosexual, respectable 

parents of elementary aged children. This emphasis also signals a faith in 

education as a locus of social change, foreclosing a serious consideration of the 

structural inequalities associated with not only American capitalism, but the New 

Deal programs as well.^^ This understanding of the use-value of the community 

center speaks to how planners worked to define a specific version of citizenship 

and community cohesion, one that did not challenge paradigmatic political and 

economic institutions and encouraged class stability. 

Consumerism was another aspect of the town center that planners noted 

as one that could facilitate a particular gendered version of community cohesion 

among the residents. The shopping center, which included the town's infamous 

cooperative food store, was also located in the center of the town, positioned 

Clarence Stein, Toward New Towns for America. 156. 
* This analysis of the community building was enhanced by the insight of Abigail Van 
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next to the community center. Pathways from the residents' houses and the 

multiple family dwelling also led to this area. Proponents of the superblock plan 

believed that it was important to have all the residents' housing and commercial 

needs in a "single well planned and well related group."^" Until the war housing 

was built in 1941, most residents could walk easily from the garden entrances of 

their homes to the town center and do their shopping and daily errands within 

ten minutes. Housing reformers and federal officials underlined the connection 

between an area where people would gather on an almost daily basis and 

Greenbelt's "spirit." As a RA director Major John Walker remarked, the 

common center of the town plan was "adapted to the familiar pattern of 

American community life. There is the town common, traditional in a thousand 

New England and Midwestern villages."^** Walker's statements connected 

shopping for groceries and attending to daily errands in Greenbelt's town center 

with a popular memory of the values of a traditional, small American 

community. In Stein's narrative regarding the shopping center, he too makes 

these mythic connections. Stein underlines how here people would meet, talk, 

interact, and engage on a level typical of a community minded small town.^' 

According to Stein, residents would also hear of the local activities: "[A]nd here 

in the middle of the square or in the shade near the theater entrance, tickets are 

sold for town gatherings, dances, or lectures to support common activities such 

as the Day Care Center." Stein painted an idyllic picture of this town square: 

Slyck. 
~ Clarence Stein, Toward N'evv TOWTIS for America. 157. 
^ Major John O. Walker, "Life in a Greenbelt Community" no date. Folder "Greenbelt— 

Housing" Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 
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Townspeople of all ages come here. In the arcades at either side of the 
square, baby carriages are parked, and the youngsters, with little carts, 
wait for their mothers, dart and play. Mothers with babies gossip in the 
sun; school children rush homeward; older boys and girls from the 
swimming pool are gaily bound for a five cent drink at the drug store.^" 

This portrayal—fictionalized or not—was what Greenbelt planners intended. 

Proponents believed having a central space for residents to interact and create a 

cooperative community would translate into a stable, civic oriented community. 

If Greenbelt planners and administrators assumed that women would be 

responsible for the domestic sphere and were not working for wages, they also 

made gendered assumptions about the social significance of the town center. 

According to a white, middle-class model, women were primarily responsible for 

making a family's consumer decisions; they shopped for their families' food 

needs, as well as for other consumer items such as clothes and household 

sundries. During the morning and afternoon hours in Greenbelt, therefore, it 

would be women and children participating in the daily life of the town center. 

As Linda Kerber has argued in her discussion on the limits of citizenship during 

the American Revolution, it was through their roles as consumers—and as 

mothers of future male citizens—that women exerted political influence.^' After 

over one hundred and fifty years, Greenbelt planners made similar assumptions. 

Administrators, architects, and observers such as Stein relayed hidden 

assumptions about how through their role as shoppers, women would enhance 

their citizenship skills; it was through their tasks as consumers tliat women 

Clarence Stein, Toward New Towns for America. 153. 
ibid. 

" Linda Kerber, Women of the Republic : Intellect and Ideology in Revolutionary 
.America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1980). 
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would "integrate" with other residents of the town. 

Of further significance to the town center is that, in many ways, the 

facilities within the center eradicated the need for residents to leave Greenbelt, 

save for when the male heads of household left for work. The physical and 

social needs of the residents could be met by the town alone, informing the 

"contained" quality of the community that Perry and Ebenezer Howard 

advocated."*' Even if one did want to leave, it was difficult without a car to get to 

Washington D.C. or other towns in the area or more shopping or leisure 

oriented activities. There is no evidence that Greenbelt administrators 

consciously worked to eliminate viable transportation options. Constructing the 

town to eliminate the need for transportation, which would enable residents to 

focus on their community, was the point. This plan also integrated with the 

strategy to keep women isolated, focused on domestic labor and motherhood. 

Building a self-contained community was a means to encourage residents to be 

more oriented and responsible to the group, rather than to institutions and 

services associated with an urban (and dangerous) context. Union lodges, 

mutual benefit societies, and working-class sites of leisure were not readily 

available to Greenbelt residents—because their needs were provided, they did 

not have to leave—and in turn did not detract from the residents focusing on 

their residential environment and civic responsibilities. 

The community building transmitted civic values and cooperative ideals in 

Ebenezer Howard designed the ultimate "self-contained" communities—work was in 
the vicinity, and male heads of household did not have to leave the area to earn wages. This 
feature was not replicated in Greenbelt, though Green-Town advocates such as Mumford and 
Stein envisioned a completely decentralized industrial and economic nation. 
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ways other than through its built form; the public art commissioned in Greenbelt 

related the planners' focus on community-oriented, democratic principles. For 

instance, bas-relief sculptures on the community building reflect well the 

sentiments of the Greenbelt plarmers and architects. At the building's main door 

ways, there are five panels carved by Works Progress Administration artist 

Lenore Thomas. (Thomas also sculpted the statue of the mother figure in the 

town center courtyard.) The five panels, in typical WPA fashion, portray 

ordinary Americans: farmers, mothers, soldiers, laborers, gardeners. Beneath 

each of these five panels are textual portions of the preamble to the U.S. 

Constitution. For instance, the relief with the words "To form a more perfect 

union," depicts five sculpted figures. The two central figures are shaking hands 

and placing their arms on one another's shoulders. This image stresses the 

harmony inherent in a democratic community, one based on mutual cooperation 

and respect. 

Figure 4.5 

" Arthur Rothstein, "Bas-Relief on Greenbelt School. Maryland" Sept. 1937. In Farm 
Security Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of 
Congress) LC-USF34- 025844-C. 
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The next panel is "Establish Justice." The following panel, "Insure Domestic 

Tranquillity," portrays a lunching mill worker speaking with a farmer harvesting 

wheat. The placidity and repose of these two iconic figures of America life testify 

to the larger goals of Roosevelt's administration: to avoid the ui\rest associated 

with massive economic downturns, particularly among the ravaged farming and 

industrial working communities.^ 

Figure 4.6 

Each of the panels depicts archetypal Americans working in some way to 

maintain and further the cooperative ideals of the American way—including 

domestic tranquility. The sum of these five bas-relief sculptures is a sentiment 

promoting democracy and cooperation. The acutely optimistic tone of the bas-

relief sculptures is connected appropriately to the intended desire for the use 

value of the community building. The community building was to foster all of 

the democratic ideals envisioned by the framers of the U.S. Constitution. 

When planners and administrators argued that residents of urban centers 

" Arthur Rothstein, "Bas-Reliefs on Greenbelt School. Maryland" Sept. 1937. In Farm 
Security Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of 
Congress) LC-USF34- 025845-C. 
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did not already have community oriented space and institutions, and that they 

required one in order to improve their civic mindedness, they exhibited their 

paternalistic misconceptions. Historians of the working-class have found 

complex institutional networks which bound urban, working-class and 

immigrant communities to one another. For instance, mutual benefit societies, 

which served immigrant populations in times of death or dire straits, were very 

"community oriented." These types of organizations often had meeting lodges 

and other sources for communication in neighborhoods.^' Furthermore, urban 

apartment buildings themselves served as a space for frequent interaction 

among residents, which often bred the same type of cooperative efforts 

Greenbelt planners hoped for in the new locale. Greenbelt, however, was 

designed from the perspective of needing to "improve" the physical and social 

lives of lower-income Americans. In his discussion of community buildings. 

Secretary of Agriculture Her\ry Wallace told Harry Hopkins that in the RA 

program, these buildings, "because of their focal position, present unique 

opportunities to bring rural people, particularly those of the lower income strata, 

many social, educational, and cultural advantages [they]/ifli'e hitherto been 

denied.'"^" This perception that beneficiaries of the RA had previously been 

For further discussions of formal and informal community networks among urban 
populations, see John Bodnar, The Transplanted: A History of Immigrants in Urban America 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985); Elizabeth Ewen, Immigrant Women in the l and 
of Dollars: Life and Culture on the Lower East Side. 1890-1925 (New York: Monthly Review 
Press, 1985); Lizabeth Cohen, .Making a Nev\^ Deal: Industrial Workers in Chicago. 1919-19'^9 
(New York; Cambridge University Press, 1990); Christine Stansell, City of Women; Sex and 
Class in New York. 

^ Henry Wallace to Harry Hopkins, 6 April 1937, RG 16, Records of the Secretary of 
Agriculture, Resettlement Division, General Correspondence, Box 2630, File 1, NACP. 
Emphasis mine. 
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denied particular opportunities informed both the design and administration of 

Greenbelt. 

The Organizations in Greenbelt 

Planners and administrators agreed that encouraging social and 

recreational activities among the residents would also advance their goal to have 

the residents orient their daily life primarily around Greenbelt, encourage 

commuruty cohesion among the residents, and benefit the "sodal experiment" as 

a whole. As Stein argued, "a neighborhood community is a group of people 

with common interests in which they actively participate. Greenbelt from the 

beginning was such a community.""'" Within correspondence between Eleanor 

Roosevelt and Wallace Richards, the then former director of Greenbelt's 

construction, we can find evidence that planners believed that federally 

sponsored recreational activities would enable the residents to spend more time 

within the boundaries of the town, and in turn, enhance community 

relationships. In his letter to Eleanor Roosevelt, Wallace Richards expressed 

concern that due to budgetary matters, engineers directing the construction at 

Greenbelt might eliminate educational and recreational facilities. Richards was 

worried that engineers, who are apt to "feel no responsibility for the future 

social significance of their work" might eliminate allotment gardens, parks, 

playgrounds, and so forth. If this were to happen, Richards worried, "last 

minute economy would affect those very things which we had counted on to 

hold the townsfolk at home, make them happy and community conscious, and 

prevent them from spending a disproportionate amount of their income in 
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seeking relaxation elsewhere." Richards urged Roosevelt to prevent budget cuts 

from affecting the social significance of Greenbelt as a demonstration project. He 

stated that he knew of Roosevelt's interest in "social and economic progress" 

and hoped that Greenbelt would realize its intended goal of becoming a 

"demonstration of cooperative community life." According to Richards, this 

would be one of the "socially significant steps of this decade." 

It is clear that Richards understood that keeping residents stimulated 

while contained in Greenbelt was important. His reference to preventing 

Greenbelt residents from spending a disproportionate amount of their income 

elsewhere is analogous if not the same as Progressive-era reformers' concerns 

that working-class men were spending their low incomes at saloons and other 

urban recreational activities, rather than bettering their family's conditions. 

Richards emphasized his desire that Greenbelt residents demonstrate frugality 

and recreational behavior fitting within middle-class models of uplift. 

Furthermore, Richards's language signifies that Eleanor Roosevelt knew what he 

was talking about. He writes, "things which we had counted on;" this indicates 

that Richards knew that the First Lady considered the social side of the project to 

be very important. In fact, on the original copy of the letter, Eleanor underlined 

the paragraph relating to Richards concerns about "keeping the townsfolk at 

home" and the social aspects of Greenbelt. Moreover, attached to the document 

was a concise memo from the President to Eleanor suggesting that she and FSA 

*' Clarence Stein, Toward .Mew Towns for America. 153. 
Wallace Richards to Eleanor Roosevelt, 28 October 1937, Eleanor Roosevelt Papers, 

White House Correspondence, 1933-1945, Series 70, Government Department 1937, Box 306, 
FERI, Hyde Park. Emphasis mine. 
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director Will Alexander soon go out to Greenbelt and see to the issue. Concern 

for the social development among the community members was evident even in 

the highest levels of the federal government. 

In a 1935 speech he gave in Chicago, Tugwell expressed a similar 

concern about the relationship between recreation programs at the RA 

projects, conununity integration among the residents, and the larger 

question of quelling class conflict. He argued that the government's 

attempts to rectify the problem of unemployment must also consider the 

importance of recreational and cultural programs. Tugw^ell explained 

why such programs were necessary in his resettlement projects: 

Some community developments as recreational facilities, 
education artistic and cultural enterprises...are an indispensable 
part of this program to conserve our national resources and 
develop them as well as our own capacity to utilize and enjoy their 
benefits. In other words, unless we reshape our society so as to 
use the great human resources now sardonically represented by 
unemployment, these resources will demand expression and that 
expression will invariably take the form which history shows is 
characteristic of societies which lack the intelligence to anticipate 
revolution by reform and imperialism by recovery. 

Tugwell's primary concern here was for unemployed adults—if they were 

left without structure, there might be a class war. Tugwell believed that 

providing adequate, yet controlled recreational and educational activities 

was part of a greater process of social training to "reshape society" and 

encourage social stability. 

Despite the budgetary concerns—and clearly, Greenbelt was a very 

expensive project—the recreational programs were an integral part of the 

•*" Rexford Tugwell, "The Problem of Social Insecurity" Address to Chicago Dental 
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overall project, particularly as they related to encouraging community 

integration. Buck Hill conference members outlined this social facet of the 

program in the early stages of the planning for the Resettlement programs. 

Recreation programs were an important part of their discussion and they 

believed that these programs should include both physical activities, as well as 

such things as music and dramatics: "The recreation program should recognize 

the great variety of human interests and aim to provide opportunities for 

participation in physical activities, games, and sports, social and creative games, 

social dancing, etc."Conference participants agreed that recreational activities 

would not only structure and organize residents' free time, but they would also 

serve as educational mediums, for the conference participants stressed that 

"there should not be a clear-cut division between education and recreation." 

These perspectives on the importance of recreation reveal the plarmers' 

continued efforts to train and educate the residents in middle-class values. 

The 1935 press release from the Buck Hill conference noted that "Tugwell 

opened the four day session by telling the group its help is sought...to breathe 

life into the towns it established to aid stricken populations.""' This Genesis 

reference—God breathed life into Adam—reveals the paternalistic bias of the 

planners, and the idea that that the federal government would be the source for 

encouraging a better life for Greenbelt residents. In accordance with their 

paternalistic stance, from the begirming of Greenbelt's planning stages. 

Society, Feb. 19, 1935, Tugwell Papers, Speech and Writing File, 1935-1937, FERI, Hyde Park. 
"Summary of Proceedings of a Conference On: The Social Responsibilities of 

.Management in Government-Aided Re-Housing and Resettlement Projects." 
'' USDA, "Buck Hills Press Release" Tugwell Papers, Box 76, Speech and Writings File, 
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reformers and administrators argued that the recreational programs would be 

successful only if they were supervised by trained leaders. They understood that 

supervised recreational programs would be critical to "directing the process of 

living." In order to do this, plarmers believed that it was "essential to the 

development and continuance of anything like an adequate leisure time program 

that trained leadership be provided. Such leadership would discover community 

needs, develop feasible plans for serving these needs, train, provide and guide 

volimteers and community leaders.""* This idea ultimately became official and 

the FSA established in Greenbelt a staff to supervise community projects and 

planned recreation, to assist in the organization of "community or cooperative 

associations," and to provide adult education courses.'^ 

As other historians have argued, the New Deal became a venue for 

experts to find an official voice.'^ This was no different for the issue of recreation 

in Greenbelt. Planners deemed that "experts" on adult education were critical to 

execute and maintain these beneficial programs correctly. In other words, for 

the recreational programs to provide an opportimity to educate, uplift, and 

reform Greenbelt residents towards middle-class models of conduct (and away 

from working-class models), the leadership of experts was absolutely necessary. 

Resettlement Administration Clippings, FERI, Hyde Park. 
"Summary of Proceedings of a Conference On: The Social Responsibilities of 

Management in Government-Aided Re-Housing and Resettlement Projects" 37, 44. Emphasis 
mine. 

Dec. 1935, Official Files of the President 1568, Box 2, Folder "FSA" FERI, Hyde Park. 
^ For an example of "experts" in the New Deal administration, see Kathryn Kish 

Sklar. "Two Political Cultures in the Progressive Era: The NaHonal Consumers League and the 
American Association for Labor Legislation" in Linda K. Kerber, Alice Kessler-Harris, 
Kathryn Kish Sklar eds., U.S. History as Women's History: Xew Feminist Essays (Chapel 
Hill: University of N'orth Carolina Press, 1995), 36-62. 
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Roy Rosenzweig and Galen Cranz have noted in their works on working-class 

leisure, park reformers of the early twentieth century wanted to direct leisure 

time into organized play." Cranz specifically notes the reformers' conviction 

that play and games should be taught by a rising class of recreational experts. 

With the case of Greenbelt, these "experts" would supervise and direct 

recreational programs in ways that would inform the larger project of 

encouraging community responsibility and loyalty. The FSA had three full time 

staff members available to promote and supervise several recreational programs 

in Greenbelt; they were set in place to facilitate these reformers' and planners' 

version of appropriate leisure activities and community recreation.^^ 

Some planners allowed for the prospect that recreation leaders might 

emerge from the community itself; this would be possible, however, only after 

they were carefully supervised and trained in a specific middle-class version of 

community recreation. The proceedings from the Buck Hill conference note that 

it was "conceivable" that a well trained recreational staff might be able to find 

leaders in the community. Through careful guidance by experts, these 

individuals might "increase their leadership skills and prove to be valuable 

members of the community" and "would gain stature through their education in 

the life of community living."'" What stands out in this discourse is the 

" Galen Cranz, The Politics of Park Design: A History of Urban Parks in America 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982), 66; Roy Rosenzweig, Eight Hours for What We 
Will: Workers and Leisure in an Industrial City. 1870-1920 (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1983). 

* It should also be noted that the community at Radbum, a city which some consider 
the blueprint for Greenbelt, also had a fully staffed recreational program. 

^ "Summary of Proceeding of a Conference on: The Social Responsibilities of 
Management in Government-Aided Rehousing and Resettlement Projects." 
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framework in which these conference participants place the future residents. 

Only with the "careful guidance" of experts and through their exposure to 

contmunity living (that was carefully planned to transmit certain messages) 

would individuals be able to serve their community in a leadership role. 

Roosevelt agreed that the recreational programs in Greenbelt were an 

important facet of encouraging Greenbelt residents to become more 

"cooperative" and better citizens. During a visit to the project while it was under 

construction, the President asked Will Alexander about the recreational facilities. 

He told Alexander that it should be important to include youth organizations in 

their plans: "You should make every effort to win the cooperation and 

understanding of young people in this type of regional development. You want 

their cooperation and they need the facilities that you can offer.""* Here, the 

President voiced his belief in the reformative aspects of the recreational 

programs and that these kinds of programs were beneficial to the entire 

community, youth included. 

Speaking a few years later, O. Kline Fulmer emphasized how important 

these programs were in terms of developing good citizens in Greenbelt: 

Even more interesting than the physical layout is the social experiment 
Greenbelt represents because it was necessary in the planning to consider 
not only the living accommodations but also a pattern of community life that 
encourages people to become better citizens, to give them an interest in things 
outside their immediate backyard and to provide the means for cultural, 
recreational, and educational opportunities for adults as well as 
youngsters.^" 

Frank Smith, "President Visits Greenbelt" The Prince Georgean (1937), File 
"Roosevelt Tour" Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Librar}'. 

O. Kline Fulmer, "Greenbelt: A Reality" (Washington D.C.; American Council on 
Public Affairs, 1943), File, "Greenbelt, Maryland" Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 
Emphasis mine. 
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Fulmer's representation of the qualities and values of working-class 

communities, or those that he assumed were lacking, reflect his and the planners' 

biases. His statement reflects the planners' belief that the urban centers did not 

contain redeemable civic, social or political qualities, and the only way to provide 

long term satisfaction for the residents and social stability for the nation was to 

remove them from these areas and educate, encourage, and train them in the 

citizenship values of the middle-class. 

The visible presence of an adult recreation program in Greenbelt was very 

similar to the practices of urban reformers in settlement house work and other 

such progressive reform activity. For instance, steering working-class urban 

residents away from saloons and dance halls and towards healthy and guided 

park recreation, home economics courses, or literature classes was a means 

progressive-era reformers utilized to reform their clients' behavior and morals.''" 

In report after report. Progressive-era reformers have detailed the unhealthy 

and immoral leisure time activities of their clients. The use of alcohol and illicit 

sexuality, of course, were prime behavioral targets. This Progressive-era drive 

to organize and direct the leisure time of members of the lower-class toward 

middle-class norms was present in the planning of Greenbelt. For example, in 

Greenbelt there was no saloon or liquor store; the absence of such 

establishments was a primary way to eliminate "improper" forms of recreation 

For examples of Progressive-Era reform movements, see Galen Cranz, The Politics of 
Park Design: Joanne Meyerowitz, Women Adrift: Independent Wage Earners in Chicago. 1880-
1930 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988); Kathy Peiss, Cheap Amusements: Working 
Women and Leisure in Tum-of-the-Century New York (Philadelphia: Temple University 
Press, 1986); Roy Rosenzweig, Eight Hours for What We Will. 
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in Greenbelt. By Greenbelt's official opening in 1937, Prohibition had been 

overturned for four years and it is interesting that a community with over one 

thousand adults did not have a saloon or a liquor store. With the awareness of 

Progressive reform influence on the programs and policies in Greenbelt, 

however, this absence is not surprising. The presence of reform-oriented 

recreational activities and the absence of a saloon or liquor store worked 

together to dissuade residents from becoming "bad" citizens, or the kind of 

urban citizen that reformers agreed exhibited illicit behavior. 

At times, the recreational programs were self-initiated and organized by 

residents, but they remained under the supervision of staff members from the 

FSA. These recreational programs and adult education classes took many forms. 

The FSA sponsored cooking classes, athletic activities, and many other 

recreational activities. As early as 1938 there were, among many other clubs and 

organizations, a journalism club which put out the Greenbelt Cooperator. a 

drama club that put on community plays, the Greenbelt Parent-Teacher 

Association, the Pre-School Mothers' Club, the Widows' Club, The American 

Legion, and a Camera Club."' One article in the Cooperator discussed a 

program for women's athletics, or "Ladies Night" at the gymnasium. The 

article noted that many of the one hundred and fifty women who came sat on 

the sidelines, not confident in their "athletic prowess.""* There was, however, a 

more active interest in the Ladies' Bridge Club. This group met every other 

Greenbelt Consumer Services, Inc, "Directory of Greenbelt Organizations" 1 October 
1938, Folder, "Greenbelt, MD—Organizations" Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 

.Mama Leiand Jacobson, "Women's Athletics" Greenbelt Cooperator 1 June 1938, RG 
196, .Misc. Records of the FHA, Box 1, File 1, NACP. 
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Monday, with alternating women serving as hostesses. A Cooperator article 

noted that these women believed that their group "has made a step forward in 

advancing the communal spirit of Greenbelt, which is, in truth, the real purpose 

of the club." This bridge club was not an official "civic" organization, however 

the Greenbelt community understood it as an important means to achieve 

cooperation. 

One of the earliest organized groups in the community was the Greenbelt 

Citizens' Association, which sponsored many dvic oriented programs. The 

Citizens' Association's objective was to "promote efficiency in Greenbelt 

government, education in citizenship, needed legislation, and to provide for the 

general welfare of the citizens of Greenbelt." This particular club obviously 

met the goals of Greenbelt planners. It coordinated meetings for adults on 

"educational interests and desires" and in bringing to Greenbelt a "free art class 

in painting and sculpture for both children and adults, and several home 

economics classes." The members also sponsored "community adult forums, 

panels, and 'neighborhood rught' discussion groups"^" Plarmers and 

administrators encouraged these kind of activities in Greenbelt; having people 

involved in the manv facets of life in the communitv was a cornerstone of J ^ 

citizenship. In fact, at the end of a description of the Citizens' Association, the 

text included a reminder that "every resident should feel it is his duty to attend 

Mrs. Alfred C. Lehman, "Ladies' Bridge Club" Greenbelt Cooperator 8 Tune 1938, RG 
196, Records of the FPHA, Misc. Records, Box 1, File 1, NACP. 

Hugh A. Bone, "Greenbelt Faces 1939: Civic and Governmental Activities of this 
Garden City's First Year~An Evaluation for the Future" American City (February 1939), RG 
196, Misc. Records, Box 1, File 1, NACP. 

ibid. 
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the monthly meetings." This choice of the word "duty" fit appropriately with 

the normative meaning of citizenship. This organization argued that the duties, 

as well as privileges, of citizenship were important for the success of Greenbelt, 

and encouraged every member of the community to consider participation a 

requirement. 

A comparable organization to the Citizens Association, the Civic Forum, 

was announced in the third issue of the Cooperator. Prefacing the 

announcement of this forum was a quote from one of President Roosevelt's 

speeches: 

The U.S. still stakes it faith in the democratic way of life. We believe in the 
representative form of government. We dare not close our eyes, 
however, to the fact that the only way in which that representative form 
of government can persist is through an educated electorate...we need to 
have meeting places for the discussion of public questions in the cities, 
hamlets, and on the farms throughout the length and breadth of the land. 

Echoing the remarks of Roosevelt, the Forum's proponents celebrated the 

involvement of its citizens in community affairs: "We solicit the opinions of the 

body politic. The citizen should feel free to express his opinion on questions that 

impinge directly or indirectly on the exercise of his functions as a citizen.""^ With 

this particular organization, Greenbelt residents were encouraged to execute 

their duties as citizens in a democratic fashion and in the ways planners deemed 

acceptable. 

In his book about his personal experience living in Greenbelt, subtitled 

The Cooperative Community, an Experience in Democratic Living. George 

Warner centered his story on the many orgaruzations of Greenbelt and how 

"The Open Forum" Greenbelt Cooperator 8 December 1937, Morgenthau Papers. Box 
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they enhanced a community-oriented way of life. He detailed the organizations' 

origins in Greenbelt and described their success in executing the planners' 

original vision for "democratic living." Warner wrote that he was impressed 

with the cooperative spirit of Greenbelt from the first day of his family's 

residence. For instance, referring to the first meeting of the Citizens' Association 

he and his wife Claire attended, Warner remembered that they were struck by 

their fellow residents' displays of community spirit; "Claire and I were very 

much impressed by the display of earnestness on the part of association 

members and their obvious dedication to the ideal of building a community 

closer to their heart's desire.""" After attending the Citizens' Association 

meeting and those of a few other organizations, Warner wrote that, "we were 

anxious to assume our part in helping to build some of its unique institutions, 

which gave promise of providing richer and fuller lives for ourselves and our 

children.""*^ In his most eloquent recollection of his understanding of the 

meaning of Greenbelt, Warner emphasized how the community served to 

enhance cooperation, citizenship, democracy, and well-being: 

Here we obtained freedom from old economic barriers, and freedom to 
think, freedom to speak, and freedom to be listened to. Here was a new 
and exciting opportimity to build from the ground up and to build in 
such a manner as to correct some of the things which were making life 
difficult and monotonous for the wage-earner. Here was the 
opportunity to make a fresh start.... We learned how to plan together; 
we learned how to achieve most of the things we planned. We learned 
how to obtain things for ourselves through group effort and, suddenly, 
although we hadn't thought too much about it, we realized that we had 
rediscovered democratic living.^' 

112, File "Greenbelt Housing Project 1937 and 1938" FERI, Hyde Park. 
George Warner, Greenbelt: The Cooperarive Community. 43. 
ibid., 48. 
ibid., 215. 
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Warner's experience and understanding of Greenbelt were very positive; 

according to Warner, his experience was positive precisely because of the many 

organizations sponsored by both the federal government and the local residents. 

The "democratic" and cooperative spirit was that which he understood to make 

Greenbelt a special and unique place. Warner's words do not, however, signify 

that federal administrators were successfully paternalistic or hegemonic; his 

experience was informed by his own understanding of the meaning of Greenbelt 

and could have conflicted with that of the original planners. 

Former resident Eunice Burton offered a more skeptical or "practical" 

view of the town's high degree of community participation: "I think most of the 

people liked to go to those things because everybody didn't have a lot of money 

and a lot of people didn't have cars so we just, you know, stayed within the 

community. I think it was a close community."'" Burton saw the residents' 

lower income, lack of transportation, and the remote nature of Greenbelt as the 

primary reason for the heightened level of community activities, not because the 

government was successful in transmitting their version of model civic behavior. 

There were so many programs, in fact, that local administrators became 

concerned that the residents were becoming too involved in cooperative activity 

at the cost of their family life: 

If anything, the citizeris of Greenbelt are over-stimulated. They are 
planning too many things, and many are trying to participate in more 
activities than may be desirable. There is a serious as well as a 
humorous side to the recently adopted resolution in the Citizen's 

™ Eunice Burton, interview by Beth Gimpel, Dec. 12, 1985, transcript. University of 
Maryland Oral History Project, University of Maryland College Park Library, Special 
Collections, p. 5. 
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Association providing for a stay-at-home week, which declared a 
moratorium on all club and dvic activities during the final week of 
December.'' 

This ironic moratorium has many implications for an understanding of 

Greenbelt. The gender implications have been clarified in Qiapter Three. As it 

relates, however, to the question of promoting citizenship in Greenbelt, the 

moratorium reveals a restricted understanding of "involvement." It reflects a 

concern that residents might be too active outside of their own family life. The 

stated goals for the Greenbelt project first included providing an environment 

conducive for a better family life and secondly for a better community life. 

Administrators might have been dismayed at the comment made fifty years 

later by one former resident who remembered that her mother referred to 

herself as a "Greenbelt widow" because her husband was so involved in civic 

affairs."- Administrators agreed that the residents should carefully maintain an 

appropriate balance between family life and community life. For decades, 

reformers argued that families in urban centers needed to be improved and 

stabilized. Housing reformers from the tum-of-the-century on found problems 

and or resolutions within urban neighborhood communities to start within the 

nuclear family life, and then working outwards. Only with a strong center, i.e. 

the family, could the peripheral community then be strengthened. 

Furthermore, this concern for "overly active" Greenbelt residents reflects 

another paradoxical moment in Greenbelt's history. It reflects the larger issues 

of paternalism evident at many points in the story. What exactly an active 

Hugh A. Bone, "Greenbelt Faces 1939." 
^ Patricia Dunbar in Commemorative Program: Greenbelt Fiftieth Anniversary Dinner 
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community life, cooperative environment, and/or dvic involvement should be, 

was not completely up to the residents themselves. 

Among the many other contemporary descriptioris of Greenbelt, usually 

by those involved in its planning, most remarked on the beneficial aspects of the 

extensive "community life" or cooperative organizations available for the 

residents. For instance. Stein commented about the life style of his friend O. 

Kline Fulmer's family: "I saw his three children grow up happily and freely at 

Greenbelt, and Mrs. Fulmer told me about the busy life one spent at Greenbelt 

keeping up with its many activities."'^ Another commentator wrote that, "[o]ne 

of the most striking observations of Greenbelt as it faces the New Year is the 

intense community life and dvic activity." He went on to note that "[t]he 

community possesses an extraordinarily high degree of morale. There is safety, 

health, and a fair degree of security and happiness among the residents." The 

thread in these descriptions is the assessment that the Greenbelt community was 

full of active, engaged people who were happy. 

As discussed previously, Eleanor Roosevelt maintained great interest in 

the community life of Greenbelt and in 1937, wrote about her pleasure in how it 

had evolved. After a visit to Greenbelt in 1937, Roosevelt featured the 

cooperative aspects of the community in her famous column "My Day:" 

"Greenbelt is now a real community. I was amused to have the young Mayor 

tell me that everyone wanted to have meetings and start community activities, 

and that though they had not grown up together, everybody wanted to know 

Dance Oct. 10, 1987, University of Maryland Library, Spiecial Collections, College Park, p. 17. 
^ Clarence Stein, Toward New Towns for America. 136. 
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everybody else."" Her interest in cooperative organization continued in later 

correspondence from the Journalism Club. Responding to this specific "My 

Day" column, the club wrote to Roosevelt, thanking her for discussing the 

cooperative nature of the Greenbelt communit}'. In addition to detailing their 

activities, they offered to send her a subscription of the Greenbelt Cooperator. 

Roosevelt replied: "I am very much interested in the copies of the Greenbelt 

Cooperator which you are sending me, but I think I am more interested in the 

fact that you have formed a journalistic club and will carry this venture through 

on a cooperative, voluntary basis.""'' 

Even after he resigned from his position as undersecretary of Agriculture, 

Rexford Tugwell continued his interest in the cooperative "spirit" of Greenbelt. 

In 1938, Tugwell sent correspondence to the Cooperator. thanking them for 

sending him copies of the newspaper. Tugwell wrote that he was glad to see the 

town's "transition from a group of houses to a community of people." 

Remarking on how quickly they had achieved community integration, Tugwell 

praised their efforts: 

It is with a great deal of pleasure, therefore, that I take the opportunity 
of its first anniversary for offering my sincere good wishes and for 
expressing my congratulations upon the community initiative and 
cooperation which have so obviously contributed to the successful 
publication of the Greenbelt "Cooperator."" 

^ Hugh A. Bone, "Greenbelt Faces 1939." 
" Eleanor Roosevelt, "My Day, December 9, 1937" Eleanor Roosevelt Papers, Speech 

and Articles File, Box 3070, File "My Day Drafts" FERI, Hyde Park 
" R.S. Sowell, Secretary of the journalistic Club to Eleanor Roosevelt from, December 

13, 1937, Eleanor Roosevelt to R.S. Sowell December 30, 1937, Eleanor Roosevelt Papers, 
Personal Letter Series 100, Box 1440-1442, File SI-SO, FERI, Hyde Park. 

R.G. Tugwell to R.S. Sowell, Feb. 17,1938, Tugwell Papers, General Correspondence, 
Box 9, File 15, FERI, Hyde Park. Emphasis mine. 
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It is not insignificant that Tugwell and Eleanor Roosevelt, both key figures 

in planning and promoting the Green Town program, focused their attention on 

Greenbelt's commuiuty activities. The progress in this area pleased them, for 

providing a space where individuals might experience better "community living" 

than they had before was a goal set out early in the process. The demonstration 

of multiple recreational programs and high levels of participation proved to 

them that the project would be a success. 

Consumerism and Cooperation 

A good representative example of the emphasis administrators and 

planners placed on cooperation, community integration, and dvic spirit was the 

establishment in Greenbelt of a cooperative grocery store. During the planning 

stages of the Greenbelt community. Department of Agriculture officials agreed 

that the community should provide a grocery store for the residents. Federal 

officials knew that the location of Greenbelt was several miles away from any 

area with adequate commercial services, a circumstance creating an obvious 

requirement for the establishment of such services as a grocery store. The lack 

of automobiles for average U.S. citizens at this time and the dearth of adequate 

public transportation for Greenbelt further enhanced the need for on-site 

commercial services. Furthermore, because the RA intended that the 

community be "self-contained," they hoped that the residents would have no 

need to look elsewhere for recreation or commercial purposes. 

While the Department of Agriculture's decision to build a grocery store in 

the community was logical, their decision to build a cooperative grocery store was 
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based on the administration's commitment to seeking many avenues to reform 

the residents. Before the project was completed, the USDA made a contract with 

a non-profit consumer cooperative group, the Consumer Distribution 

Corporation (CDC). The CDC established the Greenbelt Consumer Services 

(CCS) and agreed to nm a cooperative grocery store for the residents until the 

tenants themselves would eventually determine how the stores would be 

operated.'* In the contract with CDC and discussions surrounding the store, 

officials demonstrated their intent that the store be cooperative, based on the 

"Rochdale principles." The lease signed by Secretary of Agriculture Henry 

Wallace and Flint Garrison, representative of the CDC outlines that the lessee 

agree that it will "assist the residents of Greenbelt in the formation and 

organization on Rochdale principles, one of the more bonafide consumer 

cooperative associations."'^ 

The decision to draw from Rochdale principles of cooperatives was 

significant and somewhat controversial. The history of the Rochdale consumer 

cooperative movement is lengthy, however some basic issues are important to 

clarify. In 1844, textile workers of Rochdale, England, formed a consumer 

cooperative based on specific principles. These "Rochdale Principles" included 

commitment to the organization being one of a voluntary and democratic 

nature. The members were to participate actively in the store's organization and 

policy decisions. Furthermore, a significant feature of the cooperatives was the 

^ W.J. Vinton to J.W. Dargavel, National Association of Retail Druggists, 6 October 
1937, RG 16, Records of the Office of the Secretary of Agriculture, General Correspondence, Box 
2630, NACP; USDA Press Release, "Farm Security Administration Announces Greenbelt 
Rentals" 2 Sept. 1937, File "Greenbelt Housing" Tugwell Room, Greenbelt Public Library. 
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provision of education and training for their members, elected representatives, 

managers, and employees, so they would be able to contribute to the 

development and success of their cooperatives. Specifically, the cooperatives 

were to educate young people and "opinion leaders" about the nature and 

benefits of co-operation.""^ 

These Rochdale principles are evocative of the overall goal for the project. 

The establishment of a cooperative grocery store based on these principles 

speaks to two issues. First, the fact that planners and administrators looked to 

an English, working-class inspired movement reveals an element of utopianism 

in their thinking; planners were encouraging what was then considered a radical 

alternative to existing forms of consumer capitalism. Secondly, the discourse 

within the Rochdale principles relied heavily on terms and ideas associated with 

democracy, citizenship, and volunteerism. These terms and ideas were exactly 

those that planners emphasized in their envisioning of this community. While 

consumer cooperatives in some ways countered existing forms of commercial 

capitalism, officials saw in this institution an avenue to enhance further the 

cooperative nature of Greenbelt. While this store would come under the 

scrutiny of the U.S. Congress in 1947 as being "monopolistic" and "socialistic," 

New Deal officials did not see the cooperative grocery store to be in conflict with 

their larger goals of encouraging economic and social stability among Greenbelt 

residents and the nation. 

According to O. Kline Fulmer, a pamphlet was sent to all residents as they 

"Greenbelt Maryland 1935" Lansill Papers, Folder 1, UKL. 
For more information about the Rochdale cooperative movement, see Johnston 
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moved in detailing the ideals and practices of a cooperative grocery store. The 

pamphlet's wording is revealing in hov^ it links grocery store and consumption 

habits with larger ideals of citizeriship and cooperation. In the preamble to the 

discussion of specifics for the grocery store, the pamphlet emphasized how the 

community (and the store) would enable good citizenship values: 

As citizens of Greenbelt you have been selected by your government to 
occupy its most ambitious housing project. You must feel proud, 
because you can know that you are considered honest, industrious and 
self-reliant, true Americans who believe in the American dream of the 
finest, freest and most democratic place in the world in which to live. 

The particular phrasing of this paragraph is interesting when placing it in the 

context of describing the relatively simple service of a grocery store. The 

pamphlet went on to discuss why they did not allow a private, for profit grocery 

store to come into Greenbelt. Furthermore, in more profuse language, the 

pamphlet detailed more of the benefits the cooperative to Greenbelt: 

In entering into this agreement with the Consumer Distribution 
Corporation the government, in effect, was conducting an experiment for 
you, the citizens of Greenbelt. The Government said: we have built the 
town of Greenbelt as best we know how, for the benefit of its people. We 
think that consumer cooperation might be the best way for the 
commercial needs of Greenbelt to be supplied. Let's try it out....when a 
sufficient number of citizens have arrived in Greenbelt, you will be called 
together and then you may decide if a cooperative society will be formed 
to take over the ownership and operation of these stores.^' 

The residents of Greenbelt decided to maintain the store in its cooperative form 

and later formed another committee to run it. Profits from the store were 

returned proportionally to the residents at the end of year. 

In many ways, the store became a source of pride for the residents. In 

Birchall, Co-op: The People's Business (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1994). 
" O. Kline Fulmer, "Greenbelt; A Reality." 
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1940, the president of the GCS wrote to Tugwell with great satisfaction detailing 

the store's volume, profit, and membership numbers. Walter Volckhuasen also 

invited Tugwell to speak at the annual membership meeting of the cooperative 

association which operated the store. Volckhausen spoke highly of the progress 

of the store, which he thought was the result of the "many Greenbelt citizens 

who are now devoting much of their spare time to community organizations." 

Furthermore, with reference to both the cooperative store and other community 

organizations, he stated that "we view the success of the democratic institutions 

in Greenbelt as the best testimony to the success of the experiment."®* Both the 

planners and the residents saw a non-profit, cooperative commercial 

establishment as the epitome of democracy; an eighteenth-century republican 

version of disinterest was institutionalized with the cooperative store. 

In photographs of the grocery store, women are the primary consumers enjoying its benefits.'^ 
Figure 4.7 

Greenbelt Consumer Services, Inc. to Rexford Tugvvell, 27 December 1940, Tugwell 
Papers, General Correspondence, Box 9, File 15, FERI, Hyde Park. 

" Marion Post Wolcott, "Shopping at Cooperative Store" Sept. 1938. In Farm Security 
Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of Congress). 
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Observers as well as residents of Greenbelt were pleased to note that even 

the children of Greenbelt were participating in the spirit of cooperation. At the 

Greenbelt Center School, the school for elementary aged children, the children 

ran their own version of a cooperative store. At this Children's Grocery Store, 

school children could purchase pencils, note paper and other such school related 

supplies."''' 

Arthur Rothstein. "Junior Cooperative at Greenbelt" Jan. 1938.'^ 
Figure 4.S 

Independence in Greenbelt 

RA officials further encouraged progressive citizenship and community 

values among the residents through the establishment of a local Town Council. 

In April of 1937, the Maryland legislature officially incorporated the town of 

Greenbelt and established it as "the first incorporated municipality in the state 

with a dty manager form of government." An RA annual report explained the 

specifics of a city manager form of goverriment. The residents of Greenbelt 

were to vote for a five member Town Council. The council would then appoint a 

Ollie Hoffman, "The Children's Cooperative" Greenbelt Cooperator Charter Day 
Edition 1 July 1938, RG 196, Misc. Records of the FHA, Box 1, File 1, NACP. 

" Arthur Rothstein, "Junior Cooperative at Greenbelt" Jan. 1938. In Farm Security 
Administration - Office of War Information Photograph Collection (Library of Congress). 
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city manager who would be responsible for executing the policies established by 

the Town Council. The Town Council would also appoint a mayor to serve as 

the "titular" head of the community. The managerial form of government, with 

a "titular" mayor, a Town Council and an appointed town manager was seen as 

a progressive idea, and fitting for an experiment such as Greenbelt. In contrast 

to the theory that the greater number of offices chosen by popular vote led to a 

greater degree of democracy, nineteenth-century Progressive reformers argued 

that by the post-Civil War era, democratic city governments had become 

imbued with corruption. Progressive reformers working against party control 

of local politics charged that the city-manager form of government, under which 

a professional administrator ran the government, was more efficient and less 

corrupt."" In accordance with its progressive legacy, director of the RA Will 

Alexander agreed that the "establishment of this model form of municipal 

government for Greenbelt is welcomed as an act which secures for this town a 

political organization in keeping with its high standards of social planning."^' An 

institution that speaks most directly to the question of citizenship, the local 

government, was a critical site of planning and directing the residents' behaviors 

and values. 

The Town Council met and made decisions about numerous things, for 

example whether or not the town should allow dogs, have a liquor store, set a 

For more on Progressivism and urban political reform, the following are but a few 
examples of work done on these subjects. Bradley R. Rice, Progressive Cities: The Commission 
Government Movement in America 1901-1920 (Austin : University of Texas Press, 1977); Arthur 
S. Link and Richard L. McCormick, Progressivism (Arlington Heights: Harlan Davidson, Inc., 
1983); Robert H. Weibe, The Search for Order: 1877-1920 (New York; Hill and Wang, 1967). 

Will W. Alexander, Report of the Administrator of the Resettlement 
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curfew for juveniles, and so on. When it came to financial matters, however, the 

Town Council ultimately had no control. There is evidence over and over again 

in the Town Council records of conflict between themselves and officials from 

their governing federal agencies. For instance, in 1952 the Town Council agreed 

that they wanted to continue having a kindergarten in Greenbelt. The 

commissioner of the PHA John Egan, however, stated that they should not 

maintain or pay for a kindergarten in Greenbelt. PHA officials reported that 

they believed "they had a very definite obligation to accept the responsibility for 

discontinuing the kindergarten and that the responsibility should never have 

devolved on the City Council; it was their responsibility to say what services the 

tenants should or should not receive."®** Clearly, the PHA preserved their 

authority in the financial matters of Greenbelt. This had a definite effect on the 

types of services and/or policies that were allowed in Greenbelt. Until Greenbelt 

was sold into private hands, the Town Council did not make the final decisions 

for their communit}'. This lessened the impact of the "rights" of citizenship for 

the residents. These particular restrictions also clarify the ways in which the 

expression of federal paternalism was implemented in Greenbelt. 

The restrictions federal officials placed on Greenbelt make sense when 

considering that this commuruty was a federal public housing project. The 

federal government did have ultimate fiscal responsibility for Greenbelt. What is 

interesting, however, is how this concrete fact disappeared from the rhetoric 

surrounding Greenbelt. The reality that the Town Council or the citizens of 

Administration (GPO: 1937), 17. Emphasis mine. 
Greenbelt Town Council Minutes, April 21, 1952, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
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Greenbelt were in actuality not responsible for their own town's welfare was not 

a part of the historical discourse surrounding Greenbelt. Most descriptions 

centered around how independent these conunuiuties were and how there were 

opportunities for the residents to develop their dvic skills. For instance, in a 1938 

description of how Greenbelt evolved, officials wrote that the Greenbelt towns 

started as "self-governing communities...controlling their own destinies in a way 

that no community in the U.S. has done or has been able to do since the first 

towns were founded in Virginia, Massachusetts, and Connecticut."John 

Lansill echoed these thoughts: "It is not intended that the Greenbelt 

communities will be federal islands. On the contrary, they will be normal 

American communities, in which every person has his full share of both duties 

and privileges."''" Positioning Greenbelt in the public this way operated in the 

context of the goals planners had for Greenbelt. They wanted to demonstrate to 

the public how this particular form of town planning and administration would 

uplift the working-class into better and more productive citizens. Creating 

independence is a critical component of citizenship. Therefore, when observers 

or proponents centered their discussions on the independence of Greenbelt 

residents or on how successful the cooperative process was, they were stating 

how they envisioned an ideal community might be in the future. Greenbelt 

served as a stepping stone for a civic minded future or, as Fulmer wrote, a 

"graduate school" in citizenship. Federal officials, however, maintained the 

Greenbelt. 
John Lansill in George A. Warner, Greenbelt: The Cooperative Community, an 

Experience in Democratic Living. 20. 
Resettlement Administration, "Greenbelt Towns" September 1936, RG 196, Records of 
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ultimate role in deciding Greenbelt's future. 

Civic Pride 

On the question of how planners and administrators attempted to impose 

paradigmatic citizenship values on the residents of Greenbelt, a final component 

important for consideration is how the residents themselves responded to the 

citizenship oriented program at Greenbelt. Interestingly, most of the record for 

Greenbelt reports that the citizens embraced the community's programs and 

cooperative oriented activities. Residents at Greenbelt exhibited a great deal of 

pride in the community, and reported back to Tugwell and the Roosevelts about 

how successful they had been. For instance, in April of 1938, the Mayor Roy 

Braden announced to Tugwell that the town was going to establish a "Charter 

Day" on June 1 of that year.'' This day would serve to commemorate the city's 

founding, as well as its successes. Later, in 1940, the Mayor George Warner 

invited Tugwell to come to the Greenbelt Fair, which was planned to exhibit "the 

organized community life shared by Greenbelt residents." Warner wrote that 

"the fair is in no sense a commercial display....Knowing your interest in the 

town, and feeling that you will appreciate the opportimity of viewing Greenbelt 

community life in cross section, we extend to you a most cordial invitation.""* 

This letter from Braden referenced the fact that there was a similar fair in 1939. 

Fairs like these continued throughout the history of Greenbelt. 

These types of civic demonstrations reveal that many of the residents 

the FHA, Greenbelt Planning Records, Box 1, File 4, NACP. 
Roy Braden to Rexford Tugwell, April 27, 1938, Tugwell Papers, General 

Correspondence, Box 9, File 15, FERI, Hyde Park. 
George Warner, Mayor of Greenbelt to R.G. Tugwell, August 27,1940, Tugwell Papers, 
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enjoyed life in the community and enjoyed confirming their successes as citizens 

and as a community. There is scant evidence of residents not exhibiting pride in 

their community. This fact may be because of the massive publicity efforts 

attached to Greenbelt, which centered the city's accomplishments. Some, 

therefore, might draw conclusions that the project was successfully paternalistic 

and worked to transmit citizenship ideology in a hegemonic manner. Others 

might conclude that overall, these citizenship values dominated the values of 

Americans during the 1930s. It is true that almost every component of the 

town's plan and administration was associated with encouraging the residents to 

become better dtizens, responsible to the community, and to emulate their 

middle-class counterparts. It is not surprising, therefore, that the residents 

adopted elements of this spirit. This does not mean, however, that on an 

individual level, residents did not interpret this quest for citizenship and 

community cohesion in different ways. Citizenship is not a neutral idea; its 

meaning operated in dialectic with material, social, and cultural contexts. 

The residents' understanding of this ideal intersected with both their own 

experiences as well as the intended "education in citizenship" at Greenbelt. 

Many of the residents remembered their experiences with the community and its 

activities as very fulfilling and exciting. There were others, however, who did 

not find such integration positive or appealing. For example, after leaving 

Greenbelt for another town, resident Bemice Bruatinger remembered her 

experience with the community activities in a conflicted maimer: "I was so active 

in Greenbelt, did so many things, and I didn't want to become that tied down to 

General Correspondence, Box 9, Folder 15, FERI, Hyde Park. 
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the community. So I never did really. I have a small group of friends and I've 

kept it small and I'm not as dvic minded as I was before."^^ Eunice Burton 

recalled that her parents were not very interested in the community activities 

and did not participate greatly, "...my parents were not really involved with a 

lot of community affairs. I remember my mother basically going to them 

because my father was always gone....They had women's clubs, garden clubs, 

which my mother—my parents were never involved in."'"* It is impossible to 

determine how each resident understood exactly the campaign to improve their 

qualities of citizenship. What remains important is why federal administrators 

were attempting to introduce this particular facet into the lives of the lower class. 

In George Warner's celebration of his experiences at Greenbelt, one 

discussion stands out in terms of how life in Greenbelt celebrated the merits of 

citizenship. In discussing his decision making process regarding moving to 

Greenbelt, Warner wrote that he was concerned about "letting the whole world 

know we were a so called low income family." But of course, it worked out 

wonderfully for his family because in Greenbelt, one's worth was not judged on 

income, but rather "in terms of contribution to community welfare. We could 

grow in a soil dedicated to democratic citizenship and derive those satisfactions 

which stem from working with others toward a common goal."^" Warner's 

phrase may sound awkward fifty years later, but his words encapsulate one of 

Bemice Brautigam, interview by Mar}' Poscover, Dec. 4, 1985, transcript. University 
of Mar^'land Oral History Project, University of Maryland College Park Library, Special 
Collections, p. 17. 

Interview with Eunice Burton, p. 4. 
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the primary goals planners had for Greenbelt. Promoting democracy, 

improving one's status and behavior, cooperatively working together for the 

better good-Greenbelt planners hoped to change the patterns imprinted by 

urban city life. Urban reformers and federal administrators ardently worked for 

and encouraged a particular middle-class version of community life and 

citizenship values. These reformers stressed that there were new possibilities in 

Greenbelt, ultimately creating a stable and progressive population. 

Ten years prior to Warner's words, however, federal administrators put 

aside their goal to transform the civic values of the residents. The necessities of 

World War 11 and a growing climate of conservatism interfered with the original 

reformers' and planners' desire to inculcate middle-class values of cooperation, 

community cohesion, and loyalty to nation. As we shall see in the following 

chapters, however, by the beginnings of the war, the residents had asserted their 

own understanding of the rights and obligations of citizenship, a fact that created 

frequent conflict between themselves and indifferent federal officials. 

George Warner, Greenbelt: The Cooperative Community. 33. 
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Chapter 5: Greenbelt during World War Two and Beyond 

With the onset of World War H, Roosevelt and many members of his 

administration maintained an ideological position consistent with the early 

Greenbelt policies and programs; these officials persisted in connecting the status 

of available, adequate housing to the nation's larger goal of social stability. 

These were positions, however, that the government did not maintain for long. 

During World War 11 and the years foUov^g, the federal government altered its 

reform oriented policies and its programs for the residents of Greenbelt. In 

particular, the emphasis on reforming gender relations for members of the 

lower-classes waned, and strengthening the nation's war effort became the new 

priority. By 1941, the "social experiment" in Greenbelt was virtually abandoned. 

Between 1940 and 1945, the war emergency became the nation's focus, and 

providing housing for war-workers and servicemen's families was the federal 

government's primary concern. The story of how the reform effort in Greenbelt 

waned is another example of how Roosevelt's vision to create a "New Deal for 

America" was put on the back burner indefinitely as the war crisis emerged.' 

A critical component of how the reform effort in Greenbelt changed was 

the expansion of Greenbelt in 1941. The federal government built one thousand 

housing units in the community, more than doubling its original size. No longer 

a small community, the entire physical and social nature of the project changed. 

During the war years and beyond, public housing officials were no longer 

' Examples of other works that discuss the decline of New deal liberalism during and 
after the war, see John Morton Blum, V was for Victory: Politics and American Culture during 
World War II (New York; Harcourt Brace, 1976); Alan Brinkley, The End of Reform. New Deal 
Liberalism in Recession and War (New York; Random House, Vintage Books, 1996). 
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discussing the relationship between inadequate housing and unstable class 

relations; rather, officials were primarily concerned with how the persistent lack 

of housing in the nation would interfere with success in the war effort. 

Ironically, in early discussior\s of defense housing, officials drew from reform-era 

discourse to describe the specific ways they wanted to enact this portion of the 

war mobilization. The actual design and administration of the defense project in 

Greenbelt, however, differed dramatically from this discourse. 

In June of 1940, the Central Housing Committee (CHC) sent a memo to 

President Roosevelt concerning the topic of defense housing, outliriing what they 

believed was a pressing matter when considering the nation's possible entry into 

war. Officially, the United States was not enteririg the war, but this did not 

prevent officials fi"om making preliminary arrangements for the possibility. By 

1940, U.S. officials were working to organize the nation's industrial capacities to 

aid Great Britain's military efforts; considering the nation's housing needs 

constituted a part of this industrial reorganization process. 

In the memo to President Roosevelt, the CHC detailed for the President 

their concerns about the housing needs of the United States, particularly in the 

context of a war. The committee outlined the fact that the national defense 

program, which would require an increase in industrial production, would result 

in "large shifts of population" of both the general working population and of 

military personnel. According to these officials, because of these shifts, as well as 

the remaining and persistent problem of massive housing shortages across the 

coimtry, any successful defense program must include the federal provision of 
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housing. The committee argued that "the provision of housing for such workers 

and their families is immediately necessary...in order to avoid the enormous 

labor turnover and the hampering of production which was experienced in the 

last war."* The government had built some temporary housing for workers 

during World War I; that effort set a precedent for the federal government to 

respond to housing needs in the context of another war emergency.^ Roosevelt 

officials considered the housing policies during World War I insufficient, 

however, and argued that provision of federal public housing was a critical 

element of the war effort. 

In contrast to the World War I housing policy of building temporary 

dwellings for war-workers, many officials in the Roosevelt administration during 

World War II believed that permanent housing should be built for workers as 

well as for the families of the military. The housing committee noted that "it is 

believed wise that, as far as practicable, all housing for families should be of a 

permanent nature, which at the conclusion of the emergency can be utilized as a 

national asset, either as public or private housing."^ This desire to cor\struct 

• Central Housing Committee to the Executive Office of the President, 14 June 1940, 
President's Official Files, 4240a, Office for Emergency Management, Folder 4, FERI, Hyde 
Park. 

' During World War I, the U.S. Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation (1916-
1918), a federally financed program, built temporary housing for the war emergency. By the 
end of the World War I, the government had provided 15,183 family dwelling units and 14,745 
single person dwellings in areas of defense industries. J. Paul Mitchell notes, however, that 
these were controversial housing projects, for there was no precedent for governmental housing 
of industrial workers. After the war, the defense housing was sold to private hands or 
destroyed, confirming state and societal beliefs in private enterprise meeting housing needs. 
John Paul Mitchell "Origins of Federally Aided Public Housing" in J. Paul Mitchell, ed. 
Federal Housing Policy and Programs: Past and Present (New Brunswick: Rutgers University 
Press, 1985), 232-234 

* Central Housing Committee to President Roosevelt, President's Official Files, 4240a, 
Office for Emergency Management, Folder 4, FERI, Hyde Park. 
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permanent versus temporary housing reveals the Roosevelt's administration's 

desire to continue at least some aspects of New Deal housing policies. 

Reformist ideologies about housing similar to that of the New Deal period 

appear in the initial discussions surrounding the question of defense housing. 

For instance, in addition to being permanent, federal officials outlining the 

program stated that the housing should be "safe and comfortable."' Defense 

Housing Coordinator C.F. Palmer wrote in September of 1940, "[t]he defense 

program necessarily involves the up building and maintenance of the health and 

morale of the entire population, and in this serrse the defense housing program is 

concerned with the provision of decent houses for all Americans, and this 

objective should not be lost sight of."^ Like Tugwell earlier. Palmer was 

concerned about the intersection of housing conditions and the morale of the 

working population. The use of the term "morale" was a veiled reference to 

class relations. As they had during the depression, in this early period of war 

mobilization officials did consider that wartime housing should play an integral 

role in encouraging class stability. Palmer understood that the industrial work 

force would not be as productive if they did not have "decent" housing and that 

poor housing could imdermine working-class loyalty. 

After October 14,1940, when President Roosevelt signed the LarJiam 

Defense Housing Act allocating one hundred and fifty million dollars to initiate a 

program of public housing for workers in defense industries, officials from 

' ibid. 
" C.F. Palmer to Advisory Defense Commission, 12 September 1940, RG 96, Records of 

the FHA, General Correspondence, 1935-1942, Box 5, Folder "Federal Agencies, Housing" 
NACP. 
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departments such as the Office for Emergency Management (OEM) began 

fervent discussions about how specifically to follow this directive. Some officials 

concluded that "design should always be as economical and simple as possible."^ 

This said, the OEM also stated that simplicity of design did not mean an absence 

of certain standards. The housing should maintain appropriate "standards of 

livability, safety, convenience and health." The OEM noted that these programs 

had cost limitations, but they would be able to "protect the interests of the 

families who will occupy the new defense homes."® The phrase "protect the 

interests of the families" reflects officials' paternalistic concern for the future 

occupants' contentment and stability. At least at these early stages of discussing 

war-housing policies and goals, officials paid attention to the sociological 

ramifications of housing and its position in creating an industrially productive 

and orderly nation in a time of war. 

The record also indicates that housing officials intended to integrate 

institutional representations of the New Deal reform policies within the war-

housing program. Within the OEM correspondence, officials promoted the 

importance of commuruty facilities to the overall defense housing program: "In 

order to assure that normal community facilities are available to the families 

occupying the houses...it is necessary that the matter of community facilities be 

discussed in the early stages of project development."' They went on to detail 

the fact that the Lanham Act permitted the use of funds for provision of 

' Office for Emergency Management, "Summary of Planiiing Standards for Defense 
Housing Project" 15 January 1941, FDR Official Files, Series 4240a, Folder 4, FERI, Hyde Park. 

" ibid. 
' ibid. 
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community facilities; a budgetary limit of three percent of the total cost of all 

projects was set in place for the construction of commimity facilities. Because of 

these limitations, the OEM advised that for "projects where cost limitations 

preclude the construction of community facilities at this time, a special effort 

should be made to utilize alternate means of providing the necessary facilities.'"" 

As discussed in the chapter on citizenship, the original plarmers intended that 

Greenbelt's community center provide a key element in the residents' progress 

in the areas of social unity and moral uplift; this ideology continued when 

officials planned for the defense section. 

President Roosevelt also drew from reform-era language when he 

engaged the question of what kind of housing the government should provide 

for war workers. The President envisioned the wartime housing program as 

part of a long-term social reconstruction at the global level. "When victory 

comes," he wrote, "among the many phases of the post war program we will 

join the other nations to tackle the problem of providing suitable shelter for 

every family the world over." Roosevelt resolved that such an achievement in 

housing was "one of the high purposes of a world of free peoples."" With these 

kinds of statements, Roosevelt declared the government's involvement in war-

housing not simply in terms of meeting the immediate need for war-housing, 

but also in laying the groundwork for the future involvement of the 

government in rectifying these problems. 

ibid. 
" President's Office to Colman Woodbuy, Director National Association of Housing 

Officials, 27 April 1942, President's Official Files 4806, National Housing Administration, 
FERI, Hyde Park. 
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Roosevelt's interest in the relationship between defense housing and 

reform was extensive. In April of 1942, the President wrote to Mrs. Rosenman of 

the National Committee on the Housing Emergency stating that he was 

interested to leam that the Museum of Modem Art and the Housing Emergency 

committee were collaborating in presenting a public wartime housing exhibition 

at the museum. Roosevelt noted that this exhibit would bring to the public's 

attention how "closely interrelated are the question of wartime housing and 

wartime production." Furthermore, maintaining his perspective on the 

importance of proper housing, the President wrote that "an appreciation of the 

necessity for providing a war worker v^th the comfort of a proper home for 

himself and his family will lead to dose cooperation between federal officials and 

the officials and citizens of different localities in the U.S."'^ In this statement, 

Roosevelt sustained his interest in the relationship between a productive and 

loyal working-class and their "comforts" at home. 

Design and Town-Plan of the Defense Section: Reform Subsides 

Roosevelt and his administration may have wanted to replicate New Deal 

housing policies within the defense program, but budget limitations and a 

general shift in national priorities limited the possibility for reform. In the case of 

Greenbelt, the construction in 1941 of the new defense housing section provides 

an excellent example of the federal government's subtle shift away from 

managing and directing working-class lives in a progressive-era inspired fashion. 

The idea to build more housing units in Greenbelt can be found in a memo from 

Memo re: letter from President Roosevelt to Mrs. Samuel I. Rosenman, National 
Committee on the Housing Emergenq^, 16 April 1942, President's Official Files 4806, National 
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the Central Housing Committee concerning strategies for building war-housing. 

The CHC detailed for the President the potential ways the country could utilize 

existing national properties for future defense projects. The committee noted 

that the Farm Security Administration owned the three Greenbelt towns, 

properties which contained existing infrastructure such as utilities lines. Because 

of these physical details, the federal goveniment could immediately, and more 

cost efficiently, expand the towiis to build more housing units.'^ For federal 

housing officials, Greenbelt seemed to be an obvious choice as a site for a new 

housing project. In the spring of 1941, under the provision of the Lanham Act, 

the Federal Works Agency conunenced construction of one thousand permanent 

war-housing units on part of the site of Greenbelt; one hundred and four units 

were apartments and eight hundred and ninety six were row houses.'^ This 

project was programmed for servicemen and essential migrant defense workers 

in the Washington metropolitan area. 

The construction of over one thousand new housing units in Greenbelt 

more than doubled its original population, a size that differed from what original 

planners believed was ideal. According to Perry's "Neighborhood Unit Plan," 

these Greenbelt plans, with inherent reformative elements, should not exceed 

five thousand persons. A smaller population v/ould enhance commuruty 

relations and produce a small-town environment evocative of New England's 

colonial towns. If one assumes that each unit housed an average of four persons. 

Housing Administration, FERI, Hyde Park. 
'^Central Housing Committee to President Roosevelt, President's Official Files, 4240a, 

Office for Emergency Management, Folder 4, FERI, Hyde Park. 
" Benjamin McCoUuck. "History of the Green Town Projects" June 1949, RG 196 Records 
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after the war units were constructed, the town's population would exceed seven 

thousand. This additional population would eventually strain Greenbelt's 

institutional and social resources. More importantly, however, the elevation of 

the town's numbers reflect the government's enduring commitment to the ways 

in which Greenbelt would serve as an uplifting and ideal community for 

members of the lower classes. 

An examination of the two town plans and architecture further clarifies 

how the federal government's public housing policies and priorities changed 

during World War II. Greenbelt planners of the original project carefully 

organized every architectural and planning detail of the community; the design 

was an important facet of reforming working-class lives. Deviation from such 

precise plaiming is one example of the federal government's shifting priorities. 

The buildings and town plan of the new defense section in Greenbelt had 

a similar appearance and style to that of the original project and most observers 

presumed that the units had the same kind of ameruties and overall standard of 

living as that of the original section of Greenbelt; significant differences in design 

and amenities, however, appear in the new section. For instance, the defense 

section lacked the careful consideration of pedestrian traffic, children's safety, 

and other features of the original project. Greenbelt proponent and designer 

Clarence Stein was dismayed at these design changes. In his essay on the 

Greenbelt community. Stein gave a lot of attention to what the defense section 

lacked in so many areas of planriing, establishing that it departed from the 

original Greenbelt plan, a plan that, according to Stein, created the ideal physical 

of the FPHA, Records of the Statistics Division, Box 1, NACP. 
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and sodal environment for better living. With these deficiencies, the defense 

project failed the original goals set for the Resettlement Administration's public 

housing projects. 

Stein's criticism of the defense section focused primarily on the lack of 

pedestrian pathways in the defense section, an omission that impeded the 

development of an integrated community and impaired the safe use of the space. 

For example, defense section planners eliminated the paths to the garden side of 

the house. Stein lamented the loss of these garden pathways. He wrote that 

while the orientation of the defense houses were similar to that of the original 

section with a service court at the rear and a centrally oriented front door, the 

pathways were seldom used, for they led to unfinished open spaces: 

The paths on the garden side were never constructed...not enough trees 
planted around the houses to invite the use of these open spaces for 
playing or loafing. The members of the families or their friends 
seldom approach this side, for most of the inner block connections of 
the main framework of paths were never realized. 

Stein related changes in these design features to a lack of community 

development and a general decline in quality of life. 

As a means to frame his criticism of the defense section's pathway 

designs, he first chose to elevate the original plan. Stein wrote in eloquent 

language that in the original section, "the main framework of walks is 

completely separated from roads through the center of the superblocks, 

gracefully following the crescent dictated by the form of the land.... It is all like 

the orderly growth of a tree-or the human nerve system." Stein's choice to use 

Clarence Stein, Toward New Towns for America (New York: Reinhold Publishing 
Corporation, 1957), 138. 
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such words as "gracefully" to describe the ways in which the original Greenbelt's 

pathways operated reveals his understanding of the importance of well-designed 

pedestrian pathways to the overall success of the community. The situation in 

the defense section did not incorporate the same assumptions about community 

or even integration of the original community. Stein argued that "it is quite a 

different matter in the Defense Section where some one told us 'it's a wonderful 

system—or would be if we had it.'"'^ Stein detailed the fact that "[n]otonly 

were the paths to the garden side of the house omitted there, but also many of 

the main paths."These pathways encouraged pedestrian traffic away from the 

automobile roads and within the more protected central green spaces. These 

pathways would ultimately lead toward the town center, another important 

social and physical element of the original Greenbelt. The absence of these 

pathways in the defense section is significant when considering how important 

the superblock plan was to the entire design for the original community. 

Another important absence in the defense section were the underpasses 

so celebrated in the original community. Stein and many other commentators 

applauded the original section's numerous imderpasses, which were integral to 

the superblock plan. The underpasses stressed safety, eliminating the need for 

pedestrians to encounter vehicular traffic. In the defense section, however, the 

absence of underpasses resulted in pedestrians' greater use of the streets made 

for automobiles. Stein noted that because it was quicker than the central paths, 

women from the defense section "use the street instead of the walks when 

" ibid., 148. 
ibid. 
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pushing a load of groceries plus a baby.'"® According to Stein, the lack of 

underpasses and properly oriented pathways created problems and danger for 

the residents, particularly for the women who were responsible for shopping 

and other domestic tasks. 

Stein also took issue with the distance between the defense homes section 

and the town center. As discussed in the previous chapter, the planning theories 

of Clarence Perry's "Neighborhood Unit" were fundamental to building a town 

that was integrated and self-contained. Planners and administrators hoped to 

provide for the residents most of their recreational and physical needs. The 

town, in effect, would serve as a single, well-planned neighborhood. Residents 

in the original section could easily walk down the well-fumished pathways and 

underpasses to reach the town center and attend to their shopping needs. For 

the residents of the defense section, the lack of main pathways, underpasses, and 

the greater distance to the town center limited their use of the commercial and 

recreational facilities available to residents of the original section. The sense that 

Greenbelt was a self-contained community was challenged with the introduction 

of the defense section. 

Stein did not limit his criticism of the defense section to the absence of key 

planning and design elements, arguing that the "child friendly" element of the 

original community was not repeated in Greenbelt's war-housing. In particular, 

Stein was concerned that Greenbelf s defense section did not promote ordered 

children's play in green spaces, something Stein extolled in the original 

Greenbelt. "It is difficult to distinguish between play in their own yards and play 

" ibid. 
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in the neighbors' yard, but a good deal of play, especially by the small children 

up to say seven years, centers around the area close to their homes; this may be 

in green courts, in parking areas, in their own or neighbors' yards."Stein 

noted that there were no hedges in the defense section, which would serve to 

mark some kind of boundary between each of the residences. The lack of 

hedges, as well as insufficient central park spaces led children to play in a 

disorderly fashion, something the original designers and promoters of the 

superblock plan hoped to elinunate. In a photograph Stein used to describe this 

situation, the caption remarks on the "disorderly use of same space for drying, 

auto parking and children's play."^° Separating children's play from both 

automobiles and the domestic function of drying laundry was important to 

Stein's reformative ideals of good town planning as well as in constructing an 

ideal childhood. 

Stein's larger conclusion about the new defense section was that the lack 

of critical design features created a situation ripe to mimic urban centers, 

something the planners of the original commimity worked deliberately to 

counter. For Stein, without the design features of underpasses and centrally 

located pathways, the new Greenbelt was not a "true" greenbelt community: 

The external environment of the defense homes is ill kept and 
disorderly. In these slumlike sxirroundings there is little incentive to 
exercise the loving care that earlier tenants give to gardens and 
hedges.... safety for children has been decreased as has outdoor comfort 
and repose for adults. Underpasses near school have been replaced by 
policing of road crossings. The little child has no choice but the paved 

" ibid., 149. 
^ ibid., 139. As a reminder, images from the film "The City" were critical of the 

"disorderly" play of children in urban centers. 
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court, with the constant danger of moving vehicles. 

Stein's comments evolved from his long history of involvement in promoting 

the Greenbelt plan. As an architect who was committed to the greenbelt plan as 

the physical and social solution to the problems associated v^dth the dty, the 

elimination of these design features in the defense section signaled a hazardous 

deviation from the original planners' goals for creating an ideal community for 

lower class families. 

The design of defense projects on one level may seem benign, particularly 

in the context of war. Because of the war, economies of design had to be 

instituted in the construction of the defense project. Priorities for raw materials 

and other energies normally used for construction projects were shifted towards 

the war effort. The movement away from these design plans, however, and 

later from administrative policies concerning gender relations, reflected a 

sigiiificant shift from the original reformative goals in Greenbelt. The 

elimination of these design and structural reveals that by 1941, federal 

administrators were no longer focused on organizing working-class lives in the 

ways in which they were during the New Deal. 

The Original Residents Respond 

The introduction of more than twice the original population to the 

Greenbelt community engendered wariness among federal administrators and 

the local community. In particular, when the federal government announced 

their decision to build the new section of Greenbelt, both residents and federal 

administrators were anxious regarding possible conflict between the two groups. 

" ibid., 139. 
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From the perspective of the original planners of Greenbelt and the residents 

themselves, by 1941 the original Greenbelt community had come to reflect some 

of the original commuruty oriented goals established by New Deal plaruiers. The 

town's small size, the proximity of the houses to one another, and the 

establishment of and participation in many community-oriented activities had 

produced a fairly well integrated community. Introducing "outsiders" to a small 

town environment bred caution from the original residents, particularly as it 

concerned maintaining the cooperative element of the town. 

Furthermore, by 1941, Greenbelt residents had attempted to assert local 

autonomy and control over their community. The residents had begun to 

envision what they believed was important for their citizenry. Residents were 

concerned that the doubling of the population in Greenbelt had the possibility of 

altering these kinds of dynamics in the community. It would be careless to argue 

that the original planners had been hegemoruc and successfully transmitted their 

white, middle-class version of family and commimity life to the residents, largely 

because original Greenbelt residents did believe that some of the unique aspects 

of their community were positive. They did not want these eliminated, and the 

influx of thousands of new residents, they believed, would threaten those aspects 

of the town that many in the community claimed as theirs. 

The residents were quick to introduce local programs and practices that 

would prevent the town from deviating from what they identified as the model 

of good community life. In February of 1941, Greenbelt resident Abraham 

Chasnow petitioned the Town Council to help organize representatives from 

different Greenbelt orgaruzations, such as the Parent Teachers Association, in 
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order to discuss "just what effect the new expansion will have on the town." 

Chasnow stated that these ideas should then be presented to the Farm Security 

Administration."' Chasnow's suggestion expressed his disquiet with the 

prospect of radically changing the population in Greenbelt. By requesting that 

Greenbelt's various organizations come together to discuss the new expansion, 

Chasnow was indicating that indeed the new defense section would affect the 

community in possibly dramatic ways. Would there be enough resources for 

education and recreational services? Would a doubled population have the same 

kind of cooperative nature? How would the original community be able to 

integrate such a large new population socially and logistically? Qiasnow may 

have hoped that the defense section would never be built. Because of the 

likelihood of the new construction, however, Chasnow and others were 

organizing a response to the future changes. This movement reveals agency 

within the commtmity as well as evidence of continued conflict regarding the 

question of local control of the community versus federal control. 

Some residents, including members of the Town Council, hoped that even 

though Greenbelt would more than double in population, the commxmity-

oriented nature of Greenbelt would not diminish. This concern was reflected in 

an April 1941 Town Council meeting. At this meeting, the Town Coundl passed 

a resolution to extend a "welcome and greeting to these new families." The 

Town Council also agreed to ask the new families to "become acquainted with 

~ Town Coundl Minutes for February 10, 1941, Greenbelt City Qerks' Office, Greenbelt. 
As clarified in Chapter Three, Chasnow had petitioned the FSA for a nursery school so that 
the town's children could be supervised properly. Chasnow clearly believed he had an 
investment in the social aspects of Greenbelt. 
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our many organizations as they are theirs. Be it further resolved that these 

families be invited to attend our Council meetings."^^ At some level, the 

residents were preparing to adapt to the new population and to the prospect that 

their town would never be the same. To counteract possible disintegration of 

the town's unique qualities, however, some residents proposed that as soon as 

they moved in, the new residents should be introduced to Greenbelt's 

organizations and other community oriented activities. It was no coincidence 

that the issue of Greenbelt's "many organizations" was introduced in this 

resolution. 

Mary Clare Bonham remembered the initial disquiet among residents of 

the original Greenbelt about the new commuiuty. In 1987 she remembered that, 

at first, she had worried that the new section "was such a downgrading of the 

town" that it "would ruin it." At first, Bonham considered the new community 

"really practically slum housing." Of perhaps greater significance, Bonham 

remarked that the original residents thought that the people in the defense 

section were not invested in the social spirit of the community. They believed 

that the residents were "just sort of camping there for the duration of the war."^^ 

Bonham and other residents were concerned that the new residents did not 

understand the significance of Greenbelf s social qualities and this conflicted with 

some of the original resident's understanding of the meaning of Greenbelt. They 

also shared with Stein the concern that the new units did not reflect the unique 

^ Town Council Minutes for April 27,1942, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, Greenbelt. 
•* Mary Qare Bonham in Conitnemorative Program: Greenbelt FifHeth Anniversary 

Dinner Dance October 10, 1987, University of Maryland Library, Special Collections, College 
Park, p. 20. 
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architectural qualities of the original section. 

Another factor informing the trepidation some members maintained 

regarding the new defense section concerned the "quality" of the new residents. 

As will be further clarified, the govermnent was building these one thousand 

housing units not as a "social experiment" as they did with the original 

Greenbelt, but more simply as a way to house people for the war effort. When 

defense section residents applied to live in Greenbelt, federal administrators did 

not conduct the same levels of screening processes. Federal administrators did 

not do the same kind of "hand picking" of future residents for the new section as 

they did originally. In the minds of "old" Greenbelt residents, the character of 

the new residents was unclear. The new residents were defense workers and 

families of the military. Perhaps they did not fit the models of character 

Greenbelt residents had understood to be important for their town's well being. 

In addition to these questions concerning the social implications of the 

additional population, residents discussed how the community would 

accommodate institutionally the new residents regarding the issue of education. 

The Greenbelt residents were worried that the increase in population, 

particularly of school-aged children, would strain existing educational facilities. 

While the federal plan for the defense section more than doubled the population 

in Greenbelt, neither the FSA nor the PHA provided funding or made plans for 

more schools to accommodate this increase. The Town Council met in June of 

1941 and passed a resolution to request from the FSA additional school facilities 

to "take care of increased population occasioned by the construction of defense 
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homes in Greenbelt."*" Later that month, the Town Council read a letter from 

the FSA, which acknowledged receipt of the resolution regarding additional 

school facilities in Greenbelt. The FSA officials stated that they were aware of 

the educational problems that would arise as a result of the increased housing 

facilities that were being planned and constructed in Greenbelt. The FSA stated 

that they would pass the resolution along to the Federal Works Agency. The 

Town Council minutes noted that the FSA suggested that they contact the Prince 

George's County's Board of Education, since they were responsible for 

educational facilities in the area.^^ The FSA suggested that the Federal Works 

Agency might consider building additional school facilities in Greenbelt, but that 

the commtmity should really look to the local school boards for relief. This 

response from the FSA differed dramatically from what transpired in the town's 

early years on the question of education. 

When the RA was first conceived and planned, administrators and 

planners were careful about anticipating and planning for the many social, 

physical, and educational needs of the Greenbelt resident. The schooling of the 

town's children was of particular concern to the experts involved in planning 

Greenbelt. These experts planned to create as ideal a community as possible, and 

education was a central component of this task. As discussed in the chapter on 

children, Greenbelt planners even accounted for the specific educational 

pedagogy for the new elementary school. This was no longer the case by 1941. 

^ Greenbelt Town Council Minutes of June 9,1941, Greenbelt City Clerks Office, 
Greenbelt. 

^ Greenbelt Town Council Minutes of July 14,1941, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 
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The educational needs for original Greenbelt and the future defense housing 

project residents were not a priority for the FSA and were dismissed to local 

control. When comparing the language in federal administrators' documents 

from the mid-1930s with that of this 1941 letter from the FSA, it becomes clear 

that the purpose for the project was quite different during World War 11. By 

1941, not only was pedagogy no longer a concern of officials, federal officials 

involved in Greenbelt also dismissed the necessity of providing educational 

facilities. 

In many ways, the fact that the federal goverrmient did not expand 

educational facilities for the elevated Greenbelt population was simply a 

symptom of the war emergency. By 1942 construction of private houses had 

ceased due to wartime shortages and many communities simply had to make do 

with what little resources they had.^" Only two months before this 

correspondence between the Town Council and the FSA, however, the director 

of the RA had sent the Greenbelt Town Covmcil a letter which assured the town 

that "every effort would be made to see that the affairs of Greenbelt would not 

be disrupted because of the expansion program."^® A key component of the 

reform effort in Greenbelt was eliminated by World War II when officials did not 

provide adequate educational facilities. 

Contests between the original residents and federal officials over schools, 

the "quality" of the new residents, and the expansion of the town reveal that, by 

^ President Roosevelt to Hon. Philip Fleming, Federal Works Administrator, 4 March 
1942, Presidents Official Files 4806, National Housing Administration, FERI, Hyde Park. 

^ Greenbelt Town Council Minutes of April 14,1941, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 
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1941, these two groups attached different meanings to the community. After 

four years in Greenbelt, the residents believed that they had certain rights to 

define the evolution and character of the commimity. Residents revealed their 

agency when they responded quickly to the changes facing their town. As the 

following discussion will clarify, however, the residents did not have any real 

autonomy over Greenbelt. While the original planners involved in their project 

encouraged the residents to demoristrate positive, middle-class citizenship 

values, the reality of this goal was limited. Because of these limitations, when the 

government withdrew its reformative efforts in Greenbelt, they also defined the 

future of Greenbelt without the original residents' consent. 

Women and Work during the War 

As has been discussed throughout this analysis, during the planning 

stages and early administration of Greenbelt, housing reformers and federal 

officials hoped that the recipients of their public housing program would mimic 

the gender relations of the middle-class. In large part as a means to prevent 

social agitation during the depression, Greenbelt planners and administrators 

provided many avenues in architectural design and in the administration that 

were set to encourage the adult women of Greenbelt to center their lives around 

reproductive labor. This changed during the war. 

In contrast to previous gendered policies in Greenbelt, during the war 

women were encouraged to work for wages. When the prospect of war 

emerged for the United States, federal admiiustrators loosened their reform 

minded policies for Greenbelt women, and eliminated those that would inhibit 

women from working for wages. As was the case for the rest of the nation, in 
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Greenbelt the ideology of women and work changed to meet the needs of the 

war effort. Other historians have written on the subject of women's waged 

work during World War 11, and how ideologies for woman changed depending 

on industrial and military needs.*' The structural and ideological changes in 

Greenbelt are significant, however, because they reversed the years of plaiuiing 

and practices by housing reformers who had intended to create an ideal 

community. Encouraging separate spheres for families of a class who 

presumably had not followed these divisions was a central component to the 

overall effort to rehabilitate the lower class recipients of the Greenbelt program. 

The war interrupted this process. 

One of the ways in which Greenbelt women were encouraged to work for 

wages was the ultimate elimination of income caps for residents. In the first five 

years of Greenbelt's history, federal administrators instituted income caps for the 

residents. If a family exceeded these income caps, they were required to leave 

the conuntmity. The income caps were in place to insure that only those families 

with a moderate income in need of housing would benefit from the program 

and were structured so as to place a clear limitation on a second wage earner. 

Initially they were partially preserved; in 1941 the Farm Security Administration 

stated that they would continue to maintain the income caps for the original 

Greenbelt residents, not the defense section.^" Maintaining income caps could 

^ Karen Anderson, Wartime Women: Sex Roles. Family Relations, and the Status of 
Women during World War 11 (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1981); Shema Cluck, Rosie the 
Riveter Revisited: Women, the War and Social Change (Boston: G.K. Hall, 1987); Maureen 
Honey, Creating Rosie the Riveter: Qass. Gender, and Propaganda during World War 11 
(Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1984). 

^ FPHA, History of Greenbelt Eligibility and Rentals, 1949, RG 196, Records of the 
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have been for a variety of reasons, one being that they still considered the 

intended purpose for Greenbelt as a project to serve low-income families, the 

war not withstanding. Furthermore, defense jobs for women did not develop in 

large numbers until mid-1942. 

If only briefly during the mobilization period, FSA administrators 

maintained their vision that middle-class gender relations were preferred for the 

working-class, and that Greenbelt residents should not have a second wage 

earner in a family. In 1941 the FSA intended to move out of Greenbelt "those 

fanailies whose incomes had risen to the point where they could afford private 

housing, thus making their dwelling units available to families of lower 

income."^' This FSA directive created hardships on numerous fronts. The 

housing shortages in urban centers like Washington D.C. and Baltimore grew 

during the war. By 1941, there were few alternate housing options. More 

importantly for this discussion, the industrial sector was requiring more and 

more labor. If a Greenbelt woman responded to these demands, she risked 

losing her family's housing. 

Because of the attendant hardships associated with finding a new dwelling 

during the war and other problems associated with leaving the community, 

Greenbelt residents protested the income cap restrictions. Specifically, residents 

argued that the cost of living had increased by almost fifty percent since the 

onset of U.S. involvement in the war, altering the economic validity of the 

income caps. In January of 1942, the Tovm Council convened to discuss the 

FPHA, Subject Files of Greenbelt Community Manager, Box 2, File 1, NACP. 
ibid. 
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FSA's recent order "governing the salary limitations of Greenbelt residents." 

Concerned about the ramifications of this order for individual families and the 

community at large. Council members noted that there were "differing policies 

of rentals in the old homes and in the new built homes under the Lanham Act 

provisions, with the attendant danger of dividing the town against itself." 

Council members wanted to "relieve the tension" and avoid the FSA's directive 

that they believed created "unstable conditions and unrest" in Greenbelt."^' The 

Town Council resolved to request that the FSA rescind its directives on the 

income caps for Greenbelt. 

Ten months after the Council meeting, residents of original Greenbelt no 

longer had to worry about the income limitations. As a result of a Presidential 

directive, in October of 1942 the jurisdiction of Greenbelt was transferred from 

the Farm Security Administration to the Public Housing Authority (PHA). When 

taking over administration of the project, PHA officials found "at that time that 

the [incomes of] families in the war-housing project generally exceed those of the 

families in the original Greenbelt, some of whom were about to be evicted due 

to the incomes exceeding the maximum as established by the FSA for continued 

occupancy." Because of the income discrepancies between the two sections and 

because the housing situation in the Washington area was "critical," PHA officials 

removed "all income restrictions for continued occupancy in original Greenbelt 

and in lieu thereof to put into effect a graded rent plan whereby tenant families 

Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for January 19,1942, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 
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of original Greenbelt would [pay] rent in relation to their income."^^ At least for 

the duration of the war, residents in original Greenbelt would not have to risk 

eviction of their family if they exceeded the original income caps. Furthermore, 

the eradication of the income caps enabled families to choose whether the female 

householder could become a second wage earner in the family. 

It is difficult to prove with specific nimibers what percentage of women 

worked for wages in Greenbelt during World War II, for there are no available 

census records concerning labor statistics for Greenbelt during World War H. It 

is only by examining other kinds of evidence that we can we illuminate the issue 

of women and work. Two important issues to examine are the questions of 

childcare and transportation. Before the war, mothers who hoped to work more 

than a few hours a day could not find adequate care for their children in 

Greenbelt. Secondly, the problem of transportation to and from Washington 

D.C. persisted throughout Greenbelt's early history, and only by remedjdng this 

would women be able to go to work. 

To accommodate the childcare needs of women who worked for wages 

during the war, the director of community services Mary Jane Kinzer worked to 

establish a childcare center. Kinzer was concerned about the children of 

Greenbelt whose mothers, "responding to economic and patriotic pressure," 

worked outside the home for wages. Even before the war, Kinzer was aware 

that working women were becoming a "permanent aspect of the modem 

world" and that children should therefore be provided wdth a "safe, happy and 

^ FPHA, History of Greenbelt Eligibility and Rentals, 1949, RG 196, Records of the 
FPHA, Subject Files of Greenbelt Community Manager, Box 2, File 2, NACP. 
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educational environment." Because of her awareness of this need, Kinzer 

prepared a plan that allowed Greenbelt to be the first community to qualify for 

Lanham Act funds. The funds covered the financial needs of a childcare center 

between October 1942 and February of 1946.^^ 

As director of community services, Kinzer was expeditious in planning for 

the childcare center and maintained a progressive ideology concerrung the 

notion of women and wage work. Even though Kinzer believed that women 

were becoming "permanent" members of the work force and that their children 

required safe and educationally based care, it took the war to bring a childcare 

center to Greenbelt. Recall that in 1940, just one year before America's entrance 

into the war, the commimity experienced a spirited controversy about the 

prospect of having a nursery school.^^ At that point, the Town Council did not 

agree to support a municipally financed nursery school. While there is some 

evidence that a small percentage of Greenbelt women worked for wages before 

the war, the community did not aid them in this process by financing or 

contributing to childcare. 

Clearly, the federal Lanham Act funds aided women in Greenbelt who 

were working for wages and required the services of a childcare center. As 

other historians have noted, the Lanham Act financed childcare centers did not 

reach many other communities and Greenbelt women were more fortunate on 

^ History of Greenbelt Child Care Center. RG 196, Records of the FPHA, General 
Correspondence, Box 4, Folder 5, NACP . This record does not have an author ascribed to it. 
However, from the tone of the writing, it can be safely surmised that a childcare center 
employee or advocate wrote this history. 

^ Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for October 28,1949, Greenbelt Qty Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 
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this point than other women around the countryFurthermore, in stark 

contrast to their early history in Greenbelt, during the war women were able to 

seek and receive low-cost care for their children while they were working. This 

well financed childcare center was short lived. After the war, the story was quite 

different. For the duration of the war, however, the federal government aided 

Greenbelt women in adopting new roles and responsibilities. 

The question of transportation between Greenbelt and Washington D.C. 

was a significant dilennma for the residents from the beginning of the town's 

history; during the war, however, the issue of adequate busing became an even 

bigger problem as women were added to the rolls of those working. Because of 

the direct effect this problem had on the everyday lives of working men and 

women, the Town Council minutes of the war period recorded copious amounts 

of discussions regarding the lack of busing, the possible elimination of busing, 

petitions to add to the bus schedule, and so forth. On December 8,1941, the day 

after the bombing of Pearl Harbor, the Capital Transit Company of Washington 

D.C. introduced a new bus service for the residents of Greenbelt, expanding the 

bus service to eighteen hours a day, operating at thirty minute intervals.^^ The 

provision of this service was swift and indicates that the transportation company 

may have had a plan in place that predated Pearl Harbor for what to do once at 

war. This bus service was expanded even further in 1942, yet residents still 

articulated their concerns about transportation. In January of 1943 the residents 

^ On the question on the limited nature of Lanham day care funds, see Karen Anderson, 
Wartime Women. 

^ Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for December 8,1941, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 
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requested that the Town Council provide high school buses to transport 

residents twice a day to Beltsville, the site of an agricultural research center?® In 

1943, Capital Transit canceled bus service, and then resumed it. Perhaps because 

of a reduction in bus service, in 1943 Greenbelt residents petitioned the Council 

to aid them in forming carpools. The record does not reveal whether men or 

women requested this carpool service. We can surmise, however, that because 

more women were working for wages, the transportation problems became 

even greater than before. Nevertheless, because Capital Transit expanded its 

hours of operation to eighteen per day, more women (and men) could work 

during the swing and graveyard shifts required by so many industrial firms. 

This expanded bus service dramatically differed from the first years of Greenbelt 

when its limited service prohibited women from engaging in even part-time 

work. 

Another issue facing Greenbelt women (and those across the nation) who 

worked for wages during the war was that of completing their domestic tasks, 

such as grocery shopping and cleaning the house. Women who lived in the 

defense section had even more problems completing these tasks than those who 

lived in the original section. While the residents in the original Greenbelt section 

could easily walk to the town center to take care of grocery shopping and other 

errands, residents in the defense section could not easily execute this task. Stein 

notes that women—his examples were only women with children—in the 

^ Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for January 25,1943, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 

Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for December 20,1943, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 
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defense section had a much longer walk to the town center. It was almost a mile 

from the defense section to the original town center and grocery store. Because 

of this. Stein argued, women in the defense section did most of their shopping 

elsewhere, perhaps in Washington D.C. on their way home from work. Stein 

drew this conclusion by examining the grocery store's records, finding a decline 

in gross sales relative to the population increase of 1941.^° Stein determined that 

the greater distance to the store, as well as the topography of the defense 

section, affected the maintenance of a "contained" community. For example, the 

path from the store towards the defense section was at an elevated grade and 

according to Stein, "women objected to carrying heavy bundles or pushing carts 

filled v^th purchases and babies up the slope.""" In the Town Covmdl minutes 

for December 1943, a petition from residents was served to the Council asking 

them to furnish a shopping service for residents in the new section." The 

request may have been initiated by working mothers, who would find it easier 

to have their groceries delivered to their house, rather than to take their time 

away from work to do the family food shopping. Stein reported that ultimately 

the Co-op set up a temporary grocery store, "because of the demands of the 

more northem inhabitants to have at least...essentials nearby.'"*^ 

Although the spatial and physical aspects of the new commuiuty affected 

women most directly, reformers and planners such as Stein believed that these 

changes altered dramatically the whole community's quality of integration and 

Clarence Stein, Toward New Towns. 153. 
ibid, 

^ Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for December 20,1943, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 
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cooperation. While the new grocery service was beneficial to the female 

residents of the war section, it served to eliminate the need to go to the town 

center. This in turn, observers believed, would eliminate the new residents' 

participation in the many forms of social interaction and community-oriented 

activities located at the town-center. Architects and town-planners such as Stein 

and Perry would see this seemingly simple matter of convenience for the new 

female residents as a signal that the entire experiment in Greenbelt was 

disintegrating. 

Gender, Employment, and Visions for the Post-War Community 

In September of 1943, the Town Council read a letter from Maryland's 

governor requesting information from Greenbelt as to their plans for post-war 

employment "of those persons who have left their jobs and entered the armed 

services." This type of correspondence can be found in many other 

murudpalities during the war, for the question of re-employing vetercins 

dominated many conversations about the economy as well as social relations. At 

the end of this correspondence, the Governor also requested information about 

the plans Greenbelt had for "those who are taking the places of those in the 

service when the servicemen resume civilian life."^^ Maryland Governor Herbert 

O'Connor made no reference to "Rosie the Riveter" or to the fact that many 

women had been working during this period. The Town Council minutes do not 

record what Greenbelt's response was to this question and the official record 

does not clarify how either the Town Council or the Maryland governor felt 

^ Qarence Stein, Toward New Towns. 153. 
** Greenbelt Town Council Minutes of September 29,1943, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
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about re-employment opportunities for women after the war. It is only by 

examining the policies of Greenbelt officials and the PHA that we can determine 

their post-war expectations regarding women and work or rather, women and 

motherhood. 

As was the case across the country, as soon as the war was over, the 

Lanham Act funds for the childcare center were immediately withdrawn. Two 

months after the funds were withdrawn, a representative from the childcare 

center asked that the Town Council consider giving the two hundred dollars 

from the remaiiting defer«e covmcil fund to the childcare center. Mrs. McCarthy 

told the Council that the childcare center had recently been forced to raise the 

weekly tuition from three dollars to thirty-nine dollars, obviously a significant 

burden for women who wanted or needed to work. She stated that in part 

because of the tuition rate hike, the center's erurollment numbers had been 

reduced significantly. McCarthy was convinced, however, that the need for a 

well-staffed and well-financed childcare center was still "very urgent." 

McCarthy's request was derued.^' Still persistent, McCarthy asked that the 

Council support her effort to raise money within the community. She hoped to 

provide scholarships for parents who "cannot pay the full tuition but are in need 

of supervision for the children." 

With their history of cooperative efforts, Greenbelt parents who were 

"determined to keep the center operating" decided to run the center in a 

cooperative fashion. The maintenance of the childcare center indicates that 

Greenbelt. 
Town Council Minutes for 22 April 1946, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, Greenbelt. 
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female residents in the community were continuing to work for wages, even 

though after the war women were fired from their war industry jobs. For only a 

nominal rent, the PHA agreed to allow the childcare center to use eight, one 

room apartments for their needs. 

Hints, however, that the PHA was no longer going to be so "generous" to 

the childcare center were evident by March of 1947. Deputy Director of the PHA 

field office Joseph Gray sent correspondence to the nursery school. Gray asked 

that the nursery school "report on the operation" of the school, using the 

questions Gray provided for them to make this report. Some of the questions 

included: "What is the present enrollment and what has been the average 

attendance for the past six months?" "How many mothers are employed and 

must use the nursery school as the only means of assuring care of their children 

while they're at work?" "What other arrangements, if any, could employed 

mothers make for the care of their children in the event no nursery school 

existed?" "Is the nursery school financially able to pay a rental charge to cover 

such items as utilities...plus a fair return to the government for use of the 

space?""*^ Gray's questions were intended to provide the PHA with iriformation 

about the program. Yet, the language of the questions is quite revealing of the 

perspective PHA had regarding the childcare center. For instance. Gray was 

asking that the center determine whether or not any "other arrangements" 

could be made for childcare. Generally, Gray's questions were framed to 

provide information he could use to conclude that it served too few clients at too 

^ Joseph Gray to Charles Cormack and Greenbelt Nursery School, 3 March 1947, RG 196, 
Records of the FPHA, Box 1, Folder 1947, NACP. 
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high a cost Neither Gray nor the PHA took immediate action regarding the 

childcare center. It was not long, however, before the PHA worked to withdraw 

federal support of the day care center. 

Conflict regarding the question of the day-care center and the federal 

government's support of such a program persisted after the initial post-war 

conversion period. In 1952, the Greenbelt childcare center received a letter from 

the PHA appointed conunuiuty manager, O.L. Mitchell, informing them that the 

building the center used had been sold. Mitchell further informed the center that 

they had been "operating under the government's jurisdiction without the 

benefit of any formal lease or agreement." Mitchell iristructed them to contact 

the new owner immediately "for purposes of discussing your futiu-e location for 

the same activities."^'' The chairman of the childcare center's board of directors 

wrote a strongly worded letter in response to these efforts at eviction. In a letter 

to the comnussioner of the PHA, John Egan, Mrs. Donald Campbell petitioned 

the PHA to continue their lease at their present location. Campbell clearly stated 

that the center was a non-profit organization offering day care to the "children 

of working mothers." Campbell worried that if they were evicted, if was 

unlikely that the center would "ever function again." She went on to state that 

"the center has served hundreds of children during the past decade, and the need 

for it in Greenbelt, isolated as the town is from other day care establishments, 

will continue." In earlier correspondence between Greenbelt residents and 

*' O.L. Mitchell to Greenbelt Cooperative Nursery, April 10, 1952, RG 196, Records of 
the PTHA, General Correspondence, Box 4, NACP. 

^ Mrs. Donald Campbell to John T. Egan, 19 December 1952, RG 196, Records of the 
FPHA, General Correspondence, Box 4, Folder 5, NACP. 
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government officials, most of the requests for help or to change policy were 

based on the women's status as mothers, and not as workers. For ii^tance, in 

earlier requests for a nursery school or kindergarten, mothers emphasized only 

that these programs would be good for their children's health and education, not 

to aid mothers working for wages. After the war, however, Campbell did not 

fear revealing to Egan that these working mothers had urgent needs for care 

because they were just that—working. 

Others involved in the Greenbelt childcare center (or nursery school) also 

responded strongly to these eviction threats. In an open letter to Greenbelt 

residents, supporters of the program explained the quality and importance of the 

childcare center's efforts. They stated that the nursery school followed 

standards set up by the Prince George's county board of education and the 

public health officer. Furthermore, they stated that "because our children are 

happy and well cared for, our minds are at peace. But we must not let this 

feeling of security become one of complacency and indifference. Always 

remember that the Greenbelt childcare center is your school, and it is your 

privilege to take part in its operation and planning.'"*' In this open letter, 

advocates were hoping to build public pressure to maintain the childcare center. 

They were unsuccessful. 

Even the existence of a kindergarten in Greenbelt came under fire from 

the PHA. In May of 1952, the Town Council reported that the commissioner of 

the PHA had decided that "the kindergarten was not an essential service in the 

"History of Greenbelt Child Care Center" RG 196, Records of the FPHA, General 
Correspondence, Box 4, Folder 5, NACP. 
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dty, and that there are no kindergartens in Prince George's County, and they do 

not feel that they should maintain one and pay for one in Greenbelt." 

Furthermore, Egan told Greenbelt representatives that it was "long past time" 

when the PHA should make a firm statement regarding the matter of a 

kindergarten. Egan reasserted that it was as a luxury.As commissioner of the 

PHA, his priorities centered more around finances and budget and not with 

shaping future citizens. 

In 1937, federal administrators were eager to initiate all kinds of programs 

in Greenbelt in order to reform and uplift the population and kindergarten 

classes were a part of their progressive ideology. According to Julia Grant, the 

century-old kindergarten movement was a part of a larger American (and 

European) reform movement to educate mothers and children and generally to 

"improve family life.""' Egan and the PHA did not consider these reform 

elements when weighing the question of continuing the Greenbelt kindergarten 

program. All reform facets of a kindergarten program were eliminated. 

The Elimination of Recreational Programs 

Federal officials cvirtailed other policies and programs during and after the 

war, programs that had previously been critical to the initial effort to reform 

class relations. For instance, when Greenbelt expanded because of the addition 

Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for May 9, 1952, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 

Julia Grant. Raising Baby by the Book: the Education of American Mothers (New 
Haven: Yale University Press), 34-36. Grant also notes that clubwomen and settlement house 
workers "avidly adopted kindergartens as a major platform of their reform movement during 
the 1880s." Furthermore, Julia Grant argues that kindergarten advocates reconciled the fact 
that children were out of their mothers care for a few hours during the day by drawing from the 
rhetoric of scientific motherhood. 
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of the defense housing section, residents were rightly concerned that the many 

social programs in Greenbelt would be strained by the population increase. 

Engaging this potential budgetary and social problem, in November 1942, the 

Town Council agreed to request funds from the Federal Works Agency to 

promote adequate "instructional programs" for Greenbelt residents."^ Council 

members agreed that because the town was doubling, it was "necessary" for the 

federal government to provide them with adequate resources to continue their 

recreational programs. From its inception, the federal govenunent had 

provided the residents with three full-time recreational staff members. These 

individuals were resporisible for encouraging programs such as home economics 

classes, art and theater clubs. These programs were set in place to provide 

alternatives to the traditional recreational activities of the working-class— 

saloons, dance halls, and the like. By the time of the war, Greenbelt residents felt 

entitled to these programs, and were certain that they would be able to receive 

additional funds from the government to maintain them. Just five months prior 

to this request, the Town Council discussed requesting money from the 

government to help them build four clay tennis courts. Even though in 1942 

the country was fully committed to the war effort and was using all available 

resources to aid in this effort, residents of Greenbelt assumed that their 

community required these kinds of programs and facilities. The record indicates, 

however, that by 1943 the PHA did not support the socially oriented programs 

^ Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for November 9,1942, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 

" Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for May 4, 1942, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 
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that reformers in the 1930s had initiated to uplift and reform the Greenbelt 

residents. 

Greenbelt residents also wanted to insure that the federal government 

would continue sponsoring the children's recreational programs. Because the 

FSA and the PHA did not increase school facilities to accommodate the new 

defense residents, the elementary school aged children attended school half time. 

In order to fill their hours of unoccupied time, the Town Council stated that it 

required more recreational funds from the PHA.""* According to Greenbelt 

residents, their children were doubly disadvantaged. There were not adequate 

resources to educate their children, and neither were there adequate resources to 

provide healthful, uplifting activities. Again, while it must be emphasized that 

the federal govenunent was utilizing most of its time and resources for the war 

effort, the dramatic curtailment of reform effort in the Greenbelt commimity is 

striking. A reformer involved in the planning of Greenbelt in 1935 would have 

been alarmed by the reduction in services and programs that were created to aid 

in the stabilization of the working-class. With the increased population of 

Greenbelt, the lack of a full-time elementary school, and the dearth of 

recreational programs, residents from the community expressed concem that 

Greenbelt children might not be supervised adequately. 

The issue of the elimination of the many reform programs persisted after 

the war. In February of 1946, the residents of Greenbelt learned that the PHA 

was planning additional reductions in the recreational and maintenance services 

^ Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for November 9,1942, Greenbelt Qty Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 
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in Greenbelt. Resident Margaret Beauford wrote to the commissioner of the 

PHA, Philip Klutznick, of her concerns about these possibilities. Beauford told 

Klutznick that notices had been circulated about the PHA's future ciutailment "of 

such essential service as a library." She considered Greenbelt "the finest 

community I ever lived in, anything that affects its welfare is of much concern to 

me.... [Greenbelt] sets an example of democratic community living for the entire 

country." Beauford reminded Klutznick that in this post-war period, the 

Washington D.C. area was experiencing a shortage in housing. Beauford was 

noting that because new housing needed to be built in the area, housing officials 

and private developers should look to Greenbelt for an example of a 

"democratic community."'^ 

When the Parent Teachers' Association (PTA) joined the voices of other 

Greenbelt residents worried about possible cutbacks in social and recreational 

programs, they framed their opposition with the language of the rights of 

citizens. Speaking for the PTA, and its "four hundred and sixty two dues paying 

members," Mrs. Harrington wrote to the PHA commissioner that "we wish to 

place ourselves on record as being in favor of keeping all present recreational, 

public health, and educational facilities in Greenbelt and of expanding them 

whenever possible." Harrington noted further that the PHA had plarmed to 

reduce the library's budget as well as the budget of the recreational staff. 

Harrington argued that "responsible public officials" should not underrate the 

value of these commvmity services. Underlining her argument, Harrington 

" Miss Margaret Beauford to Philip Klutznick FPHA Commissioner, 15 February 1946, 
RG 196, Records of the FPHA, 1945-1961, Box 1, Folder 1, NACP. 
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stated that "every American has a right to live under conditions of maximum 

commtmity services.'"^ At this point in Greenbelt's history, residents of the town 

had grown to believe that Greenbelt's many social programs and town planning 

had made it a unique community, and a model democratic town. Their protests 

reveal the degree to which the recreational programs established in 1937 had 

been integrated into the daily life of Greenbelt residents. Greenbelt residents 

attached these programs to their overall understanding of what a truly 

democratic commimity should be. For instance, Harrington wrote that the 

commimity services were an "American right." She tmderstood the commimity 

programs at Greenbelt as a part of the "rights of citizenship." At a time when 

federal administrators were leaning away from Greenbelt's status as a "social 

experiment," Greenbelt residents were asserting their belief in the significance of 

the sociological elements of the project; to them Greenbelt was not simply a 

group of houses. 

PHA commissioner Klutznick replied to these letters by stating that 

neither the PTA, "nor any other Greenbelt group" should fear curtailment of 

services, particularly those associated with the library, recreation and public 

health. Klutznick stated that the PHA supported the kinds of social programs 

that made Greenbelt a town for "better living.""^ It is not clear that the PHA 

lived up to these words. PHA officials were considering the sale of Greenbelt to 

private hands, and putting the community in financial order was a greater 

Mrs. Harrington of Greenbelt PTA to Phil Klutznick FPHA Comnussioner, 23 February 
1946, RG 196, Records of the FPHA, 1945-1%1, Box 1, Folder 1, NACP. Emphasis mine. 

^ Klutznick to Greenbelt PTA, 1 March 1946, RG 196, Records of the FPHA, 1945-1961, 
Box 1, Folder 1, NACP. 
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priority than the provision of reform-oriented sodal programs. 

Persistence in Gendering the Community 

Most of the original reform goals for Greenbelt were completely 

eliminated during the PHA's tenure as administrators of the project. Not all the 

regxilations concerning sex and gender, however, were abolished. For instance, 

the PHA and the local Town Council maintained their commitment to the 

laundry line regulation. Other rules from the 1930s continued during the war 

period. In a brief but revealing note in the Town Council nunutes, one member 

suggested that "residents be warned of the existing ordinance which prohibits 

the wearing of shorts and/or halters in the commuruty center."^® The member 

was indicating that either residents of the deferise section, or residents in original 

Greenbelt did not know of or were not inclined to follow this ordinance. The 

Town Coundl member maintained that this rule was important by reasserting 

the need to conceal women's sexuality and to encourage them to follow middle-

class propriety. The importance of this Coimdl meeting was that the residents 

themselves identified women's bodies as requiring surveillance. This Coundl 

member may have adopted the gender-spedfic values of the original planners; 

he or she may also have maintained distrust of the defense section residents and 

their ability to exhibit respectability. 

Federal offidals continued to maintain their policy against residents taking 

in boarders, a policy that operated to differentiate Greenbelt from what housing 

offidals saw as overcrowded urban dwellings. The issue of a Greenbelt resident 

^ Greenbelt Town Coundl Minutes for April 17,1944, Greenbelt Qty Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 
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having a boarder came up in 1950, when an assistant commissioner for War 

Emergency Housing wrote to resident Roy Little. The correspondence 

concerned the fact that Little's wife was ill, and required a nursemaid to care for 

their children. The commissioner emphasized to Little that this nursemaid 

should not spend more than four nights a week at their house, and that the 

situation could not last longer than a six month period. Furthermore, if the 

commissioner's office received any complaints relative to the "living in" of his 

nursemaid, the office would advise him to cease her employment.^' It is 

interesting that the Little's situation of ill health and the requirement of a 

nursemaid garnered so much attention from the Emergency Housing 

Department. The regulation against a non-nuclear family member residing in a 

family's house persisted through the 1950s, revealing the tenacity of federal 

officials' goal of encouraging a normative nuclear family environment in 

Greenbelt. The possible conflict centering around the Little's nursemaid also begs 

the question of who the war-housing authorities assumed should or would care 

for the Little children. Was the issue simply a matter of non-nuclear family 

members residing in the house, or the fact that Mrs. Little was not caring for her 

own children? 

Although the PHA continued to assume that boarders were not 

acceptable, it did loosen its standards regarding the size of each Greenbelt family 

and how large or small a dwelling they could occupy. This contrasts sharply 

with the federal policies for Greenbelt in its early years. For instance, in 

^ Mr. Walton, Dept. Assistant Commissioner for Management War Emergency Housing 
to Roy Little, 28 July 1950, RG 196, Records of the FPHA, General Correspondence, Box 3, NACP. 
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correspondence from the PHA Greenbelt community manager in 1951, he 

referenced the fact that some families living in apartments had up to four 

children in their residences. These numbers exceeded the origiiial standards for 

occupancy, which specified that children over the age of four could not share a 

bedroom with their parents, nor a bedroom with a sibling of a different sex over 

the age of three. Officially, by 1951 the standards for continued occupancy of a 

one-bedroom house changed to three persons plus a child between the ages of 

two and four. In this situation, two adults, a person over the age of four 

(presumably a child), and a child under the age of four would share a house with 

only one bedroom. Other changes in the occupancy standards in Greenbelt 

appeared after the war. A two-bedroom house with a living room was 

originally reserved for a family of three to four. After the war, however, officials 

allowed a family of four and an infant under two years of age to live in the two-

bedroom house. Greenbelt also had a larger two-bedroom uiut, and officials 

agreed to allow a family of five plus an infant under the age of two to live in 

these units.^" 

The changes in occupancy standards reveal a significant departure from 

the original reformative goals of Greenbelt planners. Each additional person per 

bedroom enabled the possibility of children sleeping in the same room as their 

parents or children of different sexes sharing a bedroom. This circumstance 

would not have been acceptable to Greenbelt's original planners and 

administrators. By the end of the war, the desire of federal officials to create a 

Walter Simmons to John Dobbs, 11 August 1950, Occupancy Standards and Limits, RG 
196, Records of the FPHA, General Correspondence, Box 3, NACP. 
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living environment similar to that of the middle-class, to enable the uplift and 

stabilization of working-class families, disappeared. The nation-wide shortages 

of housing after the war did present a problem for Greenbelt officials. Shortages 

in housing existed in the New Deal period, yet this did not affect occupancy 

standards. Federal officials' original desire to improve the family life and 

community life of Greenbelt residents waned in the years surrounding World 

War II. 

Temperance 

During and after the war, residents of Greenbelt asserted their 

understanding of the importance of another reform-oriented issue—the sale and 

use of alcohol in Greenbelt. As previously stated, when Greenbelt was first 

established, no liquor store was provided for the residents. The absence of such 

an establishment reflects the Progressive-era values of the planners and 

administrators. Reformers concerned with the urban working-class believed 

that the use and/or abuse of alcohol was one of the primar)' sources of 

degeneracy for a family. In Greenbelt, while reformers and planners were 

creating an "ideal" community, alcohol would not, as a matter of course, figure 

into the plan. The records for Greenbelt between 1937 and 1941 do not include 

references to the use of alcohol. This could be the result of the lack of liquor 

stores and saloons in Greenbelt. By the war period, however, many of the 

residents expressed their adherence to these progressive-era values and worked 

to eliminate disruptive behavior they associated with the use of alcohol. 

This situation regarding alcohol changed with the war and the existence of 

the new defense housing community. In August of 1941, the Town Council 
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debated an ordinance to "punish drunkenness and disorderly conduct within the 

limits of the town of Greenbelt."^' The next month, the Council unanimously 

passed this ordinance that subjected every drtmk or disorderly person guilty of 

disturbing the "public peace" to a fine of two to twenty five dollars.^* It is 

revealing that this ordinance was passed just months after the new defense 

housing was constructed and new residents began moving in. Neighboring 

localities had similar ordinances, but neither the federal goverrunent nor the local 

Town Council had considered establishing such an ordinance for Greenbelt until 

four years after the town's beginnings. It is highly likely that some members of 

the adult population in original Greenbelt consumed alcohol before 1941. 

Prohibition had been repealed before Greenbelt was built. 

The Town CoxmdTs sudden deliberations about the use of alcohol and/or 

displays of intoxication mirror the original residents' earlier apprehensioris 

regarding the character or makeup of the new defense section residents. It was 

Greenbelt residents who introduced concerns about the use of alcohol—not the 

federal government. These residents were either reacting to existing displays of 

"drunkenness" or were working to warn and prevent the new residents from 

engaging in behavior the original residents deemed imacceptable. This 

pronouncement underlines that by the war years, the original residents had 

come to define for themselves what kinds of characteristics and behaviors were 

suitable for Greenbelt; some of these values were those that members of the 

Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for August 11,1941, Greenbelt City Clerks' Office, 
Greenbelt. 

" Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for September 8,1941, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 
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middle-class privileged. 

In January of 1945, eight months before the U.S. officially ended the war 

in the Pacific, the Town Council met to augment the community's existing 

ordinance on "drunkenness." The Town Council proposed to add the words 

"fighting or threatening to fight" to the ordinances.®^ Furthermore, in April of 

the sanne year, the commuiuty manager informed the Town Council that 

"certain young people were obtaiiung liquor from some source." The manager 

suggested that the Council remind local stores of the legal age for purchase of 

beer and cigarettes and that they warn them that selling these items to minors 

was an infraction of local law." Within these discussions, the Town Council 

revealed their general anxiety about alcohol related activity in Greenbelt. The 

town had more than doubled in size during the war, and the small, community 

minded characteristics of Greenbelt had, according to some residents, lessened 

after the defense housing was built. The Town Council was expressing a sense of 

loss for the time when the town was small and these types of worries were not 

present. Furthermore, their perceived loss of community-oriented values 

informed their growing concern about the visibility of juvenile delinquency in 

Greenbelt. 

The Question of Juvenile Delinquency 

After this initial discussion of teen-age children buying or drinking alcohol 

Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for January 9,1945, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 

" Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for April 24,1945, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 
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during the post-war period, Greenbelt residents began to engage the question of 

Greenbelt and juvenile delinquent at greater rates. The frequency with which 

residents engaged in discourse about delinquency contrasted with the original 

planners' and residents' expectations regarding the relationship between the 

unique qualities of Greenbelt and the development of an ideal childhood for its 

youth. Originally, planners and adnninistrators hoped to reach young children 

before they were influenced by the evils of the dty. They intended to create an 

"ideal" community in Greenbelt, where young families would be able to develop 

in a more proper setting, and avoid having contact with the attendant problems 

of urban centers. Furthermore, because Greenbelt's original child population 

was disproportionately young, the records for the years before the war scarcely 

mention a teen-age population, let alone a concern for juvenile delinquency. By 

the war years, however, the younger children had aged and the defense housing 

project introduced to the community more children over the age of eleven. With 

more teenagers present in Greenbelt, the residents, federal officials, and the local 

Town Council expressed concern about their potential and actual behavior. 

Two years after the defense section was completed, in November of 1943 

the Town Coimcil discussed the fact that juvenile delinquency had greatly 

increased throughout Prince George's County. The Council was concerned that 

the county did not have a juvenile court to deal with such problems and agreed 

to hold a public hearing "in order that citizens of this county may have an 

opportunity to present further facts in support of the need for a juvenile court 
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and probation officer in this county."^'' While this discussion was about juvenile 

delinquency for the whole of Prince George's county, it is dear that the Council 

members were anxious that the teen-age population of Greenbelt might regress 

to delinquency. If this were so, the community needed an institutional response. 

In a 1944 Town Council meeting, a member relayed to his colleagues that 

local storeowners were expressing their increasing concern about the problems 

of juvenile delinquency in Greenbelt. These storeowners complained that they 

were having an "increasingly difficult problem because the teenage young 

people in the town have no place to congregate evenings except the several 

stores in town." The Town Council member agreed with the storeowners that 

because teen-agers were loitering in the town's stores, the town should provide 

a place "on the order of a canteen for young people, to meet the teen-age 

problem."®^ While they do not state it outright, the Town Council members and 

the storeowners were concerned that the teenagers of Greenbelt might shoplift 

or participate in other problems associated with loitering. This type of problem 

among the teenagers did not befit the original goals of Greenbelt, which included 

organized play and community activities. In the following Town Council 

meeting, residents stated that a place such as a canteen was needed to "forestall 

serious problems of delinquency in the commuruty."®^ Clearly, Council 

members were emphasizing that the threat of juveiule delinquency was 

"serious" and therefore required immediate attention by the community and 

federal administrators. 

Town Council Minutes for November 5,1943, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, Greenbelt. 
" Town Council Minutes for February 21,1944, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, Greenbelt. 
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The issue of juvenile delinquency had an enduring presence in Town 

Council meetings. In December of 1945, an advocate for the youth center called 

the Council members' attention to warnings given out by the FBI on the 

"present crime wave and the large number of crimes being committed by boys 

and girls under twenty one." The Council member went on to state that he was 

"in favor personally of a reduction in adult activities of the recreation 

department and more interest in the teen-age group, such as the promotion of 

two dances per month instead of one."'^® This Coimdl member also introduced 

to the meeting juvenile delinquency statistics from the FBI, a statistic that must 

have been distressing to the individual members. While it is unclear what exact 

statistic the FBI provided the community manager, the FBI involvement caused 

alarm in Greenbelt. As noted in previous discussions, the adult recreation 

programs at Greenbelt were a significant component of the reform effort in 

Greenbelt. Reformative and uplifting adult recreation programs were intended 

to counteract such behaviors as drinking in saloons. In the context of a new and 

larger population in Greenbelt, however, the focus on providing alternatives to 

deviant behaviors and activities was shifted away from the adults and towards 

teenagers. In a 1944 memo, a PHA official agreed that providing recreational 

programs for the teenagers was a good policy. Written for a general audience, 

the memo celebrated the merits of Greenbelt. Included in this laudatory 

statement was the reference to Greenbelt's wonderful recreational program. 

Town Coundl Minutes for March 6,1944, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, Greenbelt. 
Town Council Minutes for December 10.1945, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, Greenbelt. 
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which "has resulted in an abnormally low rate of child delinquency."^^ By the 

war years and with the introduction of a new population, however, some of the 

Greenbelt residents were cautious in their agreement with this statement. 

Greenbelt residents took their concerns about juvenile delinquency to the 

regional director of the Federal Public Housing Authority, Oliver Wir«ton. In 

January of 1946, Hartford Downs, manager of the Greenbelt Community Band, 

urged Winston and the PHA to allow the community to use one of the "surplus" 

buildings in the area for a youth center. To argue his point. Downs underlined 

the significance of post-war social problems and their effect on the youth. 

Downs told Winston that during this period of conversion, which included the 

"svirrender of Germany and Japan—return of millions of veterans and the lessons 

they have learning in living by the sword—the atomic bomb—strikes—and other 

equally important events, while they are adult problems, are leaving their 

imprint on the minds of the teenagers, and in some instances, with serious 

consequences." While also noting that long time residents such as himself had 

followed the youth "with pride," Downs was concerned about the psychological 

ramifications experienced by many Americans, including children, in the wake of 

war. Downs "earnestly and sincerely urged" that the administration help 

Greenbelt provide a center for their youth "in order that we may work still 

closer with our children for the mutual benefit of all concerned."^" 

These sudden and numerous deliberations about juvenile delinquency 

"Why the Government Built the Towns" RG 196, Official Files of the FPHA, Misc. 
Records, Box 1, File 1, NACP. 

^ S. Hartfor Downs to Oliver Winston, Regional Director FPHA, 23 January 1946, RG 
196, Records of the FPHA, Rent and Leasing Correspondence, 1946-1847, Box 7, Folder 3, NACP. 
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were not specific to Greenbelt and were fairly common to most post-war 

American communities. For example, in A Cycle of Outrage: America's Reaction 

to the Tuvenile Delinquent in the 1950s. James Gilbert argues that while read rates 

of crime among youth were lower in the 1950s than in the first two decades of 

the century, American psychiatrists, cultural authorities and the government 

facilitated an outbreak of fear among the nation's population by directing an 

excessive amount of attention on the issue of juvenile delinquency/' For 

example, Gilbert quotes psychiatrist Fredric Wertham's 1954 treatise on the 

dedine in morals of America's post-war youth: "Now delinquency is different 

both in quantity and quality. By virtue of these changes it has become a virtually 

new phenomenon."^^ Wertham, FBI director J. Edgar Hoover, officials from the 

Children's Bureau and others pointed to a "depraved" popular culture, which 

included Rock and Roll music. Communism, the "breakdown" of the family (i.e. 

working mothers), and other post-war cultural manifestations as the reason why 

so many of America's youth were "delinquents." 

While Greenbelt residents professed an anxiety about the changing 

cultural landscape similar to the subjects of Gilbert's study, their growing distrust 

and dissatisfaction with their youth represented a striking change in the town's 

atmosphere. By the late 1940s and early 1950s, the adults of the community no 

^ James Gilbert, A Cycle of Outrage: America's Reaction to the Tuvenile Delinquent in 
the 1950s (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986). For statistical information, see pages 66-
70. 

^ Frederic Wertham, Seduction of the Innocent (New York; Rinehart, 1954) as quoted in 
James Gilbert, A Cycle of Outrage. 8. Interestingly, Werthan argued that the "homoeroticism" 
among comic book characters such as Batman and Robin contributed to a lack of morality among 
the nation's youth, as well as rising rates of homosexuality. Gilbert argues that these and 
other perceived moral failures of American culture made possible this heightened attention to 
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longer celebrated Greenbelt's youth with the fanfare of the project's early years; 

Greenbelt's youth were a group they distrusted. 

irifleit 

The concerns of Greenbelt residents such as Howard Downs and 

members of the Town Council underline their general anxiety about the future 

of Greenbelt for the adult and youth population. These discussions about 

juvenile delinquency, the population of the deferise section, the question of 

drunkenness, and other social and institutional changes all point to the fact that 

key qualities of Greenbelt life had changed during the war. More importantly, it 

was the residents and not the federal government who spoke loudly about the 

abatement of key physical, muiudpal, and social programs irutiated during the 

early years of the community. These kinds of conversations during the war 

underline the residents' sense of ownership towards the community. By the war 

years, the original residents had asserted their understanding of the significance 

of Greenbelt, and were dismayed when the federal government was no longer 

interested in supporting a "model commimity." Perhaps ironically, as the 

residents adopted some of the values of the community that reformers initially 

worked to convey, the PHA began to lose interest. 

It is also critical to understand that with the onset of the war, the federal 

government's vision for women and their domestic role rapidly became 

obsolete. When it was no longer politically and logistically relevant to a nation at 

war, PHA officials discarded the gender ideology that had been integral to 

reformers' and planners' understanding of what constituted an ideal community. 

the "problem" of delinquency. 
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Cathy Knepper argues that despite some turbulence during the war, 

there was an "underl)dng stability" in the community that persisted during and 

after the war/^ The validity of Knepper's perspective is not at issue here. 

Greenbelt was a "social experiment" evolving from the decades of work and 

activism of housing or social reformers, architects, town-planners, government 

officials. Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt, Tugwell, and the RPAA; the creation of 

Greenbelt was the ultimate articulation of these reform efforts. After less than 

ten years in existence, however, Greenbelt was not the social experiment 

originally envisioned. This does not mean Greenbelt was a "failure"—that is the 

question Knepper, Arnold, Conkin and others engage. The question, rather, is 

how the vision reformers so ardently, scientifically, and specifically executed 

changed dramatically during and after the war. 

^ Cathy Dee Xneppper. Greenbelt. Maryland: A Living Legacy of the New Deal 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), 78. 
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Epilogue: The Federal Government Officially Abandons Greenbelt 

As noted previously, by World War II federal administrators responsible 

for Greenbelt had grown weary of the "social experiment" in Greenbelt and 

retreated from efforts of paternalist reform. PHA officials reduced or eliminated 

the budgets of such community and social services as the kindergarten, the 

elementary school, and adult recreational programs. Perhaps the next logical 

step in this retreat was the decision by the PHA to sell the community to private 

hands and abandon govermnental administration of the project. Believing it 

their responsibility, and later because of Congressional legislation, the PHA 

worked for almost ten years to seek resolution to the supposed paradox 

associated with the federal goverrunent owning and operating this progressive 

community in a capitalistic context. Inspired in part because of the nation's 

emerging anti-Communist sentiment, by 1945 the U.S. Congress and the PHA 

worked to sell the property, successfully meeting this goal in 1953 and 1954. 

Congress and the PHA met with the resistance, however, of the Greenbelt 

residents who saw the economic and ideological imperatives of the federal 

government as irrelevant to their perceived rights to the community. The final 

solution to this conflict was a compromise. The PHA did not sell the community 

under strict capitalistic methods; after controversy surroimding the sale, the PHA 

chose not to place this real estate on the open market with competitive bidding. 

Rather, the government sold the community to a veterans cooperative made up 

largely of Greenbelt residents. The story of the sale of Greenbelt has been told 

by other historians. In order to clarify the social significance of this period in the 
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town's history, however, it is important to underline the seile's relationship to the 

overall contest between federal authorities and Greenbelt residents. 

After the end of the war, an early indication of public's as well as 

Congressional controversy and weariness with the social aspects of Greenbelt's 

administration can be seen in a battle over the nature of the town's consumer 

cooperative. During a 1946 Town Coimdl meeting, one member spoke out 

against the monopoly over consumer goods held by the cooperative and the 

lack of private business in the community. Because this Council member 

believed that the community's commercial center and consumer cooperative 

were "woefully inadequate/' and that even a larger store would be "only a 

temporary stop gap," he submitted a resolution that they petition Congress and 

the PHA to allow the town to have additional stores and also "competition to the 

present co-op monopoly." The Town Council record states that this resolution 

was passed.' 

In August of 1947, the U.S. Congress responded to this Town Council 

resolution, the sentiments of some Greenbelt residents, as well as private 

businesses that wanted access to that market by holding hearings on the matter 

of "government competition with and assistance to business." A Subcommittee 

of the Select Committee on Small Businesses met to solicit and weigh testimony 

on the issue of whether or not Greenbelt's cooperative was a monopoly and if 

the government's support of this cooperative's exclusive rights to Greenbelt 

' Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for Sept. 30,1946, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt, Maryland. 
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promoted competition with private business, a fact that some Congressmen 

believed smacked of socialism. 

Prefacing the committee's activities, the chairman stated for the record 

that, in contrast to the words of "one left-wing publicist," this committee was 

designed not as a persecution or a witch-hunt. Rather, the committee was a 

"factual" study of the relationship between this specific cooperative and the 

creation of a monopoly.^ Despite these prefacing statements. Representative 

Ballinger asked questions that indicated he believed the community of Greenbelt 

and the consumer cooperative were socialistic. For example, Ballinger asked 

former director of the Greenbelt cooperative Fred Thomhill to speak to this 

question: "Would you say that such a project bears a very close resemblance to, 

if it had been created, a sort of socialistic community?"^ Thomhill replied: "Well, 

it was always my definite opinion that all of [the Greenbelt commuruties] were of 

that nature." Thomhill elaborated on this point: "It was always my very definite 

opinion...that it was the Resettlement [Administration's] idea that the 

government should operate those by government controlled, government 

dominated, government financed, so-called co-ops..."^ In response to Rep. 

Ballinger's question as to whether or not the commimity believed that the co-op 

was not simply a store, but an "out and out government operation," Mr. 

Thomhill responded by stating that residents' opinions about the store was that 

- LI.S. Congress, House, Subcommittee No. 2 of the Select Committee on Small Business, 
On Matters of Government Competition with and Assistance to Business. 88th Congress, 1" sess., 
Aug. 22 and 23,1947, p. 3. 

^ ibid., 66. 
* ibid. 
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it was a "government dominated and controlled co-op."" These two individuals, 

as well as those who petitioned Congress to investigate the nature of Greenbelt's 

cooperative believed that this "government controlled" business and community 

was reflective of what they perceived to be Roosevelf s "socialistic" 

administration and programs. 

Other residents echoed Mr. Thomhill's assessment of the cooperative, 

reflecting a tension within the community surrounding the goals and projects of 

the original plaimers. Resident Thomas Freeman reflected on his involvement 

with the cooperative: "We had a lot of slightly pink 'screwballs' who were 

running it and being an American and a veteran, I withdrew and had nothing 

else to do with it."^ Freeman's words echo those of Town Councilman Dunbar 

spoken just one year earlier. In a September 1946 Council meeting, Dimbar 

argued against renewing the lease of the cooperative: "I will never be able to 

feel that ours is a real town until it begins to resemble other towns with which 

we are familiar. Our town is an experiment and after nine years I'm fed up with 

being a guinea pig."^ Another resident, Thomas Ricker, testified that had had 

tried to set up a private business in Greenbelt, but met with resistance from 

government officials. He testified that in response to his requests, the PHA's 

community manager for Greenbelt, James Gobbell, replied by letter that the 

PHA would not allow him to set up shop. According to Ricker, Gobbell 

imderlined his point by arguing that the community was "different" and that the 

' ibid. 
" ibid., 82. 
' Greenbelt Town Council Minutes, Sept. 30,1946, Greenbelt Qty Clerk's Office, 

Greenbelt. 
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government spends "hundreds of thousands of dollars making it different."® It 

is worth noting that Ricker was trying to set up a package liquor store in 

Greenbelt. His fellow residents voted against allowing a liquor store in the 

community. Ricker, however, emphasized in his testimony how it was the 

goverrunent, not the residents, who were in opposition to not a liquor store but 

a capitalistic, private business. 

These residents' choice of words, "guinea pig" and "pink screwballs" and 

their arguments against the government's regulatory powers indicates their 

disquiet with the government's ideological goals for the commimity and with 

those in the community who were committed to these ideals. These remarks 

signify further that government planners were not successfully paternalistic in 

their attempts to foster certain qualities among the residents; it also suggests 

conflict within the commimity over the meaning of Greenbelt. Perhaps more 

importantly, these remarks are also reflective of the nation's Cold-War 

sentiment and the beginnings of its heightened anti-Communist and red-baiting 

disposition. Such perspectives that the commimity was "communistic" facilitated 

and advanced the PHA's goal to sell the property. 

Many of the residents did find the cooperative a successful operation and 

did not want to eliminate it from the community. Mayor George Bauer's 

testimony at the hearing reveals that not all members of Greenbelt's commvmity 

agreed that the cooperative signified it as socialistic. To covmter the red-baiting, 

Bauer oriented his testimony in the hearing away from questions of socialism 

* U.S. Congress, House, Subcommittee No. 2 of the Select Committee on Small Business, 
On Matters of Government Competition with and Assistance to Business. 88th Congress, 1" sess., 
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and toward a praise of the resident's demonstration of good citizenship values 

and loyalty to the nation: 

Our country depends upon its children of today for its citizens of 
tomorrow and I am sure that its future is safe in the hands of the type 
of youngsters growing up in Greenbelt. The physical benefits alone of 
living in a good, clean, and healthful surroundings is best 
demonstrated by the fact that during the past war, when rejections in 
our armed forces were around 40%, rejections were less than 5% in our 
town, which is justly proud of its record. I cannot believe that any 
administration, whether Republican or Democrat, could be so 
ignorant...as to attack or discredit the proven ideals of good living as 
exemplified in Greenbelt imder the disguise o/investigating the 
business set-up.' 

The Mayor's testimony underlined his understanding of the significance of the 

cooperative. According to Bauer, its place in Greenbelt did not undermine 

"traditional" American values, values that opposed commtmism or socialism. 

Rather, the Mayor asserted that the community in fact supported those values 

with the ultimate display of citizenship: serving in defense of the country. His 

decision to speak to issues of dtizeriship and virtue instead of more practical 

issues such as the economics of the cooperative underlines the fact that 

interpretation of Greenbelt as a federally owned housing project was still under 

contest; it would remain so until it was sold into private hands. 

One other red-baiting issue surfaced within the community in 1951, an 

issue that reflected the fact that Greenbelt was not immune to the fears of many 

Americaris during the Cold War. In December of that year, members of the 

Town Council discussed the fact that residents of the community had complained 

about the presence in the library of a Soviet Union bulletin distributed by the 

Aug. 22 and 23,1947, p. 310. 
' ibid, 71. 
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Russian Embassy. The dty manager reported to the Coimdl that he read the 

bulletin and considered it "not harmful to intelligent persons, but that if it got 

into the hands of undisceming young people, they rrught get the wrong 

impression." The City Manager noted that the bulletin was critical of the U.S. 

govenunent and the United Nations. Furthermore, to prevent any further 

dissemination of such materials in Greenbelt or elsewhere, the dty manager 

would contact the State Department and the FBI.'" The presence of and 

controversy surrounding this bulletin were typical of communities across the 

country. This continued rhetoric, however, about the visibility and/or influence 

of "Communism" in Greenbelt would ultimately inform the debate regarding 

the disposition of the commimity. 

The conflicts within the community about Greenbelt's progressive 

programs, such as the consumer cooperative, and the heightened public 

attention surrounding the project did not necessarily produce a corisensus 

among the residents about what should be done to solve these problems. The 

PHA and Congress believed the solution was to sell the property. In contrast to 

this position was a visible and vocal segment (if not a majority) of the Greenbelt 

population who believed that they deserved the subsidized rent offered by the 

government for residents. They also were vehemently against the sale of 

Greenbelt. 

leieie 

Greenbelt Town Council Minutes, Dec. 3,1951, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt. 
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The first issue on which goverrunent officials and Greenbelt residents 

negotiated this contest was the question of rent. The following controversy 

about rents is important to this story, for many residents and historians believed 

that the PHA sought higher rents for the dwellings in order to get the 

community into financial shape for a future sale. From the beginning of the 

project in Greenbelt and through the war, each family who occupied a unit paid a 

rent that was in accordance with its income. After the war, when the PHA was 

also considering disposition of both the original Greenbelt and the defense 

houses, however, PHA officials sought to eliminate graded rent scales. In 1947 

the PHA announced to the residents that they were seeking to abolish current 

"rent schedules." In a letter to the editor of the Greenbelt Cooperator. Deputy 

Director of the PHA field office Joseph Gray explained that the provisions of the 

Lanham Act of 1942 created an imfair situation because service families' ability to 

pay rent had increased "very substantially" since the beginning of the war. Gray 

stated that the Secretaries of War and Navy abolished the military rent schedules 

for residents of PHA housing; after March 15 of that year, military and naval 

personnel residing in Greenbelt would be required to pay the maximum rent 

allowed for their dwelling." 

Not surprisingly, for residents who had grown accustomed to paying a 

rent based on a certain percentage of their incomes, this rental increase created 

conflict in the community. Many letters to the editor of the Cooperator spoke 

against the raises in rent, arguing that the residents were given little notice of the 

" Joseph Gray to Edith Nichols, February 4, 1947, RG 196, Records of the FPHA, 
General Correspondance, Box 1, Folder 1947, NACP. 
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rent increase. They also vocalized their belief in the fact that the rent increase 

was instituted unfairly in order to increase the value of the property if it were to 

go up for sale to private ownership. 

When the Korean War began in 1950, the PHA put their preparation for 

the sale of Greenbelt on hold; the presence of the defense-housing units 

guaranteed the delay of this process. The war, however, did not eliminate 

contests over rents and the residents' assertion of their claim to control policies 

regarding the community. In May of 1951, the PHA armounced that they would 

raise all rents by approximately fifteen percent, effective July 1 of that year.'^ 

Responding to this announcement, the Council agreed to prepare and send a 

resolution to President Harry Truman, Senators, and Congressmen, aimoimdng 

their disquiet with this decision. The resolution was bold in its statements. They 

argued that the proposed rents marked an increase of 140% in eight years, 

representing the "worst disregard the PHA had ever made of the residents of 

the conrunimity." The Coimdl minutes also noted that the residents sent a 

telegram to President Truman with as many signatures as possible." These 

protests, however, did not meet with success. 

The residents' reaction to the elimination of social services for the 

community, as well as their skepticism about the budgetary cuts and their 

relationship to the future sale of the community represented another site of 

contest between residents and the PHA. In January of 1951, the Town Council 

discussed an editorial in the paper that was responding to the PHA's decision to 

Greenbelt Town Coundl minutes for May 28,1951, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
Greenbelt, Maryland. 
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provide for the welfare department. The editorial stated that this refusal from 

the PHA to provide these sodal services was a "violation of [Town] Coimdl's 

rights by usurping the Council's authority to provide services." The author, 

presumably a Council member, argued that through "efficiency, frugality, and 

intelligence," the Town Council had a twelve thousand dollar surplus for the last 

year. Because the Town Council did not mishandle the commimity's money, the 

PHA should respect their decision to provide for a welfare department. In more 

pointed language, the author noted that by denying these services, "PHA has 

acted with flagrant disregard for the proper function of the Council, and the 

community's welfare, and perpetrated a travesty on the American principle of 

representative government. Never before has the PHA made quite so clear its 

powerful stranglehold on the life of our community and its residents." 

While the rent controversies and the struggle over Town Council 

autonomy are evocative of many other struggles with the PHA during and after 

the war, by this point in the town's history, residents began to see the PHA's 

ambivalence about their social and economic welfare as indicative of the agency's 

decision to sell the property. Until the plan to sell the community became 

irreversible, however, many residents resisted the possibility. As was the case 

since the town's early beginnings, many in the community had interpreted their 

residence in Greenbelt in ways different than federal officials and reformers. 

Furthermore, by the 1950s, many residents began to feel entitled to the adequate 

ibid. 
Greenbelt Town Council minutes for Jan. 8,1951, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 

Greenbelt, Maryland. 
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and affordable housing of Greenbelt. The U.S. Congress and the PHA's powers, 

however, superseded the residents' claims of entitlement. 

According to Joseph Arnold, the PHA believed that Congress required 

them to sell the properties because of legislation enacted in 1937. Title IV of the 

Bankhead-Jones Act of July 1937 stipulated that the Department of Agriculture 

would administer the Resettlement Administration projects "as shall be 

necessary only for the completion and administration of those Resettlement 

projects."'"' Before the authority over Greenbelt was transferred from the FSA 

to the PHA, however, it is not clear that the FSA interpreted this provision to 

mean that they should sell the community. It appears that by the 1940s, 

however, the U.S. House of Representatives and the PHA did interpret this 

section of the Bankhead-Jones Act to mean Greenbelt should be sold. In 1940 

and 1942, the House of Representative's Appropriations Committees held 

hearings for the Department of Agriculture's budget and discussed this matter, 

concluding that the government should dispose of its holdings.'' According to 

government docimnents, the PHA did not pursue this mandate until the end of 

the World War U. 

After the war, rumors circled within the community' that the PHA was 

plaruiing to sell Greenbelt. These rumors sparked alarm among the residents, 

" The Bankhead-Tones Farm Tenant Act. July 22, 1937 (50 Stat. 522 et seq.). 
Congress, House, Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, Hearings on 

Agriculture Department Appropriation Bill for 1940. 76th Cong., 1" sess., 1939, p. 1187-88; 
Congress, House, Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, Hearings on the 
Agriculture Department Appropriation Bill for 1943. 77th Cong., 2nd sess., 1942, pt. 2,236,239, 
261. For the specifics of these legislative hearings, see Joseph Arnold, The New Deal in the 
Suburbs: A History of the Greenbelt Town Program. 1935-1954 (Columbus: Ohio State University 
Press, 1971), 230. 
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and the Town Coundl met in April of 1946 to discuss the issue. Some residents 

welcomed the sale of Greenbelt to existing residents, believing that the unequal 

relationship between federal authorities and the town impinged on their rights 

as citizens and a sale was a good solution to these systemic problems of 

paternalism. Most Council members and other residents of the community, 

however, believed the proposed sale violated the intended nature of their 

conrununity. At this point and in future discussions surrounding the possible sale 

of Greenbelt, the residents insisted that the intended purpose of the community 

was to provide adequate and affordable housing for low income Americans. 

They believed that the sale of the community would violate these original 

intentions, and perhaps most importantly, create a burden for existing residents: 

Greenbelt has many, many families whose incomes are quite low and 
who would not be able to thirJc of increasing their housing expenses, 
for ovmership or other. Greenbelt was intended as a demonstration of 
modem housing for families of modest incomes at rates they could 
afford to pay. It was never contemplated that Greenbelt would be 
individucdly or by group resident ovmed.''' 

Regardless of the residents' sentiments, the PHA continued to work toward 

selling the property. 

Because many residents believed the sale of Greenbelt was inevitable, in 

1947 some in the community responded by forming a buyers cooperative. They 

hoped that they would be able to negotiate v^th the PHA and through a mutual 

corporation, purchase the houses and part of the real estate. The first 

manifestation of this movement was the Greenbelt Mutual Home Owners 

Association (GMHO). Ultimately, this organization evolved as a veterans buying 

•' Greenbelt Town Coundl Minutes for April 8,1946, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
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group, the Greenbelt Veterans Housing Corporation (GVHC). According to 

Arnold, these organizations represented a majority of the residents.'® There 

would be contests within the community, however, over the nature of these 

cooperatives and the persisting belief of some that the PHA should not sell the 

property, regardless of Congressional and administrative policies. 

In preparation for the sale of Greenbelt, in 1947 the PHA consulted 

Greenbelt proponent Clarence Stein on the matter of how to dispose of the 

community successfully. In response to their request for suggestions. Stein 

wrote that he would prefer that the current residents own the town and the 

housing. Stein suggested that this goal could be achieved through a buyers' 

cooperative. Doubtful that PHA officials would heed his suggestions. Stein 

wrote that he did not foresee his objectives being met by the PHA." Stein did 

state, however, that if the PHA sold the community to a large company, private 

ownership should not preclude the protection of the existing tenants rights to 

stay in the commianity. 

Despite the economic and political problems associated with selling the 

town. Stein suggested that even in private hands, the futiu"e of Greenbelt should 

follow the architectural and town-planning model of the original community. 

For example. Stein recommended that it should maintain the qualities of 

openness, low density, safety, economy in street plan and easy pedestrian access 

Greenbelt, Maryland. 
Joseph Arnold, The New Deal in the Suburbs. 237. 
Qarence Stein to Mr. Myers, October 16,1947, RG 196, Records of the FPHA, General 

Correspondence, Box 2, NACP. 
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to schools, shopping areas, and recreational areas.^° Stein's commitment to this 

"ideal" plan was unyielding. 

Joseph Axnold has detailed at length the process surrounding the sale of 

Greenbelt. The specifics are complicated and include bureaucratic problems 

associated with the creation of a new agency to govern federal housing agencies, 

the Housing and Home Finance Administration. The nation's involvement in the 

Korean War required the military's use of Greenbelt's defense section, thus 

further forestalling PHA negotiations with the buyer's cooperatives.His 

clarification of the complications surrounding the process of selling Greenbelt is 

important, for as this study suggests, nothing associated with the planning and 

administration of Greenbelt avoided controversy and difficulty. For the 

purposes of this study, however, the final contests over how exactly the project 

would sell and the how the interests of the residents were protected and ignored 

are the most relevant. 

Ultimately, after several delays and contests, it was a bill introduced in 

1949 by Senator Joseph McCarthy that sped up the disposition process. Senator 

McCarthy introduced a bill providing for the sale of the three towns through 

negotiation, rather than competitive bidding. The negotiated bidding process 

protected the residents of Greenbelt while insuring McCarthy's vision to 

^ibid. 
Joseph Arnold provides excellent details on Congressional hearings, the concerns of 

individual Senators regarding the slow pace of the sale, and so forth. The New Deal in the 
Suburbs. 228-246. 

- Congress, House, Committee on Banking and Currency, Hearings on H.R. 2440. a Bill 
to Authorize the Public Housing Commissioner to Sell the Suburban Resettlement Projects 
Known as Greenbelt. Md.: Greendale. Wis.: and Greenhills. Ohio, without Regard to Provisions 
of Law Requiring Competitive Bidding or Public Advertising. 81" Cong., 1" sess., 1949. 
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eliminate public housing progranis, federal programs he believed challenged the 

merits of capitalism and created a stigma of poverty.*^ Despite the conservatism 

historically associated with McCarthy, he allowed certain amendments to his bill 

that would protect economically Greenbelt residents who wanted to purchase 

the property; the bill privileged residents, however, who were veterans of 

American wars. 

Because the nation was experiencing housing shortages and many 

veterans of World War 11 were among those Americans inadequately housed, 

protecting their interests in the disposition process was politically viable and 

eased some of the tensions within Greenbelt, particularly among those in 

Greenbelt who had served in the war and those individuals who believed 

veterans deserved benefits for their service. The mood of the coimtry was to 

find jobs and adequate housing for former WWII soldiers. For example, the 1944 

Servicemen's Readjustment Act, or the GI Bill, was a Congressional response to 

this mood, legislation that financially rewarded American men who had 

performed their duties as dtizens.^^ McCarthy's bill embodied similar motives 

regarding the government's obligation to provide and protect veterans first. 

Because the McCarthy bill stipulated that the PHA negotiate with veterans' 

groups, Greenbelt formed the GVHC; the GMHO no longer represented the 

^ For a discussion on the relationship between anti-Communist and/or "pro-business" 
rhetoric and the elimination of public housing programs, see Rosalyn Baxandall and Elizabeth 
Ewen, Picture Windows: How the Suburbs Happened (New York: Basic Books, 2000); Kate 
Bristol, "Beyond the Pruitt-Igoe Myth: the Development of American High-Rise Public 
Housing, 1850-1970." 

For more on the GI Bill, see Michael Bennett, When Dreams Come True: the GI Bill 
and the Making of Modem America (Washington D.C.: Brasseys, 1996). 
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town's interests. Many of the non-veteran residents of Greenbelt, however, 

continued to challenge the McCarthy bill and the PHA practices. 

Upon hearing of the McCarthy bill, the Greenbelt Tovm Council held a 

special meeting for the purpose of discussing how best to respond; not 

surprisingly, their response was to oppose the bill. Early in the meeting, one 

resident stated that it was in the best interest of Greenbelt residents if the PHA 

retained ownership of the community. They also argued that the McCarthy bill 

should exclude Greenbelt from its provisions. If Congress insisted on selling the 

property, however, they asked that the sale be executed on a negotiated basis, 

rather than on a competitive bidding. They further requested that such a sale 

give preference to a resident, non-profit corporation composed of veterans and 

non-veteraiis.^" Three weeks later, the Town Council noted that Prince George's 

County's Democratic Congressman Lansdale Sasscer agreed with their request 

to amend the McCarthy bill to stipulate that the PHA conduct the sale with 

preference for resident veterans; the amendment also stipulated that non-

veterans could join the GVHC and have their rights to the property protected.^^ 

One month later, after these amendments were accepted, McCarthy's bill was 

unanimously passed by Congress and President Harry Truman signed the bill 

into law on May 19,1949. 

After the McCarthy bill was passed. Stein wrote to PHA director John 

Egan outlining further suggestions for disposition, suggestions that took the 

^ Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for March 21,1949, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
Greenbelt, Maryland. 

^ Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for April 18,1949, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt, Maryland. 
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tenants' requirements more seriously. He stated that existing tenants should 

retain their homes, even though other tenants can be secured at higher rentals. 

On the original document, a handwritten note appears next to this specific 

statement; "conditionally." Clearly this provision of Stein's recommendations 

did not suit Egan's plan for a financially successful disposition."' Stein also stated 

that the appraisal and ultimate sale of the project should "should be determined 

overall in how the sale would be in the best public interest." Stein went on to 

define "best public interest" to include the "the preservation of the attractive 

character of these towns, the opportunity of people of limited incomes, and 

others to continue to enjoy these conditions." He also urged Egan understand 

that it was necessary to preserve Greenbelt's influence on other developments in 

America and elsewhere "as an example of economical plarming for good living." 

In a concluding statement. Stein noted that the best public interest "is not 

necessarily the highest price or rather not the highest immediate return. 

However, I believe that it is possible to carry out the intent of the congress to 

protect and perpetuate the character of greenbelt and to do it on a sound 

business basis."'® In the end, much of Stein's perspectives prevailed, protecting a 

majority of the residents. 

As was not atypical of Greenbelt, even with the amended version of the 

bill to sell the community, residents continued to protest the government's 

actions. Though the sale of the community would occur in seven months, in 

^ Qarence Stein to John Egan, July 12,1949, RG 196, Record of the FPHA, General 
Correspondence, Box 3, Folder 2, NACP. 

^ibid. A hand written note on this letter remarks: "Can't afford to pay him to do the 
work." Egan was speaking to Stein's consulting fees. He may also have been speaking to the 
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May of 1952 over five hundred residents signed a petition requesting the PHA to 

cease the process of selling their community.*' Additionally, to imderline their 

resistance to the sale, organizers of this resistance conducted a poll of the 

residents, asking whether or not they wanted to continue renting or to purchase 

their homes with the plan of the GVHC. According to minutes for a Town 

Council meeting of May 1952, of over one thousand residents polled, 63.6% 

showed a "definite preference for renting." The resident who brought the poll 

to the Council, Mr. Cumntings, urged them to consider that the citizens of their 

community preferred to pay more rent than to buy. While Council member Mr. 

Laster wondered why anyone would be willing to pay more rent than buy, 

resident Mr. Goldfaden argued that it was easier to pay ten or fifteen dollars 

more for rent per month than to invest one thousand dollars as a down 

payment. Ultimately, Mr. Lastner agreed that his first preference was for the 

PHA to continue to retain Greenbelt, however, "if it must be sold... [It should] be 

sold to the people of Greenbelt. The mutual has been formed to represent the 

people of Greenbelt..."^" 

Despite these many conversations and conflicts within the commimity 

about the future sale of Greenbelt, Council records noted a telegram they 

received from PHA official John Egan stating that contrary to rumors, the project 

would be sold. Egan further asserted that "no matter how many signers signed 

fact that Stein's ideas were not amenable with the PHA's economic goals. 
^ Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for May 9,1942, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 

Greenbelt, Maryland. Interestingly, this vote was based on a "per household" basis. The 
petition contained the signature of the husband or the wife, but not both. 

" Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for May 19,1952, Greenbelt City Qerk's Office, 
Greenbelt, Maryland. 
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petitions, it would have no effect." Egan underlined his point by stating that 

public law "directs us to sell the Greentowns and we propose to do so as speedily 

as possible. If for any reason sale to GVHC is not consummated we propose to 

forthwith proceed with other methods of sale.'"^' 

Representing perhaps the final execution of paternalistic disregard for the 

voices of the residents, in December of 1952, the 1,580 housing units and over 

seven hundred acres of land were sold to the GVHC for almost seven million 

dollars. The apartments were sold separately through a competitive bidding 

process; six companies purchased them in 1953. The remaining undeveloped 

land was sold to real estate developers in June of 1954; the commercial area was 

sold to a Philadelphia realty company in October 1954.^^ 

According to the records of the GVHC, by the time of this sale, fifty-five 

percent of their members were veterans; one fourth of these veterans were non-

Greenbelt residents.^^ The record is unclear as to how many of the residents 

living in Greenbelt at the time of the sale were able to stay and purchase their 

homes; some in fact may have experienced hardship in the quest to find new 

housing. The choice of the Congress, President Truman, and the PHA to 

privilege veterans in the disposition process, however, does speak to some of the 

goals of the original plarmers. The plarmers did not intend for the community to 

leave public hands; they did, however, hope that the residents of the community 

would develop into the kinds of citizens that would serve the nation in positive 

Greenbelt Town Council Minutes for April 12,1952, Greenbelt City Clerk's Office, 
Greenbelt, Maryland. 

^ Joseph Arnold, The New Deal in the Suburbs. 236. 
"Michael Saltzman, President, GVHC to John T. Egan, 1953, RG 196, Records of the 
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ways. Furthermore, considering the iiiherent ironies of the original project, this 

story's conclusion is not surprising. The benefits of Greenbelt were available to 

those low-income residents inadequately housed who demonstrated the 

behaviors and values the middle-class privileged. The veterans of World War 11 

and their families earned their rights to private ownership of this well-plarmed 

community in ways similar to the first occupants. In 1953, the definition of who 

had access to the benefits of housing was largely determined by the assumptions 

of the 1930s. 

Iricie 

Two months after President Tnmian signed McCarthy's bill, ordering the 

PHA to dispose of the Greenbelt property, Clarence Stein and Lewis Mumford 

exchanged correspondence on the history of this program. Mumford and Stein 

were quite disappointed that these kinds of communities were not built 

elsewhere in the country. They had hoped that the three Greenbelt projects 

might demonstrate for the federal government and the private real estate 

industry the efficiency and benefits of Greenbelt communities. In a 1949 letter to 

Stein, Mumford bemoaned the fact that the federal government no longer 

maintained an interest in providing public housing in decentralized cities; they 

both agreed that in the 1930s, President Roosevelt and U.S. Congress did not 

completely support the efforts of the RPAA and other advocates for these 

communities: "If we could have somehow kept together between 1933 and 1936 

and gotten Roosevelt's ear the whole history of housing and plarming in this 

FPHA, Box 1, NACP. 
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country would have been far different and far better. But Roosevelt, alas, was a 

bad judge of men... [which] worked badly for the whole plaiming movement."^^ 

Stanley Buder's interpretation of the Greenbelt program and the RPAA's 

involvement with public housing is that many members of Congress and the 

public in general thought that by the end of the 1930s, the ideas of the RPAA 

were "too theoretical and idealistic...RPAA idealism did not accord well with the 

broker politics of the New Deal. Intellectual salon elitism did not offer political 

leverage."^' Joseph Arnold argues that because the federal government did not 

fund more of these communities, the history of Greenbelt is that of "a road not 

taken... The failure of the Greenbelt towns to impress either goverrunent officials 

or industrial leaders is rather easily traceable to the program's radical challenge 

to fundamental patterns of urban growth and real estate practice."^' 

Almost forty years after he approached Roosevelt about "his" concept to 

construct satellite cities for low-income residents of urban centers, Tugwell 

received a bibliography on the subject of Greenbelt from Elizabeth Allen, a 

librarian from Prince George's Memorial Library. His reply contained an 

element of melancholy regarding the loss of his dream to restructure existing 

patterns of city-planning; he was particularly troubled by the fact that the 

protective green-belt had been filled, destro5^g one of the key physical aspects 

of the garden city plan: "Dear Mrs. Allen, I am so grateful to you for sending 

me the bibliography about Greenbelt. I have been sorry to see that the belt has 

^ Lewis Mumford to Qarence Stein, 5 July 1949, Lewis Mumford papers, MS. Coll. 2, 
Folder 4664, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 

^ Stanley Buder, Visionaries and Planners: the Garden City Movement and the Modem 
Community (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 179. 
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been filled, or mostly filled, by developers and that the original plans have been 

abandoned. Perhaps we were wrong but I do not think so and I notice that 

many of the ideas have been found useful elsewhere."^^ 

These individuals involved in the planning of Greenbelt, as well as the 

many historians who have turned their attention to its story, expressed their 

deep frustration with the practices and policies of the federal government and 

the real estate industry. According to Tugwell, Mumford, Stein and many other 

urban critics, the fact that these two institutions did not incorporate this radical 

approach to social and urban planning into their policies, plans, and products 

represented a disservice to low-income families and the American landscape. 

Looking at current unchecked patterns of suburban growth and the decay of 

urban centers, it is often times hard to disagree with their viewpoint. Well-

planned communities and adequate and affordable public housing like that 

found in Greenbelt might be an important solution to current inequalities in 

housing. 

What remains problematic with this ideological stance, however, is that 

these commentators do not question the ways in which paradigmatic race, class, 

and gender norms informed the planning and building of communities such as 

Greenbelt. As Betty Friedan argued in 1963, the post-war suburb worked to 

isolate (white, middle-class) women and further separated the worlds of work 

and the "leisure" space of home.^® While Friedan's focus is on the Cold-War 

^ Joseph Arnold, The New Deal in the Suburbs. 243. 
^ Rexford Tugwell to Elizabeth Allen, Jan. 31,1974, Tugwell Papers, General 

Correspondence, Box 1, Folder 1, PERI, Hyde Park. 
^ Betty Friedan, The Feminine Mystique (New York: Dell Publishing, 1963). As many 
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suburb, as is Elaine Tyler May's, patterns of erifordng middle-class versions of 

domesticity intertwined with suburbanization, and as I argue, with class 

stabilization; the same was true for this 1930s version of the suburb in 

Greenbelt.^' Furthermore, in 1961 Jane Jacobs argued that suburban growth 

threatened the special cultviral qualities of urban, working-class, and ethnic 

neighborhoods such as New York's Greenwich Village/" 

Of equal importance, many urban historians, including Kenneth Jackson 

and Christopher Silver, argue that post-war suburbs first and foremost signified 

the retreat of white Americans from the dty, a dty increasingly associated with 

African-Americans/' In addition to reinforcing Jim Crow segregation 

challenged by the Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s, 

suburbanization and subsequent state and local tax policies privileged suburbs, 

economically devastating urban tax bases, schools and infrastructure. In fact, 

post-war suburbs, and this suburb of the 1930s, represent a significant obstacle to 

the path of racial and economic justice for African-Americans. 

Therefore, when we consider "successful" suburban communities such as 

Greenbelt—or the government's failures when they sold Greenbelt to private 

others have argued, Friedan's analysis of white suburbia does not engage how this 
development affected African-Americans and poor women. Her points about suburban middle-
class white women and isolation, however, remain important. For critiques of Friedan's 
avoidance of the questions of class and race, see Daniel Horowitz, Betty Friedan and the 
Making of the Feminine Mystique: the American Left, the Cold War, and Modem Feminism 
(Amhearst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1998). 

^ Elaine Tyler May, Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War (New 
York: Basic Books, 1988). 

*° Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities (New York: Random House, 
1961). 

" Kenneth T. Jackson, The Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United 
States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985); Christopher Silver, Twentieth-Century 
Richmond: Planning. Politics, and Race (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1984). 
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hands—we must uncover the ideological assumptions behind the planning and 

building of these commuruties. Greenbelt was offered as a new form of town-

planning and a mear\s to counter what reformers saw as the social decay and 

instability of urban centers. For the Greenbelt of the 1930s and 1940s, and the 

American city of the twenty-first century, however, we must continually be 

critical and investigate what biases inform the definition of "problems." As this 

study has concluded, when certain localities contain deviations from 

paradigmatic race, class, and gender norms, reformers, government officials, and 

real estate industries see those very "deviations" as the problem instead of the 

actual economic and social injustices that are behind the "problems" of the dty. 
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